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Abstract 

The rise of organic photovoltaic devices (OPVs) and organic light-emitting devices has 

generated interest in the physics governing exciton and polaron dynamics in thin films. 

Energy transfer has been well studied in dilute solutions, but there are emergent properties 

in thin films and greater complications due to complex morphologies which must be better 

understood. Despite the intense interest in energy transport in thin films, experimental 

limitations have slowed discoveries. Here, a new perspective of OPV operation is presented 

where photovoltage, instead of photocurrent, plays the fundamental role. By exploiting this 

new vantage point the first method of measuring the diffusion length (LD) of dark (non-

luminescent) excitons is developed, a novel photodetector is invented, and the ability to 

watch exciton arrival, in real-time, at the donor-acceptor heterojunction is presented. Using 

an enhanced understanding of exciton migration in thin films, paradigms for enhancing LD 

by molecular modifications are discovered, and the first exciton gate is experimentally and 

theoretically demonstrated. Generation of polarons from exciton dissociation represents a 

second phase of energy migration in OPVs that remains understudied. Current approaches 

are capable of measuring the rate of charge carrier recombination only at open-circuit. To 

enable a better understanding of polaron dynamics in thin films, two new approaches are 

presented which are capable of measuring both the charge carrier recombination and transit 

rates at any OPV operating voltage. These techniques pave the way for a more complete 

understanding of charge carrier kinetics in molecular thin films. 
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Figure 4.4: (a) Comparison of the measured, fit, and simulated ηEQE. The simulated ηEQE 

uses the LD values determined by photovoltage with ηCC = 1. (b) Comparison of the 
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Figure 4.5: (a) Charges stored in the device as a function of photovoltage for OPVs 

incorporating a series of phthalocyanine donor layer (see legend) paired with a C60 

acceptor layer. (b) Extinction coefficients of the phthalocyanine molecules. The 

excitation LED used is centered at a wavelength of λ = 735 nm. ......................... 62 

Figure 4.6: Values of LD extracted using the photovoltage-based technique for C60 and a 

series of phthalocyanine molecules differing in the coordinating metal atom: metal-

free (H2Pc), magnesium (MgPc), copper (CuPc), and lead (PbPc). The small square 
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Figure 4.7: X-ray diffraction scans of as deposited thin films for the phthalocyanine 

molecules examined in this study. The peaks are labeled with the corresponding 

plane in the monoclinic crystal structure. ............................................................. 65 

Figure 5.1: (a) Molecular structures of the rubrene derivatives examined in this study. (b) 

Crystal system and lattice parameters obtained from X-ray diffractometry used to 

calculate the single crystal density. The intermolecular spacing, d, is calculated as 

the volume averaged radius per molecule. Standard deviations of the lattice 

parameters and spacing, d, are less than the digits quoted.................................... 72 

Figure 5.2: Dividing the PL from the layer stack (a) by the PL from layer stack (b) as a 

function of donor layer thickness produces the PL ratios plotted in (c). A best fit to 

the data (solid lines) yields the diffusion lengths given in the inset of each plot 

within a 95% confidence interval. ........................................................................ 73 

Figure 5.3: (a) Absorption and emission (area normalized) spectra showing the overlap 

necessary for self-Förster energy transfer. Rubrene, f-rubrene, mm-rubrene, and 

fm-rubrene are represented by the square, circle, triangle, and diamond, 

respectively. (b) Photoluminescence efficiency (ηPL) and fluorescence lifetime (τ) 

determined for each of the rubrene derivatives..................................................... 75 

Figure 5.4: Experimentally determined (squares) and predicted (circles) exciton diffusion 

lengths for rubrene, f-rubrene, mm-rubrene and fm-rubrene using Förster theory. 

The predicted diffusion lengths trend with the measured LD and are in good 
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Figure 6.1: (a) Example exciton gate where the interface between Material 1 and Material 

2 breaks the symmetry in exciton energy transfer rates to the right (k12) and to the 

left (k21). The rate to hop within each layer is given by ki. (b) Cartoon of a stochastic 

interface in a dilute-donor OPV showing site imbalance and the change of 

intermolecular separation R. ................................................................................. 81 

Figure 6.2: Flowchart describing the KMC algorithm used to model 1-D exciton diffusion. 

The rates input into the algorithm are all measured. ............................................. 84 

Figure 6.3: Schematic of binning the organic film to obtain a discretization of the layer for 

input into the KMC model. All arrows represent possible events with the labeled 

rates. The rate KCT is the rate of exciton dissociation at the D-A interface and is 

assumed to be infintely fast in this model. ............................................................ 87 

Figure 6.4: Realization of steady-state using the KMC model as measured by the D-A 

interfacial exciton flux. While different starting exciton concentrations in each bin 

lead to different paths to the steady-state flux, all curves converge to the same value.

............................................................................................................................... 90 

Figure 6.5: Comparison of the analytical model (lines) and the KMC model (symbols) for 

a single layer of organic semiconducting material for different boundary conditions. 

The circles represent reflecting boundary conditions at both ends. The squares 

depict a reflecting boundary condition at position zero and a dissociating boundary 

condition at position 20 nm................................................................................... 91 

Figure 6.6: (a) Comparison of the diffusion efficiency (ηDiff) calculated using the analytical 

model (circles) and the KMC model (squares). While the KMC model is always 

slightly lower than the analytical model, the predicted trends are the same. (b) The 

diffusion efficiency as a function of position and diffusion length in a donor layer 

of varying thicknesses with LD = 10 nm. .............................................................. 92 

Figure 6.7: KMC predictions of the steady-state exciton density for the system described 

in Fig. 6.1 where the intra-layer hopping rates are equal. Three steady-state exciton 

densities are plotted for different rate imbalances at the interface. With no 

imbalance the system behaves like a single neat layer, but with an imbalance the 

steady-state exciton density profile develops a discontinuity at the interface. ..... 94 

Figure 6.8: (a) Dilute-donor device architecture with SubPc diluted into the wide energy 

gap host material UGH2. (b) Diagram of the PL quenching based technique used 

to assess the KMC model. (c) PL ratios measured using the experimental setup of 

(b). The lines show the predicted PL ratios using the KMC model without 

accounting for rate imbalances at the interface (dashed) and accounting for rate 
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imbalances at the interface (solid). (d) The ηDiff predicted by the KMC model 

(accounting for gating effects) for the PL ratios shown in (c). ............................. 95 

Figure 6.9: (a) External quantum efficiency at a wavelength λ = 590 nm for the device 

architecture in Fig. 6.8a. The lines are predictions from the KMC model for ηEQE 

(red), ηDiff (green), and ηAbs (blue). (b)  Predictions of ηDiff for the neat and dilute 

layers individually. The effect of the interface is demonstrated by showing the ηDiff 

predicted without the interface effects added (red lines). ..................................... 97 

Figure 6.10: (a) The layer structure for energy-cascade OPVs and the molecular structure 

for SubNc. (b)  Simulated and measured ηEQE at wavelengths corresponding to 

regions of predominant absorption for both SubPc and SubNc, respectively. (c) 

Simulated ηDiff for both SubPc and SubNc for the as measured OPV as well as an 

artificial OPV that has no imbalance at the permeable interface. ......................... 98 

Figure 6.11: (a) Diagram of the layer structure used to classify exciton motion in systems 

with multiple exciton gates. (b) Exciton mean-squared displacement as a function 

of time. (c) The anomalous diffusion exponent obtained by taking the derivative of 
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Figure 6.12: (a) Diagram of the layer structure used to elucidate the time required for 

excitons to traverse the layer stack. Histograms of the location in the layer stack 

where excitons undergo recombination to the ground state for two layers (b), four 

layers (c), eight layers (d), and sixteen layers (e). (f) The transit efficiency (ηT) 

depicting the percentage of excitons which reach the quencher as a function of the 

number of exciton gates. (g) The average time required to transit the layer stack as 

a function of the number of gates. ...................................................................... 103 

Figure 7.1: (a) Device structure and active materials used to probe the open-circuit voltage 

(VOC) rise and photoluminescence (PL) decay of Alq3. (b) Rise of the VOC and 

concomitant decay of the PL from Alq3 in the device structure shown in (a). (c) 

Emission spectrum of the PL decay shown in (b). .............................................. 110 

Figure 7.2: (a) Planar heterojunction device structure and active layer molecules used to 

explore the open-circuit voltage (VOC) rise of C60. (b) The VOC rise and subsequent 

decay the device in (a) when pumping C60 with a 337 nm and 1 ns long nitrogen 

laser excitation pulse. The initial rise of VOC represents exciton dissociation at the 

donor-acceptor heterojunction followed by noise due to reflections in the 

measurement cables and stray electromagnetic field from the nitrogen laser. ... 112 

Figure 7.3: (a) Number of charges stored in the active layers of the SubPc and C60 planar 

heterojunction device as measured by the charge extraction technique. A larger 

open-circuit voltage (VOC) leads to more carriers stored in the device with a roughly 
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linear relationship. (b) A VOC transient for a planar heterojunction SubPc and C60 

device recorded during and after excitation by a 10 μs long excitation pulse from a 

blue LED (center wavelength λ = 464 nm). ........................................................ 113 

Figure 7.4: Comparison of the predicted and measured open-circuit voltage (VOC) rise for 

the planar heterojunction SubPc and C60 device. The predicted rise using the 

measured diffusion length of 28.9 nm and an exciton lifetime of 0.75 ns provides a 

good match to the VOC rise. Small oscillations in the predicted VOC arise from small 

numerical errors due to the stiffness of the diffusion equation with these parameters. 

The predicted VOC rise does not match the unphysical experimental noise, 

immediately following the rise, but does fit the following VOC plateau. ............ 115 

Figure 8.1: (a) Charge extraction circuit used to measure the relationship between the 

number of charge carriers and VOC. (b) The donor molecule DTDCPB paired with 

the acceptor C60 to make photodetectors in this work. (c) Empirical relationship 

between carrier number and VOC for a DTDCPB and C60 BHJ device. .............. 121 

Figure 8.2: (a) Rise to steady-state VOC for a DTDCPB and C70 BHJ device illuminated by 

a blue LED, with wavelength centered at λ = 464 nm, for the incident intensities 

given in the inset. (b) Transient operation of the same DTDCPB and C70 

photodetector showing both the accumulation region (I) and the extraction region 

(II) with a load resistance of 50 Ω. ..................................................................... 127 

Figure 8.3: External quantum efficiency of the DTDCPB and C70 photodetector and the 

blue LED spectrum used to illuminate the detector. ........................................... 128 

Figure 8.4: Plot of the power generated by the photodetector when switched to short circuit 

as a function of area (square device side length) and the incident photon intensity 

from the blue LED. The regions denote the maximum MOSFET gate capacitance 

that can be used (assuming logic level, 3.3 V) to maintain net power generation.
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Figure 8.5: Voltage transients for a 1-μm-thick BHJ cell containing DTDCPB and C60 when 

illuminated by a blue LED at various incident intensities (legend). The inset shows 

the near complete absorption of the photodetector across the visible region of the 

electromagnetic spectrum. .................................................................................. 131 

Figure 9.1: Plot of the energy associated with each stage of power generation in an OPV. 

Incident photons are absorbed to form excitons. The excitons undergo charge 

transfer at the D-A interface to form a charge transfer state. The charge transfer 

state can dissociate to form separated polarons. These polarons can transit the 

external circuit as usable electrical power. While the energy differences in the plot 

are arbitrary, the general trends are consistent with OPV operation. ................. 134 
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Figure 9.2: (a) Diagram of a charge transfer state (top) immediately after a charge transfer 

event and separated polarons (bottom) after the charge transfer state is dissociated. 

The value r represents the separation between the electron and hole. (b) Diagram 

of the rate constants governing charge transfer (kCT), charge separation (kCS), 

reverse charge separation (kRCS), decay of the CT state (kdec), and polaron 

recombination (krec). ............................................................................................ 136 

Figure 9.3: (a) Diagram showing dissociation of an exciton at the D-A interface (1) and 

subsequent geminate recombination of the CT state (2). (b) Diagram of non-

geminate recombination after a charge transfer state is separated. (c) Depiction of 

the possible spin states for the charge transfer state showing the net spin zero singlet 

and the net spin unity triplet................................................................................ 139 

Figure 9.4: (a) Depiction of recombination in an inorganic semiconductor where both 

carriers inhabit the same material but different bands. (b) Recombination in an OPV 

where the carriers inhabit different materials and can only recombine at the 

interface between the two materials. ................................................................... 141 

Figure 9.5: (a) Depiction of a polaron in solid phthalocyanine showing the effect of the 

extra electron on the surrounding molecules. The molecules may change their 

electron or atomic positions as well as molecular orientations to lower energy in 

the presence of the extra electron. (b) Gaussian energetic disorder in polaron 

energies and the impact of energetic disorder on polaron migration. The hopping 

route is a complex function of both energy and hopping distance. .................... 146 

Figure 9.6: (a) Zoomed out depiction of a transient photovoltage measurement where the 

white light bias determines the steady-state VOC. A small perturbation due to a light 

pulse is observed at time t = 0. (b) Plot of the voltage perturbation (ΔVOC) due to 

the light pulse placing the device in quasi-steady-state. Recombination in the OPV 

dictates the return to steady-state VOC. ................................................................ 148 

Figure 9.7: (a) Example Photo-CELIV voltage and current density traces for an OPV in the 

dark. The experiment starts with a forward bias is applied to the OPV (VOff). After 

a delay time (tD) a linearly increasing reverse bias is applied to the device to extract 

carriers. The reverse saturation current in the dark is given by (J0). (b) Example 

Photo-CELIV traces when the sample is illuminated at time t = 0. The decreased 

current extracted from the device with increasing delay times gives information 

about recombination. The time required to reach peak current (tmax) depends on the 

carrier mobility. (c) Example applied bias trace for an OTRACE experiment where 

a time-varying VOC is applied to the OPV before applying the linearly increasing 
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Figure 10.1: (a) Schematic of the circuit used to perform the CE measurements. (b) Donor 
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Figure 10.4: Comparison of the measured and approximated methods to get the 
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Figure 11.1: (a) basic equivalent circuit capable of producing a single arc on a Nyquist plot. 
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nF (circles) or . 𝐶 = 0.5 nF (crosses). The angular frequency shown ranges from 1 
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Figure 11.3: (a) Equivalent circuit used to describe basic OPV IS spectra having only a 

single arc. The parallel resistors can be combined into a single resistor R2 and the 

parallel capacitors can combine into the capacitor C2. (b) Equivalent circuit used to 
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Figure 11.4: Example plot of the impedance spectrum created by the circuits in Fig. 11.3a 

(solid line) and Fig. 11.3b (dashed line). The example curve without traps uses 
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Figure 11.5: Donor molecules used in this study: (a) HB194, (b) SubPc, and (c) DTDCPB. 
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Figure 11.6: Representative Nyquist plots for bulk heterojunction OPVs containing (a) 
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 1 

 Introduction 

 State of Organic Photovoltaic Devices 

Organic photovoltaic devices (OPVs) form a unique subset of the known solar power 

conversion methods. Literature commonly touts OPVs as an economical alternative to 

common silicon technologies.1,2 The lower cost of OPV devices derives both from 

materials and fabrication savings.1–3 The blue dye copper phthalocyanine serves as a prime 

example of a low cost OPV material that is globally available in vast quantities. Besides 

the materials being cheap, another advantage of using organic molecules as the photo-

active materials comes from their relatively high extinction coefficients.4 These strongly 

absorbing molecules allow for thin active layers (order tens of nanometers) which further 

reduces materials cost. Even more importantly, organic based solar technologies are 

amenable to roll-to-roll processing techniques on flexible plastic substrates.1,2 This high 

throughput and large area processing allows for very low fabrication costs. 

 While current trends indicate that traditional (excluding the promising organic-

inorganic perovskite devices) OPVs will never be more efficient than more conventional 

silicon technologies,5,6 the cheap and flexible nature of OPVs makes them of interest for a 

variety of niche applications.3 The ability to produce large surface area OPVs for low cost 

could make them cost effective for building integrated PVs. This idea includes wrapping 

the exterior of buildings in OPVs to harvest solar energy. Other smaller scale applications 

taking advantage of flexibility are based on coating fabrics. For example, OPVs can be 

incorporated into coats, bags, and tents. This could be useful for the commuter or camper 
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to charge their mobile devices or more importantly to provide cheap power generation 

wherever people live off of an electrical grid. 

 To realize commercial application of OPVs, two major hurdles remain: efficiency 

and lifetime.1 In reality, these problems are linked to the underlying problem of cost. Both 

higher efficiency and longer lifetimes allow for greater power to be extracted for a given 

module cost. There is reason to suspect that both efficiency and lifetime are also connected 

at a fundamental level.7 Depending on the mechanisms degrading an OPV, certain device 

architectures may be more or less susceptible.7 A thorough understanding of device lifetime 

is currently limited by the relative lack of research in the area. As device power conversion 

efficiencies exceed ten percent, more research is beginning to appear on device degradation 

mechanisms, and future research in the OPV realm appears to be jointly focused on higher 

efficiency8–13 and longer device lifetimes.14–18 

 The work in this dissertation focuses on the problem of OPV efficiency. In the 

literature, the problem of low efficiency has been approached from two directions. Some 

work has tried to use an admixture of educated guesses and brute force to synthesize  more 

efficient molecules. The alternate approach, taken here, is to break down OPV operation 

into its fundamental constituents and try to fully understand each element. While this 

method is more laborious and potentially slower to realize gains, it comes with the added 

benefit of generating a more sound understanding of the fundamental physical questions 

that determine OPV performance. 
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 Basics of Photoconversion 

Photoconversion in an organic semiconductor thin film involves four fundamental 

components:19 absorption, exciton diffusion, charge transfer (exciton dissociation), and 

charge collection. Every OPV, to some degree, incorporates each of these processes. 

Deficiencies in these processes have driven the advent of a number of different device 

architectures which can be broadly separated into two groups: planar devices (Fig. 1.1a) 

and bulk heterojunction devices (Fig. 1.1b). This section will use the planar heterojunction 

architecture to illustrate the four component processes of photoconversion and will 

conclude with a brief overview of OPV architectures. 

As the name suggests, a planar heterojunction OPV is composed of a series of 

planar layers, the most basic of which is given in Fig. 1.1a. The device consists of a 

transparent conducting anode made of indium-tin-oxide (ITO), two active layers (the 

electron donor and electron acceptor layers), an exciton blocking layer made of 

bathocuproine (BCP), and an opaque aluminum cathode (Al). The electron donor and 

electron acceptor layers are the photo-active layers, capable of absorbing the incident 
Mullenbach fig. 1

ITO 150 nm

Acceptor

Bathocuproine 10 nm

Al  65 nm

Donor 

(a)

ITO 150 nm

Mixture of Donor & 

Acceptor

Bathocuproine 10 nm

Al 65 nm

(b)

Bathocuproine

CH3 CH3

N N

 

Figure 1.1: (a) Planar heterojunction OPV having two active layers, an exciton blocking layer, and an Al 

cathode. (b) A bulk heterojunction device having a bulk heterojunction (mixture of donor and acceptor), 

an exciton blocking layer, and an Al cathode. The molecular structure of bathocuproine is also shown. 
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photon energy, and the device gets its name from flat nature of the interface between the 

donor and acceptor layers. The terms donor and accepter refer to the material’s tendency 

to either donate or accept electrons and will be discussed further when the process of charge 

transfer is discussed. 

Perhaps the most obvious step in generating electrical power from light is the 

absorption of photons. As expected, OPV operation begins with the absorption of light. 

Using the planar heterojunction architecture of Fig. 1.1a, light can be absorbed in either 

the donor or the acceptor layers. Light absorption in the other layers is deleterious, and 

these other layer materials are chosen to limit absorption in the solar spectrum. Suppose a 

photon is absorbed in the donor layer (Fig. 1.2 step 1). Then the absorbing molecule in the 

donor layer uses the photon energy to transition to an excited state. This excited state 

consists of a bound electron-hole pair termed an exciton.20 The exciton is bound by an 

energy EB termed the binding energy. For this reason, the electron and hole (forming the 

exciton) in Fig. 1.2 are drawn inside the bandgap.21 

The exciton is generally a mobile quasiparticle capable of migrating to other 

molecules via energy transfer.22–26 In the general case, exciton motion is stochastic;27,28 

there is an equal probability that the exciton will move in any direction (for simplicity the 

drawing in Fig. 1.2 does not show representative exciton motion). Due to the stochastic 

nature of exciton motion, the net migration of excitons is commonly referred to as exciton 

diffusion29–33 and is well described by a simple diffusion equation34 
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𝑑𝑛(𝑥, 𝑡)

𝑑𝑡
= 𝐷

𝑑2𝑛(𝑥, 𝑡)

𝑑𝑥

2

−
𝑛(𝑥, 𝑡)

𝜏
+ 𝐺(𝑥) . (1.1) 

In Eqn. (1.1), n(x,t) is the exciton density, t is time, x is the spatial coordinate (see Fig. 1.2), 

D is the diffusivity, τ is the natural exciton lifetime, and G(x) is the exciton generation 

profile. Equation (1.1) is ubiquitous in describing exciton motion29–32,35 and will be referred 

to many times throughout this text. As with many descriptions of diffusive motion, it is 

helpful to define a diffusion length (LD) that represents the average distance over which an 

exciton migrates in its lifetime. 

 Excitons that are photogenerated at the D-A interface or ones that migrate to the 

D-A interface are capable of undergoing dissociation via a charge transfer process.36–39 

Excitons which do not reach the interface are lost, reducing the OPV efficiency. For the 

case of an exciton originating on a donor (acceptor) molecule, the exciton transfers an 

electron (hole) to a nearby acceptor (donor) molecule. So long as the energy difference 

• Mullenbach fig. 2

E
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Figure 1.2: Energy level diagram—showing the four steps of photoconversion—in a planar 

heterojunction OPV where the materials are not in contact. (1) Absorption and creation of an exciton. (2) 

Diffusion of the exciton. (3) Charge transfer. (4) Charge collection to the electrodes 
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between the lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals (ΔLUMO in Fig. 1.2) for electron 

transfer or the highest occupied molecular orbitals (ΔHOMO Fig. 1.2) for hole transfer is 

greater than EB, the transfer of charge is energetically favorable.19 

 After the charge transfer event, the electron and hole are now on separate 

molecules. Though the charge carriers are now separated, there is still an attractive 

Coulomb potential between them.36–39 If this potential is great enough to consider the 

charges bound, the individual charges are often referred to as a quasi-particle termed a 

charge transfer state.36–39 Even if the charges are not strongly coupled to each other, they 

still have a strong interaction with the organic molecule upon which they reside. The charge 

carrier and the local molecular coupling is commonly thought of as a quasiparticle called 

a polaron. 

 For power to be generated by the OPV the polarons must be collected at the contacts 

to form a photocurrent (Fig. 1.2 step 4). Any charge carriers failing to exit the cell are lost 

energy and reduce the efficiency of the OPV. The main loss of charge carriers is to 

recombination events.40–46 There are two main categories of recombination events: 

geminate and non-geminate recombination.47–49 Geminate recombination refers to a 

recombination event between two charge carriers that were generated from the same 

exciton; recombination of charge transfer states can fall under this category. Non-geminate 

recombination defines recombination between an electron and hole that came from 

different excitons. In high efficiency planar heterojunction OPVs, non-geminate 

recombination likely accounts for a majority of polaron recombination events. 
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 For optimum OPV performance, all four steps (absorption, diffusion, charge 

transfer, and charge collection) must all occur with high efficiency. The first overarching 

design rule of OPVs comes from the seminal work of Tang. In his 1986 paper, Tang 

demonstrated efficient exciton dissociation by charge transfer at a D-A heterojunction.19 

Since then, the vast majority of OPVs have incorporated a D-A interface to facilitate 

exciton dissociation.  

 Charge collection is an outlier when it comes to overarching design rules. The other 

processes (absorption, diffusion, and charge collection) are difficult to mutually optimize. 

Despite the generally high extinction coefficients of organic semiconductors, absorption 

lengths are often still tens to hundreds of nanometers. In contrast, the exciton diffusion 

length is often <10 nm.29,31,32,50 In a planar heterojunction, there is a tradeoff between 

thinner active layers for improved exciton diffusion and thicker layers for more complete 

absorption. 

 The most prominent approach to overcoming the tradeoff between LD and 

absorption length is to change from a planar heterojunction to a bulk heterojunction 

architecture (Fig. 1.1b).12,13,51–57 In a bulk heterojunction (BHJ) OPV, the intermixing of 

donor and acceptor molecules leads to greatly increased D-A interfacial area compared to 

a planar heterojunction OPV. If there is very little phase separation between the donor and 

the acceptor in a BHJ OPV, then all excitons are photogenerated well within LD of a D-A 

interface and can be dissociated. 
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The downside to such fine mixtures of donor and acceptor is that it can complicate 

charge extraction. After exciton dissociation by charge transfer the donor material holds 

the holes and the acceptor material holds the electrons. Therefore the D-A interface acts as 

a site for recombination to occur. The increased D-A interfacial area in a BHJ OPV leads 

to a greater overlap of electron and hole density, and with increased overlap comes higher 

probabilities for recombination. A further problem of the intermixing in BHJ devices is 

that it complicates charge collection pathways. Since holes and electrons must transit from 

the cell on their respective materials, the intermixing of donor and acceptor limits the 

available charge collection pathways. 

Bulk heterojunction devices also introduce fabrication challenges. Current 

fabrication methods allow for tight control over layer thicknesses essential to planar 

heterojunction device design. However, it is not possible a priori to know the ideal 

conditions to promote the optimum donor-acceptor phase separation. The difficulty in 

interrogating device morphologies further complicates prescriptions for fabricating ideal 

BHJ active layers. 

 

 Measuring Device Efficiency 

Organic photovoltaic efficiency can be defined in two ways: power conversion efficiency 

and external quantum efficiency.4 Power conversion efficiency measures the electrical 

power extracted from the OPV compared to the optical power incident on the device. The 
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external quantum efficiency tells the number of charge carriers extracted from the device 

per the number of photons incident on the OPV. 

 To determine the power conversion efficiency the OPV is illuminated using a solar 

simulator. The commonly used standard of solar illumination for solar cell testing is called 

AM 1.5G which is roughly the average incident solar intensity for the contiguous US (see 

Fig. 1.3a). While illuminated, the current is measured as a function of applied voltage. An 

example current density (J) versus voltage (V) curve for a planar heterojunction OPV 

comprised of a magnesium phthalocyanine (MgPc) donor layer paired with a C60 acceptor 

layer is given in Fig. 1.3b. The device is capped with a 10-nm-thick BCP exciton blocking 

layer and a 60-nm-thick Al cathode. There are three quantities to note from the J-V curve: 

the short-circuit current density (JSC), the open-circuit voltage (VOC), and the fill factor (

1 1

m m SC OCFF J JV V  ). The fill factor can be understood visually as the ratio of areas between 

the small box (yellow) and the dashed line box in Fig. 1.3b. Using FF, JSC, and VOC the 

power conversion efficiency (ηP) can be calculated: 

 
𝜂𝑃 =

𝐽𝑆𝐶𝑉𝑂𝐶𝐹𝐹

𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡
  . 

(1.2) 

In Eqn. (1.2) Pincident is the power per unit area incident on the device. 

The external quantum efficiency (ηEQE) is commonly measured spectrally as a 

function of the incident light wavelength (λ). An example ηEQE plot is given (for the planar 

MgPc C60 cell) in Fig. 1.3c. The structure of the ηEQE plot is determined by the four 

efficiencies related to the four main processes in OPV operation: 
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𝜂𝐸𝑄𝐸 = 𝜂𝐴𝑏𝑠𝜂𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝜂𝐶𝑇𝜂𝐶𝐶  . (1.3) 

In Eqn. (1.3) ηAbs is the absorption efficiency, ηDiff is the diffusion efficiency, ηCT is the 

charge transfer efficiency, and ηCC is the charge collection efficiency. For most OPVs using 

a D-A heterojunction with proper energy levels, ηCT is often assumed to be unity. The 

absorption efficiency is mainly dependent on the spectral shape of the extinction 

coefficients of the active materials, and mainly gives rise to the humps seen in Fig. 1.3c. 

The diffusion efficiency depends slightly on the incident wavelength since different 

wavelengths generate different electric field profiles and thus different exciton generation 

profiles within the layer. This causes some augmentation between the absorption profile 

and the ηEQE plot. Finally, the ηCC acts as a scale factor for the ηEQE plot. Since all charges 

generated in a planar cell must traverse the same layer structure regardless of incident 

wavelength, ηCC is independent of λ. 
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Figure 1.3: (a) AM 1.5 G solar spectrum (b) Example J-V plot for a magnesium phthalocyanine C60 

planar heterojunction OPV (c) External quantum efficiency plot for the same device as in (b) 
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 Excitons in Organic Semiconductors 

 The Nature of the Exciton 

The introduction defined an exciton as a bound electron-hole pair. While this definition is 

correct from a given perspective, greater insight can be obtained by first taking a step back 

and approaching the exciton from a different direction. Instead of picturing a particle—the 

exciton—being generated from light absorption it serves to first discuss the fundamental 

properties of organic molecules without regard to the notion of excitons. 

 To understand molecular excitations, the electronic structure must first be 

examined. Organic molecules have two predominate types of bonds:58,59 sigma (σ) bonds 

(Fig. 2.1a) and pi (π) bonds (Fig. 2.1b). In σ bonds there is a sharing of electron density 

between the two bonding atoms. This sharing of electron density results from the overlap 

of molecular orbitals when the atoms are placed in close proximity.60 On the other hand, π 

bonds result from molecular orbital overlap that occurs perpendicular to the line connecting 

atomic centers. Whereas σ bonds localize electron density between two atoms, π bonds 

delocalize electron density between neighboring atoms.  

 The combination of multiple, connected π bonds in a molecule delocalizes electron 

density over many atoms.58,59 Perhaps the simplest example of such electron delocalization 

is the conjugation observed in benzene. The carbon atoms in benzene form sigma bonds in 

the plane of the molecule using the 2s, 2px, and 2py orbitals. When these orbitals hybridize, 

they form evenly spaced (120 degrees apart) electron density in the plane of the molecule 

(see Fig. 2.1a).58 This results in the hexagonal shape of benzene, and leaves one electron 
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per carbon atom in the 2pz orbital to bond with the neighboring carbon atoms in π bonds. 

Whereas the sigma bonds confine electron density between carbon and hydrogen atom 

cores, the π bonds result in a delocalized cloud of electron density above and below the 

plane of the molecule (see Fig. 2.1b). These delocalized electrons are often responsible for 

the interaction of molecules with visible light.59 

 The preceding discussion of electronic structure ignores any motion of the nuclei. 

However, the atomic cores—in accordance with the quantum harmonic oscillator—are 

never truly stationary. In fact, the atoms on any molecule move in concert with one another. 

Any molecule has a number of choreographies, or vibrational modes, each having their 

own associated energy.58,59 

 To understand the interaction of molecules with photons requires the marriage of 

both molecular vibrations and molecular electronic structure.20 In relation to each other, 

the energy separation between vibrational modes is considerably less than the spacing 

between electronic states.58,59 As such, the energetic state of a molecule is described firstly 

Mullenbach fig. 1

A

B

(a) (b)

 bond BA

 bond

 bond

Figure 2.1: (a) top-down view of a σ bond between two carbon atoms A and B. (b) side view of the two 

carbon atoms showing the delocalized π bond above and below the plane. 
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by the electronic state of the molecule. Molecules in the ground electronic state are said to 

be in the S0 state.59 Excited electronic states (ignoring for the moment a change of the spin 

state) are represented by incrementing the subscripted numeral.  

Within a given electronic state there are a number of vibronic states as well. For 

example, the S0 state in Fig. 2.2a has four possible vibronic energy levels shown as νi. The 

higher the value of the subscript i the greater the energy associated with that vibration. The 

vibrational modes in Fig. 2.2a are evenly spaced (in accordance with the quantum harmonic 

oscillator) though the actual spacing depends on the given molecule.61 Showing four 

vibrational modes is also arbitrary. In a given molecule there can be more or fewer 

vibrational modes. The number of vibrational modes depends on the number of atoms in 

the molecule and the shape of the molecule (linear or nonlinear). Given N atoms in a 

molecule, there are 3N coordinates needed to describe the location of every atom. The 

molecule’s center of mass has three degrees of translational freedom; this leaves 3N-3 

coordinates.58 For rotational degrees of freedom, a linear molecule has two degrees of 

freedom—the axis of the molecule provides no rotation—whereas a nonlinear molecule 

has three rotational degrees of freedom. Taking both rotation and translation into account, 

a linear molecule has 3N-5 vibrational degrees of freedom, and a nonlinear molecule has 

3N-6 vibrational degrees of freedom.58 

Let the molecule of Fig. 2.2a be in the lowest energy vibronic state of S0 and that a 

photon with sufficient energy to reach S1 is incident on the molecule. Then the molecule 
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can undergo a transition from the ground state to the first excited state (S1).
59 The transition 

is not instantaneous, rather a few processes happen at different times. First, the photon 

energy is absorbed and the electronic structure of the molecule changes.62 This higher 

energy configuration of electrons perturbs the equilibrium position of the atomic cores. In 

response to this perturbation, the atomic cores undergo a slight reorganization.59,63,64 The 

atomic cores—in conjunction with their greater mass—move a shorter distance over longer 

time than the electrons. After this reorganization the excited state molecule differs from 

the ground state molecule in both electron and atom arrangement. This change in atom and 

electron positioning also changes the vibrational modes (see the absorption process in Fig. 

2.2b).20,63,64 The molecule in the S1 state is an entirely distinct species from the molecule 

in S0. In other words, the atomic rearrangement upon relaxation means that the excited state 

molecule cannot be reached directly by promoting an electron from the HOMO to the 

LUMO. 

This type of absorption event contrasts with the simplest idea of absorption in an 

inorganic semiconductor. In the basic picture of absorption in germanium (an arbitrary 

• Mullenbach fig. 2
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Figure 2.2: (a) Simple schematic of the ground state (S0) and the first excited state (S1) showing vibronic 

energy levels for each state and possible absorption (blue) and emission (red) transitions. (b) A diagram 

of the electronic and vibronic energy levels showing the harmonic oscillator potential and the offset 

caused by nuclear rearrangement. (c) An absorption and emission spectrum representative of the 

transitions shown in part (a). 
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example material), an electron is promoted from the valence band to the conduction band. 

No change in the crystalline lattice accompanies this absorption and the vibrational modes 

(more properly phonon modes) of the lattice do not change. In this incorrect picture the 

excited state can be reached simply by promoting a single electron to a new state without 

perturbing the atoms or the other electrons. 

This difference in how the excited state can be reached between the case of a 

molecule and the simple inorganic semiconductor picture lies at the heart of the exciton. 

The exciton is a group excitation that cannot be tied to an individual atom.20 Through the 

exciton the vibrational modes of the atoms involved are distinctly changed from the 

vibrational modes in the absence of the excitation. To stress, no single atom in the excited 

state molecule can be tied to the exciton, rather the entire molecule and its vibrational 

modes are the exciton.20 

While the above discussion might appear to suggest that inorganic semiconductors 

do not have excitonic states, the opposite holds the truth. Excitons can be found in many 

inorganic semiconductors;65 the previous simplified picture of absorption in germanium is 

an oversimplification. Much like in the case of molecules, photon absorption by an 

inorganic semiconductor produces a localized excitation that cannot be tied to a single 

atom. Further within this joint excitation the vibrational modes of the crystal are perturbed 

to entirely different modes.65 Frenkel used this idea of a localized excitation to develop the 

theory behind converting light energy to heat inside of an inorganic crystal.20 
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While the exciton is most appropriately a complex combination of particles, it is 

fruitful to think of the exciton as simply a Coulombically bound electron-hole pair. If the 

electron-hole pair is modeled using the Bohr model for hydrogen,66 the exciton size would 

be proportional to the permittivity (𝜖 = 𝜖𝑅𝜖 ) 

 
𝑟 =

4 𝜖ℏ2

𝑞2𝜇
  . (2.1) 

In Eqn. (2.1), r is separation between the electron and hole; ℏ is Planck’s constant67 divided 

by 2π; q is the fundamental electron charge; and μ is the reduced mass of the electron and 

hole. Similarly, the exciton binding energy (EB) would be inversely dependent on ϵ: 

 
  = −

𝑞4𝜇

2ℏ2(4 𝜖)2
  . (2.2) 

For inorganic materials with a large relative permittivity, the exciton radius is large and the 

binding energy is comparable to the energy at room temperature. These Mott-Wannier 

excitons65 are easily dissociated into their constituent electron and hole by thermal energy 

and thus play only a minor role in most inorganic semiconductors. In contrast, organic 

molecules having a small relative permittivity have small exciton radii and therefore large 

binding energies (~0.5 eV).68 It is this large binding energy that necessitates the use of 

donor-acceptor heterojunctions to dissociate excitons in OPVs. 

 The tightly bound Frenkel type excitons in organic semiconductors have two most 

common varieties, namely, singlet and triplet excitons. Singlet and triplet refers to the spin 

multiplicity of the exciton. Since organic molecules without heavy metal atoms are entirely 
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composed of closed shelled atoms the spin state of an exciton is determined by electronic 

structure of the molecule. 

 To understand the exciton spin state it is helpful to first describe individual electron 

spins. The electron spin can be described by two quantum numbers s and ms which 

represent the spin quantum number and the z-component spin quantum number, 

respectively.61,69 The spin state of the electron can then be completely described by the ket 

|𝑠,𝑚𝑠⟩. Since electrons are spin ½ Fermions, s must be equal to ½ and ms can take on 

values of 𝑚𝑠 = {−𝑠, −𝑠 + 1,… , 𝑠 − 1, 𝑠} = {−1/2 ,1/2} . The two commuting spin 

operators of interest here are the magnitude squared of the spin (S2) and the z-component 

of the spin (Sz) which are defined by the eigenvalue equations 𝑆2|𝑠,𝑚𝑠⟩ =

ℏ2𝑠(𝑠 + 1)|𝑠,𝑚𝑠⟩ and 𝑆𝑧|𝑠,𝑚𝑠⟩ = ℏ𝑚𝑠|𝑠,𝑚𝑠⟩.  

 To combine the two electrons, the new system is a combination of the Hilbert 

spaces of the two individual electrons, but insight can be gained by simply thinking of the 

electrons as vectors which must be combined.69 If two vectors are combined, the magnitude 

of the two vectors can either be the sum of the two vectors or the difference of the two 

vectors. In terms of the two electrons this means the total spin must fall in the range 

[|𝑠 − 𝑠2|, 𝑠 + 𝑠2] = [0,1] (the subscript denotes the two electrons). Further it must be the 

case that there are four possible spin states since each individual electron contributes 2 =

2𝑠𝑖 + 1 possible spin configurations (as predicted by combinatorics). Examining the spin 

equals unity case, there are three possible states (3 = 2𝑠𝑡 + 1). 
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|𝑠𝑡, 𝑚𝑠⟩ = {

|1,1⟩ or ↑↑
|1,0⟩ or ↑↓
|1, −1⟩ or ↓↓

  . 
(2.3) 

In Eqn. (2.3) the arrows represent a shorthand notation for the individual electron spins 

either being up or down. For the total spin equals zero case the only possible spin 

configuration is 

 
|𝑠𝑡,𝑚𝑠⟩ = |0,0⟩ or ↓↑  . (2.4) 

From this presentation it may appear that |1,0⟩ and |0,0⟩ are indistinguishable since each 

has one electron spin up and the other electron spin down. However, using a ladder (rasing 

or lowering) operator on the top or bottom state of Eqn. (2.3) shows that |1,0⟩ is really a 

superposition of two possible electron states: 
 

√2
(↑↓ +↓↑). Similarly the state in (2.4) is the 

superposition of two antiparallel spin states 
 

√2
(↑↓ −↓↑). Acting on any state in Eqn. (2.3) 

with S2 returns the eigenvalue ℏ2𝑠(𝑠 + 1) = 2ℏ2. Since there are three states in Eqn. (2.3) 

that all have the same S2 eigenvalue, the state is said to be a triplet state. If the same analysis 

is performed on the single state of Eqn. (2.4), it is seen that there is only one state capable 

of producing the eigenvalue of 0 for S2. The state of Eqn. (2.4) is therefore called a singlet 

state.  

Taking a step back from the math, the magnitude of the spin is an important physical 

property since it represents a component of the angular momentum in the system, and 

angular momentum is a conserved quantity. The ground state of many organic molecules 

is the singlet state since all of the electron spins are paired. When the molecule is excited 

by a photon, an electron is promoted from the HOMO to the LUMO and this unpairs two 
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electrons. The previous analogy might seem to suggest that the new molecular state has a 

75% chance to be a triplet and a 25% chance to be a singlet simply based on the number of 

possible configurations. But the photon is a spin zero particle and conservation of angular 

momentum therefore dictates that the total spin of the system cannot change upon 

absorption of a photon. This means that optically excited excitons are initially singlet 

excitons (ignoring the possibility of some molecules with intertwined orbital and spin 

angular momentum to absorb into the triplet state). 

To create a triplet exciton the spin state must be transitioned (flipped). On the 

surface it may appear that flipping a spin state would violate the conservation of angular 

momentum. However, spin is only one portion of the angular momentum in the system. 

Electrons also have orbital angular momentum, and it is the total angular momentum of the 

system which must be conserved. The most notable method of coupling the orbital and spin 

angular momenta is through the spin-orbit interaction. Since the electron is moving around 

the nucleus and both the nucleus and the electron possess spin, there is a magnetic 

interaction between the electron and the nucleus. For heavy metal atoms this magnetic 

interaction can be strong enough to efficiently flip the spin of the electron. This theory is 

the reason behind the use of heavy metal atoms in common high-efficiency OLED 

phosphorescent materials like tris[2-phenylpyridinato-C2,N]iridium(III).70,71 

As will be examined in the following section, the spin state of the exciton has an 

important impact on the exciton properties. The conservation of spin substantially impacts 
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the ability of triplet excitons to form, transfer, and decay to the ground state. Spin can also 

play a role in the recombination dynamics of an OPV as discussed later. 

 

 Basics of Exciton Migration 

Excitons in organic molecules are capable of moving between molecules of both the same 

and different species so long as energy and angular momentum are conserved. Exciton 

motion falls into three main categories distinguished by the length scale over which the 

exciton migrates in a single hop: cascade, Förster,23 and Dexter24 type transfer. Cascade is 

the longest form of transfer with no real upper limit on the distance, Förster has an 

intermediate transfer distance (usually 1s to 10s of nanometers), and Dexter type transfer 

mainly occurs between nearest-neighbor molecules. This section presents a basic 

examination of the fundamental physics involved in each type of transfer. From this 

understanding rational design of OPVs to enhance exciton diffusion can be realized, as will 

be discussed in a later chapter. 

 Throughout the discussion of different energy transfer types the letters A and B will 

represent two different molecules in the ground state and an asterisk will represent the 

molecule in the excited state (an exciton). In cascade transfer the exciton (A*) radiatively 

decays to the ground state. The photon released during this process can then excite another 

molecule (B) so long as the HOMO-LUMO separation of B is less than or equal to the 

emitted photon energy. The cascade method can transfer energy as far as the photon can 

travel, but in practice the distance is limited by the physical dimensions of the material. 
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Despite the long transfer distance, cascade transfer is generally the least efficient method 

of exciton migration. The low efficiency of cascade transfer lies partially in the tradeoff 

between photoluminescence efficiency (ηPL) and absorption. For maximal absorption a neat 

film of closely packed molecules is preferred, but this close packing of molecules often 

leads to self-quenching of the excited state and therefore low ηPL. The relatively small 

spectral overlap of luminescence and absorption for most molecules further limits the 

efficiency of cascade energy transfer. 

 Förster transfer, on the other hand, can be an exceedingly efficient means of exciton 

migration.22,23,29,31,50 Förster energy transfer bears the name of its founder and was 

originally presented in the first half of the 20th century.23 Early in the 20th century, 

examinations of sensitized72,73 and polarized26,74,75 fluorescence suggested the existence of 

excited-state energy transfer. In sensitized fluorescence experiments, a solution containing 

two active species (A and B) is illuminated with a wavelength of light such that only species 

A shows significant absorption. Then, if fluorescence from species B is observed, it is said 

to be sensitized fluorescence. This fluorescence results from A to B energy transfer 

followed by the radiative decay of species B. Sensitized fluorescence was used to 

demonstrate energy transfer between carotenoid and chlorophyll molecules, emphasizing 

the importance of energy transfer in photosynthesis.76 Polarized fluorescence requires two 

conditions: preferential absorption based on molecular orientation and a radiative lifetime 

shorter than the molecular reorganization lifetime. It has been shown that the level of 

fluorescence polarization is decreased with increasing dye concentration. The 
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depolarization suggests that energy is transferred from excited molecules to unexcited 

molecules within the radiative lifetime, helping to randomize the polarization of the 

observed fluorescence. The concentration dependence indicates that the rate of energy 

transfer depends on the intermolecular separation. 

Aiming to describe concentration dependent depolarization, Förster developed a 

model of energy transfer (Förster transfer) where two molecules are Coulombically 

coupled by a dipole-dipole field.23 Using this coupling term, Förster derived the rate of 

energy transfer and connected it to measurable photophysical molecular properties.22 He 

also calculated the intermolecular separation at which the rate of energy transfer is equal 

to all other competing rates. This "Förster radius" (R0) is of order nanometers for many of 

the molecular systems of interest in organic optoelectronic devices. 

Förster derived an expression to describe energy transfer between two molecules 

mediated via electric field interactions.23 In this theory, the excited state molecule (a spin-

zero singlet exciton labeled A*) is treated as a dipole, and the electric field of this dipole 

interacts with the ground state dipole of another molecule (B). So long as A* and B are 

separated by more than the molecular separation and the dipole-dipole interaction is weak 

enough to permit the applicability of perturbation theory, Förster showed that the rate of 

energy transfer (kF) between A* and B can be written as 

 𝑘𝐹 =
1

𝜏
(
1

𝑅6
)
9𝜂𝑃𝐿𝜅

2

128 5 𝑛4
∫𝜆4𝐹𝐷(𝜆) (𝜆)𝑑𝜆 =

1

𝜏
(
𝑅 
𝑅
)
6

   .  (2.5) 

Here,  is the dipole orientation factor ( 0.845 2 / 3 for randomly oriented rigid dipoles),77 

τ is the excited state lifetime, R is the intermolecular spacing, λ is the wavelength, FD is 
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the area-normalized fluorescence spectrum of A*, σ is the absorption cross-section of B, 

and n is the real index of refraction at the wavelength corresponding to the maximum value 

of the integrand. 

 The introduction of the virtual photon as the force carrier of the electric field helps 

to explain the form of Eqn. (2.5). Since the excited state molecule and the ground state 

molecule are communicating via the electric field, this communication can be understood 

as the exchange of a virtual photon between the molecules. Using this concept as an 

analogy, the emission of a virtual photon by A* must come from an available transition 

from 𝑆𝑛 → 𝑆  and it must be absorbable by B. This explains the overlap of the fluorescence 

spectrum and the absorption cross-section in Eqn. (2.5). This also gives a rationale for the 

inclusion of ηPL and the index of refraction since these terms will dictate the likelihood of 

photon emission and the speed at which the photon will traverse the local media. 

 While it provides some intuition to think of Förster transfer as the emission of a 

photon and its subsequent absorption, it must be stressed that no real photon is emitted. 

The overlap integral actually arises from application of Fermi’s Golden Rule (perhaps more 

appropriately Dirac’s78): 

 Γ =
2 

ℏ
|⟨𝐵|𝐻′|𝐴∗⟩|2𝜌  . (2.6) 

In Eqn. (2.6) Γ is the rate of transition between the initial state (A*) and the final state (B). 

The coupling term H′ is the dipole interaction between A* and B, and the term ρ represents 

the density of states of the final state. The density of final states which may be accessed by 

the initially excited exciton A* is given by the overlap integral in Eqn. (2.5). The appearance 
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of ηPL and n in Eqn. (2.5) are similarly measurable analogues of quantum parameters 

coupling |𝐴∗⟩ to |𝐵⟩.  

 Since Förster derived his model to address energy transfer in dilute solutions, there 

is concern that Eqn. (2.5) becomes inappropriate for describing energy transfer in neat films 

where the molecules are closely spaced. There are examples of Förster transfer being 

successfully applied to neat films,29,50,79 but there is also some work suggesting that Eqn. 

(2.5) should be altered.80 At close distances the individual partial charges of atoms in a 

molecule begin to look quite different from a dipole. As such Förster theory can be 

transitioned from a dipole-dipole coupling to a multipole-multipole coupling. Quantum 

chemical computations on naphthalene have shown the multipole expansion to be greater 

than 10% more accurate when calculating molecular couplings.80 

 Despite this success, the multipole expansion has a limited range of usefulness. As 

the separation between the molecules approaches interatomic distances, truncated forms of 

the multipole expansion break down. In this limit the system is only appropriately 

described by the actual charge distribution which requires quantum chemistry calculations. 

Further complicating Förster calculations on this length scale is the addition of Dexter type 

energy transfer. 

 After Förster’s seminal work on excitation energy transfer, Dexter proposed an 

alternative migration method to account for sensitized luminescence forbidden by Förster 

theory. Sensitized luminescence results when a photoexcited material (the sensitizer) 

transfers its energy to a different material (the activator) which then releases the energy as 
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a photon. As shown by Eqn. (2.5), Förster energy transfer requires overlap between the 

donor emission spectrum and the acceptor absorption spectrum, but cases of sensitized 

luminescence were observed where the activator has negligible absorption overlap with the 

sensitizer luminescence spectrum. 

 To explain the anomalous energy transfer, Dexter began by rehashing the derivation 

for Förster type energy transfer (a highly useful and thorough derivation), but Dexter’s 

derivation remains more general than the derivation by Förster.24 Dexter systematically 

demonstrates how a forbidden activator transition makes each of the Coulomb matrix 

elements zero. However, Dexter keeps the exchange interaction (arising from transposition 

of indistinguishable particles) terms in the matrix element which Förster disregards. Dexter 

then shows that even when the Coulomb matrix elements vanish, the exchange energy 

remains allowing for a non-zero matrix element. It should be noted that the exchange 

interaction requires electron wavefunction overlap as depicted in Fig. 2.3a.24,81 

 The exchange in a Dexter event is the simultaneous transfer of the excited electron 

from the donor to the acceptor and a ground state electron from the acceptor to the donor 

(Fig. 2.3b). The ground state electron transferred to the donor must match the spin of the 

excited state electron being transferred in order to preserve the spin state of the system and 

conserve angular momentum. The physical transfer of electrons in the Dexter process, 

necessitates wavefunction overlap and therefore only occurs between nearest neighbor 

molecules. Secondly, the exchange energy is often less than the Coulomb energy leading 
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to the common assumption that Förster transfer, when permitted, is the dominant form of 

exciton energy transfer. 

 Dexter transfer is not the only form of electron exchange transfer capable of 

facilitating exciton migration. A similar, though distinct, method of exciton migration has 

been proposed where the electron exchange occurs by means of charged molecular states. 

Let D+ represent the donor molecule with a net positive electron charge and A- the acceptor 

molecule with a net negative electron charge. Exciton migration can then occur by means 

of these intermediary molecular ions (Fig. 2.3c). In other words the electron exchange 

proposed by Dexter can occur as a series of electron hops instead of simultaneously: 

 𝐷∗ + 𝐴 → 𝐷+ + 𝐴− → 𝐷 + 𝐴∗. (2.7) 

 

(a) (b)

(c)

D* A D A*

D* A D+ A- D A*

 

Figure 2.3: (a) Diagram of orbital overlap necessary for Dexter type transfer with an effective Bohr radius 

of L. (b) Diagram of Dexter transfer showing the simultaneous exchange of two electrons between the excited 

state donor D* and the acceptor A. (c) Diagram of two step electron exchange using the intermediate 

molecular ion states of the positive donor (D+) and the negative acceptor (A-). 
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While the distinction between Dexter transfer and other non-Förster energy transfer 

mechanisms is important, the details of these energy transfer mechanisms are largely 

inaccessible to the experimentalist. Whereas the rate of Förster transfer can be beautifully 

predicted from basic photophysical measurements, the governing processes of all Dexter 

type transfers refuse such elegant approaches and are therefore relegated to be fully 

described only by quantum chemistry calculations. Despite this complication, Dexter type 

transfer can be experimentally probed by understanding the necessary wavefunction 

overlap for these migration processes. Approximating the excited state electron 

wavefunction as a Gaussian, the tail of the wavefunction then appears to be exponential. 

The wavefunction tail overlap of two electrons then leads to the rate of Dexter type transfer 

being described by 

 𝑘𝐷 = 𝐾
2𝑒−2𝑅/𝐿 . (2.8) 

In Eqn. (2.8) R is the separation between the molecular centers, L is an effective Bohr 

radius (averaged if the two molecular species are different), and K is a rate which accounts 

for the remaining, relevant quantum mechanical factors. 

 

 Connecting Energy Transfer and Exciton Diffusion 

 The previous section focused on the different methods of exciton diffusion and the 

parameters which govern the rate of energy transfer. The focus now shifts to connecting 

the rate of energy transfer to LD. While the rate of energy transfer is perhaps the more 

fundamental value, LD is more useful in designing devices based on excitons. When 

creating a planar heterojunction OPV, LD places an upper limit on the active layer 
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thicknesses. Also, LD is the commonly measured parameter whereas the rate of energy 

transfer often has to be extracted from measured values of LD and photophysical 

parameters. Therefore, examining energy transfer rates requires connecting the rate to the 

diffusion length. 

 To connect the rate and LD it is helpful to think of the rate as the molecular property 

and LD as the ensemble result. Using for example a neat donor layer, let an exciton be 

generated on a molecule in the middle of the layer. This exciton can then energy transfer 

to any other molecule in the layer, each destination having a distinct probability. The 

ensemble of photogenerated excitons individually undergoing many Förster energy 

transfer events produces a net motion that is well described by the diffusion equation. The 

diffusion equation has been widely used to describe exciton migration in OPVs with neat 

active layers.29,31,34,50,79,82 Describing net exciton motion as diffusive leads naturally to use 

of a characteristic length to describe the distance excitons may diffuse before decaying to 

the ground state which is typically an order of magnitude less than the absorption 

length.29,30,50,68   

While the ensemble property of diffusion and the rate of energy transfer has been 

addressed previously,23,26–28,83 a number of confusions still exist which we seek to clarify 

here by reexamining the original derivation by Förster.23 The community could benefit 

from a better understanding of the assumptions necessary to arrive at the connection 

between kF and LD: 
3 2

0/ 6 /D A RL d . There is further some misunderstanding about the 

role played by the prefactors A and 1/6. 
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Given a neat layer of organic semiconducting molecules, let an exciton be generated 

on a given molecule at a time 0t  . The discrete probability of the exciton existing on 

molecule D is denoted by 𝜌𝐷(𝑡) where 𝜌𝐷(𝑡 = 0) = 1. The exciton may transfer from D 

to any neighboring molecule with a rate given by kDA. Because of this energy transfer rate, 

there is a probability of the exciton existing on all molecules in the layer for 0t  . The 

probability of the exciton existing on any given molecule (A) in the film, other than D, is 

given by ρA. Note that ρA is a distinct probability for any given molecule A. Then the time 

evolution of ρD can be described by the master equation: 

 𝜕𝜌𝐷(𝑡)

𝜕𝑡
=∑[𝑘𝐴𝐷𝜌𝐴(𝑡) − 𝑘𝐷𝐴𝜌𝐷(𝑡)]

𝐴

−
1

𝜏
𝜌𝐷(𝑡)  . (2.9) 

In Eqn. (2.9) the sum is over all molecules in the layer with A D  yielding zero. This sum 

can be simplified for a neat layer where 𝑘𝐴𝐷 = 𝑘𝐷𝐴. 

An approximation to Eqn. (2.9) proves both insightful and useful. The first step in 

obtaining this approximation is to transform the discrete probabilities (ρA and ρD) to a 

continuous probability density function, 𝜌(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧, 𝑡), which can be expanded in a Taylor 

series. Using this probability density with the location of D set as the origin, 𝜌𝐷 →

𝜌(𝑥𝐷 = 0 , 𝑦𝐷 = 0, 𝑧𝐷 = 0, 𝑡) and 𝜌𝐴 → 𝜌(𝑥𝐴, 𝑦𝐴𝑧𝐴, 𝑡) where the subscripts D and A 

denote the coordinates of D and the given acceptor molecule of interest, respectively. A 

second order Taylor Expansion in space yields: 
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𝜌(𝑥𝐴, 𝑦𝐴, 𝑧𝐴, 𝑡) = 𝜌(0,0,0, 𝑡) + (𝑥𝐴

𝜕𝜌

𝜕𝑥
+ 𝑦𝐴

𝜕𝜌

𝜕𝑦
+ 𝑧𝐴

𝜕𝜌

𝜕𝑧
)

+
1

2
(𝑥𝐴

2
𝜕2𝜌

𝜕𝑥2
+ 𝑦𝐴

2
𝜕2𝜌

𝜕𝑦2
+ 𝑧𝐴

2
𝜕2𝜌

𝜕𝑧2
) + 𝑥𝐴𝑦𝐴

𝜕2𝜌

𝜕𝑥𝜕𝑦

+ 𝑦𝐴𝑧𝐴
𝜕2𝜌

𝜕𝑦𝜕𝑧
+ 𝑧𝐴𝑥𝐴

𝜕2𝜌

𝜕𝑧𝜕𝑥
  . 

(2.10) 

The equality of the mixed partial derivatives is assumed, and the functional form of ρ is 

suppressed.  

When Eqn. (2.10) is used to substitute 𝜌(𝑥𝐴, 𝑦𝐴, 𝑧𝐴, 𝑡) for 𝜌𝐴(𝑡) in Eqn. (2.9) and 

𝑘𝐷𝐴 = 𝑘𝐴𝐷, the zero order terms in the sum, 𝜌(0,0,0, 𝑡) and ρD, cancel leaving the first and 

second order terms. If the exciton samples an isotropic environment before it decays, the 

first order terms, (𝑥𝐴
𝜕𝜌

𝜕𝑥
+ 𝑦𝐴

𝜕𝜌

𝜕𝑦
+ 𝑧𝐴

𝜕𝜌

𝜕𝑧
), also cancel because these terms are odd under 

the summation. This leaves only the second order terms in the master equation as shown 

below in matrix notation: 

 

𝜕𝜌

𝜕𝑡
=∑∑∑

{
  
 

  
 

1

2
𝑘𝐷𝐴[𝑥𝐴 𝑦𝐴 𝑧𝐴]

[
 
 
 
 
 
 
𝜕2𝜌

𝜕𝑥2
𝜕2𝜌

𝜕𝑥𝜕𝑦

𝜕2𝜌

𝜕𝑥𝜕𝑧

𝜕2𝜌

𝜕𝑦𝜕𝑥

𝜕2𝜌

𝜕𝑦2
𝜕2𝜌

𝜕𝑦𝜕𝑧

𝜕2𝜌

𝜕𝑧𝜕𝑥

𝜕2𝜌

𝜕𝑧𝜕𝑦

𝜕2𝜌

𝜕𝑧2 ]
 
 
 
 
 
 

[

𝑥𝐴
𝑦𝐴
𝑧𝐴
]

}
  
 

  
 

−
1

𝜏
𝜌  .

𝑧𝐴𝑦𝐴𝑥𝐴

 
(2.11) 

If Eqn. (2.11) is compared to the diffusion equation,    2 2/ / /t D x t        , it is 

seen that here the diffusivity (D) is a tensor quantity.  

To simplify the tensor into a more useable form, further approximations must be 

made. Förster made the greatly simplifying assumption that the layer of interest has a cubic 
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crystal structure.23 This assumption removes the off-diagonal terms of the tensor reducing 

Eqn. (2.11) to 

 𝜕𝜌

𝜕𝑡
=
1

2
∑∑∑[𝑘𝐷𝐴 (𝑥𝐴

2
𝜕2𝜌

𝜕𝑥2
+ 𝑦𝐴

2
𝜕2𝜌

𝜕𝑦2
+ 𝑧𝐴

2
𝜕2𝜌

𝜕𝑧2
)] −

𝜌

𝜏
  .

𝑧𝐴𝑦𝐴𝑥𝐴

 
(2.12) 

Due to the symmetry of the cubic lattice 

 
∑∑∑𝑘𝐷𝐴 (𝑥𝐴

2
𝜕2𝜌

𝜕𝑥2
+ 𝑦𝐴

2
𝜕2𝜌

𝜕𝑦2
+ 𝑧𝐴

2
𝜕2𝜌

𝜕𝑧2
)

𝑧𝐴𝑦𝐴𝑥𝐴

=∑∑∑𝑘𝐷𝐴𝑥𝐴
2∇2𝜌

𝑧𝐴𝑦𝐴𝑥𝐴

=
1

3
∑∑∑𝑘𝐷𝐴𝑟𝐴

2∇2𝜌

𝑧𝐴𝑦𝐴𝑥𝐴

  , 
(2.13) 

where 𝑟2 = 𝑥𝐴
2 + 𝑦𝐴

2 + 𝑧𝐴
2 and ∇2 is the Laplacian. This further simplifies Eqn. (2.12): 

 𝜕𝜌

𝜕𝑡
=
1

6
∑(𝑘𝐷𝐴𝑟𝐴

2∇2𝜌) −
𝜌

𝜏
𝐴

  . 
(2.14) 

Here the summation is over all lattice sites, A. Writing Eqn. (2.14) as a diffusion equation 

gives 

 𝜕𝜌

𝜕𝑡
= 𝐷∇2𝜌 −

𝜌

𝜏
⇒ 𝐷 =

1

6
∑𝑘𝐷𝐴𝑟𝐴

2

𝐴

  . 
(2.15) 

While Förster originally calculated the sum in Eqn. (2.15) over all lattice sties, the sum is 

often shortened to only include nearest neighbors.31,50,79 Using the nearest neighbors of a 

simple cubic lattice gives 

 
𝐷 =

𝐴

6
(6𝑘𝐹𝑎

2) = 𝐴𝑎2𝑘𝐹   , (2.16) 

where a, the lattice constant, has replaced rA. The prefactor A has been added here to 

account for anisotropy on the length scale of LD due to the effects of energetic disorder 

which are not included in this simple derivation. For purely diffusive behavior A is unity, 
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but can decrease for more disordered systems.84 The other important point to note is that 

kF is the Förster rate given in Eqn. (2.5), and an equivalent representation would be 𝐷 =

𝐴𝑎2𝜏𝐻
− /6 where τH is the mean time for energy transfer to occur between two molecules.83 

For a simple cubic lattice examining only nearest neighbors 𝜏𝐻
− = 6𝑘𝐹. 

 The last step is to connect the diffusivity to the experimentally important parameter 

LD. The diffusion length is proportional to the square root of the 1-D mean squared 

displacement 𝐿𝐷 = 𝛼√〈𝑥
2〉 ∝ √𝐷𝜏, but since LD is a characteristic length, there is no 

singly accepted proportionality constant (α). Continuing the simple cubic lattice example, 

the mean squared displacement per exciton energy transfer event is 𝑎2/3 (in 1-D, energy 

transfer left and right have a displacement of a2 while the four other directions provide no 

displacement) which implies that 〈𝑥2〉 = 6𝑘𝐹𝜏𝑎
2/3 where 6𝑘𝐹𝜏 is the total number of 

energy transfer events occurring before the exciton decays. Using the diffusivity from Eqn. 

(2.16) with 1A  , it can be shown that √2𝐷𝜏 = √2𝑎2𝑘𝐹𝜏 = √〈𝑥2〉 = 𝐿𝐷/𝛼 . This means 

that 𝐿𝐷 = 𝛼√〈𝑥2〉 = 𝛼√2𝐷𝜏. While it is rather arbitrary which value of α is used, authors 

should make their convention clear so that diffusion lengths can be properly compared 

across different works. We use ( 1/2)2   so that 𝐿𝐷 = √𝐷𝜏. 
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 Characterizing Exciton Transport 

 Overview 

Conversion of photonic to electronic energy in an OPV requires the efficient dissociation 

of excitons into their constituent charge carriers. It therefore becomes essential to 

understand the migration of excitons in organic thin films comprising OPVs. Directly 

probing exciton dynamics in thin films proves quite difficult. Fluorescent excitons live for 

only about a nanosecond, and they generally have a mean-squared displacement of only 

~10 nm.4 The net neutral charge on the exciton further complicates matters by making the 

exciton generally indifferent to applied fields until those fields are large enough to 

dissociate the exciton. Despite these difficulties, excitons can be directly probed by 

ultrafast pump-probe spectroscopy techniques. Pump-probe techniques are exceedingly 

powerful at elucidating exciton properties,85–87 but their complexity and inability to directly 

measure LD necessitates other measurement techniques. 

 To date, the most effective techniques for probing exciton migration do not measure 

excitons but rather exciton end-of-life products: photons29,31,50 or charge carriers.4,88 When 

an exciton undergoes radiative recombination back to the ground state, a photon is emitted 

that can be measured as it exits the film. These photons can then be used as a measure of 

the number of excitons which fail to reach a D-A heterojunction. In a reverse, but similar, 

approach the charge carriers generated from exciton dissociation at a D-A heterojunction 

can be used to measure the number of excitons which succeed in making it to the D-A 

interface. 
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The substantial toolset designed for measuring photons and charge carriers makes 

these end-of-life approaches far more tractable than attempting to directly measure the 

exciton, but they come at the cost of abstraction. Since the exciton population is not directly 

probed, modeling is required to elucidate both the original exciton population and the 

dynamics required to reproduce the measured photon or charge carrier signal.29,31,34,50 For 

OPVs the exciton generation profile is rigorously measured using a transfer matrix 

formalism and the resulting dynamics are described by the diffusion equation.34 

Despite the transfer matrix formalism being a rigorous calculation of the complex 

electric field inside of the OPV, its use still introduces significant error into LD 

measurements relying on these calculations. In its basic form, the transfer matrix approach 

fails to account for roughness at the layer interfaces, and the optical constants (real and 

imaginary index of refraction) of some materials are difficult to ascertain even with 

spectroscopic ellipsometry.89 The transfer matrix formalism also assumes isotropic optical 

constants throughout each layer which can be a poor assumption for highly ordered films. 

The use of the diffusion equation also introduces error since the boundary 

conditions used are often not exactly correct. Since the work of Tang,19 the D-A 

heterojunction is often assumed to be a perfect sink of excitons reaching the interface,31,34,50 

but the exact dynamics of charge transfer at the D-A interface remain under-examined. 

Perhaps introducing greater error is the use of a reflecting boundary condition for interfaces 

deemed to be non-dissociating. Almost any interface must be capable of dissociating some 
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excitons, even if only due to defect or trap states. These errors in boundary conditions can 

impact the determined LD and are often very difficult to properly assess.  

Given these errors due to modeling the system and the errors associated with any 

measurement technique, LD measurements often have fairly large errors associated with 

them.31,50 The deviation in results often gets far worse when separate studies are compared, 

but comparing separate studies should be highly cautioned. Changes in material purity, 

film growth conditions, and other environmental factors are difficult to fully characterize.90 

Further, these changes have a poorly understood impact on exciton dynamics within 

films.32,91 The ~10% error associated with LD measurements of a single study,29,31,50 this 

level of error needs to be put into proper context. A 10% error on a 10 nm LD equates to 

roughly two molecules in length (for many common OPV materials). This means that out 

of the multitude of hops an exciton makes in its lifetime, the final displacement of the 

exciton can be known (on average) to within a couple of molecules. This level of accuracy 

is actually quite exquisite considering how crude the experimental approaches are. Further, 

the discrete nature of exciton motion suggests that much smaller errors become 

meaningless as the continuous diffusion equation meets the discrete nature of exciton 

motion in the film. 

 

 Ultrafast Pump-probe Spectroscopy 

The most prominent means of directly observing excitons is by transient absorption.92–95 

Transient absorption measures the time dependent absorption of a sample after initial 
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excitation by a pump pulse. The pump pulse changes the state of some of the molecules in 

the film which then changes the absorption characteristics of the system. Probe pulses on 

the system (either monochromatic or white) then experience different absorption than 

would occur if the pump pulse never hit the sample. By changing the time between the 

pump pulse and the probe pulse, information can be obtained about the relaxation dynamics 

of the molecules in the film as well as the relevant energies. While pump-probe 

spectroscopy yields a wealth of information about the excited state dynamics in the sample, 

it is rarely used to determine LD. For this reason, a brief and highly simplified description 

of pump-probe spectroscopy will be given to provide an idea of its basic workings and the 

power of the technique.  

Figure 3.1a shows a primitive picture of the pump-probe experimental setup. An 

initial pump beam is incident on the sample which excites molecules from the ground state 

into an excited state as shown in Fig. 3.1b. Absorption of the pump probe follows the usual 

linear absorption characteristics of the material; i.e., the characteristics described by the 

complex index of refraction. Figure 3.1c shows an example absorption spectrum (solid 

line) of the pump pulse for a fictitious molecule. After the pump pulse is absorbed by the 

sample, there is a variable delay time (Δt) before the probe pulse hits the sample. When Δt 

is small enough, the probe pulse experiences a film where some molecules are in a different 

state than when the pump pulse arrived. Figure 3.1b shows how the excited state molecule 

can now absorb into higher energy levels of the manifold (Sn) that are inaccessible to the 

ground state molecule. While the excited state molecule has new absorption options 
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available, it also lacks the absorption options from the ground state S0. The presence of 

excited state molecules, as shown by the dashed curve in Fig. 3.1c, lowers the absorption 

corresponding to ground state transitions (reduced peak at 450 nm) and increases 

absorption corresponding to transitions into higher manifold states (new peak at 550 nm). 

 Pump-probe spectroscopy data is often presented in terms of the absorption changes 

due to the initial pump pulse. As such, the data can be plotted as shown in Fig. 3.1d where 
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Figure 3.1: (a) Diagram of a pump-probe experiment where the pump and probe are delayed by a time 

Δt and the probe beam transmission is measured by a detector. (b) Energy level diagram of a single 

molecule in the film showing absorption of the pump pulse followed by probe absorption to a higher state 

in the manifold (Sn). (c) Example absorption spectra for the pump and probe pulses showing the decreased 

ground-state absorption and the appearance of absorption into Sn. (d) Plot of the probe absorption 

compared to when no pump is present for an arbitrary time series. 
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the y-axis now represents changes in absorption between no pump pulse present and when 

the pump pulse is present. Negative optical density (OD) changes represent decreased 

absorption and positive OD changes are for increased absorption. Figure 3.1d goes a step 

further and also shows how the signal changes in time. In this overly simplified example 

the ground state hole (feature at 450 nm) fills in as the excited states are depopulated and 

the new feature from excited state absorption (550 nm). The rate at which these features 

change gives information about the dynamics of molecules in the excited state and can be 

used to model a plethora of kinetics.85–87,92,94,96 

 Figure 3.1d has a unique feature at 500 nm that does not change absorption 

throughout the experiment. This point is called an isosbestic point. The isosbestic point 

serves to clearly separate the ground state hole from the excited state absorption in the 

spectrum. This makes analysis of the molecular dynamics much easier than if the point was 

absent. Often the system is far more complex than the picture given in Fig. 3.1d, and the 

excited state absorption has a very broad peak spanning much of the visible region. Further, 

there are many processes (e.g. internal conversion, heating, exciton-exciton annihilation, 

and polaron generation) which may impact the observed spectrum. 

 To obtain LD from ultrafast spectroscopy the most common approach is to examine 

the increased PL decay due to exciton-exciton interactions.35,97–99 Whereas natural decay 

of the exciton is single exponential, diffusion and subsequent annihilation creates a decay 

that can be described by a stretched exponential. Monte Carlo algorithms can then be used 

to model the initial exciton population and subsequent dynamics to reproduce the measured 
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signal decay. Assumptions about the molecular organization in the film and their impact 

on exciton energy transfer rates are required and are difficult to estimate errors for. This 

further adds to the reasons why ultrafast spectroscopy is an uncommon choice to measure 

LD. 

 

 Photoluminescence Techniques 

The most common method of measuring LD for molecules of interest to the OPV 

community uses radiative exciton decay to track the location of excitons when they 

die.29,31,32,90 In the simplest sense, PL indicates that an exciton has failed to migrate to a 

quenching interface. The number of photons emitted from the film compared to the number 

of excitons photogenerated yields the information necessary to determine the LD of the 

material. However, it is difficult (if not impossible) to collect all of the photons emitted 

from the film and therefore difficult to get the actual ratio of photons emitted to excitons 

photogenerated. 

To overcome the difficulty in measuring all of the emitted photons a two-film 

approach is used. The PL from a film without a quencher is compared to the same film 

with a quencher present.29,31 Figure 3.2 shows the films needed for the experiment and a 

representative PL spectrum for the case without a quencher (PLD) and the case with a 

quencher (PLD-Q). The integrated area of PLD-Q is less than the integrated area of PLD 

because some of the excitons have been dissociated at the quencher interface. This idea is 

shown schematically in Fig. 3.3. In Fig. 3.3a there is no quencher present so all excitons 
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must either undergo radiative or non-radiative recombination. When the quencher is 

present (Fig. 3.3b), excitons which migrate to the interface are dissociated and prevented 

from undergoing radiative recombination. This reduces the number of excitons capable of 

emitting photons and thus decreases the total number emitted photons. 

An equivalent way to understand the effect of the quencher on the PL is given in 

the exciton density plots of Fig. 3.3. The exciton density is calculated using the transfer 

matrix formalism and the diffusion equation with the appropriate boundary conditions of 

reflecting for all interfaces except the quencher interface which is a perfect sink.34 Lower 

steady-state exciton densities leads to a reduced photon emission rate since radiative 

recombination is a first order reaction. 

To extract LD from the PL of the two films, a ratio is taken between the integrated 

value of PLD and PLD-Q. This ratio assumes that there are no drastic differences between 

the two films that would impact the fraction of emitted PL reaching the detector. So long 
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Figure 3.2: Diagram of the basic PL quenching experiment showing both the layer structures used and 

the resultant PL in the case without a quencher (PLD) and the case with a quencher (PLD-Q). 
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as this assumption holds, the PL ratio should be equal to a ratio of the total steady-state 

exciton populations in each film: 

 
𝑃𝐿𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 =

∫𝑃𝐿𝐷−𝑄𝑑𝜆

∫𝑃𝐿𝐷𝑑𝜆
=
∫𝑛𝐷−𝑄𝑑𝑥

∫𝑛𝐷𝑑𝑥
. (3.1) 

In Eqn. (3.1), nD-Q is the position (x) dependent exciton density in the film with the 

quenching layer and nD is the position dependent exciton density in the film without the 

quenching layer. Calculating the exciton densities using the transfer matrix formalism and 

the diffusion equation allows for a PL ratio to be iteratively fit by varying the LD input into 

the diffusion equation. When the proper LD is chosen, the right side of Eqn. (3.1) will equal 

the left side. 
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Figure 3.3: (a) Diagram showing a possible series of exciton hops followed by radiative recombination 

and emission of a photon to be detected. A representative exciton density profile is given with curvature 

due to the optical generation profile. (b) Diagram of two possible exciton migrations: one dissociating at 

the D-Q heterojunction and the other emitting a photon after failing to reach the interface. A representative 

exciton density profile is shown with the D-Q interface acting as an exciton sink. 
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 A single pair of films produces a single PL ratio, and generating the exciton density 

profiles requires only one unknown value, LD. In theory only a single PL ratio needs to be 

measured to determine LD, but in practice many PL ratios are measured to help reduce the 

error. A set of PL ratios can be fit using a regression algorithm to help reduce the error in 

the extracted LD. 

 There are two main approaches to generating a large number of PL ratios: thickness 

dependent PL quenching29,31,79 and spectrally resolved PL quenching.50 While they differ 

in methodology, both techniques achieve the same result. They both alter the initial exciton 

generation profile and the fraction of excitons that would be expected to reach the 

quenching interface. In this way, both approaches go beyond simply getting statistics by 

measuring the same film over and over. Instead these approaches change the starting 

conditions and the expected outcome. 

 In thickness dependent PL quenching, the PL ratio is determined for a set of films 

with varying thicknesses. As the active material thickness changes, the optical generation 

profile in the material shifts. Also, the fraction of photogenerated excitons within one LD 

of the interface changes. These changes alter the PL ratio such that for small film 

thicknesses the PL ratios are close to zero and for large film thicknesses, the PL ratios 

approach unity. In practice, roughly 10 film thicknesses are often needed to achieve a 

reasonable error estimate for LD. 

 For spectrally resolved PL quenching the film thickness is kept constant. Instead of 

changing the film thickness, the excitation wavelength is altered and the PL is measured at 
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a single wavelength. This technique of mapping PL intensity at a single wavelength as a 

function of excitation wavelength is called and excitation scan. These excitation scans can 

be used to produce PL ratios similar to the method described by Fig. 3.2, only the PL ratios 

are not integrated but rather kept as a spectral quantity. This spectrum of PL ratio versus 

excitation wavelength can be fit using the transfer matrix formalism and the predicted 

exciton density as done for thickness dependent PL quenching. 

 The accuracy of either PL based method relies on the ability of changing thickness 

or excitation wavelength to change the measured PL ratio without introducing other errors. 

Thickness dependent PL quenching can easily change the PL ratios (a film thickness many 

times LD will generally have a high PL ratio), but care must be taken to ensure that each 

film has the same properties (besides thickness). Placing the quenching layer on the bottom 

of the layer stack is one method to help ensure that the D-Q interface is always the same 

between all samples. For spectrally resolved PL quenching, sample consistency is a non-

issue since only one set of films is used. However, there can be concern about the ability 

of excitation wavelengths to alter the exciton generation profile. For this reason, excitation 

spectra using only similar excitation wavelengths are little better than measuring a single 

PL ratio. Figure 3.4 uses a basic copper phthalocyanine (CuPc) C60 device to demonstrate 

how little the exciton generation profile changes even over a 50-nm-wide pump region. 

This reinforces the need for a large breadth of pump wavelengths when performing 

spectrally resolved PL quenching experiments to extract LD. 
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 Charge Carrier Techniques 

For some materials, PL based methods cannot be used to measure LD. The most 

obvious example is materials whose excitons do not emit light. These so called dark 

materials comprise an important subset of OPV active materials for which LD is equally 

important to measure as their luminescent counterparts. A prime example is the ubiquitous 

acceptor material C60. This fullerene emits too weakly at room temperature to easily apply 

PL based measurements of LD.88,91 

To measure LD for materials like C60, an alternative end-of-life product is used, the 

charge carrier. When an exciton dissociates at a D-A interface, it forms two polarons which 

can be measured using traditional electrical means. Figure 3.5 depicts the basic 
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Figure 3.4: Calculations of the modulus squared of the electric field relative to the value far from the 

device. The wavelength changes in steps of 10 nm from 450 nm to 500 nm with only a small shift in the 

location of the peak. The calculations are carried out using the transfer matrix formalism.  
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experimental setup for extracting LD using charge carriers.4 Only the excitons which reach 

the D-A interface are visible to the experiment and the charge carriers formed by the charge 

transfer event must be measured. 

Like PL techniques, there are two charge carrier based methods to determine LD. 

The less common approach is a method called microwave conductivity where microwaves 

are used to sense the number of charge carriers in the quenching material.100,101 The more 

common approach is to make an OPV using the material of interest as an active layer and 

measure ηEQE. Once ηEQE is known the LD can be iteratively fit for using the transfer matrix 

formalism and the diffusion equation.4,88 

Microwave conductivity is a relative newcomer to the dark exciton LD measurement 

field. The technique uses changes in microwave reflectivity to determine the population of 

charge carriers in the material.101 When these charge carriers are generated by exciton 

ITO Al

V

 

Figure 3.5: Diagram of the experimental setup for measuring LD using charge carriers. Some carriers fail 

to reach the interface and are invisible to the technique while others dissociate at the interface into 

measurable charge carriers. Carriers are measured as a current when they transit the external circuit 

through an impedance, typically 50 Ω. 
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dissociation, the changes in microwave reflectivity yield information about the number of 

excitons dissociated at the D-A interface. The technique can also be performed as a 

function of time to gain information about the charge carrier lifetimes and the mobility of 

the charge carriers. The downside to the microwave conductivity technique lies in the 

amount of modelling required to quantitatively extract the origin of the microwave 

reflectivity changes. This complicates LD measurements. 

Using instead ηEQE measurements to obtain LD is considerably more 

straightforward. A planar heterojunction device is illuminated with a monochromatic light 

source and the resulting photocurrent at short-circuit conditions is recorded. In this way the 

charge carriers generated by exciton dissociation at the D-A interface are counted in the 

form of an extracted current. When the photocurrent is measured as a function of excitation 

wavelength, the ηEQE plot can be built (Fig. 3.6). There are four parameters comprising 

ηEQE of which ηCT is often assumed to be unity for devices employing a D-A heterojunction. 

The absorption efficiency and ηDiff are then modeled using the transfer matrix formalism 

and the diffusion equation. Figure 3.6 shows three different predicted ηEQE spectrum for 

the CuPc C60 device given in the inset. In this example the CuPc region of the spectrum 

(~550-850 nm) is being fit, and three different LD values are shown (4, 5.9, and 7 nm). The 

actual LD of CuPc is 5.9 nm which is the middle trace. This spread in LD values used in Fig. 

3.6 demonstrates the sensitivity that can be expected from ηEQE fitting. 

The major concern with LD extracted by ηEQE fitting is that there is no appropriate 

means of accounting for ηCC. To date, no widely accepted method has been proposed for 
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measuring ηCC in planar heterojunction devices—though an approach has been presented 

for bulk heterojunction devices.102 Without a direct measure of ηCC the link between the 

number of photogenerated excitons and the number of charge carriers generated by exciton 

dissociation is broken. Any charge carriers that recombine (ηCC < 1) during transit out of 

the device are lost to the experiment and introduce error in the determined LD.  

 

 Shortcomings 

While PL based methods of measuring LD are widely accepted and well founded, 

they are incapable of measuring LD for dark materials. Diffusion length measurement 

methods relying on counting charge carriers are significantly harder to convincingly form 
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Figure 3.6: Example of simulated ηEQE spectra for a planar heterojunction CuPc C60 device shown in the 

inset. The CuPc LD values used in the simulation are 4, 5.9 and 7 nm. 
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the connection between the measured number of charge carriers and the number of 

photogenerated excitons. This problem is especially blatant in ηEQE fitting where ηCC is all 

but ignored despite clearly not being unity. The ability to directly measure LD in dark 

materials using a charge carrier based approach has appeal for elucidating the LD of many 

commonly used OPV materials, and such a technique would enable LD to be measured in 

an OPV. This allows for all device relevant parameters that may impact diffusion (e.g. 

molecular ordering and interfacial roughness) to be directly probed instead of assumed 

constant between the films used to measure LD and actual devices of interest. 
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 Measuring Dark Exciton LD 

 Impediments to measuring dark exciton LD 

As a quasi-particle with no net charge, excitons are difficult to probe directly by electrical 

means. Instead, exciton diffusion is often measured by tracking end-of-life products, 

namely, photons or charge carriers. Photons are the preferred end-of-life product to track 

when measuring the LD of materials for organic photovoltaic cells (OPVs).29,31,50,79,103,104 

In these PL based measurements, emitted photons represent excitons which have failed to 

migrate from the point of photogeneration to a dissociating interface. The ratio of PL from 

a film with a dissociating interface to the PL from a film without a dissociating interface is 

equivalent to the ratio of exciton densities in the two films.29,31,50,79 This ratio can be 

modeled using a transfer matrix formalism paired with the diffusion equation to extract 

LD.34 Despite the popularity of PL quenching based measurements of LD, these techniques 

are inherently incapable of measuring the LD of non-luminescent (dark) excitons. These 

dark excitons are important for high efficiency OPVs (both polymer and small molecule) 

where fullerene based acceptors are ubiquitous. The ability to probe dark exciton dynamics 

will enable more judicious design of OPVs. 

 One previously applied method to estimate the LD of dark excitons uses a planar 

heterojunction OPV with the material of interest comprising either the electron donor or 

electron acceptor layer. Photogenerated excitons must diffuse to the D-A interface to be 

dissociated and contribute to the photocurrent. The external quantum efficiency (ηEQE) 

spectrum of the OPV is equal to the ratio of the number of charge carriers extracted to the 
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number of incident photons and can be iteratively fit34 to extract an estimate of LD.4,105–107 

Fitting ηEQE to extract LD relies on the assumption that each photon leads to one exciton 

which leads to one charge carrier extracted in the external circuit.108,109 Complicating this 

approach is the fact that charge carriers generated at the D-A heterojunction are subject to 

recombination events before being extracted as photocurrent.11,43,46,47,110–114 Without a 

means of measuring the fraction of photogenerated charge carriers collected as 

photocurrent, termed the charge collection efficiency (ηCC), diffusion lengths extracted 

from ηEQE fitting are underestimates whenever ηCC < 1. 

 This chapter describes a new method for measuring LD that overcomes the 

shortcomings of both PL quenching and ηEQE fitting methods; it is equally applicable to 

both light and dark excitons while avoiding the difficulties associated with charge carrier 

recombination. Further, this technique can measure LD in a working OPV, yielding a value 

of LD that incorporates all device-relevant properties including interface roughness and 

molecular ordering. The central problem with photocurrent-based methods for the 

measurement of LD lies in the inability to account for the recombination of charge carriers 

prior to collection. Instead of waiting for carriers to be extracted as photocurrent, we instead 

propose to measure the number of carriers immediately after generation using 

photovoltage. When an exciton dissociates into its constituent electron and hole at a D-A 

interface, the charge carriers occupy sites of disparate potential energy, leading to the 

generation of a measurable voltage. The magnitude of the voltage generated by an OPV is 

proportional to the number of charge carriers in the donor and acceptor active layers.115,116 
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To measure LD using a photovoltage-based technique, the exact relationship between the 

number of charge carriers and voltage must be known, and it must also be demonstrated 

that charge carrier recombination is negligible. 

 

Experimental methods and materials 

All of the devices were fabricated on 150-nm-thick indium-tin-oxide (ITO) coated glass 

substrates with a sheet resistance of 15 Ω/. Each substrate was degreased by sonication 

in tergitol, and acetone followed by boiling in isopropyl alcohol. Before thin film 

deposition, substrates were exposed to an ultraviolet-ozone atmosphere for 10 minutes. All 

device layers were fabricated using vacuum thermal sublimation/evaporation at pressures 

below 10-6 Torr. The organic layers were deposited at 0.2 nm/s, and the Al cathode was 

deposited at 0.3 nm/s. All materials were used as received from the vendor. Materials were 

obtained from the following suppliers: metal free phthalocyanine and magnesium 

phthalocyanine from Sigma-Aldrich; CuPc from Acros Organics; lead phthalocyanine 

from TCI America; BCP and Al from Alfa Aesar; SubPc, TAPC, Alq3, and UGH2 from 

Lumtec; and C60 from MER corporation. 

The charge extraction experiments were performed in atmosphere using an 

M455F1, M530F1, M625F1, or M735L3 LED from Thorlabs as the light source. The n-

channel MOSFETs used to switch the LED and the OPV were manufactured by 

STmicroelectronics (STP27N3LH5). Integrated gate driver circuits were used to 

simultaneously switch the LED transistor and the OPV transistor. Since the transistors 
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controlling the LED and the OPV must switch states in opposite directions at the same 

time, an inverting gate driver (Microchip Technology TC4421AVPA) was connected to 

the LED transistor and a non-inverting gate driver (Microchip Technology TC4422AVPA) 

was connected to the OPV transistor. The gate drivers were operated by the same pulses 

from an Agilent 33220A pulse generator, and the current transients were recorded using a 

Tektronix TDS5104B oscilloscope.  

The voltage transients were performed in atmosphere. The same LEDs used in the 

charge extraction experiment were used to obtain the voltage transients. The LEDs were 

powered by a Hewlett-Packard 8114A pulse generator, and the voltage transients were 

recorded by a Tektronix TDS5104B oscilloscope. The spectrum of each LED was 

measured using an Ocean Optics HR4000 spectrometer and the power output of the LEDs 

was recorded using a Thorlabs PDA36A.  

The electric field in the device was calculated using a transfer matrix formalism 

previously described.34 The layer thicknesses and optical constants needed as inputs to the 

model were measured using spectroscopic ellipsometry. The boundary conditions used to 

solve the exciton diffusion equation were a reflecting ITO-donor interface and an exciton 

sink at the donor-acceptor interface consistent with PL quenching based measurements of 

LD. 
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 Dark LD Measurement Technique 

Instead of extracting carriers as photocurrent, we here measure the number of carriers 

immediately after generation using photovoltage. When an exciton dissociates into its 

constituent electron and hole, the charge carriers occupy sites of disparate potential energy, 

leading to the generation of a measurable voltage. The magnitude of the voltage generated 

by an OPV is proportional to the number of charge carriers in the donor and acceptor active 

layers.115,116 To measure LD using a photovoltage-based technique, the exact relationship 

between the number of charge carriers and voltage must be known, and it must also be 

demonstrated that charge carrier recombination is negligible. 

The relationship between photovoltage and the number of charge carriers is non-

trivial to calculate,115,116 but it can be directly measured using charge extraction (CE) 

methods.117–119 While the CE approach is employed here, any means of relating the number 

of charge carriers to the device voltage could be used instead of CE. In a CE experiment, 

the OPV is illuminated and held at open-circuit. Once the steady-state voltage is reached 

and recorded, the OPV is switched to short-circuit and the resulting current transient is 

recorded. The integral of the current transient yields the number of charge carriers extracted 

from the cell as well as the relationship between the number of carriers and the 

photovoltage.  To ultimately demonstrate LD extraction using photovoltage and compare 

the results to PL quenching measurements the CE measurement was performed on the 

planar heterojunction OPV of Fig, 4.1a having a 17-nm-thick donor layer of boron 

subphthalocyanine chloride (SubPc) and a 25-nm-thick acceptor layer of C60. A 
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characteristic transient response of the device is shown in Fig. 4.1b.  The device is initially 

at open-circuit (zero device current) and the generated charge carriers are not collected. 

Once steady-state is reached, the LED turns off and the device is placed at short-circuit, 

permitting carriers in the device to quickly transit out of the cell leading to a current 

transient. 

The CE experiment can be repeated as a function of the open-circuit voltage prior 

to switching to short-circuit. The initial VOC is determined by the LED intensity, and a 

larger initial VOC means more carriers are present in the device. This leads to an increase 

in current when switching the cell to short-circuit. The current transients, I(t, VOC), of Fig. 
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Figure 4.1: (a) Molecular structures and device architectures for the SubPc-C60 device studied here. (b) 

Representative plot of the LED optical output and the resulting OPV current transient when the device is 

switched to short-circuit. 
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4.2a can be integrated with respect to time to produce a measure of the number of carriers 

in the device (n) as a function of VOC. Due to the fast extraction of carriers in the CE 

experiment, Fig. 4.2b is the measured number of carriers in the OPV as a function of 

VOC.117 Thus, with this plot, any measure of photovoltage can be translated into a measure 

of the number of charge carriers present in the device.  

In order to accurately probe LD, charge carriers present in the device must be 

measured prior to undergoing any recombination, otherwise the photovoltage technique 

would be no better than ηEQE fitting. Figure 4.3a shows the photovoltage responses of the 

device in Fig. 4.1a from a 10 μs pulse from the LED spectra shown in Fig. 4.3b. The two 

curves in Fig. 4.3a are labeled by the material primarily stimulated by the LEDs as the 

extinction coefficients show in Fig. 4.3b. Two photovoltage decays (one for pumping C60 

and another for pumping SubPc) are shown corresponding to a peak voltage of ~16.2 mV. 

The timescale for the decay in photovoltage is on the order of milliseconds and is the same 
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Figure 4.2: (a) Current transients for a planar SubPc-C60 device obtained by switching the OPV from open-

circuit to short-circuit. The arrow points in the direction of increasing VOC (3.36 mV to 735 mV) before short-

circuiting the device. (b) The trend of carrier number as a function of photovoltage for the planar SubPc-C60 

OPV. The error bars represent device-to-device variation while the error for an individual device is roughly 

the marker size. 
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for excitons originating on both active materials. Interestingly, inspection of this decay at 

shorter time scales yields a voltage plateau where recombination is not present at a 

significant level (Fig. 4.3a).  Figure 4.3a can thus be approximated by different regimes of 

the rate equation for the number of carriers in the OPV: 

 

𝑑𝑛

𝑑𝑡
= −

𝑛2

𝜏𝑟𝑒𝑐
+ 𝐺 ≈ {

𝐺 LED on, 𝑡 ≪ 𝜏𝑟𝑒𝑐 
0 LED off, 𝑡 ≪ 𝜏𝑟𝑒𝑐

−𝑛𝛼/𝜏𝑟𝑒𝑐 LED off, 𝑡~𝜏𝑟𝑒𝑐 or 𝑡 > 𝜏𝑟𝑒𝑐

 
(4.1) 

In Eqn. (4.1), G is the generation rate of charge carriers, τrec is the charge carrier 

recombination time, and α represents the order of recombination.120 The plateau observed 

in Fig. 4.3a verifies that τrec is sufficiently long such that no significant charge carrier 

recombination is occurring during the LED pulse. As long as the voltage is measured before 

the plateau begins to decay, recombination is considered negligible. 

With an experimental relationship between the photovoltage and the number of 

carriers (Fig. 4.2b), as well as the knowledge that recombination can be avoided (Fig. 4.3a), 

LD can be determined for SubPc from the transient photovoltage data. The optical pump 

pulse spectrum is measured with a spectrometer, and the pulse power is measured with a 

silicon photodiode to determine that the green (λpeak = 530 nm) pulse in Fig. 4.3b contains 

6.27 x 109 photons. Some of the excitons generated from the pulse reach the interface and 

dissociate into charge carriers, leading to the observed voltage rise in Fig. 4.3a. The data 

in Fig. 4.2b can then be used as a lookup table to determine that 2.09 x 109 carriers are 

generated for the observed voltage plateau of 16.6 mV (referenced to the zero light VOC). 

Since recombination is negligible, this also means that 2.09 x 109 excitons were 

dissociated. 
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To extract LD from the measured number of dissociated excitons, the absorption 

efficiency (ηAbs) and the diffusion efficiency (ηDiff) must also be known. A transfer matrix 

formalism is used to calculate ηA and the exciton generation profile as a function of incident 

photon wavelength (λ).34 Example calculations of ηAbsηDiff are shown in Fig. 4.3c for 

varying values of the SubPc LD. From the generation profile, the exciton diffusion equation 

can be used to calculate ηDiff(λ, LD). Multiplying ηAbsηDiff by the number of incident photons 

(Pinc) and integrating yields the number of carriers that would be generated by exciton 

dissociation (ngen) as a function of LD:  

 
𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑛 = ∫𝜂𝐴𝑏𝑠(𝜆)𝜂𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓(𝜆, 𝐿𝐷)𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑐(𝜆)𝑑𝜆 . (4.2) 

Applying Eqn. (4.2) to the curves in Fig. 4.3c yields (1.84, 1.96, 2.06, 2.08, 2.10, 2.18, 

2.28) x 109 charge carriers generated for SubPc diffusion lengths of (9.0, 10.0, 10.8, 11.0, 

11.2, 12.0, and 13.0) nm, respectively. When the correct value of LD (11.1 nm) is used, the 

integral of Eqn. (4.2) matches the measured number of excitons dissociated (2.09 x 109), 

and the diffusion length is determined. In this example, the LD of SubPc is determined to 

be 11.1 nm. Performing the same analysis with the blue (λpeak = 455 nm) LED the diffusion 

length of C60 is found to be 19.8 nm for the VOC transient of Fig. 4.3a. 

Examining the predicted carriers generated using Eqn. (4.2) and Figure 4.3c 

appears to suggest that the photovoltage-based technique has poor LD resolution, but the 

voltage generated by the carriers (not the number of carriers themselves) is the value 
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directly measured to extract LD. Using Fig. 4.2b, (1.84, 1.96, 2.06, 2.08, 2.10, 2.18, 2.28) 

x 109 carriers generated equates to (14.7, 15.6, 16.4, 16.6, 16.7, 17.3, and 18.1) mV, 

respectively. The oscilloscope used to measure the voltage transient (Fig. 4.3a) has a 

resolution of about ± 0.1 mV in this voltage range, allowing the voltage to determine the 
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Figure 4.3: (a) Representative plot of the open-circuit voltage response to an incident light pulse. At long 

times the device response resembles an exponential decay when C60 (squares) and SubPc are primarily 

pumped. A schematic of the experimental setup is given on the right. (b) The LED pulse used to excite SubPc 

and C60 as demonstrated by the extinction coefficients. (c) Comparison of simulated ηAηD for SubPc LD values 

increasing in the direction of the arrow from 9 nm to 13 nm. 
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predicted LD within ± 0.1 nm. While the diffusion length can be determined within this 

small error for a given device, there remain uncontrolled effects in device fabrication that 

lead to more substantial device-to-device deviations. Since LD as a material (compared to 

a device) property has more widespread value, we report the LD error based the device-to-

device variation. For C60 we extract an LD of (27.2 ± 4.3) nm and for SubPc we get obtain 

an LD of (10.6 ± 0.8) nm.  

 

Comparison to ηEQE and PL quenching  

To demonstrate the power of the photovoltage technique, the extracted LD values of SubPc 

and C60 are compared to the LD obtained by ηEQE fitting. The ηEQE for the SubPc C60 device 

of Fig 4.1a is shown in Fig. 4.4a. When this ηEQE trace is fit, the LD values obtained are 7.7 

nm and 12.2 nm for SubPc and C60, respectively. The LD obtained by fitting ηEQE  are 

substantially lower than the values obtained by using the photovoltage method and are 

likely due to charges undergoing non-geminate recombination before being collected as 

photocurrent. Figure 4.4a also shows the predicted ηEQE using the photovoltage derived LD 

values and assuming 100% charge collection efficiency. If this curve is multiplied by a 

factor of 0.74, it nearly overlaps the ηEQE fit of Fig. 4.4a. This suggests that ηCC ~ 0.74 for 

this SubPc C60 device.   

The larger LD values extracted using photovoltage compared to ηEQE fitting lend 

credence to the legitimacy of the photovoltage based LD values, but a better validation can 

be obtained by comparing to the LD values obtained from PL quenching measurements on 
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SubPc. Figure 4.4b compares the LD values obtained from photovoltage and previous PL 

quenching based experiments31 as a function of SubPc concentration in the wide energy 

gap host material p-bis(triphenylsilyl)benzene (UGH2). To measure the LD of SubPc 

diluted into UGH2, a dilute-donor device architecture31 is used with thicknesses of 20 nm 

and 5 nm for the dilute and neat layers, respectively. The neat layer of SubPc ensures that 

dilution of the donor layer cannot impact the charge transfer efficiency (ηCT) at the D-A 

heterojunction. The interface between the dilute and neat layers of SubPc forms an exciton 

permeable interface which cannot be analytically modeled. However, this interface and its 

apparent superdiffusive effects on exciton motion have been previously examined in detail, 

and the same Monte Carlo approach is used here to model ηD and extract LD.121 For all 

dilutions, long-range Förster energy transfer to C60 is neglected as the changes in the 

resulting value of LD were within the experimental error. The extracted diffusion lengths 

are in excellent agreement with previous measurements of LD in both neat and dilute 
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Figure 4.4: (a) Comparison of the measured, fit, and simulated ηEQE. The simulated ηEQE uses the LD values 

determined by photovoltage with ηCC = 1. (b) Comparison of the extracted LD for SubPc using 

photoluminescence (PL) quenching methods and photovoltage methods. 
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films.29,31,50 This agreement between the values of LD using photovoltage technique and PL 

quenching methods validates the photovoltage-based technique. 

 

Measuring Dark Exciton LD 

While the discussion hereto has used the luminescent donor material SubPc to demonstrate 

and validate the photovoltage technique, the method is broadly applicable provided the 

material can be used as either a donor or acceptor layer in a planar heterojunction OPV 

(i.e., it produces a photovoltage) without need to optimize the device or reach high 

efficiency. The only potential source of error in this measurement method arises from rapid 

recombination occurring during the incident light pulse (rise in Fig. 4.3a). Such extremely 

rapid recombination would likely be geminate recombination (often observed in bulk 

heterojunction devices where the intimate intermixing of donor and acceptor materials 

inhibits efficient charge separation unlike in the planar heterojunction OPVs studied here). 

While fast geminate recombination would make the photovoltage-based LD values 

underestimates, the carriers recombining via this rapid pathway could not contribute to 

photocurrent in a device. Therefore, in the unlikely scenario that quick geminate 

recombination plagues a planar heterojunction device of interest, the extracted LD would 

still represent the extractable fraction of excitons dissociating at the donor-acceptor 

heterojunction.  

To demonstrate the broad applicability, the photovoltage method is used to 

determine the LD for a series of phthalocyanine molecules having different coordinating 
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metal atoms (metal free, Mg, Cu, and Pb). The same technique outline for CuPc works for 

these other phthalocyanine molecules as well. To obtain the LD the relationship between 

the photovoltage and the number of carriers inside the device must be measured. Figure 

4.5a shows the number of carriers extracted from devices having a 27.1-nm-thick H2Pc, 

24.3-nm-thick MgPc, 23.3-nm-thick CuPc, and 18.8-nm-thick PbPc donor layer paired 

with 20.6 nm, 21.7 nm, 20.6 nm, and 36 nm of C60, respectively. All devices were capped 

with a 10-nm-thick layer of bathocuproine followed by a 65-nm-thick Al cathode. The 

corresponding extinction coefficients for the phthalocyanine molecules are given in Fig. 

4.5b. 

 To extract LD, multiple pulse intensities were used to generate voltage transients. 

The number of carriers generated from these pulses was extracted from Fig. 4.5a and used 

to fit for LD. A compilation of the individual voltage transients and the resulting diffusion 

lengths are given in Table 4.1. Multiple measurements of LD for a single device only vary 
Mullenbach and Holmes S. 1
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Figure 4.5: (a) Charges stored in the device as a function of photovoltage for OPVs incorporating a series of 

phthalocyanine donor layer (see legend) paired with a C60 acceptor layer. (b) Extinction coefficients of the 

phthalocyanine molecules. The excitation LED used is centered at a wavelength of λ = 735 nm. 
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by about a tenth of a nanometer which is much less than the device-to-device variation 

shown in Fig. 4.6. 

Besides demonstrating the wide applicability of the photovoltage-based LD 

technique, Fig. 4.6 demonstrates a few interesting trends. Firstly, the LD of all of the 

phthalocyanine molecules fall within a range of about four nanometers despite the nature 

of the exciton on these molecules differing as a function of the coordinating metal atom. 

The predominant exciton in H2Pc is likely a singlet exciton with a lifetime of about 250 ps 

whereas the excitons in CuPc and PbPc are likely triplet excitons with longer lifetimes.122 

The sharing of a crystal structure between H2Pc and CuPc (see Fig. 4.7) further makes the 

Table 4.1: Compilation of extracted exciton diffusion lengths (LD) for various phthalocyanines using the 

carriers extracted from Fig. 4.5 and an excitation wavelength of λ = 735 nm. The table gives the necessary 

paramters to extract LD: the pulse length (τpulse), the number of photons in the LED pulse, the plateau 

value of the open-circuit voltage (VOC), and the number of carriers generated by the LED pulse. 

 

Material τpulse (μs) Photons ΔVOC (mV) Carriers Generated  LD (nm) 

H2Pc 10 30.0 x 109 33.2 2.2 x 109 5.5 

H2Pc 10 39.6 x 109 44.2 2.9 x 109 5.4 

H2Pc 10 49.1 x 109 54.6 3.6 x 109 5.4 

      

MgPc 20 45.7 x 109 15.7 2.1 x 109 2.5 

MgPc 20 60.6 x 109 20.7 2.8 x 109 2.6 

MgPc 20 74.8 x 109 25.3 3.5 x 109 2.6 

MgPc 20 102.0 x 109 34.2 4.8 x 109 2.6 

      

CuPc 10 30.0 x 109 34.9 2.3 x 109 6.0 

CuPc 10 39.6 x 109 46.2 3.0 x 109 6.0 

CuPc 10 49.1 x 109 56.8 3.6 x 109 5.9 

      

PbPc 20 13.2 x 109 50.1 2.1 x 109 5.9 

PbPc 20 19.9 x 109 75.6 3.2 x 109 5.9 

PbPc 20 26.3 x 109 98.6 4.2 x 109 5.8 

PbPc 10 32.8 x 109 120.4 5.2 x 109 5.8 
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similar exciton diffusion length of interest as these two materials provide a unique 

opportunity to contrast the motion of singlet and triplet excitons in very similar 

environments. Both H2Pc and CuPc show strong crystalline peaks corresponding to the {1 

0 0} family of planes in monoclinic crystal.123,124 In contrast MgPc diffraction yields the 

traces in Fig. 4.7. and show weak, broad peaks.125,126 

Another interesting observation seen in Fig. 4.6 is the drastic difference between 

the magnitude and standard deviation of the C60 diffusion length and the other dark 

materials. Recent work has suggested that the high symmetry of C60 may play an important 

role in facilitating the long LD. This further suggests that small changes in film morphology 

may similarly impact LD.91 
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Figure 4.6: Values of LD extracted using the photovoltage-based technique for C60 and a series of 

phthalocyanine molecules differing in the coordinating metal atom: metal-free (H2Pc), magnesium (MgPc), 

copper (CuPc), and lead (PbPc). The small square represents the mean. 
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 Conclusions 

 The work described in this chapter provides a fundamental shift in the 

understanding of charge carriers inside of OPVs. Traditionally, the number of charge 

carriers inside of an OPV is assessed by extracting the carriers in the form of a current. 

Here, however, we have demonstrated that charge carriers need not be extracted to be 

quantified. Instead, photovoltage has the ability to measure the number of charge carriers 

present in an OPV without any need for extraction. Using this photovoltage-based method 

to probe charge carriers, the LD of the archetypal dark OPV material CuPc was determined 

along with a series of other dark phthalocyanine molecules. When the diffusion lengths 

obtained from photovoltage are compared to those predicted by fitting ηEQE, ηCC can be 

obtained. This is the first method to obtain ηCC directly from planar heterojunction OPVs 
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Figure 4.7: X-ray diffraction scans of as deposited thin films for the phthalocyanine molecules examined in 

this study. The peaks are labeled with the corresponding plane in the monoclinic crystal structure. 
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as the photovoltage-based technique measures LD in the OPV of interest. The photovoltage 

technique sheds light on understudied dark excitonic materials providing a self-consistent 

comparison of a series of phthalocyanine molecules, and it enables the study of numerous 

other dark excitons.   
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 Methods to Enhance Exciton Migration1 

 Spacing effects 

Irrespective of the method of exciton migration, either Förster or Dexter, the spacing 

between molecules significantly impacts LD. The rate of Dexter transfer, kD, decays 

exponentially with distance whereas the rate of Förster transfer, kF, decays as the 

separation, R, to the sixth power. From this basic examination of the distance dependence 

of both types of energy transfer it would appear that separation always serves to reduce the 

rate of energy transfer, and generally this is true. 

 There are however cases where increasing R can actually increase the rate of Förster 

energy transfer.31 When boron subphthaloycanine chloride (SubPc) is diluted into a wide 

energy gap spacer material 1,4-phenylenebis(triphenylsilane) (UGH2) the measured LD can 

increase by ~50%. Examining the expression for kF, 

 𝑘𝐹 =
1

𝜏
(
1

𝑅6
)
9𝜂𝑃𝐿𝜅

2

128 5𝑛4
∫𝐹𝐷(𝜆) (𝜆)𝑑𝜆 =

1

𝜏
(
𝑅 
𝑅
)
6

  ,  (5.1) 

shows that to increase kF upon dilution the Förster radius, R0, must increase faster than the 

separation. In Eqn. (5.1) R0 depends on many parameters: ηPL is the photoluminescence 

efficiency, FD is the area normalized fluorescence spectrum, σ is the absorption cross-

section, λ is the wavelength, n is the real index of refraction, and κ is the dipole orientation 

                                                 

1 This work was performed in collaboration with the group of Prof. Chris Douglas in the Department of 

Chemistry at the University of Minnesota. 
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factor (0.845√2/3 for randomly oriented rigid dipoles).77 The exciton lifetime is given by 

τ. 

 In previous work enhancements to ηPL and the overlap integral (the integral of FDσA) 

were deemed responsible for driving the enhancements to kF. The ηPL enhancements arise 

from spacing the SubPc molecules farther apart in an UGH2 matrix. As the SubPc 

molecules are separated, the non-radiative decay rate, knr, of excitons decreases, and ηPL 

therefore increases. A small contribution to the overlap integral is also observed due to a 

solid state solvation effect. The net result of these effects is an increased LD. 

Here we seek to leverage a similar result without dilution. While dilution has been 

shown effective, dilution requires the removal of absorbing material. This reduces the 

optical density of the film and therefore hampers the OPV absorption efficiency ηAbs. 

Further removal of active material also limits the available pathways for charge collection 

in these devices which can limit the charge collection efficiency, ηCC. Here, we demonstrate 

a level of control over ηPL, similar to the SubPc in UGH2 studies, by engineering molecular 

separation and interaction through targeted molecular functionalization designed to add 

steric bulk to rubrene. In principle, the additional steric bulk would play the role of 

molecular dilution, reducing intermolecular interaction while preserving the other critical 

Förster energy transfer parameters. This scenario could increase LD without sacrificing the 

absorption and charge collection efficiencies of the donor layer. 
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Experimental 

All devices were fabricated on glass substrates pre-coated with a 150-nm-thick layer of 

indium-tin-oxide (ITO) having a sheet resistance of 15 Ω/□. Substrates were degreased in 

tergitol solution and solvents, and treated in UV-ozone prior to active layer deposition. All 

organic layers and the Al cathode were deposited at room temperature via vacuum thermal 

sublimation at pressures below 6x10-7 Torr. Deposition rates were 0.2 nm/s for the active 

layers, 0.25 nm/s for BCP, and 0.3 nm/s for Al. Rubrene was used as received from Sigma-

Aldrich (product number R2206). MER Corporation supplied the sublimation purified C60 

at 99.9% purity. Bathocuproine was obtained from Alfa Aesar at 98% purity. Device active 

areas of 1 mm in diameter were defined by shadow masking before Al deposition. 

Power conversion efficiency was measured in atmosphere at approximately 25oC 

using a 150 W Oriel Xe arc lamp with an AM1.5G filtered light source. Incident light 

intensity was measured using a Newport 818P-010-12 high-power photodetector. An 

Agilent Technologies 4155C semiconductor parameter analyzer was used to collect current 

density-voltage characteristics. 

Samples for thickness dependent PL quenching were grown on glass substrates 

cleaned as described in the device fabrication section. A 15-nm-thick layer of naphthalene-

1,4,5,8-tetracarboxylic acid dianhydride (NTCDA) was deposited on the glass substrate as 

a quenching layer. Thin films of varying thickness were deposited on both NTCDA coated 

glass and bare glass substrates. Light of wavelength λ=465 nm was used at an incident 

angle of 65 degrees from normal. The photoluminescence ratios were constructed by 
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integrating the PL from λ=525 nm to λ=800 nm for both unquenched and quenched 

samples. Photoluminescence spectra were measured using a Photon Technology 

International QuantaMaster spectrofluorometer.  

Exciton lifetimes were determined using the time correlated single photon counting 

method. The system uses a PicoQuant PDL800-B laser pulse driver to operate a 375 nm 

pulsed diode laser. The pulse driver is connected to a PicoQuant NanoHarp250 real-time 

processor yielding a 31 ps time resolution. Histograms of photon counts versus time after 

laser excitation were obtained for thin films of donor material deposited on glass substrates. 

These histograms were iteratively reconvoluted using a single exponential decay and the 

measured instrument response function that had a characteristic width of 0.5 ns. 

Films for X-ray diffraction of each rubrene material were deposited by vacuum 

thermal sublimation at pressures below 1 x 10-7 Torr onto single-crystal silicon substrates. 

A Bruker-AXS Microdiffractometer was used to obtain the diffraction spectra using a 

cobalt source with λ = 0.179 nm. 

 

 Effect of functionalization on rubrene LD 

Rubrene serves as an interesting base molecule for these studies due to its high 

field-effect mobility,127,128 large open-circuit voltage in OPVs,129,130 and ease of 

functionalization. Further, manipulation of steric bulk in pentacene, a related molecule, has 

shown the ability to significantly change molecular packing and spacing.131 The rubrene 

derivatives used here are synthesized using a three-step route beginning from a known 
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6,11-dichlorotetracene-5,12-dione.132,133 The process generates gram-scale quantities of 

rubrene derivatives and allows for the symmetry of the derivative to be controlled. 

Moreover, the process permits the controlled introduction of alkyl- and/orfluoroalkyl 

groups to space the chromophores apart in the solid state. Figure 5.1a shows three rubrene 

derivatives synthesized and used in this work: di-CF3 rubrene (f-rubrene), tetra-CH3 

rubrene (mm-rubrene), and di-CF3 di-CH3 rubrene (fm-rubrene) where the functional 

groups are on the para position of the phenyl rings.  

The crystal lattice parameters of the molecules used in this study were determined 

from single crystal X-ray diffraction (XRD) and are shown in Fig. 5.1b. The structure of 

rubrene was taken from literature.134 Every molecule exhibits an orthorhombic structure 

except for mm-rubrene which is monoclinic. To assess the effect of functionalization on 

the average intermolecular spacing, the Wigner-Seitz radius was employed. The Wigner-

Seitz radius (rWS), is defined by 𝑉𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑒 = 4/3 𝑟𝑊𝑆
  . Using densities calculated from the 

unit cells determined by XRD, the values of rWS for rubrene, f-rubrene, mm-rubrene, and 

fm-rubrene are 5.46 Å, 5.73 Å, 5.84 Å, and 5.89 Å, respectively (Fig. 5.1b). This 

demonstrates that the added steric bulk from functionalization serves to space the 

molecules farther apart on average. Ideally the same procedure could be used to obtain the 

thin film spacing, however neither rubrene nor any of the rubrene derivatives showed 

diffraction maxima detectable by a Bruker-AXS Microdifractometer. This suggests that the 

films have no long-range ordering detectable by these methods. 
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To assess the effect of functionalization on the exciton diffusion length, the LD of 

each material was measured using thickness dependent PL quenching.29 Here, the PL of a 

donor layer is collected with (Fig. 5.2a) and without (Fig. 5.2b) an adjacent quenching 

layer. For all measurements a 15-nm-thick layer of naphthalene-1,4,5,8-tetracarboxylic 

(a)

(b)
Crystallographic Parameters for Rubrene

Lattice a (Å) b (Å) c (Å) d (Å)

rubrene Orthorhombic 26.79 14.21 7.17 5.46

f-rubrene Orthorhombic 31.18 14.21 7.12 5.73

mm-rubrene Monoclinic 41.26 24.04 10.15 5.84

fm-rubrene Orthorhombic 34.14 14.05 7.14 5.89

rubrene f-rubrene

mm-rubrene fm-rubrene

 

Figure 5.1: (a) Molecular structures of the rubrene derivatives examined in this study. (b) Crystal system 

and lattice parameters obtained from X-ray diffractometry used to calculate the single crystal density. The 

intermolecular spacing, d, is calculated as the volume averaged radius per molecule. Standard deviations of 

the lattice parameters and spacing, d, are less than the digits quoted. 
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acid dianhydride (NTCDA) is used as the quenching material. A wide energy gap material 

like NTCDA (Eg=3.1 eV) prevents direct Förster energy transfer from the donor layer to 

the quencher.29,50,135 A PL ratio is defined as the integrated PL with the quenching layer 

divided by the integrated PL without the quenching layer. This PL ratio is directly 

proportional to the ratio of the steady state exciton density in the two donor layers. Varying 
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Figure 5.2: Dividing the PL from the layer stack (a) by the PL from layer stack (b) as a function of donor 

layer thickness produces the PL ratios plotted in (c). A best fit to the data (solid lines) yields the diffusion 

lengths given in the inset of each plot within a 95% confidence interval. 
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the donor layer thickness changes the fraction of excitons dissociated, the exciton density 

profile, and the measured PL intensity. An optical transfer matrix formalism34,136 is used to 

calculate the exciton density in the donor layer both with and without the quencher. 

Iteratively fitting the ratio of calculated exciton densities to the experimental PL ratios as 

a function of donor layer thickness determines LD (Fig. 5.2c). Fitting the PL ratio for each 

material yields values of LD ranging from (6.4 ± 0.7) nm for rubrene to (10.2 ± 1.1) nm for 

m-rubrene. It should be noted that each rubrene derivative shows a larger LD than that 

measured for unsubstituted rubrene. 

Förster theory can elucidate the origin of the observed LD enhancement by 

predicting LD from measured parameters. The photophysical parameters needed to 

calculate kF, see Eqn. (5.1), were measured. Using these measured values the diffusivity D 

can relate the rate of Förster transfer to LD using 𝐿𝐷 = √𝐷𝜏: 

 𝐷 = 𝐴𝑅2𝑘𝐹 =
𝐴𝑅 

6

𝜏𝑅4
⇒ 𝐿𝐷 = √𝐴

𝑅 
 

𝑅2
 (5.2) 

In Eqn. (5.2), A is a disorder parameter that is included to account for energetic disorder 

capable of inducing sub-diffusive motion and reducing LD. Figure 5.3 shows the 

photophysical parameters necessary to extract LD using Förster theory. The spectral shape 

of both the extinction coefficient (obtained by spectroscopic ellipsometry) and the 

fluorescence are observed to be relatively independent of para-phenyl functionalization of 

rubrene (Fig. 5.3a). This relative invariance of luminescence and absorption is also 

observed in fluorinated rubrenes.137 Measurements of both ηPL and the luminescence decay 

time (τ) are tabulated in Fig. 5.3b and exhibit a strong variation with functionalization. 
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Examining Eqn. (5.2) shows that these values, in combination with a value for R, allows 

the calculation of LD. Since no structural information was obtained from XRD for the thin 

films, the best estimate of R is the spacing in single crystal. Figure 5.4 compares the 

predicted and measured values of LD. Good agreement between experiment and the values 

predicted by Eqn. (5.2) is obtained with a value of 𝐴 = 0.89. The success of Förster theory 
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Photophysical Parameters for Rubrene Derivatives

Material ηPL (%) τ (ns)

rubrene 2.7  0.3 9.1   0.3

f-rubrene 4.2  0.4 3.6  0.2

mm-rubrene 5.4  0.5 14.8  0.5 

fm-rubrene 13.1  1.3 11.4  0.4

 

Figure 5.3: (a) Absorption and emission (area normalized) spectra showing the overlap necessary for self-

Förster energy transfer. Rubrene, f-rubrene, mm-rubrene, and fm-rubrene are represented by the square, 

circle, triangle, and diamond, respectively. (b) Photoluminescence efficiency (ηPL) and fluorescence lifetime 

(τ) determined for each of the rubrene derivatives. 
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in predicting the LD of all compounds studied using independently measured parameters is 

compelling evidence that the use of single crystal separations in thin film is reasonable. It 

also suggests that increases in ηPL are driving the enhancement in LD. Further, the ηPL 

enhancement is shown to correlate with the increasing average intermolecular separation 

resulting from derivatization. 

The molecules studied here demonstrate a strong increase in ηPL with increased 

intermolecular separation. Qualitatively similar results have also been observed for other 

molecular systems, though the absolute change in ηPL with separation depends strongly on 

the relevant non-radiative decay processes (kNR) present in each system.31,138 These could 

include concentration quenching mechanisms related to intermolecular coupling,138 

exciton-exciton annihilation,98 or singlet fission processes commonly observed in 

acenes.87,139–141 The sensitivity of these mechanisms to changes in the intermolecular 

spacing dictates the ability to increase ηPL. This being said, we argue that regardless of the 

mechanism, kNR generally decreases with increasing intermolecular separation. 
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Figure 5.4: Experimentally determined (squares) and predicted (circles) exciton diffusion lengths for 

rubrene, f-rubrene, mm-rubrene and fm-rubrene using Förster theory. The predicted diffusion lengths trend 

with the measured LD and are in good agreement. 
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Device data for planar heterojunction OPVs fabricated using the derivatives 

depicted in Fig. 5.1a are shown in Table 5.1 under AM1.5G solar simulated illumination. 

Devices consisted of a 20-nm-thick donor layer followed by a 40-nm-thick acceptor layer 

of C60. A 10-nm-thick exciton blocking layer142 of bathocuproine (BCP) is deposited on all 

devices, followed by a 65-nm-thick Al cathode. It would be reasonable to expect that the 

donor material having the largest LD would also show the largest value of the short-circuit 

current density (JSC). However, functionalizing a molecule may also change other factors 

that can impact JSC, including the efficiencies of charge transport and exciton dissociation. 

For the devices studied here, the controlling factor that determines the magnitude of JSC is 

the surface roughness of the donor layer. As measured by atomic force microscopy (AFM) 

and shown in Table 5.1, mm-rubrene forms the roughest layer on ITO while f-rubrene the 

smoothest, correlating with the measured trend in JSC. A rougher donor layer has a greater 

donor-acceptor interfacial area leading to enhanced exciton diffusion efficiency for 

excitons originating in both the donor and acceptor layers and thus an increased JSC. In 

Table 5.1: Planar heterojunction device parameters under AM1.5G solar simulated illumination at 134 

mW/cm2. The error bars represent the run-to-run variation for the devices tested. 

 

Voc (V) Fill Factor Jsc (mA/cm2) ηp (%) 

RMS  

Roughness (nm) 

rubrene  0.88±0.04 0.46±0.03 4.0±0.4 1.2±0.2 2.5 

f-rubrene  0.91±0.05 0.37±0.03 4.3±0.4 1.1±0.1 0.8 

mm-rubrene  0.86±0.04 0.47±0.04 6.2±0.6 1.9±0.3 4.9 

fm-rubrene  0.92±0.05 0.40±0.03 3.9±0.4 1.1±0.1 2.4 
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these devices, the relatively low extinction coefficient of the donor results in most of the 

photocurrent originating from absorption in the C60 acceptor layer. 

 

 Conclusions 

In conclusion, significant enhancements in the LD for rubrene are achieved through 

molecular modifications aimed at adding steric bulk. Functionalization leads to an 

increased intermolecular spacing which results in an increase in the photoluminescence 

efficiency. The larger ηPL is shown by Förster theory to drive the observed increase in LD 

yielding insight into how variations in molecular structure impact exciton migration. The 

ability to realize significant control over LD through thoughtful molecular engineering 

offers new opportunities in the design of active materials for OPVs. While active materials 

are often designed for their electronic energy levels and optical absorption properties, it is 

important to also consider the design of molecules with long LD by attempting to optimize 

photophysical behavior for efficient Fӧrster transfer.   
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 Overcoming the Exciton Diffusion Bottleneck 

 Stochastic Motion: A Review 

Exciton migration occurs by a series of hops between molecules. This motion can be 

examined at the level of individual molecules27,28,80,83,143 and the energy transfer between 

them or more macroscopically as the net motion of exciton density.29,31,34,50 The more 

common approach is to discuss exciton motion as a diffusive process driven by 

concentration imbalances in the exciton density, but this viewpoint obscures the important 

fundamental physics behind exciton migration. Instead, examining exciton migration at the 

molecular level provides insights into methods of overcoming the short LD not by 

enhancing it but by circumventing diffusion altogether. 

 Excitation energy transfer appears to be driven by concentration gradients on the 

macroscopic scale because exciton motion is inherently a stochastic process. In an isotropic 

film, an exciton is equally likely to migrate in all directions.27,28,144 This random walk 

resembles diffusive motion when examined from afar. To overcome diffusion, the central 

connection between diffusive motion and the nanoscopic scale must be broken; the 

isotropic nature of the film must be broken.83 When excitons no longer have equal rates of 

hopping in all directions, diffusive motion is lost and exciton motion can be directed.83 

 To put this question in the proper light for OPVs, planar heterojunction OPVs suffer 

from an LD that is far shorter than the thickness needed to absorb all incident light.68 Once 

an exciton is generated in the donor or acceptor layers, it must migrate through a series of 

energy transfer events until it either reaches the interface or relaxes to the ground state. An 
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exciton only lives for a set time (τ) on average, so any hops it makes which are not towards 

the interface reduce the likelihood that the exciton will be dissociated and contribute to 

power conversion. When posed from the standpoint of overcoming diffusion, the problem 

with exciton motion is no longer that LD is too short but rather that excitons make hops 

away from the interface. If all exciton hops were only in the direction of the interface, 

excitons could transfer significantly longer distances in shorter times than they do under 

diffusive motion. 

 While on the surface the idea of excitons always hopping in a desired direction may 

seem fictional, the concept is not entirely unrealistic. If films are designed with the proper 

symmetry breaking architecture, exciton motion can be biased in the desired direction. 

Here we examine some methods of achieving such a result and the possibilities of 

transitioning to ballistic exciton motion by use of exciton gates. 

 

 The Exciton Gate 

 An exciton gate is a symmetry breaking interface in a film such that exciton motion 

across the interface is favored in one direction and hindered in the opposite direction. In 

practice, two such gates have been unwittingly employed in OPV designs of cascade OPVs 

and dilute-donor OPVs. The cascade OPV employs an energetic exciton gate where 

conservation of energy prevents back transfer of excitons while Dilute-donor OPVs31 use 

a stochastic gating mechanism. 
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 Figure 6.1a shows an example exciton gate formed at the heterojunction of two 

materials. The rate of exciton hopping within each layer is given by (ki) and the rate of 

exciton hopping across the interface to the right is k12 while the reverse rate is k21. The 

quality of an exciton gate (QG) can be represented by the ratio of the forward rate to the 

reverse rate (𝑄𝐺 = 𝑘 2/𝑘2 ). If Material 1 has a larger energy gap (separation between the 

HOMO and LUMO levels) than material 2 does, the interface forms an energetic exciton 

gate. Such a gate is commonly found in energy cascade OPVs. An exciton immediately to 

the left of the interface has a chance of hopping either left or right, but an exciton in 

Material 2 can never hop across the interface into Material 1. This is because the exciton 

in Material 2 has less energy than excitons in Material 1 and therefore motion from Material 

2 to 1 would violate conservation of energy. Mathematically this is represented by 𝑘2 =

0, and such a gate has an infinite quality factor (𝑄𝐺 = 𝑘 2/0). As such, an energetic exciton 

gate is the ideal situation; all back transfer is prevented. 

 Figure 6.1a can also illustrate a stochastic gate between dilute and neat layers in a 

dilute-donor OPV. In a dilute-donor OPV there is a heterojunction formed between a dilute 

k12

k21

Material 1 Material 2

k1 k2

Reflecting

Interface

Exciton Permeable

Interface

Dissociating

Interface

(a) 𝑅𝑛

𝑅𝑑

(b)

Exciton 

Gate

Neat

Dilute

 

Figure 6.1: (a) Example exciton gate where the interface between Material 1 and Material 2 breaks the 

symmetry in exciton energy transfer rates to the right (k12) and to the left (k21). The rate to hop within each 

layer is given by ki. (b) Cartoon of a stochastic interface in a dilute-donor OPV showing site imbalance and 

the change of intermolecular separation R. 
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layer (Material 1) and a neat layer (Material 2) of the same material. At the interface 

between the two materials there is an imbalance in the number of destination sites available 

due to the displacement of material by dilution. The blue arrows in Fig. 6.1b depict this 

site imbalance. Dilution produces a second imbalance arising from the increased spacing 

of molecules needed to accommodate the host material. This increased spacing has two 

effects. One, it makes hops to the neat material more likely because the neat molecules are 

nearer than the dilute molecules. Two, the increased spacing can alter the Förster transfer 

rate across the interface. When the rate is enhanced,31 the longer LD of the dilute layer 

serves to further imbalance the rates across the interface. 

 Regardless of the gating mechanism, the introduction of exciton gates into a layer 

prevents exciton motion from being described by the diffusion equation: 

 𝜕𝑛

𝜕𝑡
= 𝐷

𝜕2𝑛

𝜕𝑥2
−
𝑛

𝜏
+ 𝐺(𝑥). (6.1) 

In Eqn. (6.1) n is the exciton density, t is time, x is the spatial coordinate, τ is the exciton 

lifetime, and G is the photogeneration rate of excitons. Often exciton diffusion is examined 

at steady-state where Eqn. (6.1) becomes a simple ordinary differential equation that is 

easily solved with application of appropriate boundary conditions. Commonly end points 

of the film are treated either as perfectly reflecting (
𝑑𝑛

𝑑𝑥
|
𝑥=𝑥1

= 0) or quenching interfaces 

(𝑛(𝑥 = 𝑥2) = 0). Reflecting interfaces are interfaces where excitons are incapable of 

passing such as those formed between an active material and an exciton blocking layer. 

Quenching interfaces are interfaces like the donor-acceptor heterojunction. The interface 
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in an exciton gate cannot be described by either reflecting or quenching boundary 

conditions. In fact, the interface cannot be described by any function a priori. 

 Systems with excitons gates necessitate numerical solutions, and the approach used 

here is that of the Kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) approach. The KMC approach requires, as 

input, the rates of all possible events in the system. The method proceeds through time by 

randomly selecting events to occur weighted by the relative rates of each possible event. 

Since the rates of exciton energy transfer and decay can all be measured, the KMC 

approach becomes the obvious numerical solution approach to describe exciton gating. 

 

 The KMC Algorithm 

 We present here a full analysis of exciton diffusion across exciton permeable 

interfaces in an OPV using the Kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) method. Application of the 

KMC approach to understanding various aspects of device operation has been previously 

shown to be effective and informative for the interpretation of device data.48,145–148 

However, these methods can be complex to implement and require exotic computational 

resources. Care was taken to find the simplest KMC algorithm capable of fully describing 

the exciton dynamics of interest here and the model is presented in full to allow for easy 

future implementation. By combining the KMC algorithm with measured rates for exciton 

generation, decay, and energy transfer, the effects of exciton permeable interfaces on 

exciton transport are elucidated.  
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 The KMC approach models exciton diffusion as a set of discrete events occurring 

in discrete time steps. For each iteration of the KMC algorithm a pseudo-random number 

generator chooses which event happens (energy transfer, generation, or decay) and the 

magnitude of the time step associated with the event. The probability of an event being 

chosen is equivalent to the rate at which that event occurs divided by the sum of all possible 

rates. This process of events and time steps is repeated for the desired number of iterations 

and information about exciton movement is stored to map exciton motion versus time. 

Figure 6.2 shows a flow chart of the algorithm used in this work. 

Set Initial 

Populations 

and Rates

Generate 

Random 

Numbers –

R1, R2, R3

Generation Decay Motion

Select Bin

Update Time

Recalculate 

Rates

R1

R2

R3

End if

Time > tFinal

 

Figure 6.2: Flowchart describing the KMC algorithm used to model 1-D exciton diffusion. The rates 

input into the algorithm are all measured. 
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 Since the KMC method models energy transfer events between different molecules, 

the most rigorous approach would be to program the spatial location of every molecule into 

the simulation. But rarely are organic semiconductor films single crystal, and thus 

programming the location of every molecule becomes difficult if not impossible. Here we 

take the much simpler approach of assuming only nearest neighbor energy transfer on a 

simple cubic lattice. Tracking only nearest neighbor interactions is most appropriate when 

the Förster radius of the material is comparable or smaller than the spacing between 

molecules. Applying these approximations to a planar heterojunction device simplifies to 

a 1-D problem; it is only the exciton energy transfer perpendicular to the dissociating 

interface which must be tracked. This makes it useful to discretize the film along its 

thickness into N bins as seen in Fig. 6.3. Then exciton generation, decay, and energy 

transfer occur only within or between these bins. 

At the start of the simulation, a set number of excitons (ni) are placed into each bin 

(i). The rates of generation (gi), decay (1/τi), and energy transfer in direction j (kij) per 

exciton are used to calculate the rates of generation, decay, and energy transfer per bin 

(denoted by capital letters and shown schematically in Fig. 6.3): 

 𝐺𝑖 = 𝑔𝑖  , (6.2a) 

 1

𝑇𝑖
= ∑

1

𝜏𝑖

𝑛𝑖

𝑛= 

  , and (6.2b) 

 

𝐾𝑖𝑗 =∑𝑘𝑖𝑗

𝑛𝑖

𝑛= 

  . (6.2c) 
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 The rates Gi, 1/Ti, and Kij are more than just the sum of rates. Suppose the system 

is frozen at any point in time, and it is desired to know which event will occur first once 

the system is unfrozen. Then Eqns. (6.2a)-(6.2c) represent the probability of each event 

occurring once the system is unfrozen. Events that occur more frequently (have a higher 

rate) are more likely to happen first than events with a slow rate. This idea can be extended 

to all bins utilizing the quantity ri: 

 

𝑟𝑖 = 𝐺𝑖 +
1

𝑇𝑖
+∑𝐾𝑖𝑗

𝑁𝑘

𝑗= 

  . (6.3) 

In Eqn. (6.3), ri is the total rate of all possible exciton events per bin, and Nk is the number 

of energy transfer events being tracked. When using a simple cubic lattice approach with 

only nearest neighbor energy transfer events, 6kN  , but only two of these six rates create 

any change in the 1-D exciton density profile. We find that identical solutions are obtained 

if intra-bin energy transfer events are ignored (as shown in Fig. 6.3) as to if they are tracked. 

 An array, R, of length N can be used to store the cumulative sum of ri such that 

𝑅𝑖 = ∑ 𝑟𝑖
𝑖
 . A random number, 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑 ∈ (0, 𝑅𝑛] will exist in the range 𝑅𝑖 ≤ 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑 ≤ 𝑅𝑖+ . 

The bin, i, containing rand is thus uniquely chosen to act upon in accordance with the 

probabilities set by the rates of each individual event.  After the bin is chosen, a second 

random number determines whether an exciton is created, destroyed, or moved based on 

the values of Gi, kij, 1/Ti analogously to how the bin was chosen. Finally a random number, 

 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑 ∈ (0, 𝑅𝑛], is used to increment the system timer by an amount  𝑡 =

𝑅𝑁
− ln(𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑− ),  and the process begins again by choosing a bin. 
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To model exciton diffusion, the rates of generation, decay, and energy transfer must 

be input into the algorithm. The exciton generation rate is calculated using a transfer matrix 

formalism to model the optical field inside the layer of interest.34 The rate of exciton decay 

is the inverse of the natural exciton lifetime, which can be obtained via time correlated 

single photon counting. 

There are two approaches to obtaining the energy transfer rate. The first is to 

measure all of the photophysical parameters needed to calculate kF in Eqn. (2.5). The 

downside to this approach is that the intermolecular spacing (R in Eqn. (2.5)) can often 

only be estimated from density data.31,79 Moreover, this means that the bin thickness must 

be set to the intermolecular spacing which is inconvenient when the layer thickness is not 

𝐺𝑖
1

𝑇𝑖

𝐾𝑖 𝐾𝑖𝑁 𝐾𝐶𝑇

𝑥 = 𝑥 𝑥 = 𝑥  

 
Figure 6.3: Schematic of binning the organic film to obtain a discretization of the layer for input into the 

KMC model. All arrows represent possible events with the labeled rates. The rate KCT is the rate of exciton 

dissociation at the D-A interface and is assumed to be infintely fast in this model. 
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a multiple of the intermolecular spacing. A superior approach is to measure the exciton 

diffusion length29,31 and then calculate the kF using Eqn. (2.5) and the relation between LD 

and diffusivity. Using this approach, any bin thickness less than the Förster radius can be 

used. 

 

Modeling, fabrication, and testing methods 

Kinetic Monte Carlo modeling is used to generate simulations for the exciton 

density profiles ηEQE, ηA, and ηD presented in this work. Energy transfer rates for the bulk 

were derived from a simple, nearest-neighbor interpretation of the exciton diffusivity, D = 

LD
2τ-1 = d2k, where d is the discretization of the KMC model, or bin spacing, and k is the 

energy transfer rate input. Estimates for the molecular densities of each material were 

obtained from crystallographic information when available and from powder densities 

otherwise. The exciton generation rate, Q(x) was simulated using transfer matrix formalism 

of the incident optical field. The optical constants of each material were measured by 

variable angle spectroscopic ellipsometry. For the simulations of OPV devices, the MoOx 

anode buffer layer was approximated as a reflecting boundary. 

Organic photovoltaic cells were fabricated on glass slides coated with a 150-nm-

thick layer of indium-tin-oxide (ITO) having a sheet resistance of 15 Ω/☐.  All substrates 

were cleaned with tergitol and solvents. Additionally, ITO substrates were exposed to a 

UV-ozone ambient for 10 minutes prior to the deposition of the active layers.  Organic 

layers were deposited via vacuum thermal sublimation (<10-6 Torr) at a nominal rate of 0.2 
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nm/s.  Devices were capped with a 100-nm-thick cathode layer of Al deposited at a nominal 

rate of 0.3 nm/s through a shadow mask defining an active area with a diameter of 1 mm. 

Layer thicknesses were initially optimized via transfer matrix simulations of the internal 

optical field.  SubPc, SubNc, and UGH2 were purchased from Luminescence Technology 

Corporation and C60 was purchased from MER Corporation.  All materials were used as 

received with no further purification. 

External quantum efficiency testing was performed under illumination from a 300 

W Xenon lamp coupled to a Cornerstone 130 1/8 meter monochromator and chopped with 

a Stanford Research Systems SR540 optical chopper.  Electrical characteristics were 

measured using a Stanford Research Systems SR810 lock-in amplifier.  Devices were also 

characterized under AM 1.5G solar radiation, and the parameters were extracted from 

current-voltage testing at an illumination of (100 ± 5) mW/cm2. 

 

 KMC model validation 

 Before using the KMC model to analyze exciton gates, we first vet the model 

against the analytical solution to the diffusion equation. To compare the KMC model to 

Eqn. (6.1), boron subphthalocyanine chloride (SubPc) is used as a representative model 

material. For the purposes of this comparison, we use a Förster energy transfer rate of 

100 ns-1, a lifetime of 1 ns, and a bin spacing of 1 nm. This equates to a diffusion length of 

10 nm which is consistent with the measured LD of SubPc.31,50 We analyze a planar 
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heterojunction OPV where one interface reflects excitons and the opposite interface is fully 

dissociating. 

 The analytical solution to the diffusion equation for this model system predicts a 

steady-state exciton density profile for the layer. To compare the KMC model to the 

analytical solution the KMC model must converge to a steady-state solution. The approach 

to steady-state was tested by giving the KMC model a number of different starting exciton 

concentrations and monitoring the rate of exciton dissociation at the dissociating interface. 

Figure 6.4 shows the rate of exciton dissociation plotted versus the number of KMC 

iterations for different starting exciton concentrations (10, 500, and 1000 excitons in each 

bin). For all starting concentrations examined, the KMC model converges to the same 

dissociation rate. The farther the starting exciton concentration is from the equilibrium 
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Figure 6.4: Realization of steady-state using the KMC model as measured by the D-A interfacial exciton 

flux. While different starting exciton concentrations in each bin lead to different paths to the steady-state 

flux, all curves converge to the same value. 
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concentration the more iterations it takes to reach steady-state. This difference in 

convergence time has important implications for using the KMC model. When comparing 

KMC predictions to steady-state device measurements or the analytical solution, it must be 

ensured that the KMC model has reached steady-state. Throughout the process of making 

many predictions with this model, it was discovered that roughly 100 million iterations is 

usually a sufficient number to reach steady-state. 

 Once the KMC method reaches steady-state, the exciton density can be extracted. 

This exciton density is plotted in Fig. 6.5 alongside the result of the analytical model. 

Figure 6.5 shows excellent agreement between the KMC model and the analytical solution 

for the case of two reflecting boundary conditions (solid line) and for the case of one 

reflecting, one dissociating boundary conditions (dashed line). It must be stressed that this 
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Figure 6.5: Comparison of the analytical model (lines) and the KMC model (symbols) for a single layer 

of organic semiconducting material for different boundary conditions. The circles represent reflecting 

boundary conditions at both ends. The squares depict a reflecting boundary condition at position zero and 

a dissociating boundary condition at position 20 nm. 
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analytical model of exciton diffusion is widely used and accepted.33,34,68 As such, the 

agreement between these two methods using a typical material and the most common 

boundary conditions serves as validation of the KMC algorithm employed here using the 

inputs described previously. 

 Another means of comparing the KMC method to the analytical model is to 

compare the value of ηDiff predicted using each method. Figure 6.6a shows that both models 

predict the same trend in ηDiff, with the KMC model predictions slightly lower for all donor 

layer thicknesses examined. Here, the predictions for the analytical model are obtained by 

computing the external quantum efficiency (ratio of charge carriers extracted to photons 

incident) and dividing by the calculated absorption efficiency. An advantage of the KMC 

method is that it can also be used to predict ηDiff as a function of the generation point in the 

layer i.e. what is the probability that an exciton generated at a given distance from the D-

A interface (dD-A) will be dissociated. Figure 6.6b shows the position dependent trend of 
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Figure 6.6: (a) Comparison of the diffusion efficiency (ηDiff) calculated using the analytical model 

(circles) and the KMC model (squares). While the KMC model is always slightly lower than the analytical 

model, the predicted trends are the same. (b) The diffusion efficiency as a function of position and 

diffusion length in a donor layer of varying thicknesses with LD = 10 nm. 
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ηDiff as a function of distance from the D-A interface for 10DL   nm. Two trends are 

observed. First, excitons generated closer to the D-A interface have a higher probability of 

being dissociated. Second, as the layer thickness increases, excitons generated at a given 

point have a decreasing probability of being dissociated. 

 

Demonstration and simulation of the exciton gate 

 The KMC algorithm developed here agrees well with the analytical solution to the 

diffusion equation for neat films with reflecting or quenching boundary conditions (Figs. 

6.5 and 6.6). This validates the KMC approach using measured rates and lends credence to 

the predictions of the KMC model for systems having exciton gates. The KMC model can 

be used to model exciton diffusion in the generic system depicted in Fig. 6.1 which has an 

exciton gate at the interface of Material 1 and Material 2. Figure 6.7 shows the KMC 

predictions of the steady-state exciton density profile for three different rate imbalances at 

the interface. For the squares there is no imbalance at the interface, and the exciton density 

profile is identical to a single neat layer of material with a reflecting boundary on the left 

and a dissociating boundary on the right. When a rate imbalance at the interface is 

introduced (circles and triangles), the steady-state exciton density profile develops a 

discontinuity at the interface. The rate imbalance at the interface serves to simultaneously 

deplete excitons to the left of the interface and pile-up excitons to the right of the interface. 

 The discontinuous steady-state exciton density profile of Fig. 6.7 can be realized in 

actual devices leading to enhancements of ηDiff and therefore higher power conversion 
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efficiencies. The dilute-donor device architecture serves as a primary example of the 

benefits of exciton gating.31 In this dilute donor structure (Fig. 6.8 a) the interface between 

the dilute and neat layers of SubPc forms an exciton gate. This specific dilute-donor 

architecture has three complementary factors which all enhance the exciton gating effect 

of the interface. One, there are more sites for excitons to hop to in the neat layer than the 

dilute layer (see Fig. 6.1b). Two, the spacing between molecules is closer in the neat layer 

than in the dilute layer,31 and the Förster transfer rate decays as R6. Finally, the exciton 

diffusion length is enhanced in the dilute layer compared to the neat layer.31 This means 

the rate of energy transfer for excitons in the dilute layer is greater than excitons in the neat 

layer. 
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Figure 6.7: KMC predictions of the steady-state exciton density for the system described in Fig. 6.1 

where the intra-layer hopping rates are equal. Three steady-state exciton densities are plotted for different 

rate imbalances at the interface. With no imbalance the system behaves like a single neat layer, but with 

an imbalance the steady-state exciton density profile develops a discontinuity at the interface. 
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 To assess the effects of the exciton gate in the dilute-donor architecture, PL 

quenching studies (Fig. 6.8b) can be used to measure the fraction of excitons reaching the 

donor-quencher interface. This fraction can then be modeled using the KMC algorithm 

with different effects added to the rates of energy transfer at the interface. Figure 6.8c 
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Figure 6.8: (a) Dilute-donor device architecture with SubPc diluted into the wide energy gap host 

material UGH2. (b) Diagram of the PL quenching based technique used to assess the KMC model. (c) PL 

ratios measured using the experimental setup of (b). The lines show the predicted PL ratios using the 

KMC model without accounting for rate imbalances at the interface (dashed) and accounting for rate 

imbalances at the interface (solid). (d) The ηDiff predicted by the KMC model (accounting for gating 

effects) for the PL ratios shown in (c). 
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shows the PL ratios calculated by dividing the integrated PL from the sample with the 

quencher by the sample without the quencher. As the interlayer becomes more 

concentrated, the PL ratio monotonically decreases suggesting more efficient exciton 

migration to the donor-quencher interface. The lines in Fig. 6.8c are two predictions of the 

measured PL ratios where the interface effects are included (solid line) and where the 

interface effects are neglected (dashed line). When the difference in energy transfer rates 

at the interface is neglected, the predicted PL ratio is too large. This poor prediction agrees 

with the specious thinking that having the largest possible LD is always helpful. In actuality, 

the gating effect of the interface between less dilute and more dilute layers has a greater 

effect on ηDiff than the bulk LD does. To observe this, Fig. 6.8d shows ηDiff as predicted by 

the KMC model with the interface rate imbalances included. Figure 6.8d shows that ηDiff is 

maximized when the interlayer is 100% SubPc. Neat SubPc has a significantly shorter LD 

than 50 wt% SubPc, but the interface between neat SubPc and 50% SubPc forms the most 

effective exciton gate.  

 To examine an actual device instead of the films in the PL ratio experiment, the 

EQE of the device in Fig. 6.8a was measured as a function of dilute layer concentration 

and is shown in Fig. 6.9a. The KMC model is able to predict the external quantum 

efficiency within error for all devices except for the neat device where the model has a 

slight over prediction. Also shown in Fig. 6.9a are the predicted ηDiff  and ηAbs. As 

demonstrated using PL quenching studies, the diffusion efficiency is maximized at lower 

SubPc concentrations where the exciton gating is most effective. 
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 Figure 6.9b decomposes ηDiff into separate diffusion efficiencies for the neat and 

dilute layers. The dilute diffusion efficiency is defined as the probability that an exciton 

photogenerated in the dilute will energy transfer into the neat layer. Similarly, the neat 

diffusion efficiency gives the probability that an exciton photogenerated in the neat layer 

will dissociate at the D-A interface. As can be seen in Fig. 6.9b, lower SubPc 

concentrations lead to greater diffusion efficiencies peaking at about 20 wt% SubPc. If the 

effects of the interface are ignored (only exciton generation profiles and bulk diffusion are 

considered), ηDiff only shows a small increase concomitant with the enhanced bulk LD. To 

remove the gating effects but maintain the different bulk diffusion lengths, all exciton 

hopping rates are made equal and the exciton lifetimes are altered to maintain the bulk 

diffusion lengths. But, when the gating effect at the interface is properly accounted for, 

there is a substantial increase in ηDiff peaking at about 75% for the dilute layer and 90% for 
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Figure 6.9: (a) External quantum efficiency at a wavelength λ = 590 nm for the device architecture in 

Fig. 6.8a. The lines are predictions from the KMC model for ηEQE (red), ηDiff (green), and ηAbs (blue). (b)  

Predictions of ηDiff for the neat and dilute layers individually. The effect of the interface is demonstrated 

by showing the ηDiff predicted without the interface effects added (red lines). 
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the neat layer. The substantial enhancement of ηDiff further supports the gating effects of 

the dilute-neat interface. 

 The key to the exciton gate in the dilute-donor device is the reduced backwards 

energy transfer rate. A reduced backwards rate can also be realized in energy cascade style 

devices. Figure 6.10a shows an example cascade style OPV where excitons generated in 

the SubPc layer can energy transfer to SubNc, but energy transfer from SubNc to SubPc is 

energetically forbidden due to the smaller energy gap of SubNc. The one-way flow of 

excitons between SubPc and SubNc forms a perfect exciton gate.  

To demonstrate the exciton gating effects of the cascade device, the ηEQE can be 

measured for wavelengths corresponding primarily to SubPc (λ = 590 nm) absorption and 

SubNc absorption (λ = 700 nm) as shown in Fig. 6.10b. When the KMC algorithm is used 
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Figure 6.10: (a) The layer structure for energy-cascade OPVs and the molecular structure for SubNc. (b)  

Simulated and measured ηEQE at wavelengths corresponding to regions of predominant absorption for both 

SubPc and SubNc, respectively. (c) Simulated ηDiff for both SubPc and SubNc for the as measured OPV as 

well as an artificial OPV that has no imbalance at the permeable interface. 
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to fit ηEQE as a function of SubNc thickness, the reasonable agreement shown in Fig. 6.10b 

(lines) is obtained. As with the dilute-donor devices, this level of agreement is only possible 

when the gating effects of the interface are properly accounted for. To explicitly 

demonstrate the gating effects in the cascade style OPV, the expected ηEQE is also 

calculated for a fictitious device where no gating effects exist. As before, this is 

accomplished by setting all of the exciton hopping rates equal and modifying the exciton 

lifetime to obtain the proper bulk LD values. Figure 6.10c shows the calculated ηDiff for the 

real device and the fictitious device without the exciton gate. The exciton gate drastically 

increases the diffusion efficiency of the device for both the SubPc and SubNc layers. 

Similar to the dilute-donor device, enhanced energy transfer to the SubNc layer helps 

increase ηDiff for the SubPc layer, and reduced backwards energy transfer to SubPc 

enhances ηDiff for the SubNc layer. Since the exciton gate drastically enhances ηDiff proper 

modeling of the interface gating effects are essential for understanding cascade style OPVs. 

 The hereto examination of exciton gates in actual OPVs has been limited to devices 

containing only a single exciton gate, but the focus now shifts to modeling layer structures 

having multiple exciton gates. Since the exciton gate serves to direct exciton motion 

towards the D-A interface, multiple exciton gates are expected to further enhance ηDiff.  

To examine the effects of multiple exciton gates, the layer structure of Fig. 6.11a is 

used. In this model, all excitons originate at the left of an injection layer that has a bulk 

diffusion length of 10 nm. To the right of the injection layer lies a 16-nm-thick series of 

layers each having a different LD ranging from 10 nm to 1 nm called the diffusion region. 
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In the simplest case (Fig. 6.11a) there is only one exciton gate so there are only two layers 

(each 8-nm-thick) comprising the diffusion region. As more gates are introduced, the 

diffusion region is further discretized into many layers with successively lower diffusion 

lengths. For the case of 16 layers, each layer is 1-nm-thick and can be thought of as 

analogous to a gradient structure. In a gradient, the concentration of the material is 

continuously varied across the layer thickness. To put this in perspective of an actual 

device, the 16 layer structure could represent a 16-nm-thick layer of SubPc in UGH2 where 

the concentration of SubPc goes from neat on the left side to 0% on the right side. 

 After excitons are injected into the left side of the injection layer, their progress is 

tracked in the form of the mean-squared displacement and plotted in Fig. 6.11b. 

Independent of the number layers in the diffusion region, the mean-squared displacement 

is always linear for short times. At longer times the mean-squared displacement increases 

faster for diffusion regions with more layers (exciton gates). This suggests that excitons in 

the systems with more gates are moving greater distances in less time than systems with 

fewer gates. 

 To quantitatively address the enhanced motion of excitons in systems with many 

exciton gates, the diffusion region can be modeled as anomalous diffusion where the mean-

squared displacement is given by ⟨𝑥⟩ = 𝐷𝑡𝛼. For normal diffusion, α is unity and the mean-

squared displacement increases linearly with time having a slope equal to the diffusivity. 

When α is less than one, the system is said to be sub-diffusive, and when α is greater than 

one the system is super-diffusive. The prefix sub (super) denotes motion that samples less 
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(more) space than regular diffusive motion would. The value of α must fall in the range of 

0 ≤ 𝛼  2 with 𝛼 = 0 representing no motion and 𝛼 = 2 representing ballistic motion 

(motion always in the same direction). 

 Figure 6.11c shows the derivative of the data in Fig. 6.11b which represents the 

value of α as a function of time in the system. All of the layer stacks show the same normal 

diffusive behavior at short times. This is because the excitons always start in the same 

injection layer undergoing normal diffusive motion. As the excitons reach the diffusion 

region, α increases (up to ~1.5 for 16 layers) representing the more directed motion caused 

by the exciton gates. As shown in Fig. 6.11c, more exciton gates leads to more directed 

motion. It should be noted that exciton motion in these systems fails to conform classically 

to the idea of anomalous diffusion because the excitons still move diffusively within a 

given layer. It is only when adjacent to an exciton gate that the exciton motion ceases to be 

diffusive. However, it is useful to describe the net exciton motion in these structures with 
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Figure 6.11: (a) Diagram of the layer structure used to classify exciton motion in systems with multiple 

exciton gates. (b) Exciton mean-squared displacement as a function of time. (c) The anomalous diffusion 

exponent obtained by taking the derivative of the data in (b). 
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anomalous diffusion since it gives a useful number (α) to characterize how directed the 

exciton motion is in the structure. 

 While anomalous diffusion provides a handy metric for how directed the exciton 

motion is, it obscures the time needed for excitons to traverse the layer. When excitons 

traverse the layer in times much shorter than the natural lifetime, the diffusion efficiency 

will be high and OPV performance will be enhanced. To examine the time needed to 

traverse the layer, a similar structure to the one in Fig. 6.11a can be used. Figure 6.12a 

shows the layer structure used to examine the time needed for excitons to traverse a layer 

stack. The injection layer from Fig. 6.11a has been removed and a quenching layer has 

been added to the right of the structure. 

 Excitons are injected into the left side of Fig. 6.12a and the location where an 

exciton undergoes natural decay to the ground state is tracked as a function of time. 

Excitons which reach the quenching layer are considered to have successfully traversed the 

layer structure and the time of their journey is recorded. For a bilayer structure, most 

excitons decay just to the right of the exciton gate (Fig. 6.12b). This is because the LD in 

this region is 1 nm, and therefore drastically limits the number of excitons that can traverse 

the rest of the layer. However, as the number of layers increases, the position where most 

excitons decays gets closer and closer to the quenching interface (Figs. 6.12b-e). For the 

cases of 4, 8, and 16 bins most excitons decay more than 10 nm into the layer stack. This 

is surprising considering the largest bulk LD in these systems is 10 nm and the LD 

monotonically decreases as the excitons penetrate the layer structure. 
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 Figure 6.12f demonstrates the efficiency with which excitons are capable of 

traversing the layer stack. As the number of exciton gates increases, the number of excitons 

reaching the quencher drastically increases. In fact, for 16 layers, almost 20% of the 

excitons traverse 16 nm of material despite having bulk diffusion lengths ranging from 10 
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Figure 6.12: (a) Diagram of the layer structure used to elucidate the time required for excitons to traverse 

the layer stack. Histograms of the location in the layer stack where excitons undergo recombination to the 

ground state for two layers (b), four layers (c), eight layers (d), and sixteen layers (e). (f) The transit efficiency 

(ηT) depicting the percentage of excitons which reach the quencher as a function of the number of exciton 

gates. (g) The average time required to transit the layer stack as a function of the number of gates. 
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to 1 nanometers across the layer. The substantial displacement of excitons beyond the bulk 

LD clearly demonstrates the ability of exciton gates to direct exciton motion. 

 The directed nature of exciton motion due to exciton gates dramatically decreases 

the time necessary for excitons to traverse the layer stack. Figure 6.12g shows the average 

time needed to traverse the layer stack for excitons as a function of the number of exciton 

gates. The transit time decreases from almost 4 ns to ~0.5 ns for the 16 layer case. Not only 

are excitons traverse much greater distances, but they are doing so in much less time due 

to the limited number of hops in the direction away from the interface. 

 

The future of exciton gates 

The understanding of exciton gates enables a paradigm shift in the approach to OPV 

engineering. To date the short exciton diffusion length has been widely deemed an 

unsurmountable problem. As such the field has transitioned to using bulk heterojunction 

architectures designed to entirely circumvent exciton diffusion. Some efforts have been 

aimed at increasing LD, but to date, the enhancements are generally only about 50%. While 

significant, these enhancements remain insufficient to enable layer thicknesses sufficient 

for complete light absorption. However, with exciton gates, new devices may be possible 

that enable complete absorption and exciton harvesting. 

 The usefulness of exciton gates extends beyond enhancing exciton harvesting for 

OPVs. The methods presented here are equally applicable to any particle that moves in a 

stochastic manner similar to an exciton. Charge carrier diffusion represents one such group 
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of particles that could have their densities manipulated in a similar manner. The ability to 

spatially engineer exciton and charge carrier density could allow for drastic improvements 

in the efficiency of OLEDs at high brightness where exciton-polaron recombination 

becomes detrimental. 

 The exciton gate also represents the initial concept necessary to eventually realize 

exciton logic circuits. While the gates presented here are capable of preventing backwards 

exciton motion, they only operate passively. To fabricate an exciton transistor, the gating 

action needs to be actively controlled. While this may seem a large step from passive 

exciton gates, the same underlying principles can be used. The key to the exciton transistor 

is therefor to actively control the energy gap, concentration, intermolecular spacing, or 

other layer property responsible for the exciton gating behavior. 

 

 Conclusion 

 Exciton motion can be directed using interfacial exciton gates formed at the 

heterojunction between two layers. The exciton gate prevents or discourages backwards 

exciton motion by breaking symmetry. When the landscape becomes anisotropic, the 

stochastic motion of the exciton becomes biased. Thoughtful use of exciton gates is 

demonstrated to greatly enhance the speed and efficiency at which excitons are capable of 

traveling a given distance. This leads to substantial gains in OPV performance and opens 

doors for new OPV architectures. Beyond OPVs, the exciton gate holds promise for 

OLEDs and future exciton logic circuits.  
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 Real-time Analysis of C60 Exciton Motion 

 Current understanding of C60 exciton dynamics 

The previous chapters have focused on measurements of LD and means of enhancing LD. 

Here the focus shifts to understanding the time scale of exciton migration and the migrating 

species, specifically in C60. To do this, the relationship between photovoltage and charge 

carrier number in the OPV (see Chapter 4.3) is used to examine exciton arrival at the D-A 

heterojunction and therefore measure the timescale of exciton migration. 

Power generation in organic photovoltaic devices relies on efficient exciton 

photogeneration and dissociation. Exciton dissociation only occurs efficiently at the 

heterojunction between electron donor and electron acceptor materials making exciton 

migration from the point of photogeneration to the D-A heterojunction essential. The 

average distance an exciton can migrate, LD, bounds layer thicknesses in OPV design. The 

direct relationship between layer thickness and absorption efficiency makes enhancing LD 

a primary route to realizing increased power conversion efficiency. 

 The ubiquitous use of C60 as an acceptor material in OPVs derives from two key 

properties: broad, strong absorption and a long LD. Despite the non-luminescent nature of 

C60 excitons prohibiting photoluminescence quenching based LD measurements,29,31,50,79,121 

estimates of the LD of C60 were initially obtained by fitting planar heterojunction external 

quantum efficiency (ηEQE) spectra to obtain 14.1 nm ≤ 𝐿𝐷 ≤ 40 nm.4,34 Fitting ηEQE to 

extract LD fails to account for the charge collection efficiency (ηCC) and therefore at best 

provides a lower bound on the diffusion length. More recent work placed 2-nm-thick 
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bathocurpoine (BCP) blocking layers at various locations in the C60 film and modeled the 

effect on device performance to extract 30 nm ≤ 𝐿𝐷 ≤ 35 nm.88 Regardless of the method 

used to assess the LD of C60 the result is consistently longer than common small molecule 

diffusion lengths of roughly 10 nm.4,29,50,79  

 The long C60 LD has often been ascribed to migration of triplet excitons.4,88,149 This 

assumption fits with measurements of long triplet diffusion lengths in other 

materials139,150,151 as well as theoretical work on the limits of singlet versus triplet diffusion 

lengths.152 Examinations of C60 in solution give further evidence for the dominance of 

triplet excitons. A study of singlet oxygen luminescence from (triplet C60 excitons) in 

solution suggests a triplet yield of ≥ 96%,153 and the intersystem crossing time (as measured 

by transient absorption93,95,154 and florescence155)  falls between 0.65 ns and 1.3 ns. 

 While the solution based experiments paint a clear picture of the excited state 

evolution in C60, the solid-state experiments contain mixed interpretations. Thin film work 

employing transient photomodulation, photoluminescence, and absorption-detected 

magnetic resonance studies have suggested singlet excitons are the dominant excitation 

with some triplet exciton and polaron formation observed.94 This result was supported by 

electro-absorption studies of 100-nm-thcik C60 films at 80 K and 300 K initially interpreted 

in terms of intramolecular exciton transitions,156 but later work suggested that substantial 

signal arose from charge transfer (CT) excitons.157 Multiple studies examining low 

temperature C60 films have also employed the CT exciton to describe experimental 

results.96,158,159 Examination of C60 in a frozen solvent matrix and single crystal at 1.2 K 
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have measured phosphorescence from triplet intermolecular excitons158 (3CT), and 

microwave spectroscopy experiments also observe signatures consistent with the 3CT 

state.159 Going beyond the 3CT state, pump-probe spectroscopy on films at 80 K can be 

interpreted using a self-trapped 3CT state with lifetimes of 300 ps, 1.8 ns, and 50 ms for 

the singlet exciton, the CT exciton, and the 3CT state respectively.96 It was further 

suggested that a majority of excitations transition to the ground state by means of the self-

trapped singlet CT state in 1.3 ps.96 

 While these spectroscopic measurements provide insight into the excited state 

nature of crystalline C60 films at 80 K and below, they fail to determine the excited state 

dynamics in semi-crystalline films of C60 at room temperature that are of interest to the 

OPV community. We seek here to provide an OPV based examination of the exciton 

dynamics leading to charge carrier generation in C60 based OPVs by measuring the 

photovoltage rise after a short (~1 ns) light pulse. This experiment provides an in situ and 

near real-time observation of exciton arrival at the D-A heterojunction of an OPV. 

 

 Methods 

The OPVs studied were fabricated on ITO coated silica glass substrates. All substrates were 

degreased by sonication in tergitol and acetone before boiling in isopropyl alcohol. All 

organic layers were deposited by vacuum thermal sublimation at pressures below 10-6 Torr 

and a rate of 0.2 nm/s. The 4,4′-cyclohexylidenebis[N,N-bis(4-

methylphenyl)benzenamine] (TAPC) from Lumtec, tris-(8-hydroxyquinoline)aluminum 
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(Alq3) from Lumtec, bathocuproine from Alfa Aesar, C60 from MER Corp., and SubPc 

from Lumtec were all used as purchased. Each device was capped with a 60-nm-thick Al 

cathode deposited at 0.3 nm/s. 

 The voltage transients were performed using a Horiba OL-4300 nitrogen laser at a 

wavelength of λ = 337 nm. The pulse width was ~1 ns. To measure the VOC response to the 

laser pulse, the device contacts were connected to the 1 MΩ input terminal of a Tektronix 

TDS5104B oscilloscope. This effectively places the device at open-circuit and allows for 

the open-circuit voltage (VOC) to be measured as a function of time. 

 Voltage transients and the LD of C60 were determined as described in Chapter 4. A 

blue LED with a center wavelength of λ = 464 nm was used to primarily excite C60. The 

LED intensity was measured using a Thorlabs PDA36A and the LED spectrum was recored 

using an Ocean Optics HR4000 spectrometer. The OPV response was recorded using a 

Tektronix TDS5104B oscilloscope. 

 

 Transient photovoltage 

 To demonstrate the photovoltage rise technique an OPV using TCTA and Alq3 as 

the active layers was fabricated (Fig. 7.1a). Figure 7.1b shows the measured VOC rise and 

the concomitant PL decay (as measured by a silicon photodiode) of the Alq3 device shown 

in Fig. 7.1a when pumped by λ = 337 nm from a nitrogen laser. The lifetime obtained by 

fitting the PL decay with a single exponential (13.7 ns) matches the lifetime determined 

for Alq3 by time correlated single photon counting (13.3 ns). The emission spectrum from 
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the OPV (Fig. 7.1c) also matches the emission of Alq3 giving solid evidence that the PL 

decay in Fig. 7.1b arises from Alq3. The VOC rise of Fig. 7.1b is completed shortly before 

the PL from Alq3 completely decays, consistent with exciton dissociation at the D-A 

interface.30 Figure 7.1 therefore demonstrates that the photovoltage rise yields the time 

dependent sum of the number of excitons dissociated at the D-A heterojunction. 
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Figure 7.1: (a) Device structure and active materials used to probe the open-circuit voltage (VOC) rise and 

photoluminescence (PL) decay of Alq3. (b) Rise of the VOC and concomitant decay of the PL from Alq3 in 

the device structure shown in (a). (c) Emission spectrum of the PL decay shown in (b). 
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Exciton migration in C60 

The photovoltage rise experiment can be performed on a planar heterojunction SubPc C60 

device (Fig. 7.2a). When primarily exciting C60 using the same λ = 337 nm nitrogen laser 

pulse, the voltage transient of Fig. 7.2b is recorded. The C60 voltage rise is complete within 

the first two nanoseconds after excitation, considerably faster than the Alq3 voltage rise. 

As Fig. 7.2b shows, the VOC only decays at longer times; there is no extra contribution to 

the VOC after the first two nanoseconds as would be expected if longer lived triplet states 

were diffusing to the interface. This means that all excitons contributing to VOC 

(equivalently photocurrent when not at open-circuit) are dissociated within a couple of 

nanoseconds. Stated alternatively, there are no long lived exciton sates in C60 that are 

relevant to OPV operation. 

 To go beyond the qualitative description of the VOC rise to a quantitative 

description, a measurement of the LD in C60 is needed. Instead of relying on ηEQE estimates 

of LD, we used a new method of measuring LD that takes advantage of photovoltage to 

avoid the recombination problems plaguing photocurrent based approaches to measuring 

LD (see Chapter 4). When an OPV is at open-circuit the voltage produced by the cell 

directly depends on the number of carriers within the active layers. The charge extraction 

technique is a well-established117–119 means of measuring the number of carriers in an OPV 

and can be used to empirically determine the relationship between the number of charge 

carriers in an OPV and the VOC produced. Figure 7.3a shows the results of the charge 
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extraction experiment performed on an OPV with a 15-nm-thick donor layer of SubPc and 

an 80-nm-thick acceptor layer of C60.  

 The plot of Fig. 7.3a gives the number of charge carriers as a function of VOC. This 

trend can be used to determine the number of carriers inside an OPV by measuring the VOC 

produced by the cell with no need to extract the carriers. Figure 7.3b shows the VOC 

response of the SubPc and C60 device to a 10 μs pulse from a blue LED. Initially the VOC 

is zero since no light is incident on the device and no carriers are present in the active 

layers. When the LED illuminates the device, excitons are generated which subsequently 

produce charge carriers at the D-A heterojunction. These charge carriers create the linearly 

increasing voltage (center of Fig. 7.3b). When the LED turns off, the VOC shows a very 

slow decline over the next 10 μs. This slow decline is due to charge carrier recombination 

and demonstrates that very few charge carriers recombine during the duration of the LED 

pulse. Therefore, the VOC reached at the end of the LED pulse (48.6 mV) can be used with 
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Figure 7.2: (a) Planar heterojunction device structure and active layer molecules used to explore the open-

circuit voltage (VOC) rise of C60. (b) The VOC rise and subsequent decay the device in (a) when pumping C60 

with a 337 nm and 1 ns long nitrogen laser excitation pulse. The initial rise of VOC represents exciton 

dissociation at the donor-acceptor heterojunction followed by noise due to reflections in the measurement 

cables and stray electromagnetic field from the nitrogen laser. 
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Fig. 7.3a to determine the number of charge carriers generated (1.34 x 109) by exciton 

dissociation at the D-A interface. Measurement of the LED power and the LED spectrum 

gives the number of photons incident on the OPV (6.5 x 109). By simulating the absorption 

efficiency and the diffusion efficiency of the OPV (using a transfer matrix formalism and 

the diffusion equation)34 the predicted number of carriers generated can be fit by iterating 

LD (see Chapter 4). 

 This photovoltage based method of measuring LD works equally well on 

luminescent and non-luminescent materials, so long as they can be used as the active layer 

in an OPV. Further the technique avoids uncertainties in the obtained LD due to charge 

carrier recombination and measures LD in situ, accounting for properties of the OPV that 

impact LD. Photovoltage based measurements of LD for C60 paired with donor layers of 

copper phthalocyanine, boron subnaphthalocyanine chloride, and SuPc yield an average 

LD of (28.9 ± 3.5) nm. This value is in reasonable agreement with recent measurements of 
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Figure 7.3: (a) Number of charges stored in the active layers of the SubPc and C60 planar heterojunction 

device as measured by the charge extraction technique. A larger open-circuit voltage (VOC) leads to more 

carriers stored in the device with a roughly linear relationship. (b) A VOC transient for a planar heterojunction 

SubPc and C60 device recorded during and after excitation by a 10 μs long excitation pulse from a blue LED 

(center wavelength λ = 464 nm). 
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the LD of C60.
88,91 The photovoltage based LD measurement can also be used to measure the 

LD of C70 (paired with CuPc) to obtain a value of (18.9 ± 2.3) nm. 

 It should be noted that the photovoltage based measure of LD takes into account all 

possible diffusing species, not just luminescent excitons as is the case for PL based 

methods. With the measured LD of all diffusing species in C60, the aggregate lifetime of the 

diffusing species can be determined from the VOC rise of Fig. 7.2b. Since the trend of Fig. 

7.3a is almost linear, VOC and carriers present in the OPV are related by a constant. This 

allows the exciton diffusion equation to predict the VOC rise. The exciton density (as a 

function of position x) in the C60 layer is described by 

 
𝑑𝑛

𝑑𝑡
=
𝐿𝐷
2

𝜏

𝑑2𝑛

𝑑𝑥2
−
𝑛

𝜏
+ 𝐺(𝑥) ,  (7.1) 

where G(x), the exciton generation rate, is determined by the transfer matrix formalism34 

for time (t) less than 1 ns and G(x) = 0 for t > 1 ns. In Eqn.(7.1), n is the exciton density, 

and τ is the exciton lifetime. The relevant boundary conditions for solving Eqn. (7.1) are 

an exciton sink at the D-A heterojunction, 𝑛(𝑥 = 𝐿) = 0, and a reflecting boundary 

condition at the C60-BCP interface, 
𝑑𝑛

𝑑𝑥
|
𝑥= 

= 0.  

 Solving Eqn. (7.1) allows for the normalized VOC to be written as 

 

�̂�𝑂𝐶(𝑡) =
∫ −

𝐿𝐷
2

𝜏
𝑑𝑛
𝑑𝑥
|

𝑡

 𝑥=𝐿
𝑑𝑡′

∫ −
𝐿𝐷
2

𝜏
𝑑𝑛
𝑑𝑥
|

∞

 𝑥=𝐿
𝑑𝑡′
 . (7.2) 

The only unknown value in Eqn. (7.2) is the lifetime of the state τ. Solving Eqns. (7.1) and 

(7.2) numerically using a value of 0.75 ns for τ yields the solid line in Fig. 7.4. The 
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agreement between the measured VOC rise and the prediction is remarkable considering 

that only τ was allowed to vary while all other input parameters were determined by 

measurement. This agreement gives reason to trust that the lifetime of the diffusing species 

in C60 is (0.75 ± 0.25) ns. 

Previous analysis of C60, at room temperature, yielded a fluorescence lifetime of 

(0.590 ± 0.010) ns.91 This lifetime was used in conjunction with ηEQE fitting to suggest that 

singlet excitons were responsible for the photovoltage of C60. The lifetime obtained by the 

photovoltage measurements here are in good agreement with the fluorescence lifetime of 

C60 giving evidence that the fluorescent species in C60 are the only excitons contributing to 

the photovoltage, unless the triplet excitons are very short lived. 

While only singlet excitons contribute to the photovoltage, the photovoltage rise of 

the C60 device fails to prove that only singlet excitons are present in the C60 film. It is 

possible that triplet C60 excitons are formed from singlet excitons but have an LD shorter 
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Figure 7.4: Comparison of the predicted and measured open-circuit voltage (VOC) rise for the planar 

heterojunction SubPc and C60 device. The predicted rise using the measured diffusion length of 28.9 nm and 

an exciton lifetime of 0.75 ns provides a good match to the VOC rise. Small oscillations in the predicted VOC 

arise from small numerical errors due to the stiffness of the diffusion equation with these parameters. The 

predicted VOC rise does not match the unphysical experimental noise, immediately following the rise, but 

does fit the following VOC plateau. 
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than the singlet excitons. In such a scenario, singlet exciton diffusion (before significant 

intersystem crossing) depopulates the excited states near the D-A interface and therefore 

triplet excitons are only generated in substantial numbers more than 1 triplet LD away from 

the D-A interface. More spectroscopic analysis of C60 thin films at room temperature is 

needed to fully determine the excited state evolution in C60, but the photovoltage 

experiment clearly shows that the key time for relevant exciton migration in C60 films is 

0.75 ns. 

 Examining only the mobile singlet exciton species in C60 allows some further 

observations can be made. The large measured diffusivity of the mobile C60 excited state 

(~1200 nm2/ns) makes it unlikely that the self-trapped exciton or self-trapped CT exciton 

are responsible for the photovoltage rise. This further suggests that the self-trapped states 

are not rapidly (competitive with the exciton diffusion time) produced in as-deposited C60 

films at room temperature because a wealth of high efficiency C60 based OPV data would 

be unexplainable. 

 This leaves the Frenkel singlet and the CT singlet excitons as the possible 

candidates contributing to photovoltage in C60 based OPVs. Computational studies of 

pentacene crystals suggests that the first four singlet states have substantial CT character.39 

This suggests that excitons in close-packed C60 crystals could also have substantial CT 

character. Since the excitons in C60 are presumed to migrate by Dexter type 

mechanisms4,24,160 (the same mechanisms as triplet excitons) there is reason to compare 

migration in C60 films to pentacene and rubrene which undergo singlet fission.108,151,161 
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Pentacene and rubrene serve as interesting analogs to C60 since excitons in pentacene and 

rubrene also have a long LD. It is possible that the small intermolecular distances in these 

crystal structures facilitate the large LD,32 or  perhaps the greater spatial extent of the exciton 

wavefunction in these CT materials enables rapid energy transfer amongst the molecules. 

Further computational studies on C60 taking into account the degree of crystallinity could 

greatly help to elucidate the role of CT excitons in C60 films. 

 

 Conclusions 

This work has demonstrated a means of watching exciton arrival at the D-A 

interface in real-time by measuring the photovoltage rise after a short (~1 ns) incident light 

pulse. The technique was demonstrated on Alq3 where the independently measured PL 

decay confirmed that the photovoltage rise matches the PL decay for a fluorescent singlet 

material. The photovoltage rise of C60 was then measured in conjunction with a novel 

technique for determining the diffusion length of dark excitons that avoids the problems of 

charge carrier recombination. Using the measured LD of C60, the photovoltage rise was 

predicted to extract an exciton lifetime of 0.75 ns. This result in conjunction with previous 

measurements of C60 fluorescence lifetime definitely determines that singlet excited states 

are solely responsible for the photovoltage in C60. 
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 Photovoltage Based Organic Photodetectors 

Introduction to Organic Photodetectors 

The fundamental relationship between photovoltage and the number of charge carriers 

inside an OPV has been used to measure the LD of dark materials and to probe the arrival 

of excitons at the D-A interface in real time. Here, the focus switches to using photovoltage 

to produce a novel photodetector. Organic photodetectors (OPDs) convert incident photons 

into a measurable electronic signal.4 Much like OPVs, OPDs are also excitonic devices, 

and the strong exciton binding energy necessitates the use of donor-acceptor 

heterojunctions to dissociate excitons into the measurable charge carriers.19 While OPDs 

are amenable to roll-to-roll processing on flexible substrates like OPVs,1,3 an added benefit 

of organic detectors compared to their inorganic brethren is the ability to fine tune the 

absorption of the active layer molecules.162 This allows spectrally selective detectors to be 

designed for absorption from the ultra-violet to the near infrared.  

 The operation of OPDs is similar to OPVs. First photons are absorbed in the active 

layer generating excitons. These excitons must then diffuse on their respective molecular 

species until they reach a D-A interface where they can undergo charge transfer. The 

transfer of charge dissociates the exciton into its constituent charge carriers. Finally these 

charge carriers must be extracted from the device as a measurable current. To enhance 

OPD performance, a reverse bias is often applied to the device to help extract charge 

carriers before they can recombine, since any recombination events reduce the responsivity 

of the detector.4,162–164 
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 While applying a reverse bias to the device enhances ηCC, the reverse bias comes at 

a cost. As the reverse bias increases, more carriers are injected into the device from the 

external circuit. These carriers produce a current irrespective of the incident light level 

termed the dark current.165 The dark current determines the sensitivity of the detector since 

it acts as a noise floor. Larger reverse biases also require increased energy consumption of 

the OPD leading to a higher cost of operation and larger batteries for remote applications. 

 A means of enhancing ηCC without using a reverse bias would therefore be 

advantageous. The key to overcoming the non-unity ηCC without applying a reverse bias is 

almost paradoxical at first glance. Instead of operating the OPD at a large reverse bias 

where all of the carriers are quickly pulled out of the device, the OPD should be operated 

at the open-circuit voltage where no carriers are allowed to exit the device. Then instead of 

using the OPD as a current source to determine the incident light intensity, the OPD is used 

as a voltage source. As previously described for measuring exciton diffusion lengths 

(Chapter 4.3), the VOC of an organic heterojunction determines the number of carriers inside 

of the device. Therefore measuring the device voltage determines the number of 

photogenerated carriers without any need for charge carrier extraction. Further, this 

approach avoids all dark current and energy consumption because the device is effectively 

placed at open-circuit by connecting the detector terminals to a high impedance pathway. 

By making one more twist and operating the OPD in a transient regime instead of the more 

common steady-state, the OPD can actually generate power and detect light. In this way, 

the OPD works as both a photodetector and a solar cell. 
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 Operational Theory of Voltage based OPDs 

 A voltage based OPD operates on a fundamentally different principle than a 

traditional organic photodetector.4,162–164 Whereas a traditional OPD expends energy to 

extract all of the photogenerated charge carriers from the device, a voltage based OPD 

expends no energy to confine the carriers to the device while still managing to measure the 

number of photogenerated carriers. This fundamental shift in operation does not necessitate 

a drastic shift in OPD architecture. Both planar heterojunction and BHJ devices can be 

used as voltage based OPDs. The only difference in architecture design is that complete 

disregard can be given to charge extraction. Since the number of charges in the device need 

not be known (only the relationship between voltage and incident intensity) the charge 

extraction experiments described in Chapter 4 are not needed. Instead, the OPD can be 

calibrated using another detector to map the voltage response to intensity. This removes 

limitations on layer thicknesses. 

 To use a voltage based OPD, the relationship between the number of carriers in the 

device and the measured VOC must be known. The circuit in Fig. 8.1a can be used, in 

conjunction with a blinking LED, to determine the number of carriers at a given VOC via 

the charge extraction technique.111,117,119 A BHJ device (fig. 8.1b) serves as a useful 

example OPD. In this study an indium-tin-oxide coated silicate glass substrate is coated 

with a 10-nm-thick layer of MoOx followed by a 70-nm-thick layer of 2-[(7-{4-[N,N-Bis(4-

methylphenyl)amino]phenyl}-2,1,3-benzothiadiazol-4-yl)methylene]propanedinitrile 
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(DTDCPB) and C70 mixed 1:2. The device is capped with a 10-nm-thick exciton blocking 

layer of bathocuproine (BCP) and a 100-nm-thick Al cathode. 

When the charge extraction experiment is performed on the BHJ device of Fig. 8.1b 

as a function of incident light intensity (equivalently VOC) the plot in Fig. 8.1c is generated. 

Figure 8.1c gives the number of charge carriers necessary to produce a given VOC. The 

trend of Fig. 8.1c is exponential (𝐴𝑒𝑡/𝑎 + 𝑦 ) as shown by the fit line with a growth 

constant of a = 499 carriers/mV. The plot of Fig. 8.1c is important for photovoltage OPDs 

since it determines the voltage output of the detector based on the incident light intensity. 

If the detector had perfect absorption, then Fig. 8.1c is a plot of the number of photons 

needed to produce a given voltage and is analogous to the responsivity of a traditional 

OPD. For incomplete absorption, Fig. 8.1c becomes a spectral quantity that must be 

multiplied by the wavelength dependent device absorption to obtain the responsivity. 
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Figure 8.1: (a) Charge extraction circuit used to measure the relationship between the number of charge 

carriers and VOC. (b) The donor molecule DTDCPB paired with the acceptor C60 to make photodetectors 

in this work. (c) Empirical relationship between carrier number and VOC for a DTDCPB and C60 BHJ 

device. 
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 The sensitivity of the detector is also related to the plot of Fig. 8.1c. The voltage 

output of the OPD depends on the number of carriers present in the device. The number of 

carriers present depends on the incident light intensity and the device temperature which 

can thermally generate carriers. In these experiments, the sensitivity of the device falls 

below the measurement capabilities (~100s of μV) of the oscilloscope used to record the 

device voltage. In theory, thermal generation of carriers determines the lower limit of the 

sensitivity because there is no dark current. Since there is no dark current in the 

photovoltage based OPD, the device temperature can be lowered to increase the sensitivity. 

 The photovoltage based OPD can be operated in two modes: steady-state and 

transient. While the transient mode allows for many of the benefits of the photovoltage 

regime to be realized, the steady-state regime provides a useful introduction to many of the 

concepts. In steady-state operation, the device is always held at open-circuit and 

illuminated. When the device reaches steady-state—equilibrium between charge carrier 

generation and recombination is achieved—the measurement of the device voltage is made. 

A main detractor of the steady-state approach is the time needed to reach steady-state 

operation before a measurement can be made. This greatly limits the speed at which the 

detector can operate. 

 Transient operation of the photovoltage based OPD occurs in two steps: 

accumulation and extraction. During the accumulation phase the device is held at open-

circuit and charge carriers are generated from exciton dissociation. A simple carrier density 

equation helps to illuminate the accumulation phase behavior:  
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 𝜕𝑛

𝜕𝑡
= {

𝐺
𝑘𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑛

2 + 𝐺
for 𝑡 ≪ 𝜏𝑟𝑒𝑐

for 𝑡 ~ or > 𝜏𝑟𝑒𝑐 
. (8.1) 

In Eqn. (8.1), G is the charge carrier generation rate, krec is the recombination rate constant, 

and n is the number of electrons in the device. The number of holes is assumed to be the 

same since the carriers are generated in pairs from exciton dissociation. The small krec (low 

carrier mobilities for a Langevine type mechanism) makes the rate of recombination at low 

carrier densities negligible yielding the upper approximation in Eqn. (8.1) that is valid 

when the time is much less than the recombination time (τrec). When the device is 

illuminated for 𝑡 ≪ 𝜏𝑟𝑒𝑐 the number of carriers in the device increases linearly with a slope 

of G. The device voltage can be obtained by using Fig. 8.1c which shows that the device 

voltage will also increase roughly linearly.  

In general, a photodetector works in the opposite direction; the device voltage is 

known and the incident photon flux or intensity is desired. During the accumulation phase 

of time t, the voltage of the device is related to the total number of incident photons (Pinc) 

and the average intensity (�̅�𝑖𝑛𝑐) by using the trend of Fig. 8.1c (n(VOC)) the wavelength 

dependent absorption efficiency ηAbs(λ), and the area normalized incident spectrum g(λ): 

 
𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑐 = ∫𝑔(𝜆)𝜂𝐴𝑏𝑠(𝜆)𝑛(𝑉𝑂𝐶)𝑉𝑂𝐶(𝑡)𝑑𝜆  and 

(8.2a) 

 
�̅�𝑖𝑛𝑐 = ∫(

ℎ𝑐

𝜆
)
𝜂𝐴𝑏𝑠(𝜆)𝑛(𝑉𝑂𝐶)𝑉𝑂𝐶(𝑡)

𝑡
𝑑𝜆 . (8.2b) 

Equation (8.2b) introduces Planck’s constant (h) and the speed of light in vacuum (c). To 

obtain the instantaneous incident intensity the time derivative of Eqn. (8.2b) must be taken.  
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 The accumulation phase must be ended before the upper approximation in Eqn. 

(8.1) no longer holds. After the accumulation phase, the device is switched to an operating 

voltage (by means of a transistor) as shown in Fig. 8.1a where the operating voltage is 

determined by the load resistor RL. Switching the OPD to an operating voltage 

accomplishes two things. One, it allows the carriers in the device to be extracted, hence 

being termed the extraction phase. The extraction of carriers resets the device so that it may 

begin another measurement in the accumulation phase. Two, the extraction of carriers turns 

the OPD into an OPV which means the carrier extraction generates power. The amount of 

power generated depends on the incident photon flux, the OPV efficiency of the OPD, and 

the value of RL. Values of RL placing the device close to the optimum operating point will 

generate the most power, but higher values of RL lead to longer extraction times and more 

carriers remaining in the device after the extraction time ends. A balance must be found 

between power generation needs and detection needs. 

 In the limit where power generation is irrelevant, the photovoltage based OPD has 

an added benefit over a traditional OPD in that layer thicknesses have virtually no upper 

limit. With a traditional OPD, the layers must be thin enough to extract the charge carriers 

without needing a large reverse bias.165 As mentioned, the large reverse bias increases the 

power demands of the device and reduces the sensitivity. Since carriers need not be 

extracted the active layers only have practical limitations on thickness. Thicker active 

layers allow for better device absorption and higher fabrication yields due to increased 

resilience to pinhole defects. 
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Methods 

Organic photovoltaic cells were fabricated on glass slides coated with indium-tin-oxide 

(ITO) and having a sheet resistance of about 15 Ω/☐.  All substrates were degreased with 

tergitol and solvents before being boiled in isopropyl alcohol. Additionally, the ITO 

substrates were exposed to a UV-ozone environment for 10 minutes prior to depositing the 

active layers. Organic layers were deposited via vacuum thermal sublimation (<10-6 Torr) 

at a nominal rate of 0.2 nm/s.  Devices were capped with a 100-nm-thick Al cathode 

deposited at a nominal rate of 0.3 nm/s through a shadow mask. The DTDCPB was 

synthesized by Sigma Aldrich while the C60 and C70 was purchased from MER 

Corporation. All materials were used as received with no further purification. 

Charge extraction experiments were performed in atmosphere using a 3W RGB 

LED from Vollong as the light source. The n-channel MOSFETs used to switch the LED 

and the OPV were manufactured by STmicroelectronics (STP27N3LH5). Integrated gate 

driver circuits were used to simultaneously switch the LED transistor and the OPV 

transistor. Since the transistors controlling the LED and the OPV must switch states in 

opposite directions at the same time, an inverting gate driver (Microchip Technology 

TC4421AVPA) was connected to the LED transistor and a non-inverting gate driver 

(Microchip Technology TC4422AVPA) was connected to the OPV transistor. The gate 

drivers were operated by the same pulses from an Agilent 33220A pulse generator, and the 

current transients were recorded using a Tektronix TDS5104B oscilloscope. 
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Voltage transients were performed in atmosphere. The same LEDs used in the 

charge extraction experiment were used to obtain the voltage transients. The LEDs were 

powered by a Hewlett-Packard 8114A pulse generator, and the voltage transients were 

recorded by a Tektronix TDS5104B oscilloscope. The spectrum of each LED was 

measured using an Ocean Optics HR4000 spectrometer and the power output of the LEDs 

was recorded using a Thorlabs PDA36A. 

 

 Photovoltage based OPD operation 

 Figure 8.2a shows the response of the OPD in Fig. 8.1b to incident light when 

operated in the steady-state regime. The device is illuminated with blue LED having a 

central wavelength of λ = 464 nm. As the intensity of the LED increases, the time required 

to reach steady-state operation decreases. The time needed to reach steady-state is a 

combination of the generation rate and the recombination rate. Lower generation rates take 

longer to produce charge carriers, and lower numbers of carriers means longer 

recombination times. Both aspects in concert lead to longer times to reach steady-state 

operation. As the incident intensity increases, the steady-state VOC saturates. This means 

that intensities which produce a steady-state VOC close to the saturation voltage become 

difficult to distinguish, effectively placing an upper limit on the incident intensity that can 

be measured. 

 Figure 8.2b shows the same DTDCPB:C70 device operated in the transient mode. 

Two full periods of operation are shown starting with the accumulation regime (I) followed 
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by the extraction regime (II). The trend of carriers with time, in the accumulation region, 

is linear. This is consistent with the upper approximation in Eqn. (8.1) meaning that τrec is 

much greater than 30 μs for all of the intensities probed. As the incident intensity increases, 

the slope of the carrier rise in the accumulation regime increases. This increased slope is 

consistent with a higher carrier generation rate resulting from a greater photon flux or 

equivalently a higher G in Eqn. (8.1). When switched to the extraction regime (RL = 50 Ω), 

all of the charge carriers are extracted in ~20 μs. The greater VOC is before switching to the 

extraction regime, the more carriers that are extracted from the device. This is consistent 

with Fig. 8.1c which is essentially the integral of the current traces in Fig. 8.2b. 

 The accumulation region traces in Fig. 8.2b are given in terms of the number of 

charge carriers instead of the measured voltage. To transition from voltage to charge 

carriers, the trend of Fig. 8.1c is needed as well as the absorption efficiency and the LED 
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Figure 8.2: (a) Rise to steady-state VOC for a DTDCPB and C70 BHJ device illuminated by a blue LED, 

with wavelength centered at λ = 464 nm, for the incident intensities given in the inset. (b) Transient 

operation of the same DTDCPB and C70 photodetector showing both the accumulation region (I) and the 

extraction region (II) with a load resistance of 50 Ω. 
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spectrum shown in Fig. 8.3. The voltages produced by the OPD and the corresponding 

number of charge carriers are given in Table 8.1 as a function of the LED intensity. Also 

tabulated is the ratio of the number of charge carriers generated in the OPD to the number 

of photons incident. This ratio is equivalent to ηEQE/ηCC. The LED averaged ηEQE from Fig. 

8.3 is about 80% of the ratios in the last column of Table 8.1. The value of 80% is consistent 

with previous measurements ηCC for BHJ devices. This clearly connects the interpretation 

of the transient operation of the OPD in the accumulation region to the measured ηEQE. 

When the OPD transitions to the extraction regime, the resulting current transient 

can be used to generate power. The power generated by the OPD depends on the device 

area, the incident intensity, the incident wavelengths, and the resistance RL. Using the 

DTDCPB:C70 device and the LED spectrum in Fig. 8.3 as an example the power generated 

during the extraction regime can be estimated from the current passing through the 50 Ω 

RL. Figure 8.4 shows the power generated by this device as a function of the device area 

(assumed to be a square) and the incident intensity. The power cost to operate the OPD for 
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Figure 8.3: External quantum efficiency of the DTDCPB and C70 photodetector and the blue LED 

spectrum used to illuminate the detector. 
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one full period is the power needed to switch the MOSFET (Fig. 8.1a) twice. If a logic 

level MOSFET is assumed (3.3V), then the gate capacitance roughly determines the power 

needed to switch the MOSFET. The inset values in Fig. 8.4 represent the maximum gate 

capacitance that could be switched twice using the power generated during the extraction 

regime. 

 The power generation calculations in Fig. 8.4 are highly dependent on the device 

and the incident light spectrum. The values given in Fig. 8.4 represent a worst case 

scenario. The LED used is at a dip in the ηEQE and the load resistance used is very near 

short-circuit where the device does not perform very efficiently. However, the assumed 

circuit of a resistor and single MOSFET needing to be switched to generate usable power 

underestimates the complexity of circuitry that would be necessary to harness the power 

generated by the OPD. Together, these two factors make Fig. 8.4 an informative, if not 

complete, description of the power generating capabilities of the photovoltage OPD. 

 When the goal is to maximize detector signal with disregard to power generation, 

the active layers can be greatly thickened to increase ηAbs. The added benefit of using 

Table 8.1: Connection between the incident photons, OPD voltage generated, the number of carriers 

generated inside the OPD, and the product of absorption diffusion and charge transfer efficiencies. 

 

LED Intensity 

(mW/cm2) 

Incident 

Photons (x109) 

OPD VOC 

(mV) 

OPD Carriers 

(x109) ηAbsηDiffηCT 

3.3 4.1 30.7 2.9 0.69 

4.5 5.7 50.6 4.0 0.71 

6.3 7.9 80.2 5.9 0.74 

8.2 10.3 108.3 7.7 0.75 

10.3 13.0 142.0 10.1 0.78 

12.4 15.6 163.6 11.8 0.75 
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thicker layers is the ability to increase device resistance to failures caused by defects or 

contaminants shunting the devices. To demonstrate a thick active layer device, a BHJ OPD 

with a 1-μm-thick 1:2 mixture of DTDCPB and C60 was made. The near complete 

absorption of this device across the visible region of the electromagnetic spectrum is given 

in the inset of Fig. 8.5. The photovoltage response of this device to the same blue LED as 

used on the thinner DTDCPB:C70 device is shown in Fig. 8.5. The thick device 

demonstrates easily measurable photovoltages from the 30 μs LED pulse used to illuminate 

the device. Fig. 8.5 does warrant a note of caution when using photovoltage based OPDs. 
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Figure 8.4: Plot of the power generated by the photodetector when switched to short circuit as a function 

of area (square device side length) and the incident photon intensity from the blue LED. The regions 

denote the maximum MOSFET gate capacitance that can be used (assuming logic level, 3.3 V) to 

maintain net power generation. 
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After the LED pulse, the photovoltage should plateau, but as Fig. 8.5 shows, there is a 

small decay of the photovoltage in the 30 to 60 μs range. This suggests that there is some 

recombination occurring during the LED pulse that would complicate the relationship 

between VOC and the incident intensity. To avoid this, the time spent in the accumulation 

regime must be shortened to avoid recombination. 
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Figure 8.5: Voltage transients for a 1-μm-thick BHJ cell containing DTDCPB and C60 when illuminated 

by a blue LED at various incident intensities (legend). The inset shows the near complete absorption of 

the photodetector across the visible region of the electromagnetic spectrum. 
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 Conclusions 

 A new organic photodetector was introduced that uses photovoltage instead of 

photocurrent to measure incident photon flux. The photovoltage based detector does not 

require an applied reverse bias to operate. This means the detector has zero dark current, 

and uses less energy than a traditional organic photodetector. When operated transiently, 

the photovoltage based detector is capable of detecting photons and generating power. This 

makes the detector useful for remote applications. Finally, it is demonstrated that the active 

layer thickness of the detector can be extremely thick (at least 1 μm). This enables near 

complete absorption of incident light and helps increase device yield which lowers the 

production cost of the detector.  
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 Basics of Polaron Dynamics in OPVs 

 Introduction 

Similar to excitons, polarons166 play a fundamental role in OPV operation.44,117,167–171 A 

polaron is the combination of a free charge carrier and the lattice distortion produced by 

the charge carrier. After exciton dissociation at the D-A heterojunction, polarons mediate 

the energy flow in an OPV by recombining or being collected as photocurrent in the 

external circuit. Any changes in polaron energy or number directly impact the amount of 

power generated by the OPV. Polarons undergo three key processes in OPV operation: 

generation from separated charge transfer (CT) states,37,38,172 recombination to the ground 

state,40–45,112,168,173 and transit out of the OPV. 

Figure 9.1 shows the relative energy levels of each polaron process starting with 

polaron formation from a CT state. A CT state is a Coulombically bound electron-hole pair 

where the carriers reside on molecules of different species on opposite sides of the D-A 

heterojunction. The bound CT state must gain energy to overcome the binding and generate 

the separated polarons hence the higher energy of polarons compared to the CT state in 

Fig. 9.1.37,172,174  

After generation from CT state dissociation, polarons are free to migrate through 

the film either by diffusive motion or drift induced by an electric field. Ideally all of the 

polarons would migrate from the film into the external circuit to generate usable power, 

but some polarons are subject to recombination events before they can transit out of the 

OPV. These recombination events result in heat generation and represent loss pathways in 
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the OPV. Since recombination is never fully avoided, the representative energy for 

photocurrent in Fig. 9.1 is lower than the polaron energy. 

 

 Polaron Formation 

When an exciton reaches a D-A interface there is an energetic driving force for the 

exciton to dissociate into its constituent charge carriers via a charge transfer event.19 During 

the charge transfer event the electron (hole) is transferred to the acceptor (donor) across 

the D-A heterojunction. The energy separation between the LUMO (HOMO) of the donor 

and the acceptor makes electron (hole) transfer favorable and provides the energy 

necessary to break apart the exciton. 

Photon Exciton Charge Transfer Polaron Photocurrent
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Figure 9.1: Plot of the energy associated with each stage of power generation in an OPV. Incident photons 

are absorbed to form excitons. The excitons undergo charge transfer at the D-A interface to form a charge 

transfer state. The charge transfer state can dissociate to form separated polarons. These polarons can 

transit the external circuit as usable electrical power. While the energy differences in the plot are arbitrary, 

the general trends are consistent with OPV operation. 
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 After the exciton is dissociated by charge transfer the electron and hole remain in 

close proximity. Due to their close proximity, the electron and hole remain Coulombically 

bound (Fig. 9.2a).36–38,172 While the binding energy of the CT state is lower than that of the 

exciton (increased separation between the charges), there is still an attractive force which 

must be overcome to dissociate the CT state. If the CT state absorbs enough thermal energy 

or uses excess energy from the charge transfer process, it can allow the CT state to be 

dissociated and subsequent carrier motion can occur. Figure 9.2a depicts both a CT state 

right after charge transfer (top) and a dissociated CT state with the electron moving to 

another acceptor molecule. As the separation between the charges (r) increases, the binding 

energy between them decreases consistent with the Coulomb potential. 

 The dynamics between the CT state, separated charges, and the ground state are 

essential to the operation of OPVs. Figure 9.2b depicts the rates between the different 

states. While the CT state could transition back into an excitonic state, the process would 

be highly endothermic for most OPVs and is thus neglected from Fig. 9.2b. For efficient 

OPV operation, the rate of charge transfer (kCT) and the rate of CT state dissociation into 

separated charges (kSC) must be faster than the competing rates. 

 Examination of electron transfer from poly[-methoxy,5-(2'-ethyl-hexyloxy)-p-

phenylene Vinylene (MEH-PPV) to C60 in mixed films have shown kCT to be shorter than 

60 ps.175 This time represents the measured fluorescence lifetime of MEH-PPV when 

mixed with C60, but the measurement is resolution limited as 60 ps is also the pulse duration 

of excitation laser. Analysis of the fluorescence intensity yields an estimate of kCT to be 
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around 1 ps.175 More recent work using a femtosecond pump source to examine charge 

transfer between metal-free phthalocyanine and C60 shows the formation of CT states 

within 0.1 ps.38 

 After the rapid dissociation of the exciton to form the CT state, an endothermic 

generation of free polarons must occur for efficient OPV operation; i.e., kSC must be much 

larger than kdec (Fig. 9.2b). To generate separated charges, the CT state must gain energy 

with the built-in electric field of the OPV and thermal energy being two available sources. 

Seminal work on the theory behind field assisted dissociation of the CT state was 

performed by Braun.172 Braun utilized the previous work of Onsager176 to describe charge 

separation in the presence of an external field. The combined theory, often termed the 

Onsager-Braun model, can be used to describe electric field assisted dissociation of CT 

states in OPVs. 
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Figure 9.2: (a) Diagram of a charge transfer state (top) immediately after a charge transfer event and 

separated polarons (bottom) after the charge transfer state is dissociated. The value r represents the 

separation between the electron and hole. (b) Diagram of the rate constants governing charge transfer 

(kCT), charge separation (kCS), reverse charge separation (kRCS), decay of the CT state (kdec), and polaron 

recombination (krec). 
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 Recent work suggests that the built-in electric field of OPVs should be too small to 

account for the efficient CT state dissociation observed during OPV operation. When the 

Onsager-Braun model is applied to OPVs, the electric fields required to efficiently 

dissociate the CT state can be an order of magnitude higher than experimental 

findings.37,167 Rather, the CT state dissociation was attributed to rapid charge carrier motion 

shortly after CT state formation.37,167 This rapid charge carrier motion can be accomplished 

by having long conjugation lengths to delocalize the charge carrier away from the 

interface173 or via local energy gradients that help to move the charge carrier away from 

the interface. 

 Regardless of the mechanism behind CT state dissociation, there is a small window 

of opportunity for dissociating the CT state. Pump-probe spectroscopy examining the 

energy of the CT state with respect to time suggests that the CT state loses excess energy 

to a ground CT state in about 1 ps.38 The excess CT state energy upon formation is 

analogous to the excess vibronic energy of an organic molecule upon photoexcitation. The 

modeling performed with the pump-probe analysis suggests that once a CT state cools to 

the ground state the odds of generating free polarons are very slim.38 

 

 Polaron Recombination 

 Separation of the CT state is only half the battle in ensuring that charge carriers are 

able to transit from the device and generate power. Even after a CT state is dissociated to 

form separated polarons, there is still a chance for the polarons to recombine. Polaron 
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recombination reduces OPV efficiency and is therefore an important area of study for 

designing high efficiency OPVs.40–45,112,168,173 Recombination in OPVs is broadly 

categorized as either geminate or non-geminate recombination.47–49 

 Figure 9.3a diagrams geminate recombination in an OPV. After an exciton is 

dissociated into its constituent electron and hole, geminate recombination occurs when 

these same two carriers recombine. If a CT state fails to dissociate the end result is likely 

to be geminate recombination. From this perspective, the main way to overcome geminate 

recombination is to enhance the ability of CT states to dissociate. As discussed above, the 

understanding of CT state dissociation is still far from complete, and consequently 

geminate recombination is also an understudied area of OPV operation. While geminate 

recombination has not been extensively studied, the high internal quantum efficiencies 

(ηEQE/ηAbs) suggest that geminate recombination cannot play a significant role in high 

efficiency OPVs. 

 The alternative, and more commonly examined, form of recombination is non-

geminate recombination. In non-geminate recombination, the CT state dissociates into 

separated charges, but then recombination occurs with other carriers (Fig. 9.3b). The key 

difference between geminate and non-geminate recombination is the initial dissociation of 

the CT state in geminate recombination. Because of this dissociation, non-geminate 

recombination involves carrier motion whereas geminate recombination is concerned with 

the overlap of charge carrier wavefunctions in the CT state. 
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 The initial dissociation of the CT state in non-geminate recombination has a less 

than obvious impact on subsequent recombination processes due to conservation of angular 

momentum. When two uncorrelated charge carriers are brought into contact, the net spin 

of the system has two possible outcomes: the singlet state or the triplet state. Figure 9.3c 

gives a simple diagram of singlet and triplet CT states where the arrows represent the spin 

quantum number of the electron and hole. As the multiplicy name suggests there are three 

possible ways to form the triplet CT state and only one way to form the singlet CT state.173 

This means that after dissociation of the initial CT state, 75% of subsequent CT states 

formed at the interface will have triplet character and only 25% will have singlet character 

(see Chapter 2.1) 

 Analogous to triplet excitons, triplet CT states experience an added hurdle to 

recombination, namely, the need for a spin flip.173 The ground state of most OPV materials 

is a singlet state where all electron spins are paired. For a triplet CT state to decay back 

onto a single molecule in the ground state, one of the spins must be flipped. Since a spin 

flip is a change in angular momentum, any spin flips must be accompanied by another 

change in momentum. For heavy metal atoms this can be accomplished through the spin-
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Figure 9.3: (a) Diagram showing dissociation of an exciton at the D-A interface (1) and subsequent 

geminate recombination of the CT state (2). (b) Diagram of non-geminate recombination after a charge 

transfer state is separated. (c) Depiction of the possible spin states for the charge transfer state showing 

the net spin zero singlet and the net spin unity triplet. 
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orbit interaction, but most OPV materials lack these heavy metals to facilitate rapid spin 

flips. The inability of rapid spin flips leads to long lifetimes for triplet CT states.173 

 Besides CT state lifetime the other important factor in understanding non-geminate 

recombination in OPVs lies in understanding the formation rate of secondary CT states 

(CT states not arising immediately from exciton dissociation). The two obvious factors 

impacting the formation of secondary CT states are the density of charge carriers and the 

mobility of the charge carriers. In short, the more often charge carriers come into contact 

with one-another the more likely recombination becomes. 

 Recombination was first examined in inorganic semiconductors, and it makes sense 

to examine recombination in inorganics before transitioning to organic semiconductors. In 

an inorganic semiconductor, the electrons inhabit the conduction band (with density n) and 

the hole are in the valence band with density p (Fig. 9.4a). Both carriers are free to move 

about the material with mobilities given by μp for holes and μn for electrons. A simple rate 

equation for the change in carrier density with respect to time is given by 

 
𝑑𝑛

𝑑𝑡
= −𝑘𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑛𝑝 . (9.1) 

In Eqn. (9.1), krec is the rate constant for recombination. Under the assumption that carriers 

finding each other limits the rate of recombination (as opposed to the actual recombination 

even once carriers are close together), krec can be described by the Langevin177 equation: 

 𝑘𝑟𝑒𝑐 =
𝑞

𝜖
(
𝜇𝑝 + 𝜇𝑛

2
) . (9.2) 

The Langevin equation uses the Einstein relation178 to relate diffusion to carrier mobility, 

hence the use of the fundamental electron charge (q) and the permittivity (ϵ). Since both 
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carriers are able to move within the same medium, the mobility of interested is the 

combined mobility of both carriers. 

 When transitioning to describing recombination in organic semiconductors, the 

picture changes in a fundamental way. The carriers inhabit two different materials, so the 

combination of the mobilities no longer holds. Instead, recombination becomes limited by 

the slower moving carrier when considering a planar heterojunction OPV like the one in 

Fig. 9.4b. If in Fig. 9.4b, the electrons have a higher mobility than the holes, it is irrelevant 

how quickly electrons make it to the D-A interface if the holes are still slowly migrating in 

the bulk of the donor. For this reason krec can be altered to only include the slower 

mobility.120 

 Some studies have measured the recombination rate for a variety of OPVs at open-

circuit. When comparing the measured recombination rate to the rate that would be 

predicted using the Langevin rate constant, it is found that the Langevin rate constant over 

predicts recombination, sometimes by orders of magnitude.120,179 This result is unsurprising 

considering the vast differences between organic and inorganic semiconductors, but the 
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Figure 9.4: (a) Depiction of recombination in an inorganic semiconductor where both carriers inhabit the 

same material but different bands. (b) Recombination in an OPV where the carriers inhabit different 

materials and can only recombine at the interface between the two materials. 
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Langevin equation still serves as a common starting point for predicting the recombination 

rate in OPVs. 

 

 Polaron Transit 

The previous section touched on the importance of polaron motion in regards to 

recombination. Since polarons must find one-another to recombine, polaron migration is 

an essential component of recombination. Polaron migration is also an essential component 

of realizing photocurrent from an OPV. To generate power an OPV must produce a 

photocurrent which relies on charge carriers transiting out of the device and through the 

external circuit. 

Charge carrier motion in OPVs is fundamentally different than the more commonly 

examined charge carrier motion in inorganic semiconductors. In crystalline inorganic 

semiconductors, the atoms of the lattice produce delocalized Bloch wavefunctions.180 

These delocalized sates allow for high mobility motion of carriers throughout the material. 

In contrast, organic semiconductors lack these highly delocalized states. For the small 

molecules of interest here, the carriers are often confined to a single molecule and must 

migrate by a series of hops.181 

The hopping motion of charge carriers in organic semiconductors occurs by 

electron transfer from one molecule to a neighboring molecule. The transfer of an electron 

is an old problem that was initially investigated in the much simpler case of electron 

transfer between different radioactive atomic ions in solution.182–184 These reactions were 
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an important starting point for understanding electron transfer because the electron transfer 

in these systems reproduces the initial state. The equality of the reactants and products 

removes the concentration which usually impacts reaction kinetics and enables an 

examination of the electron transfer process. 

Studying electron exchange between ions produced an interesting result: electron 

transfer between complex ions in solution occurs faster than between simple atomic ions. 

A breakthrough was started when this result was explained using the Frank-Condon 

principle.184,185 The idea is that electron transfer occurs much faster than any atomic 

rearrangement. The solvent molecules are thus in a higher energetic state around the ions 

after the electron transfer because the molecules cannot rearrange quick enough. This 

higher energy state must then relax back to the ground state, similar to the vibronic 

relaxation of a molecule after photoexcitation. This theory explains why more complex 

ions can more easily transfer an electron. Larger ions can better shield the extra charge and 

therefore have a lower required rearrangement to accommodate the charge in the presence 

of the solvent molecules.185 

The problem with the Frank-Condon approach to understanding electron transfer 

reactions is that it fails to take into account conservation of energy and momentum.181 In 

the basic Frank-Condon process, a molecule absorbs a photon having a large energy but 

only little momentum. This transitions the electron to a higher energy state without 

significant molecular rearrangement. Then the atoms rearrange and release phonons to 

conserve the momentum change of the system. In the above described picture of electron 
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transfer, the high energy ion state is formed without any absorption of light. Since there is 

no other obvious source of high energy and low momentum available to the system 

(electron transfer occurs in the dark and phonons cannot be responsible), the above 

proposal appears to violate conservation of energy and momentum. 

A solution to the electron transfer problem was given by Marcus for which he later 

received the Nobel Prize.181 While the solution may seem trivial on the surface, the 

difference is fundamental. In Marcus transfer theory, the reorganization of the solvent 

molecules must occur before (not after) the electron transfer. Heat energy in the system 

allows for continuous fluctuations of the solvent molecules around the ions. When the 

solvent molecules enter a non-equilibrium configuration amenable to electron transfer, the 

electron transfer event can then proceed without need for energy input. The system can 

then relax to the new equilibrium point. In this process, random fluctuations of the 

environment sometimes place the system into a state where the reactants and the products 

overlap in energy space while also satisfying the Frank-Condon principle. 

The hereto discussion of charge carriers in OPVs as polarons suggests that Marcus 

theory plays an important role in the migration of charge carriers. Figure 9.5a shows how 

other molecules in a neat film can react to the presence of an extra electron on a molecule. 

The central phthalocyanine molecule in Fig. 9.5a has an extra electron which causes the 

surrounding molecules to shift their electron clouds enough to produce a slight positive 

charge near the extra electron. Figure 9.5a is only a simple diagram of what could happen. 

The surrounding molecules could also change their configurations and orientations to help 
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minimize the energy. Regardless of what the exact effect is on the surrounding molecules, 

the fact that the surrounding molecules are influenced by the extra charge carrier means 

that charge transfer in these systems must take into account all affected molecules. This is 

analogous to the solvent molecules that play a central role in charge transfer between ions 

in solution. 

The reorganizational energy of the system only plays part of the role in determining 

the rate of electron transfer. The other half of the rate is determined by the electronic 

coupling between molecules.186 Even if there was no reorganizational energy for charge 

transfer between two molecules, there must be electronic coupling for the transfer to occur. 

The electronic coupling between two molecules depends on the transfer integral (J), the 

site energies, and the wavefunction overlap. This makes electronic coupling highly 

sensitive to orientation and small (angstrom) changes in distance.186  

The rate of electron transfer (kET) in a disordered hopping system can be given186  

 
𝑘𝐸𝑇 =

4 

ℎ

1

√4 𝑘 𝑇
𝑡2𝑒

−
𝜆

4𝑘𝐵𝑇 . 
(9.3) 

In Eqn. (9.3) h is Planck’s constant, kB is the Boltzmann factor, λ is the reorganizational 

energy, and T is the temperature of the system. An examination of Eqn. (9.3) shows that 

higher transfer integrals help to promote electron transfer, whereas a greater 

reorganizational energy serves to limit the rate of electron transfer. A diagram of this result 

is shown in Fig. 9.5b. A Gaussian distribution of site energies is shown along with a 

potential path of a charge carrier through the system. Figure 9.5b demonstrates, in 

conjunction with Eqn. (9.3), that polarons tend to hop both downhill energetically and 
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where there is the greatest electronic coupling. In a disordered film, the hop will not always 

occur to the nearest molecule if the reorganizational energy would be too large, or if the 

electronic coupling is too small (Fig. 9.5b). 

 

 

 Measuring Polaron Recombination 

Recombination in OPVs allows a pathway for energy loss which must be avoided 

to produce high efficiency devices. As such, measuring the rate of recombination in OPVs 

is an important step in understanding recombination and how to combat its deleterious 

results. Two common approaches to measuring the recombination rate in OPVs will be 

presented here: transient photovoltage42,47,187 and charge extraction by linearly increasing 

voltage (Photo-CELIV).112 The third common approach, impedance spectroscopy,42,188–191 

is given its own chapter (Chapter 11) along with a novel, powerful expansion of the 

technique. 
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Figure 9.5: (a) Depiction of a polaron in solid phthalocyanine showing the effect of the extra electron on 

the surrounding molecules. The molecules may change their electron or atomic positions as well as 

molecular orientations to lower energy in the presence of the extra electron. (b) Gaussian energetic 

disorder in polaron energies and the impact of energetic disorder on polaron migration. The hopping route 

is a complex function of both energy and hopping distance. 
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The first notable method for measuring charge carrier recombination is termed 

transient photovoltage.42,47,187 In this experiment the OPV is illuminated with a continuous 

white light source and held at open-circuit. The incident light brings the OPV to a steady-

state VOC as shown in Fig. 9.6a (before time t = 0) for a fictitious device. Once at steady-

state, an LED pulse is shined on the device to generate a small excess in the number of 

charge carriers in the device. This small excess of charge carriers (Δn) produces a small 

excess voltage that can be seen as a blip in Fig. 9.6a at time t = 0. 

If it is assumed that the timescale of the voltage decay matches the timescale of the 

carrier decay inside the OPV, then the dynamics of the transient voltage spike give 

information about the recombination rate at open-circuit. Using a simple equation for the 

decay of charge carriers in an OPV at open-circuit (𝑑𝑛/𝑑𝑡 = −𝑘𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑛
2), enables an 

equation representing the concentration of excess carriers in the OPV after the light pulse: 

 
𝑑(𝑛 +  𝑛)

𝑑𝑡
= −𝑘𝑟𝑒𝑐(𝑛

2 + 2𝑛 𝑛 +  𝑛2) ≈ −2𝑘𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑛 𝑛 ≈
𝑑 𝑛

𝑑𝑡
 . (9.4) 

When Eqn. (9.4) is solved for Δn(t) by separation of variables, the exponential equation 

  𝑛(𝑡) = 𝐴𝑒−2𝑘𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑛𝑡 (9.5) 

describing the decay of excess charge carriers for a given carrier concentration n. 

 Figure 9.6b shows plot of the excess voltage shown in Fig. 9.6a. Fitting the decay 

of Fig. 9.6b with an exponential gives a decay time τ = 3 ms. This decay time can be related 

to the carrier density using Eqn. (9.5) to obtain 

 2𝑘𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑛 =
1

3
[
1

ms
] ⇒ 𝑘𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑛 =

1

6
 [
1

ms
] . (9.6) 
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While Eqn. (9.6) gives the rate of carrier decay in the OPV at open-circuit, it fails to provide 

the value of the rate constant krec. A complimentary measurement of the charge carrier 

density, n, must be made to extract the value of krec. The easiest way to get n is to perform 

a CE experiment117,119 on the OPV as discussed in Chapter 4. 

 A more pressing problem than the need of a separate CE measurement to extract 

krec is the unclear connection between changes in the voltage and changes in the number of 

carriers inside of the OPV. To address this problem, transient photovoltage decays have 

been matched with transient absorption measurements directly mapping changes in charge 

carriers.46 An alternative would be to perform the CE experiment as a function of voltage 

to build a plot of the relationship between charge carriers and voltage as done when 

measuring the LD of dark materials using the photovoltage technique (Chapter 4). 

 A more complex alternative to the transient photovoltage technique is the charge 

extraction by linearly increasing voltage or Photo-CELIV method.192–194 In a Photo-CELIV 
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Figure 9.6: (a) Zoomed out depiction of a transient photovoltage measurement where the white light bias 

determines the steady-state VOC. A small perturbation due to a light pulse is observed at time t = 0. (b) 

Plot of the voltage perturbation (ΔVOC) due to the light pulse placing the device in quasi-steady-state. 

Recombination in the OPV dictates the return to steady-state VOC. 
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experiment, carriers are generated from exciton dissociation and then held in the device for 

varying periods of time before being extracted. The longer the carriers are confined within 

the device, the more carriers recombine and the fewer carriers that can be extracted. By 

tracking the decline of carriers extracted with the increase of the confinement time, the 

recombination rate can be determined at open-circuit. In conjunction with the 

recombination rate the Photo-CELIV experiment can also determine the charge carrier 

mobility by examining the time needed to extract the carriers from the device.111 

 Figure 9.7a shows the Photo-CELIV experiment performed on an OPV in the dark. 

There are two traces on the plot corresponding to the current density and the bias applied 

on the cell as a function of time. The applied bias curve is initially held at VOC for a time 

tD called the delay time. After the delay time expires, the applied bias linearly approaches 

a negative bias sufficient to extract all of the carriers in the device. Once the full reverse 

bias is reached, the bias returns to the initial VOC value and the experiment can be repeated. 

The current of the OPV in the dark resembles a square wave. At open-circuit there is no 

current flow in the device, then when the bias voltage transitions to reverse bias there is a 

transient current flow corresponding to capacitive displacement (parallel plate capacitor 

usually assumed).111,192 The plateau value of the current density is given by J0 and is an 

important for extracting information from the Photo-CELIV technique. 

 When the OPV is illuminated, the plot of Fig. 9.7a transforms into the plot of Fig. 

9.7b. When illuminated by a light pulse at time t = 0, the current transient no longer 

resembles a square wave. Instead there is a combination of the square wave response with 
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extra current extracted due to the charges generated by the light pulse. Figure 9.7b shows 

this extra current as the initial hump which decays back to J0. The time needed to reach the 

maximum current output of the OPV is termed tmax and is used to extract the charge carrier 

mobility. The effect of increasing delay times is also shown in Fig. 9.7b. As the delay time 

increases the peak current output of the OPV decreases, consistent with more charge 

carriers recombining.  

 The recombination of carriers in the OPV begins immediately after carrier 

generation, and the VOC of the OPV depends on the number of charge carriers in the OPV. 

This means that the VOC of the OPV is function of time. Therefore the Photo-CELIV 

technique fails to maintain the device at open-circuit for large delay times. A suggested 

improvement to the Photo-CELIV technique is shown in Fig. 9.7c. This technique is termed 

OTRACE and is almost identical to the Photo-CELIV method with one key difference.195 

tD

(a) (b) Light pulse

J0

tmax

Applied

Bias

Current

Density

(c)

VOff

t t t

 

Figure 9.7: (a) Example Photo-CELIV voltage and current density traces for an OPV in the dark. The 

experiment starts with a forward bias is applied to the OPV (VOff). After a delay time (tD) a linearly 

increasing reverse bias is applied to the device to extract carriers. The reverse saturation current in the 

dark is given by (J0). (b) Example Photo-CELIV traces when the sample is illuminated at time t = 0. The 

decreased current extracted from the device with increasing delay times gives information about 

recombination. The time required to reach peak current (tmax) depends on the carrier mobility. (c) Example 

applied bias trace for an OTRACE experiment where a time-varying VOC is applied to the OPV before 

applying the linearly increasing reverse bias. 
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Before performing the OTRACE experiment, the transient photovoltage of the cell is 

measured. This transient voltage is then applied to the OPV after the initial light pulse (Fig. 

9.7c before the linear decay). In this way, the applied bias keeps the OPV at VOC despite 

carriers recombining. After the delay time, a linearly increasing reverse bias is applied to 

the device, and the experiment resembles the Photo-CELIV technique. 

 

 Conclusions 

While the above mentioned experimental techniques are capable of assessing the 

recombination rate of charge carriers in OPVs, the methods are limited to open-circuit 

conditions only. Understanding recombination at open-circuit provides some insight into 

recombination in general, but OPVs are never operated at VOC. As such there is a strong 

need to understand recombination at operating voltages where an OPV would actually be 

used. Further, once away from VOC, recombination only tells half of the story. Charge 

carriers can transit from the cell as well as recombine. Therefore, knowing only the 

recombination rate is insufficient to fully characterize OPV performance as both the 

recombination rate and the transit rate are needed. The next chapters present new methods 

of measuring the recombination and transit rates for OPVs at any operating voltage.   
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 Charge Extraction Based Methods to Probe 
Carrier Dynamics 

 OPVs and recombination 

In organic photovoltaic cells (OPVs) a central component of device efficiency is the 

relationship between the voltage (V) and photocurrent density (Jph) output by the cell. 

Typically the photocurrent is reduced in an OPV with increasing forward-bias voltage with 

the exact relationship between Jph and V being device dependent.196 The defining parameter 

of the Jph-V curve is the nature of bimolecular charge carrier recombination within the 

device.51,197,198 Dropping the OPV output over larger resistances (operating closer to VOC) 

reduces the ability of charge carriers to exit the device. This leads to a buildup of charge 

carriers and a concomitant increase in the rate of charge carrier recombination.114 With 

increased recombination, the photocurrent is reduced until eventually reaching zero. The 

voltage required to completely offset the photocurrent with injected carriers is the open-

circuit voltage (VOC). 

There has been a recent increase in the number of studies focused on measuring 

recombination rates in OPVs.11,43,46,49,110,112,113,170,195,199,200 These studies have used a 

variety of techniques including charge extraction by linearly increasing voltage (CELIV), 

transient absorption spectroscopy, transient photovoltage, and impedance spectroscopy 

(IS).11,43,46,49,110,112,113,170,195,199,200 All of these techniques are similar in that they provide a 

measure of the recombination rate at open-circuit. Only recently has IS been expanded to 

provide information about charge carrier dynamics away from open-circuit.114 In this 
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chapter we present a means of approximating the recombination rate at any operating 

voltage that requires only the commonly measured J-V curve and device thickness. 

The recombination rate in OPVs is commonly modeled using a bimolecular form 

given by a rate constant (krec) and the overlap of the electron (n) and hole (p) densities.43,168 

Since exciton dissociation into charge carriers produces an equal number of electrons and 

holes, the carrier density term (np) is assumed to be n2. Thus, in order to develop an 

understanding of recombination, the carrier densities have to be known for all operating 

voltages. 

Here, a unique measurement is performed that is inspired by the standard charge 

extraction (CE) technique applied to OPVs.117–119 In a typical CE experiment, the number 

of carriers stored in an OPV (at open-circuit) is measured by placing the device at VOC and 

then quickly extracting all of the charge carriers as a current transient (by switching to 

short-circuit). The integral of the current transient yields the number of charge carriers 

stored in the device. The CE experiment can be performed as a function of VOC to obtain 

the number of charge carriers as a function of the open-circuit voltage, n(VOC). If the device 

is held at an operating voltage (VOP) before being switched to short-circuit, the resulting 

current transient yields the number of charge carriers stored in the device at VOP instead of 

the number of carriers stored at VOC as a traditional CE experiment does. 
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Device structures and materials 

The traditional open-circuit CE experiment as well as the operating voltage variant 

were performed for two electron donating materials, namely, boron subphthalocyanine 

chloride (SubPc)31,50,57 and 2-[(7-{4-[N,N-Bis(4-methylphenyl)amino]phenyl}-2,1,3-

benzothiadiazol-4-yl)methylene]propanedinitrile (DTDCPB),8,12,201 each paired with an 

acceptor layer of C60. SubPc, deposited at 0.2 nm/s, was used in a planar heterojunction 

device, and DTDCPB was used in the bulk heterojunction (BHJ) device. To form a mixing 

ratio of 1:2 DTDCPB to C60, DTDCPB was deposited at 0.067 nm/s while C60 was 

simultaneously deposited at 0.133 nm/s. For both architectures a 10-nm-thick exciton 

blocking layer of bathocuproine (BCP) was placed between the acceptor and the 100-nm-

thick Al cathode. The devices of Fig. 10.1c were fabricated on indium-tin-oxide (ITO) 

coated glass substrates with a sheet resistance of 15 /. The substrates were degreased 

and cleaned by sonicating in organic solvents, boiling in isopropyl alcohol, and exposure 

to a UV-ozone atmosphere prior to thin film deposition. All of the organic layers were 

deposited by vacuum thermal sublimation (at pressures <10-6 Torr). All organic 

materials—SubPc from Lumtec, DTDCPB from Sigma-Aldrich, C60 from MER Corp., and 

BCP from Alfa Aesar—were used as obtained without further purification. 

 

 Connecting carrier number and recombination 

Figure 10.1a diagrams the experimental setup used to measure the carrier density 

at both open-circuit and at an arbitrary operating voltage for the molecules in Fig. 10.1b. 
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To probe the number of carriers at VOC the rheostat is set to 1 MΩ (a sufficient load to 

approximate open-circuit conditions), or an arbitrary VOP can be measured by placing the 

rheostat at a lower resistance. The value of VOP examined is determined by both the rheostat 

and the LED intensity used, consistent with a load line analysis of the OPV. In the CE 

experiment the LED is initially on (i.e., G1 is high), and the device has a load determined 

by the rheostat (i.e., G2 is low). The LED illuminates the device for 100 ms (a time 

sufficient to reach steady-state operating conditions). Then the LED is turned off (i.e., G1 

is low) while the device is simultaneously brought to short-circuit (i.e., G2 is high). An 

oscilloscope, measuring the voltage drop over a 50  resistor, records the transient current 

outrush from the device. With the setup in Fig. 10.1a the conversion of voltage to current 

requires calculating the combined resistance of the parallel 50 resistor and the rheostat. 

After 100 ms the process repeats for a second measurement (total period of 200 ms). 

(a) (b)

SubPc

DTDCPB

Bathocuproine - 10 nm

C60 - 20 nm

MoOx – 10 nm

ITO – 150 nm

Al  - 100 nm

Bathocuproine - 10 nm

1:2 DTDCPB:C60 - 60 nm

MoOx – 10 nm

ITO – 150 nm

Al  - 100 nm

SubPc – 10 nm

50 

(c)

 

Figure 10.1: (a) Schematic of the circuit used to perform the CE measurements. (b) Donor molecules and 

(c) device architectures of interest in this work. 
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Figure 10.2a shows the results of four different CE experiments performed using a 

blue LED centered at a wavelength of λ = 464 nm (Fig. 10.2b). Two CE experiments were 

performed on both the planar SubPc-C60 device (filled symbols) and the BHJ DTDCPB-

C60 device (open symbols). Figure 10.2a demonstrates that the number of carriers stored in 

both the planar and BHJ OPVs increases with voltage. Further, Fig. 10.2a also shows that 

the number of carriers stored in the device at a given voltage is the same regardless if that 

voltage is an open-circuit voltage (squares) or an operating voltage (triangles). To obtain 

the number of carriers at an arbitrary VOP, the device is placed at open-circuit and the LED 

intensity is increased until the VOC saturates. Saturation voltages of 998 mV and 812 mV 

are recorded for the SubPc-C60 and DTDCPB-C60 devices, respectively. The LED intensity 

is held constant as the rheostat resistance is varied, placing the device at different operating 

points on the J-V curve, permitting various values of VOP to be probed. Each triangle in 

Fig. 10.2a therefore represents the number of carriers stored in the OPV for the operating 

voltage given by the horizontal axis. 

The results of Fig. 10.2a experimentally demonstrate that the OPV contains the 

same number of carriers regardless of whether the cell is at VOC or at a VOP of the same 

voltage. Consequently, there is a direct relationship between the number of carriers in the 

OPV and the voltage produced by the device. Previous studies suggest that the VOC 

produced by a planar heterojunction device is determined by the density of carriers at the 

donor-acceptor interface.47,116 This contrasts with the findings here that the total number of 

carriers in the device determines the voltage output (either VOC or VOP). It might be 
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expected that charge carrier density profile would change between VOC and VOP of the same 

voltage, but Fig. 10.2a shows that both VOC and VOP are described by the same number of 

carriers. The equivalence of charge carrier number between VOC and VOP suggests that 

either there is not a significant spatial reorganization of carriers between conditions of 

open-circuit and general operation or that the voltage is determined by the total number of 

carriers in the device, as opposed to those present only at the heterojunction. While further 

application of this technique to various planar heterojunction OPVs would help to further 

clarify this question, the focus of this work is to use the results of Fig. 10.2a for the bulk 

heterojunction device to examine recombination rates. 

A simple rate equation for the charge carrier density in a bulk heterojunction OPV 

can be written as 

 
𝑑𝑛

𝑑𝑡
= −𝑘𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑛

2 − 𝑘𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑛 + 𝐺 . (10.1) 

In Eqn.(10.1), ktran is the transit rate constant and G is the generation rate of charge carriers 

from exciton dissociation. Equation (10.1) is written assuming that electron transport is 

limiting, but the same equation would hold if hole transport were limiting due to the equal 

generation rate of holes and electrons. The generation rate can be determined by measuring 

the incident light intensity spectrum and using a transfer matrix formalism and an exciton 

diffusion equation to model exciton dissociation in the OPV. The value of ktran can be 

obtained from the J-V curve using114 

 
𝑘𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛 =

2𝐽

𝑞𝑛𝑑
 . 

(10.2) 
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where q is the fundamental electron charge and d is the BHJ layer thickness. Equation 

(10.2) is an average transit rate for the entire device with d/2 representing that carriers only 

have to transit half the device thickness on average. Despite being useful for the purposes 

of this study, Eqn. (10.2) wraps many dependencies up in the value of ktran which would be 

useful to better understand for a more complete model of OPV operation. With n 

determined by CE, ktran extracted from the J-V curve, and G obtained by modeling the  

complex electric field inside the device,34 krec can be obtained for all operating voltages 

using Eqn.(10.1). 

Figure 10.3 shows the trend of krec, ktran, and the device charge collection efficiency 

(CC) for the BHJ device of Fig. 10.1b when illuminated by the LED of Fig. 10.2b with an 

incident intensity of 13.6 mW/cm2. The charge collection efficiency is determined by 
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Figure 10.2: (a) Charges extracted for the planar and BHJ devices of Fig. 2.3c at arbitrary operating voltages 

and at open-circuit (VOC). (b) Intensity spectrum of the blue LED used to perform the charge extraction 

measurements. 
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/ ( )CC tran tran reck k nk   . It is noteworthy that the value of CC at short-circuit predicted 

by this approach (just over 80%) is in line with the CC previously measured for similar 

devices.102,114 This consistency across approaches gives credence to the methodology 

presented here. 

It should be noted that while the trend of Fig. 10.3 is a function of the specific 

device architecture and illumination, the methodology can be expanded to any BHJ OPV. 

To use the approach on other devices it should first be recognized that Eqn. (10.1) changes 

depending on whether the device is at open-circuit ( 2/OC

rec OCk G n ) or an arbitrary VOP (

2) /(OP

rec tran OP OPk G n nk  ). Continuing the convention, nOC represents the carrier density at 

VOC and nOP is the carrier density at an arbitrary VOP. A ratio of the recombination rate 

constant at open-circuit to the rate constant at an operating voltage is then given by 
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Figure 10.3: Recombination and transit rates for the 1:2 DTDCPB:C60 BHJ device under 13.6 mW/cm2 

illumination by a blue LED. The rate trends are used to calculate the charge collection efficiency. 
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𝑘𝑟𝑒𝑐
𝑂𝑃

𝑘𝑟𝑒𝑐
𝑂𝐶 = (

𝐺 − 𝑘𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑂𝑃

𝑛𝑂𝑃
2 )(

𝑛𝑂𝐶
2

𝐺
) = (1 −

𝑘𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑂𝑃
𝐺

) (
𝑛𝑂𝐶
𝑛𝑂𝑃

)
2

 . 
(10.3) 

Equation (10.3) can be further simplified by using Eqn. (10.2) to obtain 

 

𝑘𝑟𝑒𝑐
𝑂𝑃

𝑘𝑟𝑒𝑐
𝑂𝐶 = (1 −

2𝐽

𝑞𝑑𝐺
) (
𝑛𝑂𝐶
𝑛𝑂𝑃

)
2

 . (10.4) 

Equation (10.4) is special because it relates the rate constant for recombination to 

physical constants and measurable quantities. The current density is a fundamental 

measurement for OPV performance, the generation rate is easily obtained from a 

photodiode, and the charge carrier densities can be determined using the altered CE method 

presented here. This means that if given a recombination rate, measured by one of the many 

possible techniques at open-circuit, Eqn. (10.4) can be used to determine the recombination 

at all operating voltages. 

The usefulness of this approach for BHJ devices (planar heterojunction devices are 

complicated by generation and recombination occurring only at a plane while carriers can 

traverse the whole layer) can be further expanded by using an approximation. The trend of 

carriers versus voltage for the BHJ (Fig. 10.2a) can be well fit with an exponential. Fig. 

10.2a can therefore be approximated by Taylor expanding to first order: 
1 .n C V  The 

constant C1 depends on the OPV of interest, V is the operating voltage of interest, and there 

is no intercept term because at zero voltage the OPV must have zero carriers. This linear 

approximation to the carrier density can then be used in place of nOP ( 1OP OPn C V  ) and 

nOC ( 1OC OCn C V ) in Eqn. (10.4) to obtain 
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𝑘𝑟𝑒𝑐
𝑂𝑃

𝑘𝑟𝑒𝑐
𝑂𝐶 ≈ (1 −

2𝐽

𝑞𝑑𝐺
) (
𝑉𝑂𝐶
𝑉𝑂𝑃

)
2

 . (10.5) 

In Eqn. (11.5a) the relationship between the recombination rate at an operating 

voltage and at open-circuit can be determined from a J-V curve, the incident light intensity, 

and a ratio of the open-circuit voltage to voltage of interest. The approximation of Eqn. 

(11.5a) is of great use when examining OPVs where the recombination rate has been 

measured at open-circuit. Using this value and the often available J-V curve, an estimate 

can be made for the recombination rate at any VOP (so long as the trend of carriers with 

voltage is roughly linear) without doing any further experiments. In a similar manner, this 

approximation can also be useful in trying to quickly analyze a series of OPVs without 

having to measure the recombination rate at many voltages. 

 As with any approximation, Eqn. (11.5a) is only as good as the central assumption. 

By examining Fig. 10.2a, it is clear that the trend of carriers with voltage is not linear, so 

some error is to be expected. Figure 10.4 gives an estimate of this error for the 

DTDCPB:C60 device. Since many measurements of recombination directly measure the 

rate and not the rate constant, Fig. 10.4 is given in units of s-1. This means the voltage ratio 

in Eqn. (11.5a) is to the first power instead of squared. The same analysis could just as well 

be carried out for the rate constants using Eqn. (11.5a) exactly as written. As Fig. 10.4 

demonstrates, the approximation remains within a factor of 2 over the entire operating 

voltage range. The interesting structure of Fig. 10.4 demonstrates the complexity of krec 

which contains many factors yet to be fully understood. Considering the ease with which 
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this approximation can be used and the relative errors commonly associated with rate 

constant measurements, this agreement is noteworthy and valuable. 

 

 Conclusions 

This work presents a paradigm for the application of charge extraction methods to 

measure the number of carriers in an OPV at any operating voltage (including VOC). This 

method is used to empirically demonstrate the direct relationship between the number of 

charge carriers and the voltage output of an OPV. Regardless of whether the voltage is an 

operating voltage or open-circuit the device contains the same number of carriers for a 
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Figure 10.4: Comparison of the measured and approximated methods to get the recombination rates. The 

approximation retains good agreement throughout all operating voltages. 
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given voltage. This relationship between voltage and carriers is used in conjunction with 

the J-V curve to extract information about charge carrier recombination at any operating 

voltage. Finally a useful and extremely accessible approximation is presented to estimate 

the charge carrier recombination rate at any operating voltage given a measurement of 

recombination at open-circuit. 
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 Impedance Spectroscopy for Polaron Dynamics 

 The role of transit and recombination 

The fraction of photogenerated carriers extracted from an OPV is the charge collection 

efficiency (ηCC). Deviations of ηCC from unity result from electron-hole recombination 

events before the carriers are extracted from the cell. The importance of ηCC is amplified 

in the case of organic photovoltaic cells (OPVs) where even record efficiency devices are 

often extracting <70% of carriers at the maximum power point.5 

This inefficiency of carrier extraction can be deduced from the fill factor which is, 

at best, a ratio of ηCC at the maximum power point to ηCC at short-circuit. However, it is 

more instructive to measure ηCC directly when trying to assess the dynamics of carrier 

extraction. A method for measuring ηCC for bulk heterojunction OPVs at all operating 

voltages has been previously reported.102 While this technique allows for charge collection 

efficiency to be measured as a function of voltage, it fails to elucidate whether changes in 

ηCC are the result of changes in carrier transport or recombination. 

To better understand charge collection in OPVs, ηCC can be decomposed into 

competing rates of charge carrier recombination and transit. A number of techniques have 

recently been employed to extract information about the recombination rate constant 

including charge extraction,47,117 transient photovoltage,43,46,110 charge extraction by 

linearly increasing voltage,111,112,195,200 and impedance spectroscopy.11,49,113,170 Impedance 

spectroscopy is of particular note here as we extend its application. 
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Impedance spectroscopy has proven useful in characterizing carrier dynamics in 

dye-sensitized solar cells.45,189,202 More recently impedance spectroscopy has been used to 

characterize polymer bulk heterojunction photovoltaic cells.170,191,203 Application of 

impedance spectroscopy to polymer OPVs has demonstrated the versatility of the technique 

by extracting information about carrier lifetimes,191 carrier density of states,170 carrier 

trapping dynamics,198 carrier behavior between light and dark curves,204 and carrier 

recombination rates.42,170,198 Despite the impressive breadth of information obtainable from 

impedance spectroscopy, the technique has failed to garner widespread application in 

OPVs based on small molecules. This failed uptake partially results from the complicated 

nature of interpreting impedance spectra requiring the use of equivalent circuits. The 

necessary abstraction of impedance data to extract meaning can cloud the legitimacy of 

impedance spectroscopy results. 

This chapter seeks to simultaneously help to demystify impedance spectroscopy (as 

applied to small molecule bulk heterojunction OPVs) and expand its use. Special care is 

given to provide a physical understanding of the equivalent circuits used by demonstrating 

a one-to-one connection to the carrier rate equations in the OPV. The rates of interest in 

this work are both the rate of carrier recombination and the rate of carrier transit. While the 

transit rate has not been measured by impedance spectroscopy, the carrier recombination 

rate has been previously measured and been shown to be in good agreement with transient 

photovoltage decay measurements.42 
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To obtain the recombination rate from impedance spectroscopy, the OPV is held at 

open-circuit as the measurement is performed. This simplifies the analysis since the only 

pathway for charge carrier decay at open-circuit is via recombination. Here, we examine 

impedance spectroscopy at voltages other than open-circuit. Combining this data with a 

measure of ηCC by reverse bias external quantum efficiency, both the transit and 

recombination rate constants can be extracted from impedance spectroscopy data. 

 Impedance spectroscopy overview 

In impedance spectroscopy, a small magnitude (~20 mV) AC voltage (V) is applied 

to the OPV on top of a constant DC bias voltage with the resulting AC current (I) being 

measured. The constant DC bias serves to set the OPV operating point probed by the 

impedance spectroscopy measurement. The magnitude and phase of this current 

determines the complex impedance (Z) of the OPV:205 

 
𝑍(𝜔) =

𝑉(𝜔)

𝐼(𝜔)
 

(11.1) 

When this measurement is performed as a function of AC frequency, the impedance 

spectrum can be constructed. The spectrum is often displayed as a plot of the complex 

impedance (Z’’) versus the real impedance (Z’). Such Nyquist plots are useful because the 

shape of the plot gives information about the equivalent circuits capable of describing the 

measured impedance. 

 An example serves nicely to illustrate the equivalent circuit concept. One of the 

simplest equivalent circuits used to describe IS spectra is the resistor and capacitor of Fig. 
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11.1a. (either in series or parallel since both configurations are identical with only two 

elements). The impedance of such an RC circuit is given by  

 𝑍 =
𝑅

1 + 𝑖𝜔𝑅𝐶
 . (11.2) 

In Eqn. (11.5a) R is the resistance of the resistor, C is the capacitance of the capacitor, and 

ω is the angular frequency of the AC voltage applied to the circuit. When Eqn. (11.2) is 

separated into the real and the imaginary portions of the impedance, 

 𝑉′ =
𝑅

1 + 𝜔2𝑐2𝑅2
 and (11.3a) 

 𝑉′′ =
𝜔𝑐𝑅2

1 + 𝜔2𝑐2𝑅2
 , (11.3b) 

it can be seen that a plot of V’’ versus V’ produces a single arc as shown in Fig. 11.1b. The 

radius of curvature of the arc is determined by the resistance; larger resistances lead to 

larger radii of curvature. The capacitance changes the frequency response of the circuit. 

Though frequency is not directly plotted on the Nyquist plot, the effects of capacitance can 

be seen in Fig. 11.1b by comparing where the markers fall on the plot. Though both the 

circles and the crosses trace out the same arc, the difference in capacitance determines 

where on the arc a given point falls. 

Bulk heterojunction OPVs rarely show only the single arc of Fig. 11.1b. Two 

deviations have been reported, one at high frequency and one at lower frequencies. At high 

frequencies the Nyquist plot can show a linear behavior. Previous work has found this 

section of the spectrum to be nearly invariant with applied DC offset bias. 170,188,191,203 This 
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trend is similar to that observed in analytical solutions to impedance resulting from carrier 

diffusion in a single layer.41 At lower frequencies the single arc can turn into the 

combination of two arcs. Depending on the location and the relative sizes of the two arcs 

the shapes can appear to be a single, stretched arc or two distinct arches. 

The appearance of a second arc significantly complicates analysis of the IS data. 

Two arcs can be described by a wide plethora of possible equivalent circuits. Figure 11.2 

shows two such possible circuits. The circuit of Fig. 11.2a is a series combination of Fig. 

11.1a whereas Fig. 11.2b is the combination of a parallel RC circuit and a series RC circuit. 

Neither circuit in Fig. 11.2 can be considered the correct equivalent circuit a priori since 

both are equally capable of describing the same impedance spectra. The inability of an 
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Figure 11.1: (a) basic equivalent circuit capable of producing a single arc on a Nyquist plot. (b) An 

example plot for the circuit of (a) using values of 𝑅 = 10 kΩ and 𝐶 = 10 nF (circles) or . 𝐶 = 0.5 nF 

(crosses). The angular frequency shown ranges from 1 Hz to 1 MHz. 
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impedance spectrum to uniquely determine an equivalent circuit complicates the analysis 

of impedance spectroscopy experiments. 

In this work we demonstrate a means of vetting equivalent circuit choices for 

analyzing BHJ OPVs. While many circuits are capable of describing the IS spectra 

observed for OPVs, only some of the possible circuits can simultaneously describe the 

carrier dynamics within the OPV. With the correct equivalent circuit the impedance 

function can be related one-to-one with the carrier dynamics equation. From this marriage 

the rates of carrier transit and recombination can be extracted for any operating voltage. 

 

 Equivalent circuits describing the impedance spectra of OPVs 

When the IS technique is applied to the small molecule OPVs examined here the 

spectra fall into two categories. For large reverse bias voltages the impedance sweeps out 

a single arc from low to high frequency. As the bias voltage approaches the open-circuit 

voltage (VOC) of the solar cell, the impedance exhibits a second arc at higher frequency. 

The voltage at which the impedance transitions from a single arc to a double arc is 

dependent on the materials used.  

(a) (b)

 

Figure 11.2: Example equivalent circuits which produce two arcs on a Nyquist plot of the impedance. 
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The second high frequency arc with a large (compared to the low frequency arc) 

radius of curvature has been previously observed. The appearance of this second arc has 

been noted in bulk heterojunction architectures when transitioning from ideal to non-ideal 

polymer morphology and has thus been attributed to a reduction in the efficiency of charge 

transport.206 Similarly, other studies have observed the second arc when purposefully 

introducing trap states into polymer devices.198,207 In agreement with these works, we 

approach the second arc found for the small molecule devices studied here from the 

perspective of trapping.  

Expanding on the very simple circuit of Fig. 11.1a, Fig. 11.3 shows the most basic 

equivalent circuit capable of describing the impedance spectra of an OPV. The impedance 

of this circuit is given by 

 
𝑍 = 𝑅 +

𝑅2
1 + (𝑖𝜔)𝑛𝑅2𝐶2

 . 
(11.4) 

Here, the angular frequency is modified by the exponent n referred to as the constant phase 

element (CPE). Non-unity values of the CPE imply a non-ideal capacitive dispersion with 

frequency.191 Previous works have examined possible sources of non-ideal behavior 

including an energetic dispersion of interface trapping states at the organic-metal 

interface208 and variations in factors that impact space charge accumulation in the bulk.209 

In this study, we found 0.9<n<1 with the range representing device-to-device variance 

more than any trend with voltage or material system. 
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 When Eqn. (11.4) is separated into the real and imaginary components, it maps out 

a single arc very similar to the one shown in Fig. 11.3b except that the resistor R1 shifts the 

arc to the right along the x-axis, and the CPE can broaden the arc: 

 
𝑉′ = 𝑅 +

𝑅2 (1 + 𝑅2𝐶2𝜔
𝑛𝐶𝑜𝑠 [

𝑛 
2 ])

1 + 𝐶2
2𝑅2

2𝜔2𝑛 + 2𝐶2𝑅2𝜔𝑛𝐶𝑜𝑠 [
𝑛 
2 ]
  and 

(11.5a) 

 
𝑉′′ = −

𝐶2𝑅2
2𝜔𝑛𝑆𝑖𝑛 [

𝑛 
2 ]

1 + 𝐶2
2𝑅2

2𝜔2𝑛 + 2𝐶2
2𝑅2

2𝜔𝑛𝐶𝑜𝑠 [
𝑛 
2 ]
   . 

(11.5b) 

To fit the impedance spectra containing duel arcs the circuit of Fig. 11.3b is used. The 

addition of the resistor and capacitor adds a second arc to the Nyquist plot. Figure 11.4 

shows an example Nyquist plot for both circuits using the same values of R1, R2, and C2. 

In practice, R2 and C2 will not be equal between cases with and without traps as the two 

phenomena are observed at different applied biases. When fitting the impedance spectra, 

Rtran

Rrec

C2

CtrapRtrap

R1

Rtran

Rrec

C2

(a)

R1

(b)

C

Cgeo

R2

 

Figure 11.3: (a) Equivalent circuit used to describe basic OPV IS spectra having only a single arc. The 

parallel resistors can be combined into a single resistor R2 and the parallel capacitors can combine into 

the capacitor C2. (b) Equivalent circuit used to fit OPV IS spectra displaying dual arcs. 
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spectra, Rtran and Rrec collapse into a single resistance (R2) which is the actual fitting 

parameter. The capacitor C2 can be decomposed into a chemical capacitance (Cμ) and a 

geometrical capacitance (Cgeo).  

 The equivalent circuit used to fit the impedance spectrum must be capable of 

describing the measured impedance. While this criterion excludes many possible circuit 

choices, it leaves a plethora of circuits all capable of describing identical impedance spectra 

given appropriate circuit values. Without knowledge beyond the shape of the impedance 

spectrum, it is impossible to decide which circuit best describes the physical system.190 We 

have chosen to use the circuit of Fig. 11.3b,198,210–212 and we justify this choice by 

connecting the circuit to charge carrier dynamics and experimentally measured values of 

the short-circuit current. Since our focus is on developing a methodology to interpret 

impedance spectra, we make no effort to assess other possible equivalent circuits.190,191,207 

Instead we argue that the same methodology presented here can be extended to other 

devices and equivalent circuits so long as the equivalent circuit is capable of matching the 

kinetic equations governing charge carriers in the device. 

To connect the equivalent circuit to the device charge carrier kinetics we first utilize 

a unique interpretation of circuit elements. Examining the circuit of Fig. 11.3a, there are 

two key components (R2 and C2). The capacitor (C2) stores all of the charge carriers in the 

OPV. Photogenerated carriers in the OPV as well as charges injected from the electrodes 

are equivalent to charges appearing on the plates of C2. Since C2 represents charge storage 
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in the entire OPV, it has two components (the capacitors are in parallel): a geometrical 

component (Cgeo) and a chemical capacitance (Cμ).
170 When the geometrical capacitance is 

subtracted from C2 the resulting capacitance ( 2 geoCC C   ) represents charge carriers 

stored in the density of states manifold of the active layer. 

The resistor, R2, represents a resistance for charges to leave the capacitor C2. 

Impedance spectroscopy has been almost exclusively performed on OPVs at VOC where all 

charge carriers must recombine. Consequently, R2 is often called the recombination 

resistance. However, this labeling and interpretation of R2 is only appropriate at open-

circuit. Away from open-circuit R2 represents the combined resistance for all possible 

0 10 20 30

-16

-12

-8

-4

0

Z
'' 

(k


)

Z' (k)

 Without traps

 With traps

 

Figure 11.4: Example plot of the impedance spectrum created by the circuits in Fig. 11.3a (solid line) 

and Fig. 11.3b (dashed line). The example curve without traps uses 𝑅 = 1 kΩ, 𝑅2 = 30 kΩ, and 𝐶2 = 1 

nF. The example curve with traps uses 𝑅 = 1 kΩ, 𝑅2 = 30 kΩ, 𝑅 = 30 kΩ, 𝐶2 = 1 nF, and 𝐶𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑝 = 5 

nF. 
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charge carrier loss mechanisms; e.g. transit and recombination. Having both transit and 

recombination means that R2 can be decomposed into parallel transit (Rtran) and 

recombination resistances (Rrec): 

 
𝑅2 =

𝑅𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑐
𝑅𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛 + 𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑐

  . 
(11.6) 

The additional resistor and capacitor for the circuit in Fig. 11.3b represent a process 

of charge carrier trapping.113,198 The resistor Rtrap represents how difficult it is for carriers 

to enter or leave the trap. The capacitor Ctrap stores the trapped charge carriers. While it has 

been demonstrated that charge trapping is a frequency dependent phenomenon,213 we use 

a simple model here where Ctrap is an effective trap capacitance obtained through iterative 

fitting of the impedance spectrum. In order to undergo recombination or transit out of the 

device, the carriers at Ctrap must first leave the trap capacitor through the trap resistor Rtrap. 

The circuit with traps does not allow for trap-assisted recombination, such a 

mechanism would require a resistor (Rt-a) parallel to Ctrap. This resistor would also have to 

be part of a current loop containing only Ctrap and Rt-a. Only then could carriers on Ctrap 

undergo recombination without first leaving Ctrap through Rtrap.  This circuit also fails to 

distinguish between electron traps and hole traps. At this level of theory Rtrap and Ctrap are 

effective parameters describing the net impact of all trap states in the device. 

 

 Charge carrier dynamics in the absence of traps 

While understanding how to interpret the circuit elements is instructive for picking 

appropriate equivalent circuits, it is desirable to mathematically connect the circuit 
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description to the dynamics of charge carriers in an OPV. Values of the recombination and 

transit resistance can themselves be used to characterize OPVs, but it is preferable to 

instead use the associated rate constants. Extraction of these constants from the equivalent 

circuit requires an examination of the equations governing charge carrier dynamics in 

OPVs. 

 The basic equation governing charge carrier density (n) in the OPV can be written 

as 

 
𝑑𝑛

𝑑𝑡
= −𝑘𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑛

2 − 𝑘𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑛 + 𝐺  , (11.7) 

where krec is the recombination rate constant (assumed bimolecular), ktran is a rate constant 

for carrier transit, and G is the photogeneration of carriers from exciton dissociation. 

Equation (11.7) can be simplified for the case of impedance spectroscopy. The small AC 

voltage applied to the cell creates a small excess carrier perturbation (Δn) compared to the 

steady-state carrier density. It is the change of Δn with time that defines the impedance, 

making it useful to write Eqn. (11.7) in terms of the excess carriers: 

 
𝑑(𝑛 +  𝑛)

𝑑𝑡
= −𝑘𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑛

2 − 𝑘𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑛 + 𝐺 − (2𝑘𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑛 − 𝑘𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛) 𝑛  . (11.8) 

Since the impedance spectroscopy experiment is performed at quasi-steady-state (small 

magnitude voltage modulation), Eqn. (11.7) is equal to zero and can be removed from Eqn. 

(11.8): 

 

𝑑 𝑛

𝑑𝑡
= (−2𝑘𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑛 − 𝑘𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛) 𝑛  . (11.9) 
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Equation (11.9) describes the temporal change of excess carriers in the OPV due to the 

applied AC bias. Since the OPV is not necessarily at VOC the excess carriers in the OPV 

are removed by either bimolecular recombination or transit out of the cell. 

 

 Effect of traps on carrier dynamics 

It is instructive to compare the charge carrier dynamics described by Eqn. (11.9) to 

the circuit elements previously discussed. Since impedance spectroscopy measures the 

change of excess charge carriers, the charge on  Cμ is related to Δn and170 the rate constants 

krec and ktran are related to the resistances Rrec and Rtran, respectively. In this way the time 

evolution of the voltage across the capacitor 𝐶𝜇 (
𝑑 𝐶𝜇

𝑑𝑡
= �̇�𝐶𝜇) is equivalent to 𝑑 𝑛/𝑑𝑡. 

To extract the usefulness of the equality between �̇�𝐶𝜇and  �̇� the natural response 

of the equivalent circuit must be calculated. The natural response of the circuit can be found 

by application of Kirchhoff’s Laws. For the circuit in Fig. 11.3a, the natural response is the 

well-known 𝑉𝐶𝜇 = 𝑉 𝑒
−𝑡(𝑅2𝐶𝜇)

−1

 which has a time constant 𝜏 = 𝑅2𝐶𝜇. Comparing this 

time constant to that given by Eqn. (11.9) it is seen that 

 
(𝑅2𝐶𝜇)

− 
=
𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑐 + 𝑅𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛
𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑅𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝐶𝜇

= 2𝑘𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑛 + 𝑘𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛  . (11.10) 

In Eqn.(11.10), R2 has been replaced by its equivalent expression in terms of the transit and 

recombination resistances. Since only R2 and Cμ are known (by fitting the impedance 

spectrum), solving for krec and ktran requires more information as n, Rrec, and Rtran are 

unknown. 
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To obtain the resistances, a complimentary measurement of the charge collection 

efficiency can be used. Here, we employ the previously described102 method of reverse bias 

external quantum efficiency (ηEQE) which is given by 

 
𝜂𝐸𝑄𝐸(𝜆, 𝑉) = 𝜂𝐴𝑏𝑠(𝜆)𝜂𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓(𝜆)𝜂𝐶𝑇𝜂𝐶𝐶(𝑉) . (11.11) 

Equation (11.11) is composed of four efficiencies: absorption (ηAbs), diffusion (ηDiff), 

charge transfer (ηCT), and charge collection (ηCC). For bulk heterojunction OPVs the 

diffusion efficiency is roughly unity, and if the donor-acceptor pair has a proper energy 

level offset at the heterojunction, the charge transfer efficiency is near unity. In the reverse 

bias ηEQE experiment, a reverse bias sufficient to extract carriers before they can recombine 

(Vsat) is applied to the cell and the wavelength dependent photocurrent is measured. This 

reduces Eqn. (11.11) to  

 
𝜂𝐸𝑄𝐸(𝜆, 𝑉 = 𝑉𝑠𝑎𝑡) = 𝜂𝐴𝑏𝑠(𝜆)𝜂𝐶𝐶(𝑉𝑠𝑎𝑡) = 𝜂𝐴𝑏𝑠(𝜆) . (11.12) 

So measuring the wavelength dependent photocurrent at 𝑉 = 𝑉𝑠𝑎𝑡 for bulk heterojunction 

OPVs is a measure of the absorption efficiency (ηAbs). This means that the ratio of ηEQE at 

an operating voltage (V′) to the ηEQE at the saturation voltage (Vsat) yields the charge 

collection efficiency at V′: 

 

𝜂𝐸𝑄𝐸(𝜆, 𝑉
′)

𝜂𝐸𝑄𝐸(𝜆, 𝑉𝑠𝑎𝑡)
=
𝜂𝐴𝑏𝑠(𝜆)𝜂𝐶𝐶(𝑉

′)

𝜂𝐴𝑏𝑠(𝜆)
= 𝜂𝐶𝐶(𝑉

′)  . 
(11.13) 

 Once ηCC is known, the resistances, Rrec and Rtran, can be resolved. The charge 

collection efficiency represents the ratio of carriers which transit the cell to those that 

recombine in the cell. In circuit terms, the current through Rtran represents carriers transiting 

from the cell and the current through Rrec represents carriers recombining. Therefore the 
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ratio of current through Rtran to the total current should be equivalent to the charge 

collection efficiency. Analogously, the ratio of the transit rate to the total loss rate of 

carriers is also equal to ηCC: 

 
𝜂𝐶𝐶 =

𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑐
𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑐 + 𝑅𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛

=
𝑘𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛

𝑘𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛 + 𝑘𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑛
  . 

(11.14) 

Equation (11.14) distinguishes the magnitude of the trap resistor from the recombination 

resistor and connects these resistances to the rate constants of the OPV. Combining Eqns. 

(11.6) and (11.14) defines the transit and recombination resistances: 

 
𝑅𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛 =

𝑅2
𝜂𝐶𝐶

  and 
(11.15a) 

 
𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑐 =

𝑅2
1 − 𝜂𝐶𝐶

  . 
(11.15b) 

Equations (11.15a) and (11.15b) allow the recombination and transit resistance to be 

calculated from measured parameters. 

Lastly, a measurement of n is needed. This can be achieved by examining the 

capacitance (as determined from impedance spectroscopy) as a function of applied bias49 

and noting that the integral of capacitance with respect to voltage yields charge density: 

 
𝑛(𝑉) = 𝑛𝑠𝑎𝑡 +∫

𝐶𝜇

𝑞𝐴𝑑
𝑑𝑉′

 

 𝑠𝑎𝑡

  . 
(11.16) 

Here q is the fundamental electron charge, A is the surface area of the cathode, d is the 

thickness of the active layers of the device, and nsat is the carrier density at the voltage Vsat. 

As previously described49 
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𝑛𝑠𝑎𝑡 =

𝐶𝑠𝑎𝑡
𝑞𝐴𝑑

(𝑉𝑂𝐶 − 𝑉𝑠𝑎𝑡)  . (11.17) 

 With n, Rrec, and Rtran known, the transit and recombination rates can be obtained 

by combining Eqns. (11.10) and (11.14) to obtain 

 
𝑘𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛 =

(𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑐 + 𝑅𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛)

𝐶𝜇𝑅𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛(𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑐 + 2𝑅𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛)
  and 

(11.18a) 

 
𝑘𝑟𝑒𝑐 =

𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑐 + 𝑅𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛
𝑛𝐶𝜇𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑐(𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑐 + 2𝑅𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛)

  . 
(11.18b) 

Thus, the rate constants for transit and recombination are given in terms of the measured 

carrier density and circuit parameters extracted from the impedance spectrum. So by 

measuring the carrier density, the charge collection efficiency, and the impedance spectrum 

the fundamental rate constants can be extracted for the OPV.  

 

 Extracting krec and ktran in the presence of traps 

The previous description holds for OPVs which are well described by the simple 

circuit model of Fig. 11.3a. For OPVs described by the equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 

11.3b, a slight change to the governing equations is needed to account for carrier trapping. 

However, the methodology presented for the simple circuit holds and will be followed 

again to describe the trap circuit. 

 For the trap circuit there are two carrier densities that must be tracked. The density 

of carriers represented by the chemical capacitance (n), and the density of carriers 

occupying traps (nt). Rate constants for entry into a trap (ktrap) and exit from a trap (kRtrap) 

must also be considered. Modifying Eqn. (11.7) to include the trapping of carriers gives 
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𝑑𝑛

𝑑𝑡
= −𝑘𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑛

2 − 𝑘𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑛 − 𝑘𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑝𝑛 + 𝑘𝑅𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑝𝑛𝑡 + 𝐺  and (11.19a) 

 
𝑑𝑛𝑡
𝑑𝑡

= −𝑘𝑅𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑝𝑛𝑡 + 𝑘𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑝𝑛 (11.19b) 

Again, these equations can be solved for the small excess carrier densities generated by the 

small amplitude voltage applied during the impedance measurement: 

 
𝑑 𝑛

𝑑𝑡
= (−2𝑘𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑛 − 𝑘𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛 − 𝑘𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑝) 𝑛 + 𝑘𝑅𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑝 𝑛𝑡  , (11.20a) 

 

𝑑 𝑛𝑡
𝑑𝑡

= −𝑘𝑅𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑝 𝑛𝑡 + 𝑘𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑝 𝑛  . (11.20b) 

These two equations can be combined into a single second-order differential equation 

which describes a damped harmonic oscillator: 

 
𝑑2 𝑛

𝑑𝑡2
+ 𝛼

𝑑 𝑛

𝑑𝑡
+ 𝛽 𝑛 = 0  with (11.21a) 

 𝛼 = (2𝑘𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑛 + 𝑘𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛 + 𝑘𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑝 + 𝑘𝑅𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑝) and (11.21b) 

 𝛽 = 𝑘𝑅𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑝(𝑘𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛 + 2𝑘𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑛)  . (11.21c) 

 Just as the rate equations describing an OPV with traps can be written as a damped 

harmonic oscillator, so too can the natural response of the trap circuit: 

 
𝑑2VCμ
𝑑𝑡2

+ 𝛼
𝑑VCμ
𝑑𝑡

+ 𝛽VCμ = 0  with (11.22a) 

 
𝛼 =

1
𝑅𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛

+
1
𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑐

+
𝐶𝜇 + 𝐶𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑝
𝐶𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑝𝑅𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑝

𝐶𝜇
 and 

(11.22b) 

 𝛽 =
𝑅𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛 + 𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑐

𝐶𝜇𝐶𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑝𝑅𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑅𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑝
  . (11.22c) 
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The coefficients (α, β) in Eqns. (11.21a) and (11.22a) should be equal as they are both 

describing a change in carrier density for the OPV. However, Eqns. (11.21a) and (11.22a) 

are insufficient to solve for krec and ktran. 

As in the case of OPVs without traps it is useful to measure the charge collection 

efficiency to gain a third equation, but the relationship between ηCC and the rate constants 

is complicated by the ability of charge carriers to enter and exit traps. Therefore an infinite 

number of entries and exits from a trap state must be taken into account when calculating 

ηCC: 

 

𝜂𝐶𝐶 =∑(
𝑘𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑝

𝑘𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛 + 𝑘𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑛 + 𝑘𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑝
)(

𝑘𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛
𝑘𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛 + 𝑘𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑛 + 𝑘𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑝

)

∞

𝑖= 

=
𝑘𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛

𝑘𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛 + 𝑘𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑛
  . 

(11.23) 

The first term in the summation describes the efficiency of entry into a trap state a number 

of times i. It should be noted that the efficiency for leaving a trap state is unity since there 

is no rate for carriers to recombine in the trap state. The second term in the summation is 

the efficiency for carriers to transit from the cell. The summation is a geometric series 

which allows the simplification (∑ 𝛾𝜖𝑖 =
𝛾

 −𝜖

∞
𝑖  since |𝜖| < 1) to the same result achieved 

for the simple circuit. The reason for the trap rates not affecting ηCC is because there is no 

deactivating rate when carriers are trapped in this model. If such a deactivating rate was 

included, a measure of the decay rate from trapped states would be needed. 

The added complexity of trap states requires a final relation in order to solve for 

the transit and recombination rate constants. Since the impedance spectroscopy 
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measurement is performed at quasi steady-state, the rate of carriers entering and exiting 

trap states must be equal lest charge be accumulated or depleted from the trap states. This 

gives the final equation needed to solve for the rate constants: 

 
𝑘𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑝𝑛 = 𝑘𝑅𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑝𝑛𝑡  . (11.24) 

Using the same procedure described above to obtain the carrier densities, Eqns. 

(11.21)-(11.24) can be used to solve for the rate constants: 

 
𝑘𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛 =

𝜂𝐶𝐶
4 − 2𝜂𝐶𝐶

(𝛼 ±
√𝛼2𝑛 − 4𝛽(𝑛 + 𝑛𝑡)

√𝑛
)  , 

(11.25a) 

 
𝑘𝑟𝑒𝑐 =

𝜂𝐶𝐶 − 1

2𝑛
 
2(𝜂𝐶𝐶 − 2)

(𝛼√𝑛 ± √𝛼2𝑛 − 4𝛽(𝑛 + 𝑛𝑡))  , 
(11.25b) 

 𝑘𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑝 =
𝑛𝑡

2(𝑛 + 𝑛𝑡)
(𝛼 ∓

√𝛼2𝑛 − 4𝛽(𝑛 + 𝑛𝑡)

√𝑛
  , and (11.25c) 

 
𝑘𝑅𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑝 =

1

2(𝑛 + 𝑛𝑡)
(𝛼𝑛 ∓ √𝑛√𝛼2𝑛 − 4𝛽(𝑛 + 𝑛𝑡)  . (11.25d) 

The use of ± and ∓ is to denote two separate solution sets. Using only the upper operator 

for each equation yields one solution (called the positive solution) while using only the 

lower operator yields the second solution (called the negative solution) for this system of 

equations. Neither solution is a priori unphysical. The positive solution predicts a slower 

rate of entry to and exit from trap states while the negative solution predicts a much faster 

rate. 

To determine which solution set is most appropriate for describing OPVs a 

comparison to measured values must be made. One useful comparison is to use the transit 

rate to predict the current density (J) of the OPV using 𝐽 = 𝑘𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛(𝑞𝑛𝑑/2). Here q is the 
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fundamental electron charge, and d is the thickness of the active layers. The active layer 

thickness is divided by two because on average carriers must transit only half the thickness 

of the cell to be extracted. Comparing the predicted currents to the measured currents 

demonstrates that the positive solution set to Eqns. (11.25a)- (11.25d) is the more physical 

as will be discussed in the Results section. 

 

 Methods 

Three bulk heterojunction OPVs were studied. The devices shown in Fig. 11.5 were 

fabricated on indium-tin-oxide coated glass substrates with a sheet resistance of 15 /. 

Substrates were degreased in tergitol solution and solvents, and they were treated with UV-

ozone prior to active layer deposition. All device layers were deposited by vacuum thermal 

sublimation at pressures below 7 x 10-7 Torr. Each device consisted of a 10-nm-thick layer 

of MoOx followed by the 60-nm-thick donor-acceptor mixture. The devices were capped 

with a 10-nm-thick layer of bathocuproine (BCP) and a 100-nm-thick Al cathode. Device 

areas 1 mm in diameter were defined by shadow masking before cathode deposition. Three 

different active layer mixtures were examined: boron subphthalocyanine chloride 

(SubPc):C60 1:4,56,214 2-((Z)-2-((E)-2-(1,1-Dimethyl-5,6-dihydro-4H-pyrrolo[3,2,1-

ij]quinolin-2(1H)-ylidene)ethylidene)-3-oxo-2,3-dihydro-1H-inden-1-

ylidene)malononitrile, 2-[(Z)-2-[(E)-2-(5,6-Dihydro-1,1-dimethyl-4H-pyrrolo[3,2,1-

ij]quinolin-2(1H)-ylidene)ethylidene]-2,3-dihydro-3-oxo-1H-inden-1-

ylidene]propanedinitrile (HB194):C60 1:2,9,55,215 and 2-[(7-{4-[N,N-Bis(4-
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methylphenyl)amino]phenyl}-2,1,3-benzothiadiazol-4-yl)methylene]propanedinitrile 

(DTDCPB):C70 1:2.8,201 

All materials were used as obtained from the manufacturer. MoOx (~99.5% pure) 

and BCP (~95% pure) were obtained from Alfa Aesar. Sublimation grade (>99% purity) 

C60 and C70 were purchased from MER Corporation. Sublimation grade SubPc was 

obtained from Lumtec, and Sigma-Aldrich synthesized HB194 and DTDCPB using 

literature proceedures.8,215 

 The power conversion efficiency was measured in atmosphere at approximately 

25oC using a 150 W Oriel Xe arc lamp with an AM1.5G filtered light source. Incident light 

intensity was measured using a Newport 818P-010-12 high-power photodetector. An 

Agilent Technologies 4155C semiconductor parameter analyzer was used to collect current 

(a)

(c)

HB194 SubPc

DTDCPB

Bathocuproine - 10 nm

Bulk heterojunction - 60 nm

MoO3 – 10 nm

ITO – 150 nm

Al  - 100 nm

(b)

(d)

 

Figure 11.5: Donor molecules used in this study: (a) HB194, (b) SubPc, and (c) DTDCPB. (d) Schematic of 

the bulk heterojunction OPV architecture used in this study 
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density-voltage characteristics. The impedance spectra were taken using an Agilent 4192A 

impedance analyzer under the same illumination and atmospheric conditions as the power 

conversion testing. The impedance spectra were obtained in a frequency range of 100 to 

100,000 Hz. Reverse bias external quantum efficiency measurements were performed in 

atmosphere at approximately 25oC using a monochromated 300 W Oriel Xe arc lamp for 

illumination. A chopper wheel modulated the illumination with the reference signal sent to 

a Stanford Research Systems 810 lock-in amplifier to measure the photocurrent.  

 

 Impedance spectroscopy to probe transit and recombination 

The method of interpreting impedance spectra described here was applied to the three 

archetypical and efficient (see Table 11.1) bulk heterojunction OPVs described in the 

Materials and Methods. These OPVs were chosen to demonstrate the broad applicability 

and usefulness of the approach. Sample impedance spectra at various applied biases are 

shown in Fig. 11.6 for SubPc:C60 1:4 (Fig. 11.6a), HB194:C60 1:2 (Fig. 11.6b) and 

DTDCPB:C70 1:2 (Fig. 11.6c). For each donor molecule the impedance spectrum shows a 

single arc at Vsat (-5 V, -3 V, and -5 V for devices with SubPc, HB194, and DTDCPB, 

respectively) with a second arc growing into the spectrum as the applied bias approaches 

VOC (1.06 V, 0.86 V, and 0.89 V at one sun for devices with SubPc, HB194, and DTDCPB, 

respectively). The voltage where the second arc becomes appreciable depends on the donor 

used and the ratio of donor to acceptor. Attributing the second arc to a trap state explains 

the relation between the applied bias and the formation of the second arc. At Vsat the traps 
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are entirely emptied by the applied field, and the carriers are swept out of the OPV without 

being trapped (single arc only). As the applied bias nears VOC, the field increasingly 

opposes carrier extraction and more carriers inhabit trap states (second arc appears). Each 

donor-acceptor mixture is liable to have different trap states explaining the difference in 

bias voltage needed to observe trapping behavior between each material set. 

The impedance spectra collected as a function of applied bias for each of the OPVs 

described above were fit to extract the equivalent circuit elements shown in Fig. 11.3. 

When the capacitance is plotted as a function of applied bias, the accumulation of charge 

in trap states can be observed (Fig. 11.7). Equation (11.16) can be used with the curves of 

Fig. 11.7 to determine both the trap and chemical charge carrier densities as a function of 

voltage. This is one of the measurements necessary to eventually extract rate constants. 

The rate constants at zero applied bias and the currents predicted by 𝐽 =

𝑘𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛(𝑞𝑛𝑑/2)  are shown in Table 11.1 along with the associated device efficiencies. The 

first point of comment is that the predicted currents are in good agreement with the 

measured currents. The current is predicted using only the measured impedance spectrum 

Table 11.1: Power conversion efficiency (ηP), rate constants, and current densities (both measured and 

predicted) at short-circuit (JSC) and at the maximum power point (Jmax) in mA/cm2. Device-to-device 

variations are approximately 10%. 

    Experimental Predicted 

Device 

ηp  

(%) 

krec  

(x10-20 m3s-1)† 

ktran  

(x104 /s)† JSC Jmax
 JSC Jmax

 

DTDCPB:C70 6.9 2.7 55 12.8 9.5 12.9 10.0 

HB194:C60 3.6 3.4 56 9.0 6.0 9.4 5.3 

SubPc:C60 3.4 1.1 26 7.0 4.8 6.1 5.3 
†
Rate constants at short-circuit
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and ηCC. There are no free parameters in the predicted currents. The ability to predict device 

currents without fit parameters gives credence to the interpretation of impedance spectra 

presented here. Table 11.1 also shows that either the transit or the recombination rate 

constant alone is insufficient to predict the power conversion efficiency of the OPV. For 

example, the SubPc cell shows the lowest recombination rate constant, but it also has the 

lowest transit rate constant. This demonstrates that making comparisons between OPVs 

using only the recombination rate constant is prone to misinterpretation.  
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Figure 11.6: Representative Nyquist plots for bulk heterojunction OPVs containing (a) SubPc:C60 1:4, (b) 

HB194:C60 1:2, and (c) DTDCPB:C70 1:2. As the bias approaches open-circuit (VOC) for each system, the 

impedance spectrum gains a second arc. 
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To gain a better understanding of how to extract information from the transit and 

recombination rate constants a series of SubPc:C60 devices of varying composition were 

examined. To further demonstrate the applicability of the interpretation of impedance 

spectroscopy presented here, Fig. 11.8 shows the predicted currents using Eqn. (11.25a) 

(using both the positive and negative solutions) compared to the measured currents. While 

the discrepancy between the two solution sets is not overwhelming for most compositions, 

at 20 wt.% C60 the negative solution predicts a current roughly four orders of magnitude 

too low. This strongly suggests that the positive solutions are more physical. The agreement 

of the positive solution to the measured current in both magnitude and trend is impressive 
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Figure 11.7: Donor molecules used in this study: (a) HB194, (b) SubPc, and (c) DTDCPB. (d) Schematic of 

the bulk heterojunction OPV architecture used in this study 
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considering the number of independent measurements required to calculate the current 

(reverse bias ηEQE and multiple impedance spectrum measurements to get n and the circuit 

elements) With the largest source of error coming from the impedance measurements and 

fits required to extract the carrier density. Further, the model presented here assumes 

bimolecular recombination instead of using an effective recombination order. If the error 

on the predicted currents was small, the order of the recombination rate constant could be 

iteratively fit using the measured currents as a comparison, or the recombination order 

could be measured. For some systems, the recombination order might vary significantly 

from two, but as long as the order is then measured40 the methods presented here to 

determine the rate constants remain unchanged. 
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Figure 11.8: Comparison of the measured short-circuit current density (circles) with the short-circuit current 

density predicted by the theory. The positive solution set (triangles) shows good agreement with the measured 

current. The negative set (squares) predicts a current over four orders of magnitude too low at the 20 wt.% 

C60 composition. There is no negative solution for the 90 wt.% C60 device since this device does not exhibit 

trap behavior at short-circuit. 
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The SubPc:C60 system is useful for demonstrating how to understand the 

recombination and transit rate constants because it has been previously demonstrated that 

a nano-crystalline morphology forms at the optimum 1:4 SubPc:C60 composition.56 This 

composition also corresponds to the highest power conversion efficiency.56 When the 

transit and recombination rate constants are plotted as a function of composition (Fig.11.9) 

a deeper understanding of the peak in power conversion efficiency can be obtained. Both 

rate constants trend in a similar manner except for at the 1:4 composition. At this 

composition the recombination rate constant is significantly lower than the transit rate 

constant. This shows that the two rate constants are not completely independent, but also 

that this specific morphology change has a greater impact on transit than recombination. 

 The link between the transit and recombination rate constants can be inferred by 

examining these constants versus the previously determined values of the electron mobility 

(Fig. 11.9).56 It can be seen that both rate constants trend with mobility. This is unsurprising 

since both Langevin recombination and carrier drift have a mobility dependence. At first 

glance it may appear that any change in mobility should alter both rate constants in a similar 

manner and prevent engineering of improved power conversion efficiencies. However, at 

the 1:4 composition it is clear from Fig. 11.9 there is a strong decrease in the recombination 

rate constant without a significant decrease in the transit rate constant. This analysis 

suggests that the morphological change at the 1:4 composition is such that it hinders 

recombination while preserving transport. This demonstrates the ability of impedance 
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spectroscopy to quantitatively assess the impact different morphologies have on charge 

carrier dynamics. 

 

 Conclusions 

A new model for interpreting impedance spectroscopy applied to OPVs away from VOC 

has been discussed and demonstrated. The validity of the model is vetted using three high 

efficiency OPVs by its ability to predict the OPV current at short-circuit and the maximum 

power point. This approach to using impedance spectroscopy paves the way for an 

unprecedented level of insight into the dynamics of charge extraction of both small 

molecule  and polymer bulk heterojunction OPVs by determining the rate constants for 

transit and recombination. The usefulness of these rate constants is demonstrated on a 
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Figure 11.9: Recombination rate constant (squares) and transit rate constant (circles) as a function of 

composition for SubPc:C60 devices at short-circuit. There is a strong dip in krec at 80 wt.% C60 that may reflect 

a change in molecular packing. The labels represent the electron mobility in cm2V-1s-1 taken from previous 

work.36 
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series of SubPc:C60 OPVs where rate constants show that the increased efficiency of the 

1:4 composition is due to a reduction in the recombination rate constant without a 

concomitant reduction in the transit rate constant. Examination of high efficiency OPVs 

using this method can direct researchers to the root cause of power conversion efficiency 

enhancements and enable effective engineering of active layers for charge extraction. 
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 Future Directions 

 Overview 

The novel work presented in this manuscript focuses on measurements of energy flow in 

thin molecular films. Multiple new measurement techniques are presented on measuring 

exciton and polaron dynamics in OPVs. The previous chapters have examined and vetted 

these new techniques in detail, but no comprehensive extension of the techniques has been 

performed. This chapter expands on the photovoltage based LD measurement by applying 

it to a series of phthalocyanine molecules diluted in UGH2. The unique and complicated 

trends observed are discussed, and a more in-depth Monte Carlo algorithm is introduced 

that may be helpful in elucidating diffusion in complex structures. 

 

 Distinguishing Förster and Dexter Transfer in Dark Materials 

 In Chapter 4 the photovoltage based LD measurement method was introduced and 

used to measure the diffusion length of phthalocyanine molecules as well as determine the 

energy transfer mechanisms of SubPc. This work demonstrated the ability of the 

photovoltage technique to measure LD while avoiding issues associated with charge carrier 

recombination. The interesting result that all of the phthalocyanine molecules studied 

showed very similar diffusion lengths was touched on, but no complete theory was 

presented to explain the finding. 

 The lack of a complete theory demonstrates a current lack of understanding when 

it comes to diffusion of dark excitons. Since the rate of Förster transfer depends on ηPL, it 
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seems intuitive that Förster transfer is not allowed in dark materials. However, as with any 

quantum mechanical phenomenon, few things are truly disallowed, and dark materials 

simply emit very weakly compared to luminescent molecules. Without the ability to 

measure emission from these dark materials, there is no way to experimentally assess the 

overlap integral that is also essential for Förster transfer. If these dark materials exhibit a 

large overlap integral, it is possible that Förster transfer may actually be the dominant 

energy transfer mechanism in these materials. 

 As shown in Eqns. (2.5) and (2.8) the main distinction between Förster and Dexter 

energy transfer is in the decay of the rate with increased intermolecular spacing. The rate 

of Förster transfer23 falls as R-6 whereas Dexter transfer24 decays exponentially. Measuring 

the rate of energy transfer in a dark material as a function of intermolecular separation can 

thus provide a means of determining the dominant energy transfer mechanism in dark 

materials. 

To this end we have measured the LD of three dark materials—metal free 

phthalocyanine (H2Pc), copper phthalocyanine (CuPc), and lead phthalocyanine (PbPc)—

when diluted in the wide energy gap host material UGH2. To extract the rate of energy 

transfer a measure of the exciton lifetime is needed. Due to the dark nature of these 

materials, transient absorption spectroscopy was performed on H2Pc courtesy of Dr. 

Benjamin Caplins and Prof. David Blank. 
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 Exciton Diffusion in Dilute Phthalocyanine Molecules 

 When diluted in the wide energy gap host UGH2, SubPc molecules are pushed 

farther apart then when in neat film.31 This increased spacing leads to enhanced Förster 

energy transfer and reduced Dexter transfer. A similar approach to assessing the exciton 

migration properties in H2Pc, CuPc, and PbPc is presented here. Figure 12.1 shows the 

diffusion lengths of H2Pc, CuPc, and PbPc as a function of dilution in UGH2. The 

photovoltage LD measurement (used to produce Fig. 12.1) was performed on planar 

heterojunction OPVs with a ~20-nm-thick donor layer, a ~10-nm-thick acceptor layer of 

C60, a 10-nm-thick exciton blocking layer of BCP, and a 100-nm-thick Al cathode. 

 Two distinct trends can be seen in Fig. 12.1. Both H2Pc and CuPc show an 

exponential decline of LD upon dilution whereas PbPc has the opposite concavity. If the 

addition of UGH2 to the film has the same spacing effect on H2Pc and CuPc as it does on 
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Figure 12.1: Diffusion lengths determined by the photovoltage method of three phthalocyanine molecules: 

H2Pc, CuPc, and PbPc as a function of dilution in UGH2. All diffusion lengths were determined using planar 

heterojunction devices with a ~20-nm-thick donor layer and a ~10-nm-thick acceptor layer of C60. 
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SubPc, then the decay of LD with dilution would be expected for Dexter materials. The LD 

trend of PbPc refuses such a simple explanation and indicates the presence of greater 

complexity. This suggests a more in depth analysis of the diluted phthalocyanines is 

required than was needed to understand the SubPc data. 

 One key aspect of the analysis of the SubPc data was that SubPc forms an 

amorphous film upon deposition and remains amorphous for all dilutions in UGH2 that 

were studied.31 In contrast, H2Pc and CuPc are both known to exhibit crystalline packing 

in neat film. Figure 12.2 shows the α crystal structure of H2Pc which is very similar to the 

α crystal structure of CuPc.123,124 The crystal in 12.2 is shown with the a-axis running 

almost perpendicular to the substrate and the molecules stacking edge-on. This stacking is 

consistent with the XRD spectra of Fig. 12. 

(a)

Substrate

(b)c

a

c

b
 

Figure 12.2: Diagram of the α crystal structure of H2Pc showing both a side-view (a) and a top-down view 

of the packing (b) above an ITO coated glass substrate. 
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 X-ray diffraction spectra taken on ~60-nm-thick films of H2Pc grown on {1 1 1} 

face of antimony doped Si wafers are presented in Fig. 12.3. The X-ray diffraction spectra 

were obtained using a Bruker D8 Discover 2D diffractometer, and the scans were 

performed in ambient atmosphere and temperature. The neat film shows two distinct 

crystalline peaks corresponding to the (2 0 0) plane at the (4 0 0) plane. As H2Pc is diluted 

into UGH2, the amplitude of the peaks above the background noise and the sharpness of 

the peaks both decline. In the 57% H2Pc sample, the crystalline peaks are just barely visible 
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Figure 12.3: X-ray diffraction spectra (using Co Kα) of H2Pc films on single crystal silicon substrates 

showing how the spectrum changes as the H2Pc is diluted in UGH2. After 57%, the crystalline peaks are 

no longer visible. 
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over the background suggesting that there is some degree of crystallinity in all as-deposited 

H2Pc films above a concentration of about 50%. 

 A similar trend is observed for CuPc films (grown on the same substrates as the 

H2Pc films) as demonstrated by Fig. 12.4. Similar to the case of H2Pc, the CuPc the main 

crystalline peak observed corresponds to the (2 0 0) plane. This means that CuPc molecules 

are also stacking edge on, similar to as depicted in Fig. 12.2. The crystallinity of CuPc 

films appears to decline with the increasing concentration of UGH2 until no peaks are 

visible in the 50% film. The (2 0 0) peak also gets broader upon dilution indicative of a 

breakdown of the crystal structure. 

 While H2Pc and CuPc both show similar XRD trends, PbPc is different. As 

presented in Fig. 12.5. There is only one peak visible in the neat film spectrum that is much 

less pronounced than in H2Pc and CuPc. The origin of this peak has not been assigned, but 

the appearance of the peak suggests some small degree of crystallinity in the neat PbPc 

film. Similar to H2Pc and CuPc, the PbPc crystallinity disappears (as determined by XRD) 

upon dilution, but PbPc requires half the dilution to remove the crystalline peak from the 

XRD spectrum. 

 The XRD data suggests that PbPc films exhibit a lesser degree of crystallinity at all 

compositions compared to the H2Pc and CuPc films. This difference between film 

morphology provides a potential clue to the origin of the different LD trends (Fig. 12.1). 

While the LD trends of H2Pc and CuPc initially looked to be simpler to explain, the 

underlying changes in crystal structure which inevitably impact the exciton diffusion 
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measurement32 greatly complicate the assessment of the trends in Fig. 12.1. Since the 

crystalline peaks are visible in the H2Pc and CuPc data until dilutions of about 50%, the 

assumption that UGH2 serves to space molecules farther apart in the film does not hold for 

dilutions greater than 50% in these materials. 

 Examining the Wigner-Seitz radius (rWS) of UGH2 in neat film suggests the average 

radius taken up by the UGH2 molecule is about 0.59 nm. For SubPc, H2Pc, CuPc, and PbPc 

rWS is about 0.48 nm, 0.50 nm, 0.52 nm and 0.56 nm, respectively. Sine there is an ~22% 

radius difference between UGH2 and SubPc, it makes sense that addition of UGH2 to 
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Figure 12.4: X-ray diffraction spectra (using Co Kα) of CuPc films on single crystal Si substrates. The main 

crystalline peak is fully gone at a dilution of 50% CuPc in UGH2. 
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amorphous SubPc films would serve to spread SubPc molecules farther apart on average. 

The same holds true for amorphous films of H2Pc and CuPc which have radius differences 

of 14% and 18%, respectively. But PbPc is unique in that the radius difference between it 

and UGH2 is only about 5.8%. It is possible that UGH2 can act more as a substitutional 

impurity in amorphous PbPc films without having a large effect on the intermolecular 

separation. 

 Assuming that UGH2 acts as a purely substitutional impurity in amorphous films 

of PbPc and that PbPc films are entirely amorphous for all concentrations (ignoring for the 

moment the small peak in Fig. 12.5), then the LD trend, for PbPc, of Fig. 12.1 can be 
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Figure 12.5: X-ray diffraction spectra (using Co Kα) of PbPc films on single crystal Si substrates. The neat 

film shows only a single weak peak that disappears by 75% PbPc in UGH2. 
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described using a simple cubic lattice. As discussed in Chapter 2.3, the relationship 

between LD and the energy transfer rate is often made by assuming that the excitons are 

migrating on a simple cubic lattice to obtain an expression for the diffusivity of 

 
𝐷 =

1

6
∑𝑅2𝑘𝐷𝐴
𝐴

 . 
(12.1) 

When Eqn. (12.1) is summed over all possible nearest neighbors (A) and all 

molecules in the film are identical (so that the energy transfer rate between all molecules, 

kDA, is the same) the usual diffusivity is obtained: 𝐷 = 𝑅2𝑘𝐹 . For an impure film with 

donor concentration χ there is a chance (1-χ) that a nearest neighbor molecule will be an 

UGH2 molecule and thus cannot participate in energy transfer. This changes the diffusivity 

to 

 
𝐷 =

1

6
∑𝜒𝐴𝑅

2𝑘𝐷𝐴
𝐴

 . 
(12.2) 

In Eqn. (12.2), χA is equal to one when the molecule A is a donor molecule and zero when 

A is an UGH2 molecule. To transition from the discrete picture of Eqn. (12.2) to a 

continuous description of the diluted film, D must be averaged for every donor molecule 

in the film. When this is performed  

 𝐿𝐷 = √𝜒𝐿𝐷
𝑛𝑒𝑎𝑡 . (12.3) 

 Equation (12.3) can be used to model the LD trend of PbPc observed in Fig. 12.1 to 

obtain the line in Fig. 12.6. The value of 𝐿𝐷
𝑛𝑒𝑎𝑡is allowed to float as a fitting parameter to 

obtain the curve in Fig. 12.6. The agreement between the experimental data and the curve 

is impressive considering there are essentially zero free parameters. While 𝐿𝐷
𝑛𝑒𝑎𝑡 is allowed 
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to float, its fitted value is within the error bars of the measured value. This gives strong 

evidence that PbPc is behaving fundamentally differently than previous analysis of 

SubPc.31 

 While the fit of Fig. 12.6 by Eqn. (12.3) is impressive, there is a glaring problem 

with the analysis. Equation (12.3) assumes that there has been no change in the energy 

transfer rate between PbPc molecules upon dilution, and there have been no measurements 

to extract the energy transfer rate. If PbPc molecules were emissive, the energy transfer 

rate could be extracted by measuring the exciton lifetime, but for dark materials this 

requires transient absorption measurements (or potentially the transient photovoltage 

approach of Chapter 7). A second problem comes from the discrete nature of the 
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Figure 12.6: Trend of PbPc LD upon dilution in UGH2 compared to the trend predicted by Eqn. (12.3). The 

value of the neat film LD is used as a fit parameter. 
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experiment compared to the continuous assumption of Eqn. (12.3). The PbPc molecules 

have a radius of about half a nanometer, so diffusion length measurements less than a 

nanometer begin to lose meaning. Nevertheless, the agreement of Fig. 12.6 is encouraging 

that Eqn. (12.3) at least captures some of the physics at play. 

 While the energy transfer rate for PbPc has not been measured, the lifetimes of 

H2Pc films have been determined by ultrafast pump-probe spectroscopy (thanks to Dr. 

Benjamin Caplins and Prof. David Blank) yielding values of 238 ps, 222 ps, 144 ps, and 

84 ps for neat, 75%, 50%, and 25% concentrations of H2Pc in UGH2. This allows the 

energy transfer rate of H2Pc to be extracted as a function of concentration in UGH2 yielding 

the curve in Fig. 12.7. In Fig. 12.7 the data has been analyzed assuming that H2Pc excitons 

migrate by Dexter events. This assumption is supported by the very low ηPL (~2 × 10-2 %) 

of H2Pc.216,217 A linear fit to the data captures most of the data points consistent with Dexter 

transfer, but there is too much scatter and the error bars are too large to definitively 

determine the transfer mechanism. While further experiments may reduce the error bars, 

the analysis in Fig. 12.7 fails to account for the changes in crystallinity suggested by the 

XRD spectra (Fig. 12.3), and therefore, much like the PbPc results, requires further work 

to completely explain. 
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 Monte Carlo Deposition and Diffusion Models 

 The measurements of LD in phthalocyanine films diluted into UGH2 presented 

unique challenges in describing the exciton dynamics in the film. Part of the complication 

arose from having no experimental means of directly assessing the intermolecular structure 

in the semi-crystalline thin films. Without knowing the intermolecular spacing and 

orientation of the molecules, it is difficult to extract the exciton energy transfer rate as the 
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Figure 12.7: Natural logarithm of the Dexter energy transfer rate extracted from the H2Pc LD data in 

conjunction with lifetimes obtained by ultrafast pump-probe spectroscopy. The fit predicts an effective Bohr 

radius of 0.16 nm. 
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measured LD is really the culmination of energy transfer events in different environments 

(e.g., crystalline and amorphous regions). 

In Chapter 6 a Kinetic Monte Carlo model was presented which examined one-

dimensional exciton diffusion across exciton permeable interfaces. The power of the KMC 

approach resides in only needing the rates of events to predict outcomes, and all of the rates 

for exciton diffusion are measurable for luminescent materials. The KMC approach 

removes the complexity involved in finding a mathematical solution to problems by finding 

the answer through enough random guesses. Here, a more sophisticated Monte Carlo 

algorithm is presented which models deposition, annealing, and diffusion in organic films. 

The code for this model is provided in the appendix for reference. While the model is 

neither complete nor refined, it provides the basis for beginning to assess diffusion in 

complicated morphologies. 

 To model film morphology, an oversimplified approach is taken where each 

molecule is represented by a sphere. Representing molecules as spheres stems from the use 

of the Wigner-Seitz radius to estimate intermolecular spacing in thin films. While this 

approach is not as appropriate as using the actual molecular geometries, it makes for easier 

code to produce and a reasonable first attempt considering the Wigner-Seitz radius 

approach has been shown robust for various molecular shapes.31,79 

 In this deposition model, film growth occurs one molecule at a time in a predefined 

two-dimensional space. A set of two random numbers are chosen representing the in-plane 

coordinates where the first molecule (or sphere) will be placed. In this way, the initial 
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deposition location of each molecule is a random point on the surface as shown in Fig 

12.8a. A topology matrix of predefined dimensions holds the height information of the 

substrate, so a linear interpolation is performed between the closest points to the deposition 

location of the sphere to determine at what height (z-coordinate) the sphere will be placed 

at. 

 Once the sphere is placed, an annealing process is undertaken. The algorithm used 

here to anneal the film is aptly named simulated annealing.218 Simulated annealing is a 

method used to find the minimum in a function using a semi random approach. The 

direction of motion on the energy manifold is chosen at random (Fig. 12.8b), but not all 

movements are accepted. Movements which reduce the total energy are always accepted, 

but some movements which increase the energy can also be accepted. Accepting a 

movement that increases the energy of the system allows the simulated annealing algorithm 

to avoid local minima traps that would stop more conventional minimum locating 

algorithms. Higher energy moves are allowed when a random number, rand ∈ [0,1), obeys 

the following: 

 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑 < 𝑒
−
(𝐸𝐹−𝐸𝑖)
𝑘𝐵𝑇   . (12.4) 

In Eqn. (12.4), EF is the final energy, Ei is the initial energy, kB is the Boltzmann constant, 

and T is the effective temperature of the system. When T is high, the system will allow 

many movements which increase the energy, and when T is small, the system will allow 

very few energy increasing movements. As the algorithm progresses, T is lowered by some 

amount after each movement attempt until T reaches a desired value. 
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 The energies used in the simulated annealing algorithm are determined by using a 

Lennard-Jones potential.219 This functional form is reasonable considering the Van der 

Waals interactions behind intermolecular interactions in molecular films, but the functional 

form is also implemented for convenience. The parameters in the Lennard-Jones potential 

can be freely adjusted to produce the desired film morphology. This includes the ability to 

generate highly segregated films where molecules of one type are strongly attracted to 

similar molecules while being repulsed by other types. If a prediction of a given film 

morphology is preferred, the actual Lennard-Jones values could be used in the simulation 

instead of arbitrary values. To increase the speed of energy calculations, the energy can be 

calculated taking into account only molecules that reside within preset distance from the 

newly deposited molecule. 

 Once the simulated annealing algorithm is finished, the molecule has found its final 

resting place. This means the matrix holding the current topology of the film must be 

x

y

Random x,y

x

y

Random x,y

(a) (b)

 

Figure 12.8: Deposition (a) and local annealing (b) of a molecule represented by a sphere. The deposition 

location and the direction of subsequent motion are randomly assigned. 
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updated. This is done by storing the height value of the new sphere in the topology matrix. 

If a sphere comes to rest near a bounding edge of the substrate, mirror boundary conditions 

are used to help alleviate boundary effects as demonstrated in Fig. 12.9. 

 As multiple spheres are deposited it becomes important to know which spheres are 

where. Repeatedly searching through the array of sphere coordinates to find nearest 

neighbors or spheres within a given distance for energy calculations becomes 

computational intensive. Instead, the three-dimensional space is binned as depicted in Fig. 

12.10. The edge lengths of the bins can be set before running the algorithm to match the 

needs of the simulation. Finer bins can be used for molecules with shorter-range 

interactions allowing for faster computations. Once a molecule is placed in a bin, its 

Substrate

 

Figure 12.9: A top-down view of the substrate demonstrating the mirror boundary conditions used. Spheres 

on the left and right are the same sphere similar to the spheres on the top and bottom. 
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nearest-neighbors are determined and stored in an array that is essential for modeling 

exciton migration in the film. 

 When calculating the energy of the system for molecular movements, it is essential 

to know every molecule in a bin. While this could be done by simply storing the bin number 

with the molecular coordinates an alternative approach is used in this algorithm where each 

molecule points to another molecule in the same bin. Storing the bin number has the 

downside of requiring a search through all molecules to find which bin they reside in every 

time a single bin needs to be searched. Instead, the array holding the molecular coordinates 

ends with a number pointing to another molecule in the same bin. If a molecule is the first 

molecule to be placed in a bin, it gets the pointer value of -1 which represents a root 

molecule. When the second molecule is added to the bin it will get the pointer value 

equivalent to the molecular number (a counter representing the order molecules are 

x

y

 

Figure 12.10: Diagram showing the binning concept used to track where all of the spheres reside. This 

approach allows a single number to represent which spheres are in neighboring bins. 
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deposited in) of the root molecule. The last molecule placed in a bin—the leaf molecule—

along with the root molecule numbers are stored in a separate array. Then the entire list of 

molecules in a single bin can be accessed by a series of pointers going from the leaf to the 

root. Figure 12.11 demonstrates this concept. 

Bin Number Root Leaf

0 1 7

1 5 10

Root Leaf Array Molecule Array

Molecule Number Pointer

0 0

1 -1

2 -1

3 1

4 2

5 -1

6 -1

7 3

…

…

 

Figure 12.11: Example of the method used to determine which molecules reside in each bin. The Root Leaf 

array points to the root and leaf molecules for each bin. Accessing the leaf molecule then leads to a series of 

pointers to molecules previously placed in the same bin. These pointers are stored in the Molecule array 

which has the deposition order (molecular number), the coordinates of the sphere center, and the pointer to 

other molecules in the bin. The arrows demonstrate how to find all the molecules in a given bin. 
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 The above process can be repeated ad nauseam until the desired number of 

molecules have been deposited into the film. To make the model useful for assessing the 

effects of morphology on exciton migration in films of phthalocyanine molecules diluted 

in UGH2, two types of molecules have to be deposited. This can be accomplished by 

generating a random number before each molecule is deposited onto the film surface. If the 

random number is less than the donor concentration in the film, the molecule will be a 

donor molecule and vice versa. The identity of each molecule is then tracked and used in 

determining the energy as well as nearest neighbors for modeling exciton transport. 

 An example of the film morphologies that can be achieved are given in Fig. 12.12. 

Three different cases are shown representing various combinations of the interaction 

energy between similar and dissimilar molecules. In Fig. 12.12a the depth of the Lennard-

Jones potential (ε) for similar and dissimilar molecules (of radius 0.5 nm) is both 26 meV. 

For Fig. 12.12b, 𝜀𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑒 = 52 meV while the interaction energy for dissimilar molecules is 

(a) (b) (c)

 

Figure 12.12: Example film morphologies using the deposition algorithm for spheres of radius 0.5 nm on a 

substrate with dimensions of 10 nm x 10 nm. In each case there are 1000 molecules in the film with a 50% 

donor fraction. The morphologies are altered by changing the depth of the Lennard-Jones potential between 

similar (εsame) and dissimilar molecules (εdif): 𝜀𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑒 = 𝜀𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓 = 26 meV for (a); 𝜀𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑒 = 52 meV and 𝜀𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓 =

26 meV for (b); and  𝜀𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑒 = 26 meV and 𝜀𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓 = 2 meV for (c). 
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the same as Fig. 12.12a. The greatest segregation of phases is shown in Fig. 12.12c where 

𝜀𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑒 = 26 meV, but 𝜀𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓 = 2 meV. These values for the interaction energy are  

arbitrarily chosen, to demonstrate the ability of the annealing phase of the deposition 

algorithm to produce different film morphologies. 

 A clearer way to numerically assess the difference in morphology of the films in 

Fig. 12.12 is to calculate the number of nearest neighbors for each molecule in the film and 

plot the results as a histogram. Histograms of nearest neighbors for Fig. 12.12a and Fig. 

12.12b are depicted in Fig. 12.13a and Fig. 12.13b, respectively. The greater phase 
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Figure 12.13: Histograms of the nearest neighbor count for films containing 1000 spheres with a radius of 

0.5 nm on a substrate size of 10 nm x 10 nm. (a) Nearest neighbors for Fig. 12.12b, and (b) nearest neighbors 

for Fig. 12.12c. 
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segregation leads to a larger number of nearest neighbors, though the packing is always 

worse than a simple cubic lattice. 

 

 Conclusions 

 Work on determining the effects of dilution on dark excitonic materials has been 

examined using phthalocyanine molecules and the wide energy gap host material UGH2. 

The trend of LD with dilution is strikingly different for PbPc compared to H2Pc and CuPc 

which correlates with differences in crystal structure and molecular size. Extraction of the 

energy transfer rate is further complicated by the dark nature of these states requiring 

ultrafast pump-probe spectroscopy to determine the exciton lifetime. A Monte Carlo 

approach to modeling molecular film deposition and annealing to produce varying degrees 

of phase segregation is presented. This model can be adapted to the material system of 

interest by changing the energy of attraction between molecules and the output of this 

simulation can be used to model exciton diffusion in these systems by another Monte Carlo 

approach. 
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 Conclusions 

 This manuscript has presented a number of breakthroughs in both experimental 

techniques and the understanding of OPV operation broadly falling under the category of 

energy transport in molecular thin films. A transition from photocurrent to photovoltage 

being the fundamental parameter of an OPV allowed multiple novel experimental 

techniques to probe exciton migration as well as the development of a new photodetector 

and the exciton gate. Similarly, by expanding the applicability of impedance spectroscopy, 

powerful methods for extracting information about charge carrier transit and recombination 

in OPVs were also made possible. 

 While these advancements have enabled a host of new experiments to probe 

fundamental OPV operation, there is still much to be done to fully understand energy flow 

in thin films. The physics of exciton dynamics in thin films is still a highly rich field with 

exciton gates and singlet fission having just been discovered but still not fully understood. 

Further, the solution based distinctions of Dexter and Förster transfer are not as obvious in 

thin films where even the luminescent material SubPc appears to migrate primarily by 

Dexter transfer in neat films. Polaron dynamics in organic thin films are also just starting 

to be fully explored. The complexity of experiments seeking to understand polaron 

migration have slowed the progress, but failure of the Langevin recombination suggests 

that much is yet to be learned. While the rise of organic-inorganic perovskite solar cells 

will inevitably leach much of the current OPV enthusiasm, there are still many fundamental 

principles governing energy transport in thin films that are yet to be discovered. Hopefully 
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the next generation of scientists will continue to probe these fundamentals even if the OPV 

ceases to have industrial relevance. 
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Appendix B:  Transfer Matrix Simulation Code 

 This code was created in the IGOR Pro programming language to calculate the 

complex electric field inside the stratified layers of an OPV. The IGOR Pro language has 

many similarities to MATLAB and C++, so the code should legible to those familiar with 

these languages. This algorithm was used in almost every study presented in this work, and 

the code was based heavily on the work of Pettersson et al.34 

 

structure allData 

    wave coefwSetSyntaxColoring() 

    wave yw 

    wave xw 

    STRUCT WMFitInfoStruct fi 

    variable x 

    wave lambda 

    wave d 

    wave diffLength 

    wave/C nMatrix 

    wave AM15 

    wave cases 

    wave/C qValues 

    wave/C rjk 

    wave/C tjk 

    wave/C iMatrix 

    wave/C Xi 

    wave/C lMat 

    wave/C sP 

    wave/C sPP 

    wave/C tP 

    wave/C tPP 

    wave/C sMat 

    wave/C rP 

    wave/C rPP 

    wave/C rPminus 

    wave/C tjPlus 

    wave/C tjMinus 
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    wave R_glass 

    wave T_glass 

    wave/C air 

    wave/C sio2 

    wave/C Ematrix 

    wave matIndex 

    wave absorbtion 

    wave reflection 

    wave transmission 

    wave bVal 

    wave/C rhoDeltaPP 

    wave absorb 

    wave Trans 

    wave C1 

    wave C2 

    wave Amat 

    wave Bmat 

    wave jPhoto 

    wave Photo 

    wave EQE 

    wave donorJ 

    wave acceptorJ 

    wave donorEQE 

    wave acceptorEQE 

    wave/DF dfw 

    wave/DF dfw2 

    wave yw2 

    wave LEDspec 

    wave ChargesExtractedNM 

    wave ChargesExtractedNM_INT 

    nvar numLayers 

    nvar h 

    nvar c 

    nvar e 

    nvar epsilon0 

    nvar k 

    wave phi 

    nvar phinaught 

endstructure 
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//Calculation following that proposed by Petterson in J. Appp. Phys., vol 86, No. 1, 1 July 

1999 

Function eFieldCalc () //Main function to calculate EQE 

 

variable/G numLayers = 7 //Set the number of layers in the device 

variable/G h= 6.626 * 10^(-34) //Planck's Constant in J*s 

variable/G c= 2.998 * 10^8 //Speed of light in m/s 

variable/G e= 1.6 * 10^(-19) //Electron charge in C 

variable/G epsilon0= 8.85418 * 10^(-12) //Permitivity of free space 

variable/G k= 1.38 * 10^(-23) //Boltzmann factor 

 

//set the incidence angle for the light 

variable/G phinaught = 0 

 

//set the number of layers for the model to examine and store in numLayers variable 

//variable/G numLayers  

//prompt numLayers, "Enter the Number of Layers" 

//doprompt "Number of Layers", numLayers 

 

 

 

//Load in the AM1.5 spectrum in mW/cm^2*nm 

loadwave/A/O/D "C:Users:Tyler:Desktop:AM15.ibw" 

 

 

//Put the wavelengths of interest for the calculation into a vector 

make/D/O/N=601 lambda = (x+300)*10^(-9) 

 

 

//initialize the layer thickness matrix 

make/D/O/N=(numLayers) d 

make/D/O/N=(numLayers) diffLength 

 

 

 

//Initialize the array to hold the index of refraction data 

make/D/C/O/N=(601, numLayers) nMatrix 

 

//the cases wave for exciton quenching cases 

make/O/N=(numLayers) cases 

 

//Put the index of refraction data into one matrix where the first index is the layer number 
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//nMatrix[][i] = nWave[p] 

//endfor 

 

//Set up for testing the code where the data is already entered 

loadwave/A/O/D "C:Users:Tyler:Desktop::ito.ibw" 

//loadwave/A/O/D "C:Users:Tyler:Desktop:subpc.ibw" 

loadwave/A/O/D "C:Users:Tyler:Desktop:c60.ibw" 

loadwave/A/O/D "C:Users:Tyler:Desktop:bcp.ibw" 

loadwave/A/O/D "C:Users:Tyler:Desktop:al.ibw" 

loadwave/A/O/D "C:Users:Tyler:Desktop:air.ibw" 

//loadwave/A/O/D "C:Users:Tyler:Desktop:clalpc.ibw" 

loadwave/A/O/D "C:Users:Tyler:Desktop:moo3.ibw" 

loadwave/A/O/D "C:Users:Tyler:Desktop:sio2.ibw" 

//loadwave/A/O/D "C:Users:Tyler:Desktop:peopt.ibw" 

//loadwave/A/O/D "C:Users:Tyler:Desktop:pedot.ibw" 

//loadwave/A/O/D "C:Users:Tyler:Desktop:mgpc.ibw" 

//loadwave/A/O/D "C:Users:Tyler:Desktop:cupc.ibw" 

//loadwave/A/O/D "C:Users:Tyler:Desktop:ag.ibw" 

loadwave/A/O/D "C:Users:Tyler:Desktop:NPD.ibw" 

 

//Declare the waves used in the model 

wave/C ito, subpc, c60, bcp, al, air, moo3, clalpc, sio2, peopt, pedot,mgpc, cupc, ag, 

NPD, SubNc, PbPc, C70, ClAlPc 

 

//Tell the model what material each layer is made out of 

//ito[]=cmplx(1.7,imag(ito[p])) 

nMatrix[][0] = sio2[p] 

nMatrix[][1] = ito[p] 

nMatrix[][2] = subPc[p] 

nMatrix[][3] = c60[p] 

nMatrix[][4] = bcp[p] 

nMatrix[][5] = al[p] 

nMatrix[][6] = air[p] 

//nMatrix[][7] = sio2[p] 

//nMatrix[][8] = subpc[p] 

//nMatrix[][9] = c60[p] 

//nMatrix[][10] = bcp[p] 

//nMatrix[][11] = al[p] 

//nMatrix[][12] = air[p] 

 

//Give the thickness of each layer in nm 

d[0] = 0 
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d[1] = 90 

d[2] =17 

d[3] = 18 

d[4] = 10 

d[5] = 100 

d[6] = 0 

//d[7] = 0 

//d[8] = 0 

//d[9] = 32 

//d[10] = 10 

//d[11] = 60 

//d[12] = 0 

 

//Give the diffusion length for each layer of interest in nm 

diffLength[0] = 1 

diffLength[1] = 1 

diffLength[2] =1000 

diffLength[3] =1000 

diffLength[4] = 1 

diffLength[5] = 1 

diffLength[6] = 1 

//diffLength[7] = 1 

//diffLength[8] = 7.5 

//diffLength[9] = 12 

//diffLength[10] = 1 

//diffLength[11] = 1 

//diffLength[12] = 1 

 

//Tell the code which layers to calculate exciton diffusion in and the boundary condition 

to use 

// 0 = do not calculate exciton density for this layer 

//1 = quenching on both sides 

//2 = quenching on the left side only 

// 3 = quenching on the right side only 

cases[0] = 0 

cases[1] = 0 

cases[2] = 3 

cases[3] = 2 

cases[4] = 0 

cases[5] = 0 

cases[6] = 0 

//cases[7] = 0 
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//cases[8] = 1 

//cases[9] = 1 

//cases[10] = 0 

//cases[11] = 0 

//cases[12] = 0 

 

 

//define the parameter q called qmatrix and set its values 

make/D/O/C/N=(601,numLayers) qValues 

 

 

//for s polarized light, define the rjk and tjk parameters 

make/D/O/C/N=(601, numLayers-1) rjk 

make/D/O/C/N=(601, numLayers-1) tjk 

 

//Initialize the interface matrix  

make/D/O/C/N=(601, numLayers-1,2,2) iMatrix 

 

 

//Initialize the parameter Xi which is used in many of the calculations 

make/D/O/C/N=(601, numLayers) Xi 

 

 

//Initialize the layer matrix lMat 

make/D/O/C/N=(601,numLayers,2,2) lMat 

 

 

//Initialize the transfer matrix sMat 

//make/D/C/O/N=(601,numLayers-1,2,2) sMat 

//wave/C sMat 

 

//Initialize the sP matrix and the sPP matrix 

make/C/D/O/N=(601, numLayers,2,2) sP 

make/C/D/O/N=(601, numLayers,2,2) sPP 

 

 

//Check the calculation by ensuring that sMat = sP x L x sPP 

make/C/D/O/N=(601,numLayers,2,2) sMat    

 

 

//Initialize the complex reflection and transmission coefficients 

make/C/D/O/N=(601,numLayers) rP 
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make/C/D/O/N=(601,numLayers) rPP 

make/C/D/O/N=(601,numLayers) tP 

make/C/D/O/N=(601,numLayers) tPP 

make/C/D/O/N=(601,numLayers) rPminus 

 

 

//Initialize the internal transfer coefficients 

make/C/D/O/N=(601,numLayers) tjPlus 

make/C/D/O/N=(601,numLayers) tjMinus 

 

//Initialize the matricies for calculating the transfer of light into the substrate from the air 

to the silicon 

make/D/O/N=601 phi 

make/D/O/N=601 R_glass 

make/D/O/N=(601) T_glass 

 

 

//Initialize the wave to hold the electric field information: rows are wavelength, columns 

are material layer,  

//layers are the x value going from the previous layer interface 

make/C/D/O/N=(601,sum(d)*10) Ematrix 

 

 

 

 

//create a wave to hold the index value for each material  based on x position whose 

values are calculated with Ematrix 

make/O/N=(sum(d)*10) matIndex 

 

//Calculate the transmission and reflection 

make/O/N=601 transmission, reflection, absorbtion 

 

 

 

//calculating beta (bVal) from Pettersson 27 and rho double prime and delta double prime 

from below Pettersson 24 

make/D/O/N=(numLayers) bVal 

make/D/O/C/N=(601,numLayers-1) rhoDeltaPP 

 

 

//Initialize a wave to hold the information for the absorbtion coefficient 

make/D/O/N=(601,numLayers) absorb 
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//calculate the internal intensity transmittance found below equation 24 of Pettersson 

make/O/D/N=(601,numLayers-1) Trans 

 

//Calculating the values for C1, C2, EVA, and EVB (Petterson 29-32) 

make/D/O/N=(601,numLayers-1) C1 

make/D/O/N=(601,numLayers-1) C2 

 

 

//Make the matricies to store the A and B values 

make/D/O/N=(601,numLayers) Amat 

make/D/O/N=(601,numLayers) Bmat 

make/D/O/N=(601,numLayers) jPhoto 

make/D/O/N=601 donorJ 

make/D/O/N=601 acceptorJ 

 

//Make a wave to hold the total photocurrent for each wavelength 

make/D/O/N=(601) Photo 

 

 

//Make a wave to hold the EQE spectrum 

make/D/O/N=(601) EQE 

make/D/O/N=601 donorEQE 

make/D/O/N=601 acceptorEQE 

 

//make data folders used to allow parallel processing of the model 

make/DF/O/D/N=110 dfw, dfw2 

make/O/D/N=110 xw = p*5 

 

make/O/n=110 yw2 

 

//Declare the structure housing all relevant information needed when fitting EQE 

Struct allData dat 

    wave dat.xw 

    wave dat.lambda 

    wave dat.d 

    wave dat.diffLength 

    wave/C dat.nMatrix 

    wave dat.AM15 

    wave dat.cases 

    wave/C dat.qValues 

    wave/C dat.rjk 
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    wave/C dat.tjk 

    wave/C dat.iMatrix 

    wave/C dat.Xi 

    wave/C dat.lMat 

    wave/C dat.sP 

    wave/C dat.sPP 

    wave/C dat.tP 

    wave/C dat.tPP 

    wave/C dat.sMat 

    wave/C dat.rP 

    wave/C dat.rPP 

    wave/C dat.rPminus 

    wave/C dat.tjPlus 

    wave/C dat.tjMinus 

    wave dat.R_glass 

    wave dat.T_glass 

    wave/C dat.air 

    wave/C dat.sio2 

    wave/C dat.Ematrix 

    wave dat.matIndex 

    wave dat.absorbtion 

    wave dat.reflection 

    wave dat.transmission 

    wave dat.bVal 

    wave/C dat.rhoDeltaPP 

    wave dat.absorb 

    wave dat.Trans 

    wave dat.C1 

    wave dat.C2 

    wave dat.Amat 

    wave dat.Bmat 

    wave dat.jPhoto 

    wave dat.Photo 

    wave dat.EQE 

    wave dat.donorJ 

    wave dat.acceptorJ 

    wave dat.donorEQE 

    wave dat.acceptorEQE 

    wave/DF dat.dfw 

    wave/DF dat.dfw2 

    wave dat.yw2 

    wave dat.LEDspec 
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    wave dat.chargesExtractedNM 

    nvar dat.numLayers 

     nvar dat.h  

     nvar dat.c  

     nvar dat.e  

     nvar dat.epsilon0   

     nvar dat.k   

     wave dat.phi 

     nvar dat.phinaught 

 

dat.air = air 

dat.sio2 = sio2 

 

 

//Change the layer thicknesses into meters from nanometers 

dat.d *= 10^(-9) 

 

//Change the diffusion length data into meters 

dat.diffLength *= 10^(-9) 

 

variable lambdaMax 

Wavestats lambda 

lambdaMax = V_max*1e9-299 

 

// Create a wave to hold data folder references returned by Worker. 

// /DF specifies the data type of the wave as "data folder reference". 

Make/DF/N=(LambdaMax)/O dfwtest 

wave/DF dfwtest 

Make/DF/N=(LambdaMax)/O dfw2test 

wave/DF dfw2test 

 

make/O/N=(601,9,6) EQEHolder //EQEHolder[wavelength][angle][diffLength] 

make/O/N=(601) nada 

variable chi,n 

make/O/N=(601,9,6,sum(d)*10*10^9) efieldholder 

 

 

//for(n=0;n<6;n+=1) 

//dat.difflength[2]=(2+2*n)*10^-9 

//For(chi=0;chi<90;chi+=10) 

 

//Set the angle of incidence on the glass substrate 
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dat.phinaught = Pi/180*0 

 

//Calculate the angle of incidence on the ITO after glass refraction 

dat.phi[] =aSin(dat.air[p]*Sin(dat.Phinaught)/real(dat.nMatrix[p][0])) 

 

//Calculate the EQE spectrum in parallel with each instance calculating a single 

wavelength 

multithread dfwtest = EfieldWorker(dat, p) 

 

multithread dfw2test = EQEworker(dat, p) 

 

//EQEHolder[][chi/10][n] = EQE[p] 

//efieldholder[][chi/10][n][] = magsqr(eMatrix[p][s]) 

//endfor 

//nada[]= EQEHolder[p][0][n] 

//EQEHolder[][][n] /= nada[p] 

//endfor 

 

//Prepare the vectors for plotting 

SetScale/P x 300,1,"Wavelength (nm)", dat.Photo 

SetScale/P x 300,1,"Wavelength (nm)", dat.EQE 

SetScale/P x 300,1,"Wavelength (nm)", dat.donorEQE 

SetScale/P x 300,1,"Wavelength (nm)", dat.acceptorEQE 

 

//The following parameters are used for calculating the number of charges that would be 

generated in 

//a photovoltage based measurement of LD 

wave spectrum //The LED spectrum in photons/nm 

 

 

variable length=numpnts(spectrum), count 

make/N=601/O ChargeExtracted 

SetScale/P x 300e-9,1e-9,"", ChargeExtracted 

 

//The number of charges generated from exciton dissociation per nm 

ChargeExtracted[] = EQE[p]/100 * spectrum[p] 

 

//the total number of charges extracted 

Integrate ChargeExtracted/D=ChargeExtracted_INT 

 

print chargeExtracted_INT[numpnts(ChargeExtracted)-1] 

SetScale/P x 300,1,"", ChargeExtracted 
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end 

 

threadsafe Function/DF EfieldWorker(dat, L) //calculate the electric field at 1 λ  

struct allData &dat 

variable L 

variable j, i, nu 

 

DFREF dfSav= GetDataFolderDFR() 

 

// Create a free data folder to hold the extracted and filtered plane  

DFREF dfFree= NewFreeDataFolder() 

SetDataFolder dfFree 

 

//Calculate the amount of light transmitted from the ambient through the glass substrate 

//The equations are given in Griffiths E&M book eq. 9.115 and 9.116 

dat.R_glass[L]=((real(dat.air[L])*Cos(dat.phinaught)-real(dat.nMatrix[L][0])*Sqrt(1-

(real(dat.air[L])/real(dat.nMatrix[L][0])*Sin(dat.phinaught))^2))/(real(dat.air[L])*Cos(da

t.phinaught)+real(dat.nMatrix[L][0])*Sqrt(1-

(real(dat.air[L])/real(dat.nMatrix[L][0])*Sin(dat.phinaught))^2)))^2 

dat.T_glass[L] =1-dat.R_glass[p] 

 

dat.qValues[L][] = (dat.nMatrix[L][q]^2-

cmplx(real(dat.nmatrix[L][0])^2,0)*Sin(dat.phi[L])^2)^(1/2) 

 

 

//calculate the parameters for the internface and layer matrices for s polarized light 

dat.rjk[L][] = (dat.qValues[L][q]-

dat.qValues[L][q+1])/(dat.qValues[L][q]+dat.qValues[L][q+1]) 

dat.tjk[L][] = 2*dat.qValues[L][q]/(dat.qValues[L][q]+dat.qValues[L][q+1]) 

 

//Calculate the parameters for the interferance and layer matricies for p polarized light 

//dat.rjk[L][] = (-

dat.nMatrix[L][q+1]^2*dat.qValues[L][q]+(dat.nMatrix[L][q])^2*dat.qValues[L][q+1])/(

dat.nMatrix[L][q+1]^2*dat.qValues[L][q]+dat.nMatrix[L][q]^2*dat.qValues[L][q+1]) 

//dat.tjk[L][] = 

(2*dat.nMatrix[L][q]*dat.nMatrix[L][q+1]*dat.qValues[L][q])/(dat.nMatrix[L][q+1]^2*d

at.qValues[L][q]+dat.nMatrix[L][q]^2*dat.qValues[L][q+1]) 

 

//Place the 2x2 matricies into the overall interface matrix 

dat.iMatrix[L][][0][0] = 1/dat.tjk[L][q] 
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dat.iMatrix[L][][0][1] = dat.rjk[L][q]/dat.tjk[L][q] 

dat.iMatrix[L][][1][0] = dat.rjk[L][q]/dat.tjk[L][q] 

dat.iMatrix[L][][1][1] = 1/dat.tjk[L][q] 

 

 

dat.Xi[L][] = 2*Pi*dat.qValues[L][q] /dat.lambda[L] 

 

//Put the values Xi times d into the correct matrix spots of the layer matrix 

dat.lMat[L][][0][0] = Exp(-1 * Sqrt(-1) *dat.Xi[L][q] * dat.d[q]) 

dat.lMat[L][][1][1] = Exp( Sqrt(-1) * dat.Xi[L][q] * dat.d[q] ) 

dat.lMat[L][][0][1] = 0 

dat.lMat[L][][1][0] = 0 

 

//Make matricies to hold the 2x2 matrix info from iMat and lMat 

make/D/O/C/N=(2,2) holdiMat 

make/D/O/C/N=(2,2) holdlMat 

make/D/O/C/N=(2,2) hold 

make/D/O/C/N=(2,2) hold3 

make/D/O/C/N=(2,2) M_product 

hold[0][0] = 1 

hold[1][1] = 1 

wave/C holdiMat, holdlMat, hold, M_product, hold3 

 

 

//Calculate the values for the sP matrix where rows are wavelength columns are layer 

number and each cell is a 2x2 matrix 

for ( j = 0; j < dat.numLayers; j +=1) 

        IF(j>0) 

        for( nu = 1; nu < j; nu +=1) 

            holdiMat[][] = dat.iMatrix[L][nu-1][p][q] 

            holdlMat[][] = dat.lMat[L][nu][p][q] 

            MatrixMultiply holdiMat, holdlMat 

            MatrixMultiply hold, M_product 

            hold[][] = M_product[p][q] 

        endfor 

        holdiMat[][] = dat.iMatrix[L][nu-1][p][q] 

        MatrixMultiply hold, holdiMat 

        hold[][] = M_product[p][q] 

        dat.sP[L][j][][] = hold[r][s] 

        hold *= 0 

        hold[0][0] = 1 

        hold[1][1] = 1 
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        else 

        endif 

        //Calculate the values for the sPP matrix where rows are wavelength columns are 

layer number and each cell is a 2x2 matrix 

        IF (j<dat.numLayers-1) 

        for( nu = j+1; nu < dat.NumLayers-1; nu +=1) 

            holdiMat[][] = dat.iMatrix[L][nu-1][p][q] 

            holdlMat[][] = dat.lMat[L][nu][p][q] 

            MatrixMultiply holdiMat, holdlMat 

            MatrixMultiply hold, M_product 

            hold[][] = M_product[p][q]; 

        endfor 

        holdiMat[][] = dat.iMatrix[L][nu-1][p][q] 

        MatrixMultiply hold, holdiMat 

        hold[][] = M_product[p][q] 

        dat.sPP[L][j][][] = hold[r][s] 

        hold *= 0 

        hold[0][0] = 1 

        hold[1][1] = 1 

        else 

        endif 

endfor 

dat.sp[L][0][0][0]=1 

dat.sp[L][0][0][1]=0 

dat.sp[L][0][1][0]=0 

dat.sp[L][0][1][1]=1 

dat.spp[L][dat.numLayers-1][0][0]=1 

dat.spp[L][dat.numLayers-1][0][1]=0 

dat.spp[L][dat.numLayers-1][1][0]=0 

dat.spp[L][dat.numLayers-1][1][1]=1 

 

//Check the S matrix by calculating it two different ways 

For(j=0; j<dat.numLayers; j+=1) 

holdiMat[][] = dat.spp[L][j][p][q] 

holdlMat[][] = dat.lMat[L][j][p][q] 

matrixmultiply holdlMat, holdiMat 

hold[][]=M_product[p][q] 

holdiMat[][]=dat.sp[L][j][p][q] 

matrixmultiply holdiMat, hold 

dat.sMat[L][j][][]= M_Product[r][s] 

endfor 
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//kill the no longer needed waves that were holding values 

KillWaves  holdiMat,holdlMat,hold,hold3 

 

//Put the values into reflection and transmission coefficient matricies 

dat.rP[L][] = dat.sP[L][q][1][0] / dat.sP[L][q][0][0] 

dat.rPminus[L][] = -1*dat.sP[L][q][0][1]/dat.sP[L][q][0][0] 

dat.rPP[L][] = dat.sPP[L][q][1][0] / dat.sPP[L][q][0][0] 

dat.tP[L][] = 1 / dat.sP[L][q][0][0] 

dat.tPP[L][] = 1 / dat.sPP[L][q][0][0] 

 

 

 

//Put the values into the internal transfer coefficients 

 

dat.tjPlus[L][] = dat.tP[L][q] / (1 - dat.rPminus[L][q] * dat.rPP[L][q] * Exp(Sqrt(-1)*2* 

dat.Xi[L][q] * dat.d[q])) 

dat.tjMinus[L][] = dat.tjPlus[L][q] * dat.rPP[L][q] * Exp(Sqrt(-1)*2* dat.Xi[L][q] * 

dat.d[q]) 

 //(dat.tp[L][q]*dat.rpp[L][q]*Exp(Sqrt(-1)*2*dat.xi[L][q]*dat.d[q]))/(1 - 

dat.rPminus[L][q] * dat.rPP[L][q] * Exp(Sqrt(-1)*2* dat.Xi[L][q] * dat.d[q])) 

 

 

 

//make/C/D/O/N=(601, sum(d)*10*10^9) Ematrix2 

//wave/C Ematrix2 

 

//Using equation 21 from the Pettersson Paper, compute the values of the electric field 

nu=0 

//If(dat.cases[0]==0) 

 

//for( j =0; j < dat.numLayers; j +=1) 

//  for( i = 0.1*10^-9; i <= dat.d[j]; i +=(0.1*10^(-9))) 

//      dat.Ematrix[L][nu] = (dat.spp[L][j][0][0]*Exp(-1*Sqrt(-1)* dat.Xi[L][j]*(dat.d[j]-

i))+dat.spp[L][j][1][0]*Exp(Sqrt(-1)*dat.Xi[L][j]*(dat.d[j]-

i)))/((dat.sp[L][j][0][0]*dat.spp[L][j][0][0]*Exp(-1*Sqrt(-1)* 

dat.Xi[L][j]*dat.d[j])+dat.sp[L][j][0][1]*dat.spp[L][j][1][0]*Exp(Sqrt(-1)* 

dat.Xi[L][j]*dat.d[j]))) 

//      dat.matIndex[nu] = j 

//      nu +=1 

//  endfor 

//endfor 
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//else 

//endif 

 

//optional check to make sure that the calculation method for the electric field is right 

using Equation 20 in Pettersson 

//nu=0 

//for( j = 0; j < dat.numLayers; j +=1) 

//  for( i = 0.1e-9; i < dat.d[j]; i +=0.1*10^(-9)) 

//      dat.Ematrix[L][nu] = dat.tjplus[L][j]*(Exp(Sqrt(-

1)*dat.Xi[L][j]*i)+dat.rPP[L][j]*Exp(Sqrt(-1)*dat.Xi[L][j]*(2*dat.d[j]-i))) 

//      dat.matIndex[nu] = j 

//      nu +=1 

//  endfor 

//endfor 

//end 

 

 

 

return dfFree 

end 

 

threadsafe Function/DF EQEworker (s, L) //Calculate the EQE at 1 λ  

struct alldata &s 

variable L 

 

variable j 

 

DFREF dfSav= GetDataFolderDFR() 

 

// Create a free data folder to hold the extracted and filtered plane  

DFREF dfFree= NewFreeDataFolder() 

SetDataFolder dfFree 

 

 

s.bVal[] = 1 / s.diffLength[p] 

s.rhoDeltaPP[L][] = r2polar(s.rPP[L][q]) 

 

 

//Calculate the values of the absorbtion coefficient equation 23 in Pettersson and the 

transmission below (24) 

s.absorb[L][] = 4*Pi*imag(s.nMatrix[L][q])/s.lambda[L] 

s.Trans[L][] = real(s.nMatrix[L][q])/real(s.nMatrix[L][0])*magsqr(s.tjplus[L][q]) 
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//Calculate the values for the constants C1 and C2 as given by equations (29) and (30) in 

Pettersson 

s.C1[L][] = real(s.rhoDeltaPP[L][q])^2*Exp(-2*s.absorb[L][q]*s.d[q]) 

s.C2[L][] = (s.bVal[q]^2-

s.absorb[L][q]^2)/(s.bVal[q]^2+(4*Pi*real(s.nMatrix[L][q])/s.lambda[L])^2)*2*real(s.rh

oDeltaPP[L][q])*Exp(-1*s.absorb[L][q]*s.d[q]) 

 

 

for ( j = 1; j < s.numLayers; j +=1) 

     

    if (s.cases[j] == 0) 

     

    elseif( s.cases[j] ==1) 

        s.Amat[L][j] = ((Exp(s.bVal[j]*s.d[j])-Exp(-

1*s.absorb[L][j]*s.d[j]))+s.C1[L][j]*(Exp(s.bVal[j]*s.d[j])-

Exp(s.absorb[L][j]*s.d[j]))+s.C2[L][j]*(Exp(s.bVal[j]*s.d[j])*cos(4*Pi*real(s.nMatrix[L]

[j])*s.d[j]/s.lambda[L]+imag(s.rhoDeltaPP[L][j]))-

cos(imag(s.rhoDeltaPP[L][j]))))/(Exp(-1*s.bVal[j]*s.d[j])-Exp(s.bVal[j]*s.d[j])) 

        s.Bmat[L][j] = -1*((Exp(-1*s.bVal[j]*s.d[j])-Exp(-

1*s.absorb[L][j]*s.d[j]))+s.C1[L][j]*(Exp(-1*s.bVal[j]*s.d[j])-

Exp(s.absorb[L][j]*s.d[j]))+s.C2[L][j]*(Exp(-

1*s.bVal[j]*s.d[j])*cos(4*Pi*real(s.nMatrix[L][j])*s.d[j]/s.lambda[L]+imag(s.rhoDeltaP

P[L][j]))-cos(imag(s.rhoDeltaPP[L][j]))))/(Exp(-1*s.bVal[j]*s.d[j])-Exp(s.bVal[j]*s.d[j]))  

        jPhotoCalc0(s,j,L) 

        jPhotoCalcd(s, j,L)  

    elseif( s.cases[j] == 2) //For quenching on the left side only 

        //x1[]=  Exp(d[j]*(-1*absorb[p][j]-

bVal[j]))/((1+Exp(2*d[j]*bVal[j]))*bVal[j]*lambda[p]) 

        //x2[] = (-

1*absorb[p][j]*lambda[p]+C1[p][j]*Exp(2*d[j]*absorb[p][j])*absorb[p][j]*lambda[p]-

Exp(d[j]*(absorb[p][j]+bVal[j]))*bVal[j]*lambda[p]*(1+C1[p][j]+C2[p][j]*cos(imag(rho

DeltaPP[p][j])+4*Pi*d[j]*real(nMatrix[p][j])/lambda[p]))+4*C2[p][j]*Exp(d[j]*absorb[p

][j])*Pi*real(nMatrix[p][j])*sin(imag(rhoDeltaPP[p][j]))) 

        s.Amat[L][j] =((-1*s.absorb[L][j]*Exp(-1*s.absorb[L][j]*s.d[j])-

s.bval[j]*Exp(s.bVal[j]*s.d[j]))+s.C1[L][j]*(s.absorb[L][j]*Exp(s.absorb[L][j]*s.d[j])-

s.bVal[j]*Exp(s.bVal[j]*s.d[j]))+s.C2[L][j]*(4*Pi*real(s.nMatrix[L][j])*Sin(imag(s.rhoD

eltaPP[L][j]))/s.lambda[L]-

s.bVal[j]*Exp(s.bVal[j]*s.d[j])*Cos(4*Pi*real(s.nMatrix[L][j])*s.d[j]/s.lambda[L]+imag(

s.rhoDeltaPP[L][j])))) 

        s.Amat[L][j] /=(s.bVal[j]*(Exp(s.bVal[j]*s.d[j])+Exp(-1*s.bVal[j]*s.d[j]))) 

        //x1[] = 1/((1+Exp(2*d[j]*bVal[j]))*bVal[j]*lambda[p]) 
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        //x2[] =( -1*Exp(d[j]*(-

1*absorb[p][j]+bVal[j]))*absorb[p][j]+C1[p][j]*Exp(d[j]*(absorb[p][j]+bVal[j]))*absorb

[p][j]+bVal[j]+C1[p][j]*bVal[j])*lambda[p] 

        //x3 []= 

C2[p][j]*bVal[j]*lambda[p]*cos(imag(rhoDeltaPP[p][j])+4*Pi*d[j]*real(nMatrix[p][j])/l

ambda[p])+4*C2[p][j]*Exp(d[j]*bVal[j])*Pi*real(nMatrix[p][j])*sin(imag(rhoDeltaPP[p

][j])) 

        s.Bmat[L][j] =-1*((-1*s.absorb[L][j]*Exp(-1*s.absorb[L][j]*s.d[j])+s.bVal[j]*Exp(-

1*s.bVal[j]*s.d[j]))+s.C1[L][j]*(s.absorb[L][j]*Exp(s.absorb[L][j]*s.d[j])+s.bVal[j]*Exp

(-

1*s.bVal[j]*s.d[j]))+s.C2[L][j]*(4*Pi*real(s.nMatrix[L][j])*sin(imag(s.rhoDeltaPP[L][j])

)/s.lambda[L]+s.bVal[j]*Exp(-

1*s.bVal[j]*s.d[j])*cos(4*Pi*real(s.nMatrix[L][j])*s.d[j]/s.lambda[L]+imag(s.rhoDeltaP

P[L][j])))) 

        s.Bmat[L][j] /= (s.bVal[j]*(Exp(s.bVal[j]*s.d[j])+Exp(-1*s.bVal[j]*s.d[j]))) 

        jPhotoCalc0(s, j,L) 

    elseif(s.cases[j] == 3) //For quenching on the right side only 

        //x1[]=Exp(d[j]*(-

1*absorb[p][j]+bVal[j]))/((1+Exp(2*d[j]*bVal[j]))*bVal[j]*lambda[p]) 

        //x2[]=-

1*bVal[j]*lambda[p]*(1+C1[p][j]*Exp(2*d[j]*absorb[p][j])+C2[p][j]*Exp(d[j]*absorb[p

][j])*cos(imag(rhoDeltaPP[p][j]))) 

        //x3[]=Exp(d[j]*(absorb[p][j]+bVal[j]))*((-

1+C1[p][j])*absorb[p][j]*lambda[p]+4*C2[p][j]*Pi*real(nMatrix[p][j])*sin(imag(rhoDel

taPP[p][j])+4*d[j]*Pi*real(nMatrix[p][j])/lambda[p])) 

        s.Amat[L][j] =((-s.absorb[L][j]*Exp(s.bVal[j]*s.d[j])-s.bVal[j]*Exp(-

s.absorb[L][j]*s.d[j]))+s.C1[L][j]*(s.absorb[L][j]*Exp(s.bVal[j]*s.d[j])-

s.bVal[j]*Exp(s.absorb[L][j]*s.d[j]))+s.C2[L][j]*(-

s.bVal[j]*cos(imag(s.rhoDeltaPP[L][j]))+(4*Pi*real(s.nMatrix[L][j])*Exp(s.bVal[j]*s.d[j

])*sin(4*Pi*real(s.nMatrix[L][j])*s.d[j]/s.lambda[L]+imag(s.rhoDeltaPP[L][j]))/s.lambda

[L]))) 

        s.Amat[L][j] /=(s.bVal[j]*(Exp(s.bVal[j]*s.d[j])+Exp(-s.bVal[j]*s.d[j]))) 

        //x1[]=-1/((1+Exp(2*d[j]*bVal[j]))*bVal[j]*lambda[p]) 

        //x2[]=((-1+C1[p][j])*absorb[p][j]+(Exp(d[j]*(-

1*absorb[p][j]+bVal[j]))+C1[p][j]*Exp(d[j]*(absorb[p][j]+bVal[j])))*bVal[j])*lambda[p

] 

        

//x3[]=C2[p][j]*Exp(d[j]*bVal[j])*bVal[j]*lambda[p]*cos(imag(rhoDeltaPP[p][j]))+4*C

2[p][j]*Pi*real(nMatrix[p][j])*sin(imag(rhoDeltaPP[p][j])+4*Pi*real(nMatrix[p][j])*d[j]/

lambda[p]) 

        s.Bmat[L][j]=((s.absorb[L][j]*Exp(-s.bVal[j]*s.d[j])-s.bVal[j]*Exp(-

s.absorb[L][j]*s.d[j]))-s.C1[L][j]*(s.absorb[L][j]*Exp(-
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s.bVal[j]*s.d[j])+s.bVal[j]*Exp(s.absorb[L][j]*s.d[j]))-

s.C2[L][j]*(s.bVal[j]*Cos(imag(s.rhoDeltaPP[L][j]))+(4*Pi*real(s.nMatrix[L][j])*Exp(-

s.bVal[j]*s.d[j])*sin(4*Pi*real(s.nMatrix[L][j])*s.d[j]/s.lambda[L]+imag(s.rhoDeltaPP[L

][j]))/s.lambda[L]))) 

        s.Bmat[L][j] /= (s.bVal[j]*(Exp(s.bVal[j]*s.d[j])+Exp(-s.Bval[j]*s.d[j]))) 

        jPhotoCalcd(s, j,L) 

        else 

    endif 

 

 

endfor 

 

s.Photo[L] =0 

 

for (j = 0; j < s.numLayers; J +=1) 

 

    s.Photo[L] += s.jPhoto[L][j] //I believe this is in (A/m^2*nm) 

 

endfor 

 

 

for (j=0; j<601; j+=1) 

    if( s.AM15[j] ==0) 

        s.EQE[j] = 0 

    else 

        s.EQE[j] = s.h*s.c/(s.lambda[j]*s.e)*s.Photo[j]/s.AM15[j]*100 

        s.donorEQE[j] = s.h*s.c/(s.lambda[j]*s.e)*s.donorJ[j]/s.AM15[j]*100 

        s.acceptorEQE[j] = s.h*s.c/(s.lambda[j]*s.e)*s.acceptorJ[j]/s.AM15[j]*100 

 

    endif 

endfor 

 

return dfFree 

end 

 

//This function calculates the values of the photo current for the layer passed to it in the 

variable j at the x=0 end using (34) from Pettersson 

threadsafe function jPhotoCalc0 (s, j,L) 

struct alldata &s 

variable j 

variable L 
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variable y1, y2, y3 

 

y1 = 

s.e*s.T_glass*s.absorb[L][j]*s.Trans[L][j]*s.AM15[L]*s.lambda[L]/((s.h*s.c)*(s.bVal[j]

^2-s.absorb[L][j]^2)) 

y2 = -1*s.bVal[j]*s.Amat[L][j]+s.bVal[j]*s.Bmat[L][j]-

s.absorb[L][j]+s.absorb[L][j]*s.C1[L][j] 

y3 = 

4*Pi*real(s.nMatrix[L][j])*s.C2[L][j]/s.lambda[L]*sin(4*Pi*real(s.nMatrix[L][j])*s.d[j]/

s.lambda[L]+imag(s.rhoDeltaPP[L][j])) 

s.jPhoto[L][j] = y1*(y2+y3) 

 

s.acceptorJ[L] = y1*(y2+y3) 

 

end 

 

 

 

//This function calculates the values of the photo current for the layer passed to it in the 

variable j at the x=d end using (36) from Pettersson 

threadsafe function jPhotoCalcd (s, j,L) 

struct alldata &s 

variable j 

variable L 

 

variable y1,y2,y3 

 

y1 = 

s.e*s.T_glass*s.absorb[L][j]*s.Trans[L][j]*s.AM15[L]*s.lambda[L]/((s.h*s.c)*(s.bVal[j]

^2-s.absorb[L][j]^2)) 

y2 = s.bVal[j]*s.Amat[L][j]*Exp(-1*s.bVal[j]*s.d[j])-

s.bVal[j]*s.Bmat[L][j]*Exp(s.bVal[j]*s.d[j])+s.absorb[L][j]*Exp(-

1*s.absorb[L][j]*s.d[j]) 

y3 = -1*s.absorb[L][j]*s.C1[L][j]*Exp(s.absorb[L][j]*s.d[j])-

4*Pi*real(s.nMatrix[L][j])*s.C2[L][j]/s.lambda[L]*sin(imag(s.rhoDeltaPP[L][j])) 

s.jPhoto[L][j] = y1*(y2+y3) 

 

s.donorJ[L]=y1*(y2+y3) 

 

end 
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//Function that puts a wavelength amplitude into a new wave and plots it versus device 

thickness assuming 0.1 nm steps in x. 

function plotEfield (wavelength, Ematrix,d, numLayers) 

variable wavelength 

wave/C Ematrix 

wave d 

variable numLayers 

 

prompt wavelength, "Enter Wavelength to Display" 

doprompt "Wavelength in nm", wavelength 

 

string waveNameStr = "ewave_ "+num2istr(wavelength) 

 

make/D/O/N=(sum(d)*10*10^9) $wavenameStr 

wave ewave = $wavenameStr 

 

variable j 

for (j = 1; j < sum(d)*10*10^9; j +=1) 

    ewave[j] = magsqr(Ematrix[wavelength-300][j]) 

endfor 

 

SetScale/P x 0.1,0.1,"Length (nm)", $wavenamestr 

 

display $wavenamestr  

 

string windowname 

windowname = winname(0,1) 

make/O/N=(numLayers) points 

wave points 

points[] = d[p]*10^9 

 

 

for( j = 1; j < numLayers; j +=1) 

points[j] += points[j-1] 

SetDrawEnv xcoord= bottom;DelayUpdate 

DrawLine/W=$windowname (points[j]),0,(points[j]),1 

endfor 

 

end 

 

//Function that plots the exciton denisty profile for the selected layer 
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Function PlotxtonDens(absorb, Trans, AM15, Lambda, bVal, Amat, Bmat, C1, C2, d, 

nMatrix, numLayers, rhoDeltaPP) 

wave absorb 

wave Trans 

wave AM15 

wave lambda 

wave bVal 

wave Amat 

wave Bmat 

wave C1 

wave C2 

wave d 

wave/C nMatrix 

variable numLayers 

wave rhoDeltaPP 

 

make/O/N=(numLayers) Tau 

Tau = 1e-9 

variable h = 6.626e-34, c = 3e8 

variable j, x 

prompt j, "Enter Layer Number to Display" 

doprompt "Layer Number", j 

 

string laynum = "XtonDens" + num2istr(j) 

 

make/D/O/N=(d[j]*100e9+1) $laynum 

wave xtondens = $laynum 

 

variable y1, y2,y3, L 

 

xtondens = 0 

L=400 

    for(x=0; x <= d[j]; x+=0.01e-9) 

//y1 = 

absorb[L][j]*Trans[L][j]*AM15[L]*Lambda[L]/(h*c*bVal[j]^2*Tau[j]*(bval[j]^2-

absorb[L][j]^2)) 

//y2 = Amat[L][j]*Exp(-bVal[j]*x)+Bmat[L][j]*Exp(bVal[j]*x)+Exp(-

absorb[L][j]*x)+C1[L][j]*Exp(absorb[L][j]*x) 

//y3 = C2[L][j]*Cos(4*Pi*real(nMatrix[L][j])/Lambda[L]*(d[j]-x)+imag(nMatrix[L][j])) 

 

xtondens[x*100e9] = 

absorb[L][j]*Trans[L][j]*AM15[L]*Lambda[L]/(h*c*bVal[j]^2*Tau[j]*(bval[j]^2-
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absorb[L][j]^2))*(Amat[L][j]*Exp(-1*bVal[j]*x)+Bmat[L][j]*Exp(bVal[j]*x)+Exp(-

1*absorb[L][j]*x)+C1[L][j]*Exp(absorb[L][j]*x)+C2[L][j]*Cos(4*Pi*real(nMatrix[L][j]

)/Lambda[L]*(d[j]-x)+imag(rhodeltaPP[L][j]))) 

endfor 

 

SetScale/P x 0,0.01,"Position (nm)", xtondens 

 

end 
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Appendix C:  Thickness Dependent Photoluminescence 
Quenching Code 

 To extract the diffusion length from the rubrene and rubrene derivative PL ratios 

given in Chapter 12, the following code was used. There is substantial overlap between 

this code and the Pettersson34 based code presented in Appendix B. For this reason, the 

structure definition and some of the wave and variable definitions have been omitted from 

the beginning of this code for brevity. There are two key differences in this code and the 

Pettersson based code. First, this code uses a numerical solution to the diffusion equation 

based on the central difference method. Second, this code implements an orthogonal 

distance regression fitting algorithm which takes into account measurement errors in both 

the PL ratios and the layer thicknesses when determining the best fit to the data. 

 

//Initialize the wave to hold the electric field information: rows are wavelength, columns 

are material layer,  

//layers are the x value going from the previous layer interface 

make/C/D/O/N=(101*(dat.numLayers-2)) Ematrix 

//make/O/N=(sum(d)*10e9) matIndex       //create a wave to hold the index value for each 

material  based on x position whose values are calculated with Ematrix 

make/D/O/N=(101*(dat.numLayers-2)) EmatrixNoQ 

make/D/O/N=(101*(dat.numLayers-2)) EmatrixQ 

make/D/O/N=(101*(dat.numLayers-2)) xQ 

make/D/O/N=(101) constantsNoQ 

make/D/O/N=(101) constantsQ 

wave/C dat.Ematrix 

wave dat.EmatrixNoQ, dat.EmatrixQ, dat.constantsQ, dat.constantsNoQ 

 

//make waves to hold the tridiagonal matrix vectors and the constant vector for the 

numerical solution 

make/D/O/N=(101) mainW 

make/D/O/N=(100) lowerW 

make/D/O/N=(100) upperW 
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make/D/O/N=(101) xtonDensNoQ 

make/D/O/N=(101) xtonDensQ 

wave dat.xtonDensNoQ, dat.xtonDensQ, dat.lowerW, dat.upperW, dat.mainW 

 

 

//----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

make/D/O/N=1 coefw={7e-9}//,1.68893355,0.035828465} 

wave dat.coefw 

dat.lambda = 465e-9     //Set the excitation wavelength used 

variable/G phi=Pi/180*65        //Set the angle of incidence between the light beem and 

the sample surface 

dat.phi = phi 

dat.numPoints = 14      //Set the number of thicknesses to fit to 

variable/G percentP=1       //Set the percent of incident light that is P polarized 

dat.percentP=percentP 

variable/G quencher_thickness=16e-9 

variable/G tau=1e-9             //Set the measured lifetime 

 

dat.nMatrix[0] = air[(dat.lambda-300e-9)*1e9] 

dat.nMatrix[1] = cmplx(1.680, 0.0545) 

dat.nMatrix[2] = cmplx(1.68893355, 0.035828465) 

dat.nMatrix[3] = sio2[(dat.lambda-300e-9)*1e9] 

 

//----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

dat.d[0] = 0 

dat.d[1] = 4 

dat.d[2] = 0 

dat.d[3] = 0 

dat.d*= 10^(-9)     //Change the layer thicknesses into meters from nanometers 

 

dat.diffLength[0] = 1 

dat.diffLength[1] = 9 

dat.diffLength[2] = 12 
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dat.diffLength[3] = 1 

dat.diffLength*= 10^(-9)        //Change the diffusion length data into meters 

 

loadwave/N=DataWave 

wave dataWave 

make/D/O/N=(dat.numPoints) xwave, ywave, xw 

make/D/O/N=(250) viewer 

xwave[] = dataWave[p][0]*1e-9 

wave dat.xwave, dat.viewer 

wave ywave 

ywave[] = dataWave[p][1] 

wave dat.yw=ywave 

Duplicate/O dat.yw yWaveW,xWaveW, newX, Xresiduals, Yresiduals 

wave dat.yWaveW, dat.xWaveW, dat.newX, dat.Xresiduals, dat.Yresiduals 

 

variable i 

 

LdDriver(dat, ywave) 

 

wave M_iterates 

wavestats/Q M_iterates 

dat.diffLength[1] = M_iterates[V_npnts/2][0] 

SetScale/P x 0,dat.d[1]/101*1e9,"Position (nm)", EmatrixNoQ 

 

for(i=0; i<250;i+=1) 

dat.d[1] = 0.5*i*1e-9+0.5e-9 

dat.d[2]=0 

 

//Call the function to calculate the electric field profile and store it for the case of no 

quencher 

EfieldWorker(dat) 

constantsNoQ[]=dat.BigQValues[p]*(dat.d[1]/100)^2*-

tau/dat.diffLength[1]^2*dat.c/(dat.lambda*dat.h)*(1-dat.percentP) 

//EMatrixNoQ = magsqr(EMatrix[p]) 

EfieldWorkerP(dat) 

constantsNoQ[]+=dat.BigQValues[p]*(dat.d[1]/100)^2*-

tau/dat.diffLength[1]^2*dat.c/(dat.lambda*dat.h)*dat.percentP 

 

lowerW=1 

lowerW[99]=2 

upperW=1 

upperW[0]=2 
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mainW = -1*(2+(dat.d[1]/100)^2/(dat.diffLength[1]^2)) 

matrixLinearSolveTD upperW, mainW, lowerW, constantsNoQ 

wave M_TDLinearSolution 

xtonDensNoQ[] = M_TDLinearSolution[p] 

Integrate/METH=1 xtonDensNoQ/D=W_INT 

dat.ratio[0]=W_INT[100] 

 

 

 

//Set the new parameters to include the quencher layer and repeat the calculation 

dat.d[2]=quencher_thickness //mesured thickness of the quencher layer 

 

//Call the function to calculate the electric field for the stack including the quencher and 

save the result in EMatrixQ 

EfieldWorker(dat) 

constantsQ[]=dat.BigQValues[p]*(dat.d[1]/100)^2*-

tau/dat.diffLength[1]^2*dat.c/(dat.lambda*dat.h)*(1-dat.percentP) 

//EMatrixQ = magsqr(EMatrix[p]) 

EfieldWorkerP(dat) 

constantsQ[]+=dat.BigQValues[p]*(dat.d[1]/100)^2*-

tau/dat.diffLength[1]^2*dat.c/(dat.lambda*dat.h)*dat.percentP 

 

constantsQ[100]=0 

lowerW=1 

lowerW[99]=0 

upperW=1 

upperW[0]=2 

mainW = -1*(2+(dat.d[1]/100)^2/(dat.diffLength[1]^2)) 

mainW[100]=1 

matrixLinearSolveTD upperW, mainW, lowerW, constantsQ 

wave M_TDLinearSolution 

xtonDensQ[] = M_TDLinearSolution[p] 

Integrate/METH=1 xtonDensQ/D=W_INT 

dat.ratio[1]= W_INT[100] 

 

dat.viewer[i]=dat.ratio[1]/dat.ratio[0] 

endfor 

 

wave newX, Xresiduals, Yresiduals 

newX*=1e9 

Xresiduals*=1e9 

SetScale/P x 0.5,0.5,"", viewer 
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Display dataWave[][1] vs dataWave[][0] 

ModifyGraph mode=3,marker=8 

AppendToGraph dat.viewer 

ModifyGraph rgb(dataWave)=(0,0,65535) 

ErrorBars dataWave BOX,wave=(Xresiduals, Xresiduals), wave=(Yresiduals, 

Yresiduals) 

 

 

 

//xQ[0,100]=dat.d[1]/100*p*1e9 

//xQ[101,201]=(dat.d[2]/100*(p-101)+dat.d[1])*1e9 

//Display EmatrixNoQ[0,100]; AppendToGraph EmatrixQ vs xQ 

SetScale/P x 0, dat.d[1]/100*1e9, "Position (nm)" , xtonDensNoQ, xtonDensQ 

 

end 

 

 

 

//----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

 

Function LdDriver (dat, yw) 

struct allData &dat 

wave yw 

wave xw=dat.xwave 

wave pw = dat.coefw 

 

make/O/T CTextWave = {"K0>1e-9","K0<30e-9"}//,"K1 > 1.70", "K1 < 1.75", 

"K2>0.003","K2<0.053"}//,"K3>1.663","K3<1.703","K4>0.0128","K4<0.06"} 

make/O/D/N=1 Ewave = {0.01e-9}//, 0.01, 0.001}//, 0.001, 0.001} 

variable j 

 

dat.newX=0 

dat.Xresiduals=0 

dat.Yresiduals=0 

for(j=0; j<dat.numpoints; j+=1) 

dat.xWaveW[j]=0.25e-9//dat.xWave[j]*0.02 

dat.yWaveW[j]=dat.yw[j]*0.05 
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endfor 

 

//make/O/D/N=(2,1) matrix 

//make/O/D/n=2 d1wave 

//matrix=1 

//d1wave[0] = 30e-9 

//d1wave[1] = -5e-9 

variable/G v_fitOptions, V_fitTol=0.00001, V_fitquitreason 

V_fitOptions=8 

funcfit/ODR=2 fitPLRatios, pw, yw  /X=xw /E=Ewave/W=yWaveW /XW=xWaveW 

/XD=newX /R=Yresiduals /XR=Xresiduals /I=1 /C=CTextWave 

//funcfit fitPLRatios, pw, yw /X=xw /E=Ewave  

nvar V_fitquitreason 

print V_fitQuitReason 

print V_chisq 

print pw 

wave W_sigma 

print W_sigma 

wave M_iterates 

print M_iterates 

 

 

end 

 

 

//----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

 

Function fitPLRatios (coefw, x) : FitFunc 

wave coefw 

variable x 

variable ratio1, ratio2, lambda=465e-9 

 

    nvar thickness= root:quencher_thickness 

    nvar percentP=root:percentP 

    nvar h= root:h 

    nvar c=root:c 

    nvar e= root:e 
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    nvar epsilon0= root:epsilon0 

    nvar phi=root:phi 

    nvar tau=root:tau 

    wave viewer 

    wave d 

    wave diffLength 

    wave/C nMatrix 

    wave AM15 

    wave/C qValues 

    wave/C rjk 

    wave/C tjk 

    wave/C iMatrix 

    wave/C Xi 

    wave/C lMat 

    wave/C sP 

    wave/C sPP 

    wave/C tP 

    wave/C tPP 

    wave/C rP 

    wave/C rPP 

    wave/C rPminus 

    wave/C tjPlus 

    wave R_glass 

    wave T_glass 

    wave/C Ematrix 

    wave BigQValues 

    wave EmatrixNoQ 

    wave EmatrixQ 

    wave constantsNoQ 

    wave constantsQ 

    wave xtonDensQ 

    wave xtonDensNoQ 

    wave lowerW 

    wave mainW 

    wave upperW 

    wave xwave 

    nvar numLayers 

    variable k 

     

 

 

diffLength[1] = coefw[0] 
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//nMatrix[1]=cmplx(coefw[1],coefw[2]) 

//nMatrix[2]=cmplx(coefw[3],coefw[4]) 

 

//for(i=0;i<numPoints;i+=1) 

d[1] = x 

d[2]=0 

 

//Call the function to calculate the electric field profile and store it for the case of no 

quencher 

//----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------- 

//----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

//----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

qValues[] = (nMatrix[p]^2-cmplx(real(nmatrix[0]),0)^2*Sin(phi)^2)^(1/2) 

 

 

//calculate the parameters for the internface and layer matrices for s polarized light 

rjk[] = (qValues[p]-qValues[p+1])/(qValues[p]+qValues[p+1]) 

tjk[] = 2*qValues[p]/(qValues[p]+qValues[p+1]) 

 

//Calculate the parameters for the interferance and layer matricies for p polarized light 

//rjk[] = (-

nMatrix[p+1]^2*qValues[p]+(nMatrix[p])^2*qValues[p+1])/(nMatrix[p+1]^2*qValues[p

]+nMatrix[p]^2*qValues[p+1]) 

//tjk[] = 

(2*nMatrix[p]*nMatrix[p+1]*qValues[p])/(nMatrix[p+1]^2*qValues[p]+nMatrix[p]^2*q

Values[p+1]) 

 

//Place the 2x2 matricies into the overall interface matrix 

iMatrix[][0][0] = 1/tjk[p] 

iMatrix[][0][1] = rjk[p]/tjk[p] 

iMatrix[][1][0] = rjk[p]/tjk[p] 

iMatrix[][1][1] = 1/tjk[p] 

 

 

Xi[] = 2*Pi*qValues[p] /lambda 

 

//Put the values Xi times d into the correct matrix spots of the layer matrix 

lMat[][0][0] = Exp(-1 * Sqrt(-1) *Xi[p] * d[p]) 
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lMat[][1][1] = Exp( Sqrt(-1) * Xi[p] * d[p] ) 

lMat[][0][1] = 0 

lMat[][1][0] = 0 

 

//Make matricies to hold the 2x2 matrix info from iMat and lMat 

make/D/O/C/N=(2,2) holdiMat 

make/D/O/C/N=(2,2) holdlMat 

make/D/O/C/N=(2,2) hold 

make/D/O/C/N=(2,2) M_product 

hold[0][0] = 1 

hold[1][1] = 1 

wave/C holdiMat, holdlMat, hold, M_product 

 

variable j,nu,i 

//Calculate the values for the sP matrix where rows are wavelength columns are layer 

number and each cell is a 2x2 matrix 

for ( j = 0; j < numLayers; j +=1) 

        IF(j>0) 

        for( nu = 1; nu < j; nu +=1) 

            holdiMat[][] = iMatrix[nu-1][p][q] 

            holdlMat[][] = lMat[nu][p][q] 

            MatrixMultiply holdiMat, holdlMat 

            MatrixMultiply hold, M_product 

            hold[][] = M_product[p][q] 

        endfor 

        holdiMat[][] = iMatrix[nu-1][p][q] 

        MatrixMultiply hold, holdiMat 

        hold[][] = M_product[p][q] 

        sP[j][][] = hold[q][r] 

        hold *= 0 

        hold[0][0] = 1 

        hold[1][1] = 1 

        else 

        endif 

        //Calculate the values for the sPP matrix where rows are wavelength columns are 

layer number and each cell is a 2x2 matrix 

        IF(j<numLayers-1) 

        for( nu = j+1; nu < NumLayers-1; nu +=1) 

            holdiMat[][] = iMatrix[nu-1][p][q] 

            holdlMat[][] = lMat[nu][p][q] 

            MatrixMultiply holdiMat, holdlMat 

            MatrixMultiply hold, M_product 
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            hold[][] = M_product[p][q]; 

        endfor 

        holdiMat[][] = iMatrix[nu-1][p][q] 

        MatrixMultiply hold, holdiMat 

        hold[][] = M_product[p][q] 

        sPP[j][][] = hold[q][r] 

        hold *= 0 

        hold[0][0] = 1 

        hold[1][1] = 1 

        else 

        endif 

endfor 

sp[0][0][0]=1 

sp[0][0][1]=0 

sp[0][1][0]=0 

sp[0][1][1]=1 

spp[numLayers-1][0][0]=1 

spp[numLayers-1][0][1]=0 

spp[numLayers-1][1][0]=0 

spp[numLayers-1][1][1]=1 

 

 

//kill the no longer needed waves that were holding values 

KillWaves  holdiMat,holdlMat,hold 

 

//Put the values into reflection and transmission coefficient matricies 

rP[] = sP[p][1][0] / sP[p][0][0] 

rPminus[] = -1*sP[p][0][1]/sP[p][0][0] 

rPP[] = sPP[p][1][0] / sPP[p][0][0] 

tP[] = 1 / sP[p][0][0] 

tPP[] = 1 / sPP[p][0][0] 

 

 

 

//Put the values into the internal transfer coefficients 

 

tjPlus[] = tP[p] / (1 - rPminus[p] * rPP[p] * Exp(Sqrt(-1)*2* Xi[p] * d[p])) 

//tjMinus[] = tjPlus[q] * rPP[q] * Exp(Sqrt(-1)*2* Xi[q] * d[q]) 

 //(tp[q]*rpp[q]*Exp(Sqrt(-1)*2*xi[q]*d[q]))/(1 - rPminus[q] * rPP[q] * Exp(Sqrt(-1)*2* 

Xi[q] * d[q])) 
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//make/C/D/O/N=(601, sum(d)*10*10^9) Ematrix2 

//wave/C Ematrix2 

 

//optional check to make sure that the calculation method for the electric field is right 

using Equation 20 in Pettersson 

nu=0 

for( j = 0; j < numLayers; j +=1) 

    IF(d[j]>0) 

    for( i = 0; i < d[j]; i +=0.01*d[j]) 

        Ematrix[nu] = tjplus[j]*(Exp(Sqrt(-1)*Xi[j]*i)+rPP[j]*Exp(Sqrt(-1)*Xi[j]*(2*d[j]-

i))) 

        nu +=1 

    endfor 

    else 

    endif 

endfor 

BigQValues[] = 

0.5*c*epsilon0*4*Pi*imag(nMatrix[1])/lambda*real(nMatrix[1])*magsqr(Ematrix[p]) 

 

//----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

//----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

//----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

constantsNoQ[]=BigQValues[p]*(d[1]/100)^2*-tau/diffLength[1]^2*c/(lambda*h)*(1-

percentP) 

//EMatrixNoQ = magsqr(EMatrix[p]) 

 

//----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

//----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

//----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

qValues[] = (nMatrix[p]^2-cmplx(real(nmatrix[0])^2,0)*Sin(phi)^2)^(1/2) 

 

 

//calculate the parameters for the internface and layer matrices for s polarized light 

//rjk[] = (qValues[p]-qValues[p+1])/(qValues[p]+qValues[p+1]) 
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//tjk[] = 2*qValues[p]/(qValues[p]+qValues[p+1]) 

 

//Calculate the parameters for the interferance and layer matricies for p polarized light 

rjk[] = (-

nMatrix[p+1]^2*qValues[p]+(nMatrix[p])^2*qValues[p+1])/(nMatrix[p+1]^2*qValues[p

]+nMatrix[p]^2*qValues[p+1]) 

tjk[] = 

(2*nMatrix[p]*nMatrix[p+1]*qValues[p])/(nMatrix[p+1]^2*qValues[p]+nMatrix[p]^2*q

Values[p+1]) 

 

//Place the 2x2 matricies into the overall interface matrix 

iMatrix[][0][0] = 1/tjk[p] 

iMatrix[][0][1] = rjk[p]/tjk[p] 

iMatrix[][1][0] = rjk[p]/tjk[p] 

iMatrix[][1][1] = 1/tjk[p] 

 

 

Xi[] = 2*Pi*qValues[p] /lambda 

 

//Put the values Xi times d into the correct matrix spots of the layer matrix 

lMat[][0][0] = Exp(-1 * Sqrt(-1) *Xi[p] * d[p]) 

lMat[][1][1] = Exp( Sqrt(-1) * Xi[p] * d[p] ) 

lMat[][0][1] = 0 

lMat[][1][0] = 0 

 

//Make matricies to hold the 2x2 matrix info from iMat and lMat 

make/D/O/C/N=(2,2) holdiMat 

make/D/O/C/N=(2,2) holdlMat 

make/D/O/C/N=(2,2) hold 

make/D/O/C/N=(2,2) M_product 

hold[0][0] = 1 

hold[1][1] = 1 

wave/C holdiMat, holdlMat, hold, M_product 

 

 

//Calculate the values for the sP matrix where rows are wavelength columns are layer 

number and each cell is a 2x2 matrix 

for ( j = 0; j < numLayers; j +=1) 

        IF(j>0) 

        for( nu = 1; nu < j; nu +=1) 

            holdiMat[][] = iMatrix[nu-1][p][q] 

            holdlMat[][] = lMat[nu][p][q] 
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            MatrixMultiply holdiMat, holdlMat 

            MatrixMultiply hold, M_product 

            hold[][] = M_product[p][q] 

        endfor 

        holdiMat[][] = iMatrix[nu-1][p][q] 

        MatrixMultiply hold, holdiMat 

        hold[][] = M_product[p][q] 

        sP[j][][] = hold[q][r] 

        hold *= 0 

        hold[0][0] = 1 

        hold[1][1] = 1 

        else 

        endif 

        //Calculate the values for the sPP matrix where rows are wavelength columns are 

layer number and each cell is a 2x2 matrix 

        IF(j<numLayers-1) 

        for( nu = j+1; nu < NumLayers-1; nu +=1) 

            holdiMat[][] = iMatrix[nu-1][p][q] 

            holdlMat[][] = lMat[nu][p][q] 

            MatrixMultiply holdiMat, holdlMat 

            MatrixMultiply hold, M_product 

            hold[][] = M_product[p][q]; 

        endfor 

        holdiMat[][] = iMatrix[nu-1][p][q] 

        MatrixMultiply hold, holdiMat 

        hold[][] = M_product[p][q] 

        sPP[j][][] = hold[q][r] 

        hold *= 0 

        hold[0][0] = 1 

        hold[1][1] = 1 

        else 

        endif 

endfor 

sp[0][0][0]=1 

sp[0][0][1]=0 

sp[0][1][0]=0 

sp[0][1][1]=1 

spp[numLayers-1][0][0]=1 

spp[numLayers-1][0][1]=0 

spp[numLayers-1][1][0]=0 

spp[numLayers-1][1][1]=1 
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//kill the no longer needed waves that were holding values 

KillWaves  holdiMat,holdlMat,hold 

 

//Put the values into reflection and transmission coefficient matricies 

rP[] = sP[p][1][0] / sP[p][0][0] 

rPminus[] = -1*sP[p][0][1]/sP[p][0][0] 

rPP[] = sPP[p][1][0] / sPP[p][0][0] 

tP[] = 1 / sP[p][0][0] 

tPP[] = 1 / sPP[p][0][0] 

 

 

 

//Put the values into the internal transfer coefficients 

 

tjPlus[] = tP[p] / (1 - rPminus[p] * rPP[p] * Exp(Sqrt(-1)*2* Xi[p] * d[p])) 

//tjMinus[] = tjPlus[q] * rPP[q] * Exp(Sqrt(-1)*2* Xi[q] * d[q]) 

 //(tp[q]*rpp[q]*Exp(Sqrt(-1)*2*xi[q]*d[q]))/(1 - rPminus[q] * rPP[q] * Exp(Sqrt(-1)*2* 

Xi[q] * d[q])) 

 

 

 

//make/C/D/O/N=(601, sum(d)*10*10^9) Ematrix2 

//wave/C Ematrix2 

 

//optional check to make sure that the calculation method for the electric field is right 

using Equation 20 in Pettersson 

nu=0 

for( j = 0; j < numLayers; j +=1) 

    IF(d[j]>0) 

    for( i = 0; i < d[j]; i +=0.01*d[j]) 

        Ematrix[nu] = tjplus[j]*(Exp(Sqrt(-1)*Xi[j]*i)+rPP[j]*Exp(Sqrt(-1)*Xi[j]*(2*d[j]-

i))) 

        nu +=1 

    endfor 

    else 

    endif 

endfor 

BigQValues[] = 

0.5*c*epsilon0*4*Pi*imag(nMatrix[1])/lambda*real(nMatrix[1])*magsqr(Ematrix[p]) 
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//----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

//----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

 

 

constantsNoQ[] +=BigQValues[p]*(d[1]/100)^2*-

tau/diffLength[1]^2*c/(lambda*h)*percentP 

//SetScale/P x 0,d[1]/101*1e9,"Position (nm)", EmatrixNoQ 

 

lowerW=1 

lowerW[99]=2 

upperW=1 

upperW[0]=2 

mainW = -1*(2+(d[1]/100)^2/(diffLength[1]^2)) 

matrixLinearSolveTD upperW, mainW, lowerW, constantsNoQ 

wave M_TDLinearSolution 

xtonDensNoQ[] = M_TDLinearSolution[p] 

Integrate/METH=1 xtonDensNoQ/D=W_INT 

ratio1=W_INT[100] 

 

 

 

//Set the new parameters to include the quncher layer and repeat the calculation 

d[2]=thickness  //mesured thickness of the quencher layer 

 

//Call the function to calculate the electric field for the stack including the quencher and 

save the result in EMatrixQ 

 

//----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

//----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

qValues[] = (nMatrix[p]^2-cmplx(real(nmatrix[0]),0)^2*Sin(phi)^2)^(1/2) 
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//calculate the parameters for the internface and layer matrices for s polarized light 

rjk[] = (qValues[p]-qValues[p+1])/(qValues[p]+qValues[p+1]) 

tjk[] = 2*qValues[p]/(qValues[p]+qValues[p+1]) 

 

//Calculate the parameters for the interferance and layer matricies for p polarized light 

//rjk[] = (-

nMatrix[p+1]^2*qValues[p]+(nMatrix[p])^2*qValues[p+1])/(nMatrix[p+1]^2*qValues[p

]+nMatrix[p]^2*qValues[p+1]) 

//tjk[] = 

(2*nMatrix[p]*nMatrix[p+1]*qValues[p])/(nMatrix[p+1]^2*qValues[p]+nMatrix[p]^2*q

Values[p+1]) 

 

//Place the 2x2 matricies into the overall interface matrix 

iMatrix[][0][0] = 1/tjk[p] 

iMatrix[][0][1] = rjk[p]/tjk[p] 

iMatrix[][1][0] = rjk[p]/tjk[p] 

iMatrix[][1][1] = 1/tjk[p] 

 

 

Xi[] = 2*Pi*qValues[p] /lambda 

 

//Put the values Xi times d into the correct matrix spots of the layer matrix 

lMat[][0][0] = Exp(-1 * Sqrt(-1) *Xi[p] * d[p]) 

lMat[][1][1] = Exp( Sqrt(-1) * Xi[p] * d[p] ) 

lMat[][0][1] = 0 

lMat[][1][0] = 0 

 

//Make matricies to hold the 2x2 matrix info from iMat and lMat 

make/D/O/C/N=(2,2) holdiMat 

make/D/O/C/N=(2,2) holdlMat 

make/D/O/C/N=(2,2) hold 

make/D/O/C/N=(2,2) M_product 

hold[0][0] = 1 

hold[1][1] = 1 

wave/C holdiMat, holdlMat, hold, M_product 

 

 

//Calculate the values for the sP matrix where rows are wavelength columns are layer 

number and each cell is a 2x2 matrix 

for ( j = 0; j < numLayers; j +=1) 

        IF(j>0) 

        for( nu = 1; nu < j; nu +=1) 
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            holdiMat[][] = iMatrix[nu-1][p][q] 

            holdlMat[][] = lMat[nu][p][q] 

            MatrixMultiply holdiMat, holdlMat 

            MatrixMultiply hold, M_product 

            hold[][] = M_product[p][q] 

        endfor 

        holdiMat[][] = iMatrix[nu-1][p][q] 

        MatrixMultiply hold, holdiMat 

        hold[][] = M_product[p][q] 

        sP[j][][] = hold[q][r] 

        hold *= 0 

        hold[0][0] = 1 

        hold[1][1] = 1 

        else 

        endif 

        //Calculate the values for the sPP matrix where rows are wavelength columns are 

layer number and each cell is a 2x2 matrix 

        IF(j<numLayers-1) 

        for( nu = j+1; nu < NumLayers-1; nu +=1) 

            holdiMat[][] = iMatrix[nu-1][p][q] 

            holdlMat[][] = lMat[nu][p][q] 

            MatrixMultiply holdiMat, holdlMat 

            MatrixMultiply hold, M_product 

            hold[][] = M_product[p][q]; 

        endfor 

        holdiMat[][] = iMatrix[nu-1][p][q] 

        MatrixMultiply hold, holdiMat 

        hold[][] = M_product[p][q] 

        sPP[j][][] = hold[q][r] 

        hold *= 0 

        hold[0][0] = 1 

        hold[1][1] = 1 

        else 

        endif 

endfor 

sp[0][0][0]=1 

sp[0][0][1]=0 

sp[0][1][0]=0 

sp[0][1][1]=1 

spp[numLayers-1][0][0]=1 

spp[numLayers-1][0][1]=0 

spp[numLayers-1][1][0]=0 
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spp[numLayers-1][1][1]=1 

 

 

//kill the no longer needed waves that were holding values 

KillWaves  holdiMat,holdlMat,hold 

 

//Put the values into reflection and transmission coefficient matricies 

rP[] = sP[p][1][0] / sP[p][0][0] 

rPminus[] = -1*sP[p][0][1]/sP[p][0][0] 

rPP[] = sPP[p][1][0] / sPP[p][0][0] 

tP[] = 1 / sP[p][0][0] 

tPP[] = 1 / sPP[p][0][0] 

 

 

 

//Put the values into the internal transfer coefficients 

 

tjPlus[] = tP[p] / (1 - rPminus[p] * rPP[p] * Exp(Sqrt(-1)*2* Xi[p] * d[p])) 

//tjMinus[] = tjPlus[q] * rPP[q] * Exp(Sqrt(-1)*2* Xi[q] * d[q]) 

 //(tp[q]*rpp[q]*Exp(Sqrt(-1)*2*xi[q]*d[q]))/(1 - rPminus[q] * rPP[q] * Exp(Sqrt(-1)*2* 

Xi[q] * d[q])) 

 

 

 

//make/C/D/O/N=(601, sum(d)*10*10^9) Ematrix2 

//wave/C Ematrix2 

 

//optional check to make sure that the calculation method for the electric field is right 

using Equation 20 in Pettersson 

nu=0 

for( j = 0; j < numLayers; j +=1) 

    IF(d[j]>0) 

    for( i = 0; i < d[j]; i +=0.01*d[j]) 

        Ematrix[nu] = tjplus[j]*(Exp(Sqrt(-1)*Xi[j]*i)+rPP[j]*Exp(Sqrt(-1)*Xi[j]*(2*d[j]-

i))) 

        nu +=1 

    endfor 

    else 

    endif 

endfor 

BigQValues[] = 

0.5*c*epsilon0*4*Pi*imag(nMatrix[1])/lambda*real(nMatrix[1])*magsqr(Ematrix[p]) 
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//----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

//----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

 

constantsQ[]=BigQValues[p]*(d[1]/100)^2*-tau/diffLength[1]^2*c/(lambda*h)*(1-

percentP) 

//EMatrixQ = magsqr(EMatrix[p]) 

 

 

//----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

//----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

 

qValues[] = (nMatrix[p]^2-cmplx(real(nmatrix[0])^2,0)*Sin(phi)^2)^(1/2) 

 

 

//calculate the parameters for the internface and layer matrices for s polarized light 

//rjk[] = (qValues[p]-qValues[p+1])/(qValues[p]+qValues[p+1]) 

//tjk[] = 2*qValues[p]/(qValues[p]+qValues[p+1]) 

 

//Calculate the parameters for the interferance and layer matricies for p polarized light 

rjk[] = (-

nMatrix[p+1]^2*qValues[p]+(nMatrix[p])^2*qValues[p+1])/(nMatrix[p+1]^2*qValues[p

]+nMatrix[p]^2*qValues[p+1]) 

tjk[] = 

(2*nMatrix[p]*nMatrix[p+1]*qValues[p])/(nMatrix[p+1]^2*qValues[p]+nMatrix[p]^2*q

Values[p+1]) 

 

//Place the 2x2 matricies into the overall interface matrix 

iMatrix[][0][0] = 1/tjk[p] 

iMatrix[][0][1] = rjk[p]/tjk[p] 

iMatrix[][1][0] = rjk[p]/tjk[p] 
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iMatrix[][1][1] = 1/tjk[p] 

 

 

Xi[] = 2*Pi*qValues[p] /lambda 

 

//Put the values Xi times d into the correct matrix spots of the layer matrix 

lMat[][0][0] = Exp(-1 * Sqrt(-1) *Xi[p] * d[p]) 

lMat[][1][1] = Exp( Sqrt(-1) * Xi[p] * d[p] ) 

lMat[][0][1] = 0 

lMat[][1][0] = 0 

 

//Make matricies to hold the 2x2 matrix info from iMat and lMat 

make/D/O/C/N=(2,2) holdiMat 

make/D/O/C/N=(2,2) holdlMat 

make/D/O/C/N=(2,2) hold 

make/D/O/C/N=(2,2) M_product 

hold[0][0] = 1 

hold[1][1] = 1 

wave/C holdiMat, holdlMat, hold, M_product 

 

 

//Calculate the values for the sP matrix where rows are wavelength columns are layer 

number and each cell is a 2x2 matrix 

for ( j = 0; j < numLayers; j +=1) 

        IF(j>0) 

        for( nu = 1; nu < j; nu +=1) 

            holdiMat[][] = iMatrix[nu-1][p][q] 

            holdlMat[][] = lMat[nu][p][q] 

            MatrixMultiply holdiMat, holdlMat 

            MatrixMultiply hold, M_product 

            hold[][] = M_product[p][q] 

        endfor 

        holdiMat[][] = iMatrix[nu-1][p][q] 

        MatrixMultiply hold, holdiMat 

        hold[][] = M_product[p][q] 

        sP[j][][] = hold[q][r] 

        hold *= 0 

        hold[0][0] = 1 

        hold[1][1] = 1 

        else 

        endif 
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        //Calculate the values for the sPP matrix where rows are wavelength columns are 

layer number and each cell is a 2x2 matrix 

        IF(j<numLayers-1) 

        for( nu = j+1; nu < NumLayers-1; nu +=1) 

            holdiMat[][] = iMatrix[nu-1][p][q] 

            holdlMat[][] = lMat[nu][p][q] 

            MatrixMultiply holdiMat, holdlMat 

            MatrixMultiply hold, M_product 

            hold[][] = M_product[p][q]; 

        endfor 

        holdiMat[][] = iMatrix[nu-1][p][q] 

        MatrixMultiply hold, holdiMat 

        hold[][] = M_product[p][q] 

        sPP[j][][] = hold[q][r] 

        hold *= 0 

        hold[0][0] = 1 

        hold[1][1] = 1 

        else 

        endif 

endfor 

sp[0][0][0]=1 

sp[0][0][1]=0 

sp[0][1][0]=0 

sp[0][1][1]=1 

spp[numLayers-1][0][0]=1 

spp[numLayers-1][0][1]=0 

spp[numLayers-1][1][0]=0 

spp[numLayers-1][1][1]=1 

 

 

//kill the no longer needed waves that were holding values 

KillWaves  holdiMat,holdlMat,hold 

 

//Put the values into reflection and transmission coefficient matricies 

rP[] = sP[p][1][0] / sP[p][0][0] 

rPminus[] = -1*sP[p][0][1]/sP[p][0][0] 

rPP[] = sPP[p][1][0] / sPP[p][0][0] 

tP[] = 1 / sP[p][0][0] 

tPP[] = 1 / sPP[p][0][0] 
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//Put the values into the internal transfer coefficients 

 

tjPlus[] = tP[p] / (1 - rPminus[p] * rPP[p] * Exp(Sqrt(-1)*2* Xi[p] * d[p])) 

//tjMinus[] = tjPlus[q] * rPP[q] * Exp(Sqrt(-1)*2* Xi[q] * d[q]) 

 //(tp[q]*rpp[q]*Exp(Sqrt(-1)*2*xi[q]*d[q]))/(1 - rPminus[q] * rPP[q] * Exp(Sqrt(-1)*2* 

Xi[q] * d[q])) 

 

 

 

//make/C/D/O/N=(601, sum(d)*10*10^9) Ematrix2 

//wave/C Ematrix2 

 

//optional check to make sure that the calculation method for the electric field is right 

using Equation 20 in Pettersson 

nu=0 

for( j = 0; j < numLayers; j +=1) 

    IF(d[j]>0) 

    for( i = 0; i < d[j]; i +=0.01*d[j]) 

        Ematrix[nu] = tjplus[j]*(Exp(Sqrt(-1)*Xi[j]*i)+rPP[j]*Exp(Sqrt(-1)*Xi[j]*(2*d[j]-

i))) 

        nu +=1 

    endfor 

    else 

    endif 

endfor 

BigQValues[] = 

0.5*c*epsilon0*4*Pi*imag(nMatrix[1])/lambda*real(nMatrix[1])*magsqr(Ematrix[p]) 

 

 

//----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

//----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

constantsQ[]+=BigQValues[p]*(d[1]/100)^2*-

tau/diffLength[1]^2*c/(lambda*h)*percentP 

 

constantsQ[100]=0 

lowerW=1 

lowerW[99]=0 
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upperW=1 

upperW[0]=2 

mainW = -1*(2+(d[1]/100)^2/(diffLength[1]^2)) 

mainW[100]=1 

matrixLinearSolveTD upperW, mainW, lowerW, constantsQ 

xtonDensQ[] = M_TDLinearSolution[p] 

Integrate/METH=1 xtonDensQ/D=W_INT 

ratio2= W_INT[100] 

 

//holder[i] = ratio[1]/ratio[0] 

//yw[i]=ratio[1]/ratio[0] 

//endfor 

// 

//viewer[] = holder[xw] 

//yw[] = holder[xw] 

//viewer[x2pnt(viewer, x)]=ratio[1]/ratio[0] 

return ratio2/ratio1 

 

end 

 

 

//----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

 

 

//This function takes the structure with basically all important data in it and the excitation 

wavelength as input parameters. Its main  

//purpose is to calculate the electric field at every mesh point to then be implemented into 

the numerical model. 

Function EfieldWorker(dat) 

struct allData &dat 

variable j, i, nu 

 

 

//Calculate the amount of light transmitted from the ambient through the glass substrate 

//The equations are given in Griffiths E&M book eq. 9.115 and 9.116 
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//dat.R_glass=((real(dat.air)*Cos(dat.phi)-real(dat.nMatrix[0])*Sqrt(1-

(real(dat.air)/real(dat.nMatrix[0])*Sin(dat.phi))^2))/(real(dat.air)*Cos(dat.phi)+real(dat.n

Matrix[0])*Sqrt(1-(real(dat.air)/real(dat.nMatrix[0])*Sin(dat.phi))^2)))^2 

//dat.T_glass =1-dat.R_glass[p] 

 

dat.qValues[] = (dat.nMatrix[p]^2-cmplx(real(dat.nmatrix[0]),0)^2*Sin(dat.phi)^2)^(1/2) 

 

 

//calculate the parameters for the internface and layer matrices for s polarized light 

dat.rjk[] = (dat.qValues[p]-dat.qValues[p+1])/(dat.qValues[p]+dat.qValues[p+1]) 

dat.tjk[] = 2*dat.qValues[p]/(dat.qValues[p]+dat.qValues[p+1]) 

 

//Calculate the parameters for the interferance and layer matricies for p polarized light 

//dat.rjk[] = (-

dat.nMatrix[p+1]^2*dat.qValues[p]+(dat.nMatrix[p])^2*dat.qValues[p+1])/(dat.nMatrix[

p+1]^2*dat.qValues[p]+dat.nMatrix[p]^2*dat.qValues[p+1]) 

//dat.tjk[] = 

(2*dat.nMatrix[p]*dat.nMatrix[p+1]*dat.qValues[p])/(dat.nMatrix[p+1]^2*dat.qValues[p

]+dat.nMatrix[p]^2*dat.qValues[p+1]) 

 

//Place the 2x2 matricies into the overall interface matrix 

dat.iMatrix[][0][0] = 1/dat.tjk[p] 

dat.iMatrix[][0][1] = dat.rjk[p]/dat.tjk[p] 

dat.iMatrix[][1][0] = dat.rjk[p]/dat.tjk[p] 

dat.iMatrix[][1][1] = 1/dat.tjk[p] 

 

 

dat.Xi[] = 2*Pi*dat.qValues[p] /dat.lambda 

 

//Put the values Xi times d into the correct matrix spots of the layer matrix 

dat.lMat[][0][0] = Exp(-1 * Sqrt(-1) *dat.Xi[p] * dat.d[p]) 

dat.lMat[][1][1] = Exp( Sqrt(-1) * dat.Xi[p] * dat.d[p] ) 

dat.lMat[][0][1] = 0 

dat.lMat[][1][0] = 0 

 

//Make matricies to hold the 2x2 matrix info from iMat and lMat 

make/D/O/C/N=(2,2) holdiMat 

make/D/O/C/N=(2,2) holdlMat 

make/D/O/C/N=(2,2) hold 

make/D/O/C/N=(2,2) M_product 

hold[0][0] = 1 

hold[1][1] = 1 
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wave/C holdiMat, holdlMat, hold, M_product 

 

 

//Calculate the values for the sP matrix where rows are wavelength columns are layer 

number and each cell is a 2x2 matrix 

for ( j = 0; j < dat.numLayers; j +=1) 

        IF(j>0) 

        for( nu = 1; nu < j; nu +=1) 

            holdiMat[][] = dat.iMatrix[nu-1][p][q] 

            holdlMat[][] = dat.lMat[nu][p][q] 

            MatrixMultiply holdiMat, holdlMat 

            MatrixMultiply hold, M_product 

            hold[][] = M_product[p][q] 

        endfor 

        holdiMat[][] = dat.iMatrix[nu-1][p][q] 

        MatrixMultiply hold, holdiMat 

        hold[][] = M_product[p][q] 

        dat.sP[j][][] = hold[q][r] 

        hold *= 0 

        hold[0][0] = 1 

        hold[1][1] = 1 

        else 

        endif 

        //Calculate the values for the sPP matrix where rows are wavelength columns are 

layer number and each cell is a 2x2 matrix 

        IF(j<dat.numLayers-1) 

        for( nu = j+1; nu < dat.NumLayers-1; nu +=1) 

            holdiMat[][] = dat.iMatrix[nu-1][p][q] 

            holdlMat[][] = dat.lMat[nu][p][q] 

            MatrixMultiply holdiMat, holdlMat 

            MatrixMultiply hold, M_product 

            hold[][] = M_product[p][q]; 

        endfor 

        holdiMat[][] = dat.iMatrix[nu-1][p][q] 

        MatrixMultiply hold, holdiMat 

        hold[][] = M_product[p][q] 

        dat.sPP[j][][] = hold[q][r] 

        hold *= 0 

        hold[0][0] = 1 

        hold[1][1] = 1 

        else 

        endif 
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endfor 

dat.sp[0][0][0]=1 

dat.sp[0][0][1]=0 

dat.sp[0][1][0]=0 

dat.sp[0][1][1]=1 

dat.spp[dat.numLayers-1][0][0]=1 

dat.spp[dat.numLayers-1][0][1]=0 

dat.spp[dat.numLayers-1][1][0]=0 

dat.spp[dat.numLayers-1][1][1]=1 

 

 

//kill the no longer needed waves that were holding values 

KillWaves  holdiMat,holdlMat,hold 

 

//Put the values into reflection and transmission coefficient matricies 

dat.rP[] = dat.sP[p][1][0] / dat.sP[p][0][0] 

dat.rPminus[] = -1*dat.sP[p][0][1]/dat.sP[p][0][0] 

dat.rPP[] = dat.sPP[p][1][0] / dat.sPP[p][0][0] 

dat.tP[] = 1 / dat.sP[p][0][0] 

dat.tPP[] = 1 / dat.sPP[p][0][0] 

 

 

 

//Put the values into the internal transfer coefficients 

 

dat.tjPlus[] = dat.tP[p] / (1 - dat.rPminus[p] * dat.rPP[p] * Exp(Sqrt(-1)*2* dat.Xi[p] * 

dat.d[p])) 

//dat.tjMinus[] = dat.tjPlus[q] * dat.rPP[q] * Exp(Sqrt(-1)*2* dat.Xi[q] * dat.d[q]) 

 //(dat.tp[q]*dat.rpp[q]*Exp(Sqrt(-1)*2*dat.xi[q]*dat.d[q]))/(1 - dat.rPminus[q] * 

dat.rPP[q] * Exp(Sqrt(-1)*2* dat.Xi[q] * dat.d[q])) 

 

 

 

//make/C/D/O/N=(601, sum(d)*10*10^9) Ematrix2 

//wave/C Ematrix2 

 

//optional check to make sure that the calculation method for the electric field is right 

using Equation 20 in Pettersson 

nu=0 

for( j = 0; j < dat.numLayers; j +=1) 

    IF(dat.d[j]>0) 

    for( i = 0; i < dat.d[j]; i +=0.01*dat.d[j]) 
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        dat.Ematrix[nu] = dat.tjplus[j]*(Exp(Sqrt(-1)*dat.Xi[j]*i)+dat.rPP[j]*Exp(Sqrt(-

1)*dat.Xi[j]*(2*dat.d[j]-i))) 

        nu +=1 

    endfor 

    else 

    endif 

endfor 

dat.BigQValues[] = 

0.5*dat.c*dat.epsilon0*4*Pi*imag(dat.nMatrix[1])/dat.lambda*real(dat.nMatrix[1])*mag

sqr(dat.Ematrix[p]) 

end 

 

 

//----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

 

//This function takes the structure with basically all important data in it and the excitation 

wavelength as input parameters. Its main  

//purpose is to calculate the electric field at every mesh point to then be implemented into 

the numerical model. 

Function EfieldWorkerP(dat) 

struct allData &dat 

variable j, i, nu 

 

 

//Calculate the amount of light transmitted from the ambient through the glass substrate 

//The equations are given in Griffiths E&M book eq. 9.115 and 9.116 

//dat.R_glass=((real(dat.air)*Cos(dat.phi)-real(dat.nMatrix[0])*Sqrt(1-

(real(dat.air)/real(dat.nMatrix[0])*Sin(dat.phi))^2))/(real(dat.air)*Cos(dat.phi)+real(dat.n

Matrix[0])*Sqrt(1-(real(dat.air)/real(dat.nMatrix[0])*Sin(dat.phi))^2)))^2 

//dat.T_glass =1-dat.R_glass[p] 

 

dat.qValues[] = (dat.nMatrix[p]^2-cmplx(real(dat.nmatrix[0])^2,0)*Sin(dat.phi)^2)^(1/2) 

 

 

//calculate the parameters for the internface and layer matrices for s polarized light 

//dat.rjk[] = (dat.qValues[p]-dat.qValues[p+1])/(dat.qValues[p]+dat.qValues[p+1]) 

//dat.tjk[] = 2*dat.qValues[p]/(dat.qValues[p]+dat.qValues[p+1]) 
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//Calculate the parameters for the interferance and layer matricies for p polarized light 

dat.rjk[] = (-

dat.nMatrix[p+1]^2*dat.qValues[p]+(dat.nMatrix[p])^2*dat.qValues[p+1])/(dat.nMatrix[

p+1]^2*dat.qValues[p]+dat.nMatrix[p]^2*dat.qValues[p+1]) 

dat.tjk[] = 

(2*dat.nMatrix[p]*dat.nMatrix[p+1]*dat.qValues[p])/(dat.nMatrix[p+1]^2*dat.qValues[p

]+dat.nMatrix[p]^2*dat.qValues[p+1]) 

 

//Place the 2x2 matricies into the overall interface matrix 

dat.iMatrix[][0][0] = 1/dat.tjk[p] 

dat.iMatrix[][0][1] = dat.rjk[p]/dat.tjk[p] 

dat.iMatrix[][1][0] = dat.rjk[p]/dat.tjk[p] 

dat.iMatrix[][1][1] = 1/dat.tjk[p] 

 

 

dat.Xi[] = 2*Pi*dat.qValues[p] /dat.lambda 

 

//Put the values Xi times d into the correct matrix spots of the layer matrix 

dat.lMat[][0][0] = Exp(-1 * Sqrt(-1) *dat.Xi[p] * dat.d[p]) 

dat.lMat[][1][1] = Exp( Sqrt(-1) * dat.Xi[p] * dat.d[p] ) 

dat.lMat[][0][1] = 0 

dat.lMat[][1][0] = 0 

 

//Make matricies to hold the 2x2 matrix info from iMat and lMat 

make/D/O/C/N=(2,2) holdiMat 

make/D/O/C/N=(2,2) holdlMat 

make/D/O/C/N=(2,2) hold 

make/D/O/C/N=(2,2) M_product 

hold[0][0] = 1 

hold[1][1] = 1 

wave/C holdiMat, holdlMat, hold, M_product 

 

 

//Calculate the values for the sP matrix where rows are wavelength columns are layer 

number and each cell is a 2x2 matrix 

for ( j = 0; j < dat.numLayers; j +=1) 

        IF(j>0) 

        for( nu = 1; nu < j; nu +=1) 

            holdiMat[][] = dat.iMatrix[nu-1][p][q] 

            holdlMat[][] = dat.lMat[nu][p][q] 

            MatrixMultiply holdiMat, holdlMat 
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            MatrixMultiply hold, M_product 

            hold[][] = M_product[p][q] 

        endfor 

        holdiMat[][] = dat.iMatrix[nu-1][p][q] 

        MatrixMultiply hold, holdiMat 

        hold[][] = M_product[p][q] 

        dat.sP[j][][] = hold[q][r] 

        hold *= 0 

        hold[0][0] = 1 

        hold[1][1] = 1 

        else 

        endif 

        //Calculate the values for the sPP matrix where rows are wavelength columns are 

layer number and each cell is a 2x2 matrix 

        IF(j<dat.numLayers-1) 

        for( nu = j+1; nu < dat.NumLayers-1; nu +=1) 

            holdiMat[][] = dat.iMatrix[nu-1][p][q] 

            holdlMat[][] = dat.lMat[nu][p][q] 

            MatrixMultiply holdiMat, holdlMat 

            MatrixMultiply hold, M_product 

            hold[][] = M_product[p][q]; 

        endfor 

        holdiMat[][] = dat.iMatrix[nu-1][p][q] 

        MatrixMultiply hold, holdiMat 

        hold[][] = M_product[p][q] 

        dat.sPP[j][][] = hold[q][r] 

        hold *= 0 

        hold[0][0] = 1 

        hold[1][1] = 1 

        else 

        endif 

endfor 

dat.sp[0][0][0]=1 

dat.sp[0][0][1]=0 

dat.sp[0][1][0]=0 

dat.sp[0][1][1]=1 

dat.spp[dat.numLayers-1][0][0]=1 

dat.spp[dat.numLayers-1][0][1]=0 

dat.spp[dat.numLayers-1][1][0]=0 

dat.spp[dat.numLayers-1][1][1]=1 
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//kill the no longer needed waves that were holding values 

KillWaves  holdiMat,holdlMat,hold 

 

//Put the values into reflection and transmission coefficient matricies 

dat.rP[] = dat.sP[p][1][0] / dat.sP[p][0][0] 

dat.rPminus[] = -1*dat.sP[p][0][1]/dat.sP[p][0][0] 

dat.rPP[] = dat.sPP[p][1][0] / dat.sPP[p][0][0] 

dat.tP[] = 1 / dat.sP[p][0][0] 

dat.tPP[] = 1 / dat.sPP[p][0][0] 

 

 

 

//Put the values into the internal transfer coefficients 

 

dat.tjPlus[] = dat.tP[p] / (1 - dat.rPminus[p] * dat.rPP[p] * Exp(Sqrt(-1)*2* dat.Xi[p] * 

dat.d[p])) 

//dat.tjMinus[] = dat.tjPlus[q] * dat.rPP[q] * Exp(Sqrt(-1)*2* dat.Xi[q] * dat.d[q]) 

 //(dat.tp[q]*dat.rpp[q]*Exp(Sqrt(-1)*2*dat.xi[q]*dat.d[q]))/(1 - dat.rPminus[q] * 

dat.rPP[q] * Exp(Sqrt(-1)*2* dat.Xi[q] * dat.d[q])) 

 

 

 

//make/C/D/O/N=(601, sum(d)*10*10^9) Ematrix2 

//wave/C Ematrix2 

 

//optional check to make sure that the calculation method for the electric field is right 

using Equation 20 in Pettersson 

nu=0 

for( j = 0; j < dat.numLayers; j +=1) 

    IF(dat.d[j]>0) 

    for( i = 0; i < dat.d[j]; i +=0.01*dat.d[j]) 

        dat.Ematrix[nu] = dat.tjplus[j]*(Exp(Sqrt(-1)*dat.Xi[j]*i)+dat.rPP[j]*Exp(Sqrt(-

1)*dat.Xi[j]*(2*dat.d[j]-i))) 

        nu +=1 

    endfor 

    else 

    endif 

endfor 

dat.BigQValues[] = 

0.5*dat.c*dat.epsilon0*4*Pi*imag(dat.nMatrix[1])/dat.lambda*real(dat.nMatrix[1])*mag

sqr(dat.Ematrix[p]) 

end  
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Appendix D:  Photovoltage based LD Measurement Fitting 
Code 

 The following code was used to fit the predicted number of excitons dissociated at 

the D-A heterojunction to the experimentally measured number of charge carriers 

generated. The algorithm uses the Pettersson34 code presented in Appendix B to calculate 

the electric field inside the device, so only the fitting algorithm is included here. This same 

fit function can easily be modified to fit ηEQE spectrum as well. 

 

FUNCTION FitCE() 

 

wave spectrum 

variable length=numpnts(spectrum), count 

make/D/O/N=(length) LEDspec  

make/D/O/N=(length) ChargesExtractednm, ChargesExtractedNM_INT 

make/DF/O/D/N=601 dfw, dfw2 

make/O/D/N=110 xw = p*5 

make/N=601/O ChargeExtracted 

make/D/O/N=1 coefw 

 

//Set the angle of incidence 

variable phinaught = Pi/180*15 

make/D/O/N=601 phi 

 

Struct allData dat 

    wave dat.coefw 

    wave dat.xw 

    wave dat.lambda 

    wave dat.d 

    wave dat.diffLength 

    wave/C dat.nMatrix 

    wave dat.AM15 

    wave dat.cases 

    wave/C dat.qValues 

    wave/C dat.rjk 

    wave/C dat.tjk 
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    wave/C dat.iMatrix 

    wave/C dat.Xi 

    wave/C dat.lMat 

    wave/C dat.sP 

    wave/C dat.sPP 

    wave/C dat.tP 

    wave/C dat.tPP 

    wave/C dat.sMat 

    wave/C dat.rP 

    wave/C dat.rPP 

    wave/C dat.rPminus 

    wave/C dat.tjPlus 

    wave/C dat.tjMinus 

    wave dat.R_glass 

    wave dat.T_glass 

    wave/C dat.air 

    wave/C dat.sio2 

    wave/C dat.Ematrix 

    wave dat.matIndex 

    wave dat.absorbtion 

    wave dat.reflection 

    wave dat.transmission 

    wave dat.bVal 

    wave/C dat.rhoDeltaPP 

    wave dat.absorb 

    wave dat.Trans 

    wave dat.C1 

    wave dat.C2 

    wave dat.Amat 

    wave dat.Bmat 

    wave dat.jPhoto 

    wave dat.Photo 

    wave dat.EQE 

    wave dat.donorJ 

    wave dat.acceptorJ 

    wave dat.donorEQE 

    wave dat.acceptorEQE 

    wave/DF dat.dfw 

    wave/DF dat.dfw2 

    wave dat.yw2 

    wave dat.LEDspec 

    wave dat.chargesExtractedNM 
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    wave ChargesExtractedNM_INT 

    nvar dat.numLayers 

     nvar dat.h  

     nvar dat.c  

     nvar dat.e  

     nvar dat.epsilon0   

     nvar dat.k   

     nvar dat.phinaught 

     wave dat.phi 

 

wave ito, ugh2, subpc, c60, bcp, al, air, moo3, clalpc, sio2, peopt, pedot,mgpc, cupc, 

SubNc, PbPc, C70, PbPc_Ugh2_3to1, H2Pc 

 

variable con = 1.0//Percent PbPc 

dat.nMatrix[][0] = sio2[p] 

dat.nMatrix[][1] = ito[p] 

dat.nMatrix[][2] = cmplx(con*real(CuPc[p])+(1-con)*real(ugh2[p]), 

con*imag(CuPc[p])+(1-con)*imag(ugh2[p]) ) 

dat.nMatrix[][3] = c60[p] 

dat.nMatrix[][4] = bcp[p] 

dat.nMatrix[][5] = al[p] 

dat.nMatrix[][6] = air[p] 

 

 

dat.d[0] = 0 

dat.d[1] = 90 

dat.d[2] = 20 

dat.d[3] = 20 

dat.d[4] = 10 

dat.d[5] = 100 

dat.d[6] = 0 

 

 

dat.diffLength[0] = 1 

dat.diffLength[1] = 1 

dat.diffLength[2] = 5.9 

dat.diffLength[3] =28 

dat.diffLength[4] = 1 

dat.diffLength[5] = 1 

dat.diffLength[6] = 1 

 

dat.d*=1e-9 
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dat.diffLength*=1e-9 

dat.cases[0]=4 

 

dat.air = air 

dat.sio2 = sio2 

 

dat.phi[] =aSin(dat.air[p]*Sin(dat.Phinaught)/real(dat.nMatrix[p][0])) 

 

 

// Create a wave to hold data folder references returned by Worker. 

// /DF specifies the data type of the wave as "data folder reference". 

Make/DF/N=(601)/O dfwtest 

wave/DF dfwtest 

Make/DF/N=(601)/O dfw2test 

wave/DF dfw2test 

multithread dfwtest = EfieldWorker(dat, p) 

 

multithread dfw2test = EQEworker(dat, p) 

 

 

 

dat.LEDspec[]=spectrum[p] 

dat.ChargesExtractedNM[]=ChargeExtracted[p] 

 

make/N=1/O Charges 

//----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

charges[0] = 5.81e9 //Input the number of charges that should be extracted 

//---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

dat.coefw = {5e-9} //LD is the only variable since only one data point 

//loadwave/A/O/D "C:\\Users\\Tyler\\Desktop\\Matlab Files\\Pettersson 

Calculations\\Fitting CuPc EQE\\CuPc from 9.13.11\\cupc20nm.ibw" 

//setscale/P x, 300, 5, "wavelength (nm)", cupc20nm 

//Redimension/N=110 cupc20nm 

//LdDriver (dat, charges) 

SetScale/P x 300,1,"", ChargesExtractednm 

print coefw[0] 

end 

 

 

function fitEQEusingStruct (ss) : FitFunc 

struct allData &ss 

variable L 
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variable x 

 

//s.d[1]=s.coefw[2] 

ss.difflength[2] = ss.coefw[0] 

//ss.difflength[3] = ss.coefw[0] 

//s.d[2] = s.coefw[3] 

//s.d[3] = s.coefw[1] 

//s.d[4] = s.coefw[5] 

 

wave/DF dfw = ss.dfw 

wave/DF dfw2 = ss.dfw2 

     

//multithread dfw[] = EfieldWorker(ss, p) 

multithread dfw2[] = EQEworker(ss, p) 

 

ss.ChargesExtractednm[] = ss.EQE[p]/100 * ss.LEDspec[p] 

SetScale/P x 300e-9,1e-9,"", ss.ChargesExtractednm 

Integrate ss.ChargesExtractednm/D=ss.ChargesExtractednm_INT 

 

ss.yw[0] = ss.chargesExtractednm_INT[numpnts(ss.ChargesExtractednm)-1] 

 

end 

 

function LdDriver (ss, yw) 

struct alldata &ss 

wave yw 

 

//make/O/N=2 epsilonwave = {0.00000001e-9,0.00000001e-9,0.01e-9} 

make/O/N=1/T CTextWave = { "K0> 0.1e-9"}//, "K2 < 180e-9"}//, "K3 > 25e-9", "K3 < 

35e-9" , "K0 > 0.5e-9" , "K0 < 20e-9", "K1 > 10e-9" , "K1 < 30e-9", "k4 > 55e-9", "K4 < 

200e-9"} 

 

//make/O/N=110 mask 

//wave mask  

 

//mask =0 

//variable j,k 

//for (k=0; k<2; k+=1) 

//for (j=10; j<110; j +=1) 

//mask[j+110*k] = 1 

//endfor 
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//endfor 

 

wave pw = ss.coefw 

 

nvar V_FitTol, V_FitOptions, V_FitQuitReason 

V_FitTol = 0.0001 

V_FitOptions = 12 

funcfit/N=1 fitEQEusingStruct, pw, yw /X=xWave 

/STRC=ss/C=CTextWave//E=epsilonwave/M=mask 

print V_FitQuitReason 

 

//variable error 

//error =0 

//for (j=20; j<110; j+=1) 

//error +=(s.EQE[5*j]-yw[j])^2 

//endfor 

//print "error is ", error 

end 
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Appendix E:  Ballistic Deposition Code 

 In Chapter 12 a ballistic deposition model was presented to simulate molecular 

deposition and annealing. The code presented below produces distinct morphologies based 

on the Lennard-Jones potential219 parameters used as demonstrated in Chapter 12, but the 

code has not been fully vetted. It is presented as is to help the next generation of students 

produce a fully working model of OPV deposition and operation. 

 

    constant nSpheres = 500 

    constant radius = 0.5 //nm 

    constant xDim = 10 //nm 

    constant yDim = 10 //nm 

    constant zDim = 10 //nm 

    constant xSteps = 100 

    constant ySteps = 100 

    constant epsilonSame = 6 //Depth of the Lennard-Jones potential well in eV 

    constant epsilonDiff = -6 //Depth of the potential well if the molecules are different 

    constant annealTemp = 1000 //Simulated annealing temperature in Kelvin 

    constant xBins = 5 //bins x dimension to hold where a sphere is for energy calculations  

    constant yBins = 5 //bins y dimension to hold where a sphere is for energy calculations 

    constant binZ = 2 //nm dimension of the z binning 

    constant nnMax = 14 

 

 

//This is the main function behind deposition 

function sphere() 

//initialize the constants if needed 

nVar/Z nSpheres 

if(!nVar_Exists(nSpheres)) 

    variable/G nSpheres = 1000 

    variable/G radius = 0.5 //nm 

    variable/G xDim = 10 //nm 

    variable/G yDim = 10 //nm 

    variable/G zDim = 10 //nm 

    variable/G xSteps = 100 

    variable/G ySteps = 100 
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    variable/G epsilonSame = 0.026*2 //Depth of the Lennard-Jones potential well in eV 

    variable/G epsilonDiff = 0.026 

    variable/G annealTemp = 1000 //Simulated annealing temperature in Kelvin 

    variable/G xBins = 5 // number of bins in the z dimension 

    variable/G yBins = 5 // number of bins in the y dimension 

    variable/G binZ = 2//nm dimension of the z binning 

    variable/G nnMax = 14 

endif 

 

//Declare the constants for use 

nVar radius 

nVar xDim  

nVar yDim  

nVar zDim 

nVar xSteps  

nVar ySteps  

nVar epsilonSame 

nVar epsilonDiff 

nVar annealTemp 

nVar xBins, yBins, nnMax 

 

//Declare variables for use 

variable sigma = 2*radius/2^(1/6) //Equilibrium Lennard-Jones separation in nanometers. 

variable ratio = 0.5 

variable stepDistance = 0.5*radius 

variable xp=0, yp=0, zp=0 

variable height=0 

variable count=0, i=0, j=0 

variable gridX=0, gridY=0 

variable xOffset=0, yOffset=0 

variable temp=0 

variable theta=0 

variable phi=0 

variable rho=0 

variable energy=0, energyNew=0 

variable distance=0 

variable newX=0, newY=0, oldX = 0, oldY = 0, oldZ = 0 

variable distanceX=0, distanceY=0 

variable binX = xDim / xBins 

variable binY = yDim / yBins 
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killWaves/A/Z 

 

make/O/N=(xSteps, ySteps) grid = 0 

make/O/N=(nSpheres, 3) sphereHolder = -1 

make/O/N=(nSpheres, 2) binPointer = -1 

make/O/N=(nSpheres, nnMax) nnHolder = inf 

setRandomSeed 0.5 

 

variable zBins = 1 //Set this high enough that you don't run out of bins in z-dir! 

make/O/N = (xBins*yBins*zBins, 2) rootLeaf = -1 //a wave to determine the first and last 

spheres in a bin 

make/O/N = (xBins*yBins, 8) binLookup = -1  //a wave to hold the adjacent bin numbers 

 

//populate the binLookup wave 

getBins(binLookup, 1) 

 

//start loop to deposit all of the particles 

variable particle=0 

for(particle = 0; particle < nSpheres; particle +=1) 

 

//randomly determine whether the particle is a donor or ugh 

count = abs(enoise(1, 2))  

if ( count <= ratio ) 

    nnHolder[particle][0] = 1 //a donor molecule 

else 

    nnHolder[particle][0] = 0 //ugh molecule 

endif 

 

//randomly generate the x,y coordinates where the particle will fall from 

sphereHolder[particle][0] = abs(enoise(1, 2)*xDim) 

sphereHolder[particle][1] = abs(enoise(1, 2)*yDim) 

 

//place the particle at the top of that stack 

findZ(particle, grid, sphereHolder, binPointer, binX, binY, binZ) //aslo determines which 

bin the sphere is currently in 

 

 

     

//Calculate the energy of the as deposited position 

energy = CalcE (sphereHolder, nnHolder, binPointer, rootLeaf, binLookup, particle, 

sigma) 
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//Anneal the new sphere using a decreasing temperature and at most a 2 radius jump 

count = 0 

for (temp = annealTemp; temp > 10; temp *= 0.99^count ) 

    //Store the old coordinates in case of rejected move 

    oldX = sphereHolder[particle][0] 

    oldY = sphereHolder[particle][1] 

    oldZ = sphereHolder[particle][2] 

     

    //Randomly select a direction to move 

    newX = enoise(1, 2)*3*radius+temp/annealTemp*2*radius + 

sphereHolder[particle][0] 

    newY = enoise(1, 2)*3*radius+temp/annealTemp*2*radius  + 

sphereHolder[particle][1] 

     

    //Apply the mirror boundary conditions 

    if (newX < 0) 

        newX += xDim 

    elseif (newX > xDim) 

        newX -= xDim 

    endif 

     

    if(newY < 0) 

        newY += yDim 

    elseif (newY > yDim) 

        newY -= yDim 

    endif 

     

    //update the new coordinates 

    sphereHolder[particle][0] = newX 

    sphereHolder[particle][1] = newY 

     

    //Determine the new z-coordinate 

    findZ(particle, grid, sphereHolder, binPointer, binX, binY, binZ) 

     

    //Calculate the energy of the new site using surrounding bins using a Lennard-Jones 

potential 

    energyNew = CalcE(sphereHolder, nnHolder, binPointer, rootLeaf, binLookup, 

particle, sigma) 
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    //Statistically determine if the move should be accepted based on a boltzmann 

distribution 

    xp = abs(enoise(1, 2)) 

    if ( energyNew <= energy ) 

        //accept the move 

        energy = energyNew 

    elseif ( xp < Exp( -1* (energyNew - energy)/ 8.617e-5 / temp ) ) 

        //accept the move 

        energy = energyNew 

    else 

        //reject the move 

        sphereHolder[particle][0] = oldX 

        sphereHolder[particle][1] = oldY 

        sphereHolder[particle][2] = oldZ 

    endif 

     

     

    energyNew = 0 

    count+=1 

     

endfor 

 

//update the list of nearestNeighbor molecules 

CalcNN (sphereHolder, nnHolder, binPointer, rootLeaf, binLookup, particle, nnMax) 

 

//update the rootLeaf holder for the bin the sphere ends up in 

if (rootLeaf[binPointer[particle][0]][0] != -1) 

    binPointer[particle][1] = rootLeaf[ binPointer[particle][0] ][1] //make the new particle 

point to the previous leaf 

    rootLeaf[ binPointer[particle][0] ][1] = particle //Tell rootLeaf that particle is now the 

new leaf 

elseif ( rootLeaf[binPointer[particle][0]][0] == -1 ) //This means the bin is currently 

empty 

    rootLeaf[ binPointer[particle][0] ][0] = particle //make the new particle the root of the 

bin 

    rootLeaf[ binPointer[particle][0] ][1] = particle //Also make the new particle the leaf of 

the bin 

endif 

 

//update the grid for the new particle added. All others remain fixed 

xp = sphereHolder[particle][0] 

yp = sphereHolder[particle][1] 
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zp = sphereHolder[particle][2] 

for(gridX=floor((xp-radius)*xSteps/xDim)-1; gridX < ceil((xp + 

radius)*xSteps/xDim)+1; gridX +=1 ) 

    for(gridY=floor((yp-radius)*ySteps/yDim)-1; gridY < ceil((yp + 

radius)*ySteps/yDim)+1; gridY +=1 ) 

        If( ( (gridX*xDim/xSteps-xp)^2 + (gridY*yDim/ySteps-yp)^2 ) <= radius^2 ) 

                     

            newX = gridX 

            newY = gridY     

            //set up the mirror boundary conditions 

            If ( gridX < 0 ) 

                newX = xSteps + gridX 

            elseif(gridX >= xSteps ) 

                newX = gridX - xSteps 

            endif 

             

            If ( gridY < 0 ) 

                newY = ySteps + gridY 

            elseif( gridY >= ySteps) 

                newY = gridY - ySteps 

            endif 

             

            If( grid[newX][newY] > Sqrt(radius^2 - (gridX*xDim/xSteps-xp)^2 - 

(gridY*yDim/ySteps-yp)^2)  + zp ) 

             

            else 

                grid[newX][newY] = Sqrt(radius^2 - (gridX*xDim/xSteps-xp)^2 - 

(gridY*yDim/ySteps-yp)^2 ) + zp 

            endif 

        else 

        endif 

    endfor 

endfor 

 

endfor 

 

 

end 

 

//----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------- 
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//This is an IGOR Pro specific function used when visualizing the spheres 

Function ViewSphereScript(sphereHolder) 

wave sphereHolder 

variable numSphere 

variable sphere 

string makeSphere, sphereCenter, dataRep, holder 

 

numSphere = dimSize(sphereHolder, 0) 

make/T/N=(numSphere, 3) input 

 

for (sphere = 0; sphere < numSphere; sphere +=1) 

 

    makeSphere = "Sphere" + num2istr(sphere) + " = Sphere(); "  

    sprintf holder,  "%s", makeSphere 

    input[sphere][0] = holder 

    sphereCenter = "Sphere" + num2istr(sphere) + ".Center = [" 

    sprintf holder, "%s %010.5f, %010.5f, %010.5f ]; ", sphereCenter, 

sphereHolder[sphere][0], sphereHolder[sphere][1], sphereHolder[sphere][2] 

    input[sphere][1] = holder 

    dataRep = "dataRepresentation" + num2istr(sphere) + " = Show()" 

    sprintf holder, "%s; ", dataRep 

    input[sphere][2] = holder 

 

endfor 

 

end 

 

//----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------- 

 

//This function determines the height value or z-coordinate where the sphere should be 

placed 

function findZ (particle, grid, sphereHolder, binPointer, binX, binY, binZ) 

variable particle 

wave grid 

wave &sphereHolder 

wave &binPointer 

variable binX, binY, binZ 

 

//determine the stepSize 

nVar xDim, yDim, xSteps, ySteps, radius, xBins, yBins 

variable stepSizeX = xDim/xSteps 
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variable stepSizeY = yDim/ySteps 

variable xp = sphereHolder[particle][0], yp = sphereHolder[particle][1] 

 

//find the height as interpolated at the center (x, y) point 

variable x1=0, x2=0, y1=0, y2=0, zp, center, left, right, top, bottom 

x1 = trunc(xp / stepSizeX) 

x2 = x1 +1 

y1 = trunc( yp / stepSizeY) 

y2 = y1 + 1 

//Get the height 

zp = ( grid[x2][y1] - grid[x1][y2] )/2 * mod(xp, stepSizeX) + grid[x1][y1] 

zp+= ( grid[x1][y2] - grid[x1][y1] )/2 * mod(yp, stepSizeY) + grid[x1][y1] 

zp /=2 

center = zp + radius 

 

//find the height as interpolated at the left 

x2 = xp - radius 

if ( x2 < 0 ) 

    x2 = xDim + x2 

endif 

x1 = trunc( x2 / stepSizeX) 

x2 = x1 +1 

y1 = trunc( yp / stepSizeY) 

y2 = y1 + 1 

//Get the height 

zp = ( grid[x2][y1] - grid[x1][y2] )/2 * mod(xp, stepSizeX) + grid[x1][y1] 

zp+= ( grid[x1][y2] - grid[x1][y1] )/2 * mod(yp, stepSizeY) + grid[x1][y1] 

zp /=2 

left = zp 

 

//find the height as interpolated at the right 

x2 = xp + radius 

if ( x2 >= xDim ) 

    x2 = x2 - xDim 

endif 

x1 = trunc( x2 / stepSizeX) 

x2 = x1 +1 

y1 = trunc( yp / stepSizeY) 

y2 = y1 + 1 

//Get the height 

zp = ( grid[x2][y1] - grid[x1][y2] )/2 * mod(xp, stepSizeX) + grid[x1][y1] 

zp+= ( grid[x1][y2] - grid[x1][y1] )/2 * mod(yp, stepSizeY) + grid[x1][y1] 
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zp /=2 

right = zp 

 

//find the height as interpolated at the bottom 

y2 = yp - radius 

if ( y2 < 0 ) 

    y2 = yDim + y2 

endif 

x1 = trunc( xp / stepSizeX) 

x2 = x1 +1 

y1 = trunc( y2 / stepSizeY) 

y2 = y1 + 1 

//Get the height 

zp = ( grid[x2][y1] - grid[x1][y2] )/2 * mod(xp, stepSizeX) + grid[x1][y1] 

zp+= ( grid[x1][y2] - grid[x1][y1] )/2 * mod(yp, stepSizeY) + grid[x1][y1] 

zp /=2 

bottom = zp 

 

//find the height as interpolated at the top 

y2 = yp + radius 

if ( y2 >= yDim ) 

    y2 = y2 - yDim 

endif 

x1 = trunc( xp / stepSizeX) 

x2 = x1 +1 

y1 = trunc( y2 / stepSizeY) 

y2 = y1 + 1 

//Get the height 

zp = ( grid[x2][y1] - grid[x1][y2] )/2 * mod(xp, stepSizeX) + grid[x1][y1] 

zp+= ( grid[x1][y2] - grid[x1][y1] )/2 * mod(yp, stepSizeY) + grid[x1][y1] 

zp /=2 

top = zp 

 

//find out which bin the sphere is currently in 

x1 = trunc(xp / binX ) 

y1 = trunc ( yp / binY ) 

//x2 = trunc ( z / binZ ) 

//sphereHolder[particle][3] = xBins*yBins*x2 + xBins*y1 + x1 

binPointer[particle][0] = xBins*y1 + x1 

 

if( center < left) 

    center = left 
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elseif ( center < right) 

    center = right 

elseif ( center < bottom ) 

    center = bottom 

elseif ( center < top ) 

    center = top 

endif 

sphereHolder[particle][2] = center 

 

end 

 

 

//----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------- 

 

 

//This function calculates the energy of the sphere at its current location 

function CalcE (sphereHolder, nnHolder, binPointer, rootLeaf, binLookup, particle, 

sigma) 

wave sphereHolder, nnHolder, binPointer, rootLeaf, binLookup 

variable particle, sigma 

variable attr = 6, rep = 12 

 

nVar xBins, yBins, xDim, yDim, epsilonSame, epsilonDiff 

variable energy1=0, bin = binPointer[particle][0], molecule = 0, test = 1, dis=0, newBin = 

0 

 

//Calculate the energy for the bins around the one the particle is currently in 

for (test = 0; test < 8; test +=1 )  

    newBin = binLookup[bin][test] 

    if (newBin != -1 && rootLeaf[newBin][0] != -1) //Ensure the bin is not empty before 

looping over molecules in the bin 

        molecule = rootLeaf[newBin][1] //Start with the leaf molecule (last molecule added 

to this bin) 

        do 

            //calculate the distance between the particle just added and the molecule 

            dis = sqrt( (mod(sphereHolder[particle][0] - sphereHolder[molecule][0], xDim) 

)^2 +  (mod(sphereHolder[particle][1] - sphereHolder[molecule][1], yDim))^2 + 

(sphereHolder[particle][2] - sphereHolder[molecule][2])^2 ) 

        if ( nnHolder[particle][0] == nnHolder[molecule][0] ) 

            energy1 += 4*epsilonSame*( (sigma/dis)^rep - (sigma/dis)^attr ) //use the 

distance to calculate the energy 
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        else 

            energy1 += 4*epsilonDiff*( (sigma/dis)^rep - (sigma/dis)^attr ) //use the distance 

to calculate the energy 

        endif 

            molecule = binPointer[molecule][1] //look at the pointer to find the next molecule 

        while ( molecule != -1 ) //end the loop when molecule tries to read the pointer of the 

root molecule 

    endif 

endfor 

 

//Calculate the energy for the bin the molecule is in 

if (rootLeaf[bin][0] != -1) //Ensure the bin is not empty before looping over molecules in 

the bin 

    molecule = rootLeaf[bin][1] //Start with the leaf molecule (last molecule added to this 

bin) 

    do 

        //calculate the distance between the particle just added and the molecule 

        dis = sqrt( (mod(sphereHolder[particle][0] - sphereHolder[molecule][0], xDim) )^2 

+  (mod(sphereHolder[particle][1] - sphereHolder[molecule][1], yDim))^2 + 

(sphereHolder[particle][2] - sphereHolder[molecule][2])^2 ) 

        if ( nnHolder[particle][0] == nnHolder[molecule][0] ) 

            energy1 += 4*epsilonSame*( (sigma/dis)^rep - (sigma/dis)^attr ) //use the 

distance to calculate the energy 

        else 

            energy1 += 4*epsilonDiff*( (sigma/dis)^rep - (sigma/dis)^attr ) //use the distance 

to calculate the energy 

        endif 

        molecule = binPointer[molecule][1] //look at the pointer to find the next molecule 

    while ( molecule != -1 ) //end the loop when molecule tries to read the pointer of the 

root molecule 

endif 

     

if (sphereholder[particle][2] < 0.6 )  

    energy1 -= 2.5*epsilonSame 

endif 

return energy1 

end 

 

 

//----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------- 
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//This function determines which molecules are nearest neighbors to the molecule of 

interest 

function CalcNN (sphereHolder, nnHolder, binPointer, rootLeaf, binLookup, particle, 

nnMax) 

wave sphereHolder, &nnHolder, binPointer, rootLeaf, binLookup 

variable particle, nnMax 

 

nVar xBins, yBins, xDim, yDim, epsilonSame, epsilonDiff, radius 

variable energy1=1, bin = binPointer[particle][0], molecule = 0, test = 1, dis=0, newBin = 

0, count=0 

 

//Calculate the nearestNeighbors for the bins around the particle bin 

for (test = 0; test < 8; test +=1 )  

    newBin = binLookup[bin][test] 

    if (newBin != -1 && rootLeaf[newBin][0] != -1) //Ensure the bin is not empty before 

looping over molecules in the bin 

        molecule = rootLeaf[newBin][1] //Start with the leaf molecule (last molecule added 

to this bin) 

        do 

            //calculate the distance between the particle just added and the molecule 

            dis = sqrt( (mod(sphereHolder[particle][0] - sphereHolder[molecule][0], xDim) 

)^2 +  (mod(sphereHolder[particle][1] - sphereHolder[molecule][1], yDim))^2 + 

(sphereHolder[particle][2] - sphereHolder[molecule][2])^2 ) 

        if ( dis < 1.2* (2*radius) ) 

            if (nnHolder[particle][0] == 1) 

                nnHolder[molecule][nnMax - 1] +=1 //add to the coordination number 

                nnHolder[molecule][ nnHolder[molecule][nnMax - 1] ] = particle //store the 

reverse nearest neighbor 

            else 

                nnHolder[molecule][nnMax - 1] +=1 //add to the coordination number 

                nnHolder[molecule][ nnHolder[molecule][nnMax - 1] ] = -1*particle //store the 

reverse nearest neighbor 

            endif 

            if ( nnHolder[molecule][0] ==1 ) 

                nnHolder[particle][energy1] = molecule //use the distance to calculate the 

energy 

            else 

                nnHolder[particle][energy1] = -1*molecule //use the distance to calculate the 

energy 

            endif 

        energy1 +=1 

        endif 
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        molecule = binPointer[molecule][1] //look at the pointer to find the next molecule 

        while ( molecule != -1 ) //end the loop when molecule tries to read the pointer of the 

root molecule 

    endif 

endfor 

 

//Calculate the nearest neighbors for the bin the molecule is in 

if (rootLeaf[bin][0] != -1) //Ensure the bin is not empty before looping over molecules in 

the bin 

    molecule = rootLeaf[bin][1] //Start with the leaf molecule (last molecule added to this 

bin) 

    do 

        //calculate the distance between the particle just added and the molecule 

        dis = sqrt( (mod(sphereHolder[particle][0] - sphereHolder[molecule][0], xDim) )^2 

+  (mod(sphereHolder[particle][1] - sphereHolder[molecule][1], yDim))^2 + 

(sphereHolder[particle][2] - sphereHolder[molecule][2])^2 ) 

        if ( dis < 1.2* radius ) 

            if (nnHolder[particle][0] == 1) 

                nnHolder[molecule][nnMax - 1] +=1 //add to the coordination number 

                nnHolder[molecule][ nnHolder[molecule][nnMax - 1] ] = particle //store the 

reverse nearest neighbor 

            else 

                nnHolder[molecule][nnMax - 1] +=1 //add to the coordination number 

                nnHolder[molecule][ nnHolder[molecule][nnMax - 1] ] = -1*particle //store the 

reverse nearest neighbor 

            endif 

             

            if ( nnHolder[molecule][0] ==1 ) 

                nnHolder[particle][energy1] = molecule //use the distance to calculate the 

energy 

            else 

                nnHolder[particle][energy1] = -1*molecule //use the distance to calculate the 

energy 

            endif 

        energy1 +=1 

        endif 

        molecule = binPointer[molecule][1] //look at the pointer to find the next molecule 

    while ( molecule != -1 ) //end the loop when molecule tries to read the pointer of the 

root molecule 

endif 

     

nnHolder[particle][nnMax - 1] = energy1 - 1 
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if (sphereholder[particle][2] ==0.5) 

    nnHolder[particle][nnMax - 2] = 1 

else 

    nnHolder[particle][nnMax-2] =0 

endif 

end 

 

//----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------- 

 

//This function gives the bins which are adjacent to the bin of interest 

function getBins (binLookup, zBins) 

wave &binLookup 

variable zBins 

 

nVar xBins, yBins 

variable countX=0, countY=0, countZ=0, binNum=0 

make/O/N=(xBins, yBins, 1, 8) binHolder 

 

//set all of the interior bins 

for ( countX = 1; countX < xBins-1; countX +=1) 

    for ( countY = 1; countY < yBins-1; countY +=1) 

        for ( countZ = 0; countZ < zBins; countZ+=1) 

            binNum = xBins*yBins*countZ + xBins*countY + countX 

            binHolder[countX][countY][countZ][0] = binNum - xBins - 1//Lower-Left 

            binHolder[countX][countY][countZ][1] = binNum - xBins //Lower bin 

            binHolder[countX][countY][countZ][2] = binNum - xBins + 1 //Lower right bin 

            binHolder[countX][countY][countZ][3] = binNum - 1 //left bin 

            binHolder[countX][countY][countZ][4] = binNum + 1 //right bin 

            binHolder[countX][countY][countZ][5] = binNum + xBins -1 //upper left bin 

            binHolder[countX][countY][countZ][6] = binNum + xBins //upper bin 

            binHolder[countX][countY][countZ][7] = binNum + xBins+1 //upper right bin 

        endfor 

    endfor 

endfor 

 

//set all of the left interior bins 

countX = 0 

    for ( countY = 1; countY < yBins-1; countY +=1) 

        for ( countZ = 0; countZ < zBins; countZ+=1) 

            binNum = xBins*yBins*countZ + xBins*countY + countX 

            binHolder[countX][countY][countZ][0] = binNum - 1//Lower-Left 
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            binHolder[countX][countY][countZ][1] = binNum - xBins //Lower bin 

            binHolder[countX][countY][countZ][2] = binNum - xBins + 1 //Lower right bin 

            binHolder[countX][countY][countZ][3] = binNum + xBins - 1 //left bin 

            binHolder[countX][countY][countZ][4] = binNum + 1 //right bin 

            binHolder[countX][countY][countZ][5] = binNum + 2*xBins -1 //upper left bin 

            binHolder[countX][countY][countZ][6] = binNum + xBins //upper bin 

            binHolder[countX][countY][countZ][7] = binNum + xBins+1 //upper right bin 

        endfor 

    endfor 

 

//set all of the right interior bins 

countX = xBins - 1 

    for ( countY = 1; countY < yBins-1; countY +=1) 

        for ( countZ = 0; countZ < zBins; countZ+=1) 

            binNum = xBins*yBins*countZ + xBins*countY + countX 

            binHolder[countX][countY][countZ][0] = binNum - xBins - 1//Lower-Left 

            binHolder[countX][countY][countZ][1] = binNum - xBins //Lower bin 

            binHolder[countX][countY][countZ][2] = binNum - 2*xBins + 1 //Lower right 

bin 

            binHolder[countX][countY][countZ][3] = binNum - 1 //left bin 

            binHolder[countX][countY][countZ][4] = binNum - xBins + 1 //right bin 

            binHolder[countX][countY][countZ][5] = binNum + xBins -1 //upper left bin 

            binHolder[countX][countY][countZ][6] = binNum + xBins //upper bin 

            binHolder[countX][countY][countZ][7] = binNum + 1 //upper right bin 

        endfor 

    endfor 

     

//set all of the bottom interior bins 

countY = 0 

for ( countX = 1; countX < xBins-1; countX +=1) 

    for ( countZ = 0; countZ < zBins; countZ+=1) 

        binNum = xBins*yBins*countZ + xBins*countY + countX 

        binHolder[countX][countY][countZ][0] = binNum + xBins*(yBins - 1) - 1//Lower-

Left 

        binHolder[countX][countY][countZ][1] = binNum + xBins*(yBins - 1)  //Lower bin 

        binHolder[countX][countY][countZ][2] = binNum + xBins*(yBins - 1)  + 1 //Lower 

right bin 

        binHolder[countX][countY][countZ][3] = binNum - 1 //left bin 

        binHolder[countX][countY][countZ][4] = binNum + 1 //right bin 

        binHolder[countX][countY][countZ][5] = binNum + xBins -1 //upper left bin 

        binHolder[countX][countY][countZ][6] = binNum + xBins //upper bin 

        binHolder[countX][countY][countZ][7] = binNum + xBins+1 //upper right bin 
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    endfor 

endfor 

 

//set all of the upper interior bins 

countY = yBins - 1 

for ( countX = 1; countX < xBins-1; countX +=1) 

    for ( countZ = 0; countZ < zBins; countZ+=1) 

        binNum = xBins*yBins*countZ + xBins*countY + countX 

        binHolder[countX][countY][countZ][0] = binNum - xBins - 1//Lower-Left 

        binHolder[countX][countY][countZ][1] = binNum - xBins //Lower bin 

        binHolder[countX][countY][countZ][2] = binNum - xBins + 1 //Lower right bin 

        binHolder[countX][countY][countZ][3] = binNum - 1 //left bin 

        binHolder[countX][countY][countZ][4] = binNum + 1 //right bin 

        binHolder[countX][countY][countZ][5] = binNum - xBins*(yBins - 1) -1 //upper 

left bin 

        binHolder[countX][countY][countZ][6] = binNum - xBins*(yBins - 1) //upper bin 

        binHolder[countX][countY][countZ][7] = binNum -xBins*(yBins - 1)+1 //upper 

right bin 

    endfor 

endfor 

 

//Set the lower left corner 

    countX = 0 

    countY = 0 

    countZ = 0 

    binNum = 0 

    binHolder[countX][countY][countZ][0] = -1//Lower-Left 

    binHolder[countX][countY][countZ][1] = xBins*(yBins-1)  //Lower bin 

    binHolder[countX][countY][countZ][2] = binNum + xBins* (yBins - 1) + 1 //Lower 

right bin 

    binHolder[countX][countY][countZ][3] = binNum + xBins - 1 //left bin 

    binHolder[countX][countY][countZ][4] = binNum + 1 //right bin 

    binHolder[countX][countY][countZ][5] = binNum + 2*xBins -1 //upper left bin 

    binHolder[countX][countY][countZ][6] = binNum + xBins //upper bin 

    binHolder[countX][countY][countZ][7] = binNum + xBins+1 //upper right bin 

 

//Set the lower right corner 

    countX = xBins - 1 

    countY = 0 

    countZ = 0 

    binNum = xBins*yBins*countZ + xBins*countY + countX 
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    binHolder[countX][countY][countZ][0] = binNum + xBins*(yBins - 1) - 1//Lower-

Left 

    binHolder[countX][countY][countZ][1] = binNum + xBins*(yBins - 1) //Lower bin 

    binHolder[countX][countY][countZ][2] =  -1 //Lower right bin 

    binHolder[countX][countY][countZ][3] = binNum - 1 //left bin 

    binHolder[countX][countY][countZ][4] = binNum - xBins + 1 //right bin 

    binHolder[countX][countY][countZ][5] = binNum + xBins -1 //upper left bin 

    binHolder[countX][countY][countZ][6] = binNum + xBins //upper bin 

    binHolder[countX][countY][countZ][7] = binNum + 1 //upper right bin 

     

//Set the upper left corner 

    countX = 0 

    countY = yBins - 1 

    countZ = 0 

    binNum = xBins*yBins*countZ + xBins*countY + countX 

    binHolder[countX][countY][countZ][0] = binNum - 1//Lower-Left 

    binHolder[countX][countY][countZ][1] = binNum - xBins //Lower bin 

    binHolder[countX][countY][countZ][2] = binNum - xBins + 1 //Lower right bin 

    binHolder[countX][countY][countZ][3] = binNum + xBins - 1 //left bin 

    binHolder[countX][countY][countZ][4] = binNum + 1 //right bin 

    binHolder[countX][countY][countZ][5] = -1 //upper left bin 

    binHolder[countX][countY][countZ][6] = binNum - xBins*(yBins - 1) //upper bin 

    binHolder[countX][countY][countZ][7] = binNum - xBins*(yBins - 1) + 1 //upper 

right bin 

 

//Set the upper right corner 

    countX = xBins - 1 

    countY = yBins - 1 

    countZ = 0 

    binNum = xBins*yBins*countZ + xBins*countY + countX 

    binHolder[countX][countY][countZ][0] = binNum - xBins - 1//Lower-Left 

    binHolder[countX][countY][countZ][1] = binNum - xBins //Lower bin 

    binHolder[countX][countY][countZ][2] = binNum - 2*xBins + 1 //Lower right bin 

    binHolder[countX][countY][countZ][3] = binNum - 1 //left bin 

    binHolder[countX][countY][countZ][4] = binNum - xBins + 1 //right bin 

    binHolder[countX][countY][countZ][5] = binNum - xBins*(yBins - 1) -1 //upper left 

bin 

    binHolder[countX][countY][countZ][6] = binNum - xBins*(yBins - 1) //upper bin 

    binHolder[countX][countY][countZ][7] = -1 //upper right bin 

 

//transfer the stuff from bin Holder to a different format in binLookup 

binNum = 0 
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for (countY = 0; countY < yBins; countY +=1) 

    for (countX = 0; countX < xBins; countX += 1) 

        binLookup[binNum][0] = binHolder[countX][countY][0][0] 

        binLookup[binNum][1] = binHolder[countX][countY][0][1] 

        binLookup[binNum][2] = binHolder[countX][countY][0][2] 

        binLookup[binNum][3] = binHolder[countX][countY][0][3] 

        binLookup[binNum][4] = binHolder[countX][countY][0][4] 

        binLookup[binNum][5] = binHolder[countX][countY][0][5] 

        binLookup[binNum][6] = binHolder[countX][countY][0][6] 

        binLookup[binNum][7] = binHolder[countX][countY][0][7] 

        binNum += 1  

    endfor 

endfor 

 

killWaves binHolder 

 

end 

 

//This function calculates the radial distribution function of the film 

function CalcRDF (sphereHolder) 

wave sphereholder 

 

variable count, xp, yp, zp, particle, distanceX, distanceY, rho, distance 

//Calculate the radial distribution function 

make/O/N=(nSpheres) distanceHolder 

count = floor(nSpheres/2) 

xp = sphereHolder[count][0] 

yp = sphereHolder[count][1] 

zp = sphereHolder[count][2] 

 

for(particle = 0; particle < nSpheres; particle +=1) 

    distanceX = mod( (sphereHolder[particle][0] - xp), xDim) 

    distanceY = mod( (sphereHolder[particle][1] - yp), yDim) 

    distanceHolder[particle] = Sqrt(  (distanceX)^2 + (distanceY )^2 + 

(sphereHolder[particle][2] - zp)^2 ) 

endfor 

 

variable delta= 0.05, sections = 200 

 

Make/N=100/O RDF_Hist;DelayUpdate 

Histogram/B={0,delta, sections} distanceHolder,RDF_Hist 
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wavestats grid 

rho = nSpheres /( V_max * xDim * yDim ) 

 

RDF_Hist[] *=  1/( 4 * Pi * rho * delta * (p*delta)^2 ) 

RDF_Hist[0] = 0 

 

make/N=(nSpheres) coordNum 

 

//Set as -1 to account for the counting of the sphere with itself 

coordNum[] = -1 

for(particle = 0; particle < nSpheres; particle +=1) 

    xp = sphereHolder[particle][0] 

    yp = sphereHolder[particle][1] 

    zp = sphereHolder[particle][2] 

    for(count = 0; count < nSpheres; count+=1) 

         

//  distanceX = sphereholder[count][0]-x 

//  distanceY = sphereholder[count][1]-y 

//  If ( abs(distanceX) > xDim/2 )  

//      distanceX = xDim - abs( sphereHolder[count][0] - x ) 

//  elseif ( abs(distanceY) > yDim/2 )  

//      distanceY = yDim - abs( sphereHolder[count][1] - y ) 

//  endif 

         

        distanceX = mod( (sphereHolder[count][0] - xp), xDim) 

        distanceY = mod( (sphereHolder[count][1] - yp), yDim) 

        //get the distance from the chosen sphere to the next sphere 

        distance = Sqrt(  distanceX^2 + distanceY^2 + (sphereHolder[count][2] - zp)^2 ) 

         

        //if the sphere is within the range of 2.1 * radius then add it to the coordination 

number count 

        If( distance > 2.1 * radius) 

            continue 

        else  

            coordNum[particle] += 1 

        endif 

     

    endfor 

 

endfor 
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//make the histogram of coordination number 

Make/N=13/O coordNum_Hist;DelayUpdate 

Histogram/P/B=3 coordNum,coordNum_Hist 

 

 

end 

 

//A function to calculate the RMS roughness of the film surface 

function calcRMS (grid)  

wave grid 

 

nvar xSteps, ySteps 

variable xp, yp, holder=0, ave 

ave = mean(grid) 

 

for (xp=0; xp < xSteps; xp +=1) 

    for ( yp = 0; yp < ySteps; yp +=1) 

        holder +=(grid[xp][yp]-ave)^2 

    endfor 

endfor 

 

print sqrt(1/(xSteps*ySteps) * holder) 

 

end 

 

//A function which gives a histogram of the coordination number of molecules in the film 

//The coordination number is synonymous with nearest neighbors based on the distance 

used  

Function calcCoordNum (nnHolder, nnMax) 

wave nnHolder 

variable nnMax 

 

variable counter 

nVar nSpheres 

make/O/N=(nSpheres) coordNum = NaN 

 

for (counter = 0; counter < nSpheres; counter +=1) 

    if (nnHolder[counter][nnMax-2] != 1) 

        coordNum [counter] = nnHolder[counter][nnMax-1] 

    endif 

endfor 

make/O/N=(nnMax - 2) coordNum_Hist = -1 
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Histogram/P/B={-0.5,1,nnMax - 2} coordNum,coordNum_Hist 

end 

 

//This function is used for visualizing the output of the deposition model 

//and is only relevant for viewing in IGOR PRo 

function makeColor (nnHolder) 

wave nnHolder 

 

nvar nSpheres 

make/O/N=(nSpheres, 4) colorWave=0 

 

variable counter = 0 

for(counter=0; counter < nSpheres; counter +=1) 

    if (nnHolder[counter][0]==1) 

        colorWave[counter][0] = 1 //make the sphere colored red 

    endif 

endfor 

 

end  
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Appendix F:  Exciton Diffusion on a Simple Cubic Lattice 

 The ballistic deposition model presented in Appendix E generates a complex film 

upon which exciton diffusion can be modeled. The output arrays of the ballistic deposition 

code are prepared to facilitate the use of a Monte Carlo approach to modeling exciton 

diffusion in the complex structure. I have not built that code entirely yet, but the following 

code models exciton diffusion on a three-dimensional simple cubic lattice. This code can 

easily be updated to take the output of the ballistic deposition model as the needed input 

for calculating exciton diffusion in complicated morphologies. This code has a further 

benefit in that it can be used to place exciton dissociation centers into the film and track 

the effects of these centers on the predicted diffusion length (as determined by the 

photovoltage LD method). 

 

//This is the main function for modeling exciton diffusion on a simple cubic lattice 

function test () 

 

variable/G dimx=100, dimy=100, dimz=11 //effective thickness is one less than dimZ 

variable a = 0.808 //lattice constant (square) 

variable N = (dimx)*(dimy)*(dimz) 

variable rHop = 100 //per nanosecond 

variable rDie = 1 //per nanosecond 

variable/G ratio = 0.5 

variable numAnneal = N*0 

variable epsilonSame = 2 //depth of Lennard-Jones well for same types 

variable epsilonDiff = 0.026 //depth of Lennard-Jones well for different types 

variable numDonor=0, numUgh = 0 

 

//make a wave to hold the nearest neighbors for KMC iterations 

make/O/N=(N, 6) nn=0 //left, right, up, down, top, bottom 

 

//make a wave to hold the contents of the lattice 
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make/O/N = (N) lattice = -1 

make/O/N = (N, 2) donorHolder = -1 //first column is the number of the donor molecule 

the second is the z-dimension for generation 

make/O/N = (dimZ) zNumHolder = -1 //holds the cumulative sum number of donors in 

each z-bin 

 

//generate the lattice based on the ratio of carriers 

genLattice(ratio, numDonor, numUgh, N, dimX, dimY, lattice, donorHolder, 

zNumHolder) 

 

//Anneal the lattice to form a phase separated system 

anneal (N, numAnneal, epsilonSame, epsilonDiff, a, lattice, nn) 

 

//Set the donor holder wave and zNumHolder waves 

variable j, count = 0, currZ = 0 

for( j = 0; j < N; j+=1) 

    if(lattice[j][0] == 1) 

        donorHolder[count][0] = j 

        donorHolder[count][1] = trunc( j/ (dimX*dimY) ) 

        if ( trunc( j/ (dimX*dimY) ) == currZ) 

        else 

            zNumHolder[currZ] = count-1//store the number of donors in the bin 

            currZ =  trunc( j/ (dimX*dimY) )  //update the current z-bin 

        endif 

        count +=1 

    endif 

 

endfor 

zNumHolder[dimZ - 1] = count - 1 

redimension/N=(numDonor, -1) donorHolder 

 

//Set the nearest neighbors to use in the KMC iterations 

makeNN (dimX, dimY, dimZ, nn) 

 

//make a wave to hold the possible rates for each molecule 

make/O/N = (N, 8) rateHolder = NaN 

 

//now make the rates! 

makeRates (N, rHop, rDie, rateHolder, lattice, nn) 

 

print "number of donors is ", numDonor 

print "number of ugh is ", numugh 
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end 

 

//----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------- 

 

//This function creates a list of nearest neighbors needed for the KMC algorithm 

function makeNN (dimX, dimY, dimZ, nn) 

variable dimX, dimY, dimZ 

wave &nn 

 

variable N = dimX*dimY*dimZ 

variable j = 0 

 

for (j=0; j < N; j+=1) 

 

    nn[j][0] = mod((dimX-1+j),dimX)+trunc(j/dimX)*dimX //left 

    nn[j][1] = mod((j+1),dimX) + trunc(j/dimX)*dimX //right 

    nn[j][2] = mod(j,dimX) + mod(trunc((j+dimX)/dimX),dimY) *dimX+ 

trunc(j/(dimX*dimY))*dimX*dimY //up 

    nn[j][3] =  mod((dimX*dimY-dimX+j),dimX*dimY) + 

trunc(j/(dimX*dimY))*dimX*dimY //down 

    if (j+dimX*dimY < N) 

        nn[j][4] = j + dimX*dimY //top 

    else 

        nn[j][4] = inf //over the limit 

    endif 

     

    if( j - dimx*dimY >= 0) 

        nn[j][5] = j - dimX*dimY //bottom 

    else 

        nn[j][5] = -inf //dissociating interface 

    endif 

     

endfor 

 

 

end 

 

 

 

//----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------- 
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//This function places the molecules into the lattice 

function genLattice(ratio, numDonor, numUgh, N, dimX, dimY, lattice, donorHolder, 

zNumHolder) 

variable ratio, &numDonor, &numUgh, N, dimX, dimY 

wave &lattice, &donorHolder, &zNumHolder 

 

nvar dimZ 

//generate a random lattice 

variable rand=0, j=0, number = 0, currZ=0 

//SetRandomSeed 0.1 

for (j=0; j < N; j+=1) 

 

    rand=abs(enoise(1,2)) 

     

    if(rand <= ratio) //add a donor molecule 

        lattice[j] = 1 

        //donorHolder[numDonor][0] = j 

        //donorHolder[numDonor][1] = trunc( j/ (dimX*dimY) ) 

        //if ( trunc( j/ (dimX*dimY) ) == currZ) 

        //else 

        //  zNumHolder[currZ] = numDonor-1//store the number of donors in the bin 

        //  currZ =  trunc( j/ (dimX*dimY) )  //update the current z-bin 

        //endif 

        numDonor +=1 

    else 

        lattice [j] =0 

        numUgh+=1 

    endif 

     

endfor 

 

//zNumHolder[dimZ - 1] = numDonor - 1 

//redimension/N=(numDonor, -1) donorHolder 

end 

 

//----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------- 

 

//This function creates the rates needed for the KMC iterations 

function makeRates (N, rHop, rDie, rateHolder, lattice, nn) 

variable N, rHop, rDie 
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wave &rateHolder, lattice, nn 

 

variable j=0, bin=0 

for(j = 0; j < N; j +=1) 

    if ( lattice[j] == 1) 

        //hop left 

        if ( lattice[ nn[j][0] ] == 1) 

            rateHolder[j][0] = rHop //rate to hop left 

        else 

            rateHolder[j][0] = 0 //no hop left rate 

        endif 

         

        //hop right 

        if ( lattice[ nn[j][1] ] == 1) 

            rateHolder[j][1] = rHop //rate to hop right 

        else 

            rateHolder[j][1] = 0 //no hop right rate 

        endif 

         

        //hop up (y-dir) 

        if ( lattice[ nn[j][2] ] == 1) 

            rateHolder[j][2] = rHop //rate to hop up 

        else 

            rateHolder[j][2] = 0 //no hop up rate 

        endif 

         

        //hop down (y-dir) 

        if ( lattice[ nn[j][3] ] == 1) 

            rateHolder[j][3] = rHop //rate to hop down 

        else 

            rateHolder[j][3] = 0 //no hop down rate 

        endif 

         

        //hop top (vertical) 

        if ( nn[j][4]  == inf) 

            rateHolder[j][4] = 0 //reached the top of the layer 

        elseif ( lattice[ nn[j][4] ] == 1) 

            rateHolder[j][4] = rHop //rate to hop top 

        else 

            rateHolder[j][4] = 0 //no hop top rate  

        endif 
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        //hop bottom (vertical) 

        if ( nn[j][5] == -inf) 

            rateHolder[j][5] = 0 

            rateHolder[j][7] = 1 //set the dissociation flag 

        elseif (lattice[ nn[j][5] ]== 0) 

            rateHolder[j][5] = 0 //no hop left bottom 

        else 

            rateHolder[j][5] = rHop //set the hop bottom rate 

        endif 

    endif 

     

     

endfor 

 

rateHolder[][6] = rDie 

end 

 

//----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------- 

 

//This function anneals the lattice after deposition by switching molecules to lower 

energy locations 

//at random 

function anneal (N, numAnneal, epsilonSame, epsilonDiff, a, lattice, nn) 

variable N, numAnneal, epsilonSame, epsilonDiff, a 

wave &lattice, nn 

 

variable dis = 0, energy = 0, energyNew = 0, count = 0, loc = 0, locNew = 0, sigma = 

a/(2)^(1/6) 

 

//start the swapping iterations 

for( count = 0; count < numAnneal; count +=1) 

    loc = floor ( abs(enoise( 1, 2)) * N) 

    do 

        locNew = floor ( abs(enoise( 1, 2)) * N) 

    while ( locNew != loc && lattice[loc][0] == lattice[locNew][0]) 

     

    //Calculate the energy of the particles as positioned 

    variable j 

    for (j = 0; j < 6; j +=1) 

        if( nn[loc][j] != inf && nn[loc][j] != -inf) 

            if( lattice [ nn[loc][j] ] == lattice[loc] ) 
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                energy += 4* epsilonSame * ( (sigma/a)^12 - (sigma/a)^6 ) 

            else 

                energy += 4* epsilonDiff * ( (sigma/a)^12 - (sigma/a)^6 ) 

            endif 

        elseif( nn[loc][j] == -inf ) 

            energy += 2* epsilonSame * ( (sigma/a)^12 - (sigma/a)^6 ) 

        else 

        endif 

    endfor 

     

    //calculate the energy for the other location 

    for (j = 0; j < 6; j +=1) 

        if( nn[locNew][j] != inf && nn[locNew][j] != -inf) 

            if( lattice [ nn[locNew][j] ] == lattice[locNew] ) 

                energy += 4* epsilonSame * ( (sigma/a)^12 - (sigma/a)^6 ) 

            else 

                energy += 4* epsilonDiff * ( (sigma/a)^12 - (sigma/a)^6 ) 

            endif 

        elseif( nn[locNew][j] == -inf ) 

            energy += 2* epsilonSame * ( (sigma/a)^12 - (sigma/a)^6 ) 

        else 

        endif 

    endfor 

     

    //now swap the positions and recalculate the energyNew 

    for (j = 0; j < 6; j +=1) 

        if( nn[loc][j] != inf && nn[loc][j] != -inf) 

            if( lattice [ nn[loc][j] ] != lattice[loc] ) 

                energyNew += 4* epsilonSame * ( (sigma/a)^12 - (sigma/a)^6 ) 

            else 

                energyNew += 4* epsilonDiff * ( (sigma/a)^12 - (sigma/a)^6 ) 

            endif 

        elseif( nn[loc][j] == -inf ) 

            energyNew += 2* epsilonSame * ( (sigma/a)^12 - (sigma/a)^6 ) 

        else 

        endif 

    endfor 

    for (j = 0; j < 6; j +=1) 

        if( nn[locNew][j] != inf && nn[locNew][j] != -inf) 

            if( lattice [ nn[locNew][j] ] != lattice[locNew] ) 

                energyNew += 4* epsilonSame * ( (sigma/a)^12 - (sigma/a)^6 ) 

            else 
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                energyNew += 4* epsilonDiff * ( (sigma/a)^12 - (sigma/a)^6 ) 

            endif 

        elseif( nn[locNew][j] == -inf ) 

            energyNew += 2* epsilonSame * ( (sigma/a)^12 - (sigma/a)^6 ) 

        else 

        endif 

    endfor 

     

    //if the new energy is lower, accept the move 

    if ( energyNew < energy ) 

        if(lattice[loc] == 1) 

            lattice[loc] = 0 

            lattice[locNew] = 1 

        else 

            lattice[loc] = 1 

            lattice[locNew] = 0 

        endif 

    endif 

endfor 

 

end 

 

//----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------- 

 

function visualize(lattice) 

wave lattice 

 

nVar dimX, dimY, dimZ 

variable xdim = dimX, ydim = dimY, zdim = dimZ 

variable a = 0.808 //lattice constant in nm 

variable N = numpnts(lattice) 

 

make/O/N=(N, 3) viewWave=0 

make/O/N=(N, 4) colorWave=0 

 

variable count 

 

for( count = 0; count < N; count +=1 ) 

    if( lattice[count] ==1 ) //a donor molecule 

        colorWave[count][0] = 1 

    endif 
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    viewWave[count][0] = mod(count, xDim)*a 

    viewWave[count][1] = trunc( mod( count, xDim*yDim)/xDim )*a 

    viewWave[count][2] = trunc( count/(xDim*yDim) )*a 

endfor 

 

end 

 

//----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------- 

 

//This function performs the KMC iterations once the lattice has been built 

function KMC() 

wave donorHolder, rateHolder, nn, lattice, zNumHolder 

 

variable numIter = 10000, iter = 0, test = 1, cumSum=0, i=0 

variable zp=0, mol=0 

variable/G numDisoc=0, numDie=0, numLeft=0, numRight=0, numUp = 0, numDown = 

0, numTop = 0, numBottom = 0 

variable rand 

nVar dimX, dimY, dimZ 

 

//SetRandomSeed  0.5 

//start the KMC iterations 

for (iter = 0; iter < numIter; iter+=1) 

    test = 1 

    zp = trunc( abs( enoise(1,2) ) * dimZ) //randomly choose the z-dimension 

    if (zp != 0) //determine where the exciton is generated 

        mol = trunc ( abs( enoise(1,2) )  * (zNumHolder[zp] - zNumHolder[zp-1]) )  

        mol = donorHolder [ mol + zNumHolder[zp - 1] ] [0] 

    else 

        numDisoc += 1 

        continue 

    endif 

     

    //iterate until the exciton dies or is dissociated 

    do 

        cumSum = 0 

        for( i=0; i < 7; i+=1) 

            cumSum += rateHolder[mol][i] 

        endfor 

        rand = abs( enoise(1,2) ) *cumSum 
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        cumSum=0 

        for(i = 0; i < 7; i +=1) 

            cumSum += rateHolder[mol][i] 

            if( rand < cumSum) 

                break 

            endif 

        endfor 

         

 

        //perform the function determined by the value of i 

        if ( i == 0 ) //move to the left 

            numLeft += 1 

            mol = nn[mol][0] //update to the new molecule        

        elseif ( i==1) 

            numRight += 1 

            mol = nn[mol][1] //update to the new molecule 

        elseif (i ==2) 

            numUp += 1 

            mol = nn[mol][2] //update to the new molecule 

        elseif(i==3) 

            numDown += 1 

            mol = nn[mol][3] //update to the new molecule 

        elseif(i==4) 

            numTop += 1 

            mol = nn[mol][4] //update to the new molecule 

        elseif(i==5) 

            numBottom += 1 

            mol = nn[mol][5] //update to the new molecule 

            if ( mol == - inf) 

                print "terrible problemo dude moving through D-A interface" 

            endif 

        elseif(i==6) 

            numDie += 1 

            test = 0 

        endif 

         

        if( rateHolder[mol][7] == 1) //dissociate the exciton 

            numDisoc += 1 

            test = 0 

        endif 

        if ( lattice[mol]==0) 

            print "shit is fucked" 
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        endif 

    while( test ==1) 

     

     

endfor 

 

variable lowBound 

 

make/N=2/O coefW = 0 

coefw[0] = dimZ -1 

coefw[1] = numDisoc/numIter 

for( lowBound =0.01;findLD(coefw, lowBound) < 0; lowBound +=0.01) 

     

endfor 

lowBound -=0.2  

print "--" 

printf "The etaLD is: %g\r ", coefw[1] 

FindRoots/L=(lowBound)/H=20 findLD, coefw 

 

 

 

end 

 

Function findLD (w, x) 

wave w 

variable x 

 

return 1/w[0] * x * Tanh(w[0]/x)-w[1] 

end 

 

//----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------- 

function calcNN () 

wave rateHolder 

nVar dimx, dimy, dimz 

 

make/N=(dimx*dimy*dimz)/O numNN=0 

variable j, i, counter=0 

for(j=0; j < dimx*dimy*dimz; j+=1) 

    if(rateHolder[j][0] >= 0) 

        for (i = 0; i < 6; i +=1) 

            if(rateHolder[j][i] !=0) 
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                numNN[counter] +=1 

            endif 

        endfor 

        counter+=1 

    endif 

endfor 

 

redimension/N=(counter) numNN 

print mean(numNN)/6 

 

end  
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Appendix G:  Dipole Orientation Factor Code 

 The Monte Carlo code for calculating exciton diffusion on a simple cubic lattice 

presented in Appendix F could be made more rigorous by including the orientation of 

molecules on given lattice sites. The following code calculates the effective Förster rate 

alon the axis of a molecular crystal given the lattice vectors and the basis of the crystal. 

The code is currently setup on a cubic lattice, but the code could be easily expanded to 

incorporate any crystal structure. While this code is yet to see much use, it did demonstrate 

the interesting result that no orientation of molecules can completely turn off Förster 

transfer in a given direction. This is because diagonal transfer will provide some 

displacement in the dipole orientation forbidden direction. 

 

function lat() 

 

//set the lattice constants a, b, c 

variable a=1e-9, b=5e-9, c=5e-9 

variable R0= 1e-9 

 

//input the lattice vectors 

make/O/N=(3,3) latticeVec=0 

 

latticeVec[0][]={{a}, {0}, {0}} 

latticeVec[1][]={{0}, {b}, {0}} 

latticeVec[2][]={{0}, {0}, {c}} 

 

//set the number of  basis vectors 

variable numBasis=2 

 

//set the basis vectors and the transition dipole moment vector in terms of the crystal axes 

not cartesien coordinates 

make/N=(numBasis, 6)/O basisVec=0 
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BasisVec[0][]={{0}, {0}, {0}, {1}, {0}, {0}} 

BasisVec[1][]={{0.5}, {0.5}, {0.5}, {1}, {0}, {0}} 

 

//Set the number of lattice points 

variable numSteps=100 

variable numPoints= (numSteps)^3 

  

//Create a wave to hold the crystal 

make/N=( numPoints*(numBasis), 6)/O crystal=0 

 

//Populate the lattice with molecules 

variable latPoint, basis,count=0, xp=0, yp=0, zp=0 

 

for ( zp=0; zp < numSteps * numBasis; zp +=numBasis) 

for ( yp=0; yp < numSteps * numBasis; yp +=numBasis) 

for ( xp=0; xp < numSteps * numBasis; xp +=numBasis) 

for (basis =0; basis < numBasis; basis +=1) 

 

    crystal[count][0] =  (xp/numBasis + basisVec[basis][0]) * a 

    crystal[count][1] =  (yp/numBasis + basisVec[basis][1]) * b 

    crystal[count][2] =  (zp/numBasis + basisVec[basis][2]) * c 

    crystal[count][3] =  basisVec[basis][3] 

    crystal[count][4] =  basisVec[basis][4] 

    crystal[count][5] =  basisVec[basis][5] 

 

    count+=1  

 

endfor 

endfor 

endfor 

endfor 

 

//make numSteps^3 the point of the origin molecule/lattice point 

//crystal[][0] -= numSteps / 2 * a 

//crystal[][1] -= numSteps / 2 * b 

//crystal[][2] -= numSteps / 2 * c 

 

//make a vector to hold the primary kf rates 

make/D/O/N=3 kF=0 

 

//make variables to hold the important values 
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variable r=0, thetaAR=0, thetaBR=0, thetaCR=0, thetaDipoles, thetaDonor, 

thetaAcceptor, kappa 

 

//point by point calculate the forster rate and add them to the appropriate kF value 

For(xp=0; xp < numPoints * numBasis; xp+=1) 

 

    if( crystal[xp][0] != 0 || crystal[xp][1] != 0 || crystal[xp][2] != 0)  //ensure thatthe point 

is not the origin 

     

    //calculate the distance between the points 

    r = Sqrt(crystal[xp][0]^2+crystal[xp][1]^2+crystal[xp][2]^2) 

     

    //calculate the donor to stacking direction angle 

    thetaDonor = 

Acos((crystal[0][3]*crystal[xp][0]+crystal[0][4]*crystal[xp][1]+crystal[0][5]*crystal[xp]

[2])/r) 

     

    //calculate the donor to stacking direction angle 

    thetaAcceptor = 

Acos((crystal[xp][3]*crystal[xp][0]+crystal[xp][4]*crystal[xp][1]+crystal[xp][5]*crystal[

xp][2])/r) 

     

    //calculate the angle between a-axis and r 

    //ThetaAR = Acos(a*crystal[xp][0]/(a*r)) 

     

    //calculate the angle between b-axis and r 

    //thetaBR = Acos(a*crystal[xp][0]/(a*r)) 

     

    //calculate the angle between c-axis and r 

    //ThetaCR = Acos(a*crystal[xp][0]/(a*r)) 

     

    //calculate the angle between the transition dipoles 

    thetaDipoles = 

Acos(crystal[0][3]*crystal[xp][3]+crystal[0][4]*crystal[xp][4]+crystal[0][5]*crystal[xp][

5]) 

     

    //calculate kappa squared 

    kappa = (Cos(thetaDipoles)-3*Cos(thetaDonor)*Cos(thetaAcceptor))^2 

     

    //plug the components into kF 

    kF[0] += R0^6*kappa/r^6*crystal[xp][0]/r 

    kF[1] += R0^6*kappa/r^6*crystal[xp][1]/r 
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    kF[2] += R0^6*kappa/r^6*crystal[xp][2]/r 

     

    else 

    endif 

     

endfor  
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Appendix H:  Kinetic Monte Carlo Exciton Diffusion Code 

 In Chapter 6 a Kinetic Monte Carlo algorithm was presented in detail to describe 

exciton migration across exciton permeable interfaces. The KMC algorithm is written in 

C++ for execution speed. The algorithm uses an implementation of the Mersene Twister 

random number generator to produce the necessary random numbers.220 The following 

code calculates the steady-state exciton density profile as well as the diffusion efficiency 

and current. The code requires two input files: one giving the generation rate as a function 

of layer position and the other gives the possible rates for each bin (see the variable Q in 

Pettersson).34 These files look like the follow. 

 

Rates.txt: 

numRates 6      

dilbins 12      

numbins 17      

dilThickness 0 m     

layerThickness 1.70E-08 m     

dilBinThickness 0.00E+00 m     

binThickness 1.00E-09 m     

n gen die left right none ETA 

1000 1 1.39E+09 0 4.00E+11 0 0 

1000 1 1.39E+09 4.00E+11 4.00E+11 0 0 

1000 1 1.39E+09 4.00E+11 4.00E+11 0 0 

1000 1 1.39E+09 4.00E+11 4.00E+11 0 0 

1000 1 1.39E+09 4.00E+11 4.00E+11 0 0 

1000 1 1.39E+09 4.00E+11 4.00E+11 0 0 

1000 1 1.39E+09 4.00E+11 4.00E+11 0 0 

1000 1 1.39E+09 4.00E+11 4.00E+11 0 0 

1000 1 1.39E+09 4.00E+11 4.00E+11 0 0 
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1000 1 1.39E+09 4.00E+11 4.00E+11 0 0 

1000 1 1.39E+09 4.00E+11 4.00E+11 0 0 

1000 1 1.39E+09 4.00E+11 8.00E+11 0 0 

1000 1 2.04E+09 7.00E+10 1.86E+11 0 0 

1000 1 2.04E+09 1.86E+11 1.86E+11 0 0 

1000 1 2.04E+09 1.86E+11 1.86E+11 0 0 

1000 1 2.04E+09 1.86E+11 1.86E+11 0 0 

1000 1 2.04E+09 1.86E+11 1.86E+11 0 0 

 

Q_<device>.txt: 

Position (nm) Q_Values 

0 1.43E+28 

0.1 1.43E+28 

0.2 1.43E+28 

0.3 1.43E+28 

0.4 1.44E+28 

0.5 1.44E+28 

0.6 1.44E+28 

0.7 1.44E+28 

0.8 1.44E+28 

0.9 1.44E+28 

1 1.44E+28 

 

The KMC code uses these two input files as seen in the following code: 

#include <iostream> 

#include<cmath> 

#include<fstream> 

#include<iomanip> 

#include<string> 

#include <time.h> 

#include <stdlib.h> 

#include "sfmt.h" 

using namespace std; 

 

 

int main(){ 
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    clock_t tStart = clock(); //Set the system clock to time how long execution takes 

    const int numbins=13, numRates=6; //Set the number of bins in the layer and the 

number of possible events 

    double timeF=10e-9; //Set the time limit for the KMC iterations 

    double d=0.48107e-9; //Set the wigner-seitz radius 

    double dilThickness = 13e-9; //enter the thickness of the dilute donor layer 

    double layerThickness=13e-9; //enter the donor layer thickness in meters 

    double rates[numbins][numRates]; //a 2D array to hold all rates (columns) for each bin 

(rows) 

    double stepChoice[numbins][numRates]; //a 2D array to hold the cumulative sum of 

the rates for choosing the step to execute 

    double binThickness = layerThickness/numbins; //Set the bin thickness in meters 

    //double genT[numRates], dissT[numRates], leftT[numRates], rightT[numRates], 

noneT[numRates]; //arrays to hold the total of each possible rate for picking which event 

occurs 

    double binChoice[numbins]; // cumulative sum bin to determine whcih bin to select 

    double iterations=8E5; //Determine how many iterations to do before outputting a time 

update 

 

 

    double pi=3.14159; //Set the value of pi to use in calculations later 

    double random1=0, random2=0; //Initialize the holders for the random numbers 

needed 

    int group = 1; //Set the number of excitons to affect with each iteration 

    int binPick=0, ratePick=0, y=0, a, b, mid; //initialize variables needed for the binomial 

search 

    int numGen=0, numDie=0, numRight=0, numLeft=0, numNone=0, numETA=0; 

//initialize holders to count the number of each event 

 

    double deviceArea=pow(0.5E-3,2)*pi; //calculate and store the device area of interest 

    double lifetime =0.49E-9; //set the exciton lifetime 

    double R0_D = 1.021e-9; //input the forster radius for the donor in meters 

    double MD_D = 1.38e18; //input donor molecular density 

    double R0_A = 0; //input the forster radius from the donor to the acceptor 

    double MD_A = 1.42e27; //set the molecular density of the acceptor in m^-3 

 

    double binx[numbins]; //an array to hold the x value of each bin 

    double G[numbins]; // array to hold the generation rates calculated from Q 

 

    double numEx=0; //Set the starting number of excitons 

    double n[numbins]; //create an array to hold the exciton density at each bin 
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    double kFright, kFleft, kFnone, kFETA[numbins]; //variables to hold the rates for each 

possible hop 

 

    double counterDisoc= 0; //set a counter to count the # of dissociated excitons 

    double timer=0; //set the timer for the calculation that gets updated after every step 

     

 

    //Create pointers that will become arrays for x values and the Q values 

    double *x;  

    double *Q; 

 

    //Open the input file to get the generation rates from the file should be tab deliminated 

x \t G 

    ifstream fp_in; 

    string lineHold; 

    int length=0; //make int to store the length of the input file  

 

    fp_in.open("Q_control.txt"); //open the input file 

 

    //load in the file line by line and count its length 

    while (fp_in.good()!=0){ 

        getline(fp_in, lineHold); 

        length++; 

    } 
     

    //Return to the beginning of the input file stream 

    fp_in.clear(); 

    fp_in.seekg(0); 

 

    //Create the variable length arrays to hold the x values and the Q values 

    x = new double [length]; 

    Q = new double [length]; 

 

    //Loop back through the file and import the data 

    for(int count=0; count < length && fp_in.good()!=0; count++) 

    { 
        fp_in >> x[count]; 

        fp_in >> Q[count]; 

        //cout << count << ", " << x[count] << ", " << Q[count] << endl; 

    } 
 

    fp_in.close(); //close the input file 
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    //determine the x values for the bins 

        for (int i=numbins-1; i>=0; i--) 

        { 
            binx[i] = layerThickness-binThickness*i; 

            //cout << binx[i] << endl; 

        } 
         

        //Determine the generation rates for each bin 

        for (int i=0; i < numbins; i++) 

        { 
            int count=0; 

            while(binx[i]>x[count]) 

            { 
                count++; 

            } 
            G[i] = Q[count]*deviceArea*binThickness; 

        } 
 

 

    //initialize the vector to hold the exciton density 

    for (int i=0; i < numbins; i++) 

    { 
        n[i]=1E3; 

        numEx = numEx + n[i]; 

    } 
 

    //Calculate the hopping rates 

    //kFright=(pow(R0_D,6)*MD_D*pi)/(lifetime*2*pow(d,4)); //for monolayer diffusion 

    kFright = pow(R0_D,6)/(lifetime*pow(binThickness,6)); 

    kFleft=kFright; 

    kFnone=0;//4*kFright; //for cubic lattice 

    //kFnone=(pow(R0_D,6)*MD_D*pi)/(lifetime*2*pow(d,4)); //for monolayer diffuison 

    for(int i=0; i < numbins; i++) 

    { 
    kFETA[i]=(pow(R0_A,6)*MD_A*pi)/lifetime/6/pow(layerThickness-binThickness*i-

binThickness/2,3); 

    } 
 

    //put the values into the rates array 

    for(int bin=0; bin < numbins; bin++) 
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    { 
        rates[bin][0] = G[bin]; //rate of generation 

        rates[bin][1] = n[bin]/lifetime; //rate of decay 

        rates[bin][2] = n[bin]*kFleft; //rate to move left 

        rates[bin][3] = n[bin]*kFright; //rate to move right 

        rates[bin][4] = n[bin]*kFnone; //rate to move none 

        rates[bin][5] = n[bin]*kFETA[bin]; //rate to energy transfer to the acceptor 

         

    } 
    rates[0][2] = 0; //There is no rate for excitons to move left in the leftmost bin 

 

    //put the values into the stepChoice array 

    for(int bin=0; bin < numbins; bin++) 

    { 
        stepChoice[bin][0] = rates[bin][0]; 

        for(int step=1; step < numRates; step++) 

        { 
            stepChoice[bin][step] = stepChoice[bin][step-1] + rates[bin][step]; 

        } 
 

        if (bin==0) //then we cannot use the previous bin value 

        { 
            binChoice[bin] = 0; //Store the total rates for each bin in binChoice 

        } 

        else 

        { 
            binChoice[bin] = binChoice[bin-1] + stepChoice[bin-1][numRates-1]; 

        } 
        //cout << binChoice[bin] << endl; 

         

    } 
 

 

    //Initialize the random number generator 

    srand ( time(NULL) ); 

    //int seed= time(0); 

     CRandomSFMT0 mt(rand()); 

 

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
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     //Start the KMC, running until the desired time limit is reached 

     while (timer < timeF) 

     { 
         //Set a for loop to output the timer afer a set number of iterations 

        for (int iter=0; iter < iterations; iter++) 

        { 
             //Generate a random number to select the bin with 

             random1 = mt.Random()*(binChoice[numbins-1]+stepChoice[numbins-

1][numRates-1]); 

 

             //Check for the last option first 

             if (random1 > binChoice[numbins-1]) 

             { 
                 binPick = numbins-1; 

                //Now generate a second random number to select which event will occur 

                random2 = mt.Random()*stepChoice[binPick][numRates-1]; 

 

                //Now do a linear search to find which rate in bin k will be executed 

                ratePick = 0; 

                while (random2 > stepChoice[binPick][ratePick]) 

                { 
                    ratePick++; 

                } 
 

                //A series of if statements to determine what action to take 

                //first is generation 

                if (ratePick == 0 ) 

                { 
                    n[binPick] = n[binPick] + group; 

                    numGen++; 

 

                    //update the necessary rates 

                    rates[binPick][1] = n[binPick]/lifetime; //rate of decay 

                    rates[binPick][2] = n[binPick]*kFleft; //rate to move left 

                    rates[binPick][3] = n[binPick]*kFright; //rate to move right 

                    rates[binPick][4] = n[binPick]*kFnone; //rate to move none 

                    rates[binPick][5] = n[binPick]*kFETA[binPick]; //rate to energy transfer 

 

                    //Recalculate the stepChoice values for the bin picked 

                    for(int rate=1; rate < numRates; rate++) 

                    { 
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                        stepChoice[binPick][rate] = stepChoice[binPick][rate-1] + 

rates[binPick][rate]; 

                    } 
 

                    //update the binChioce value only the last entry changes 

                    binChoice[binPick] = binChoice[binPick-1] + stepChoice[binPick-

1][numRates-1]; 

 

                } 
 

                //Dissociation 

                else if(ratePick ==1) 

                { 
                    n[binPick] = n[binPick] - group; 

                    numDie++; 

 

                    //update the necessary rates 

                    rates[binPick][1] = n[binPick]/lifetime; //rate of decay 

                    rates[binPick][2] = n[binPick]*kFleft; //rate to move left 

                    rates[binPick][3] = n[binPick]*kFright; //rate to move right 

                    rates[binPick][4] = n[binPick]*kFnone; //rate to move none 

                    rates[binPick][5] = n[binPick]*kFETA[binPick]; //rate to energy transfer 

 

                    //Recalculate the stepChoice values for the bin picked 

                    for(int rate=1; rate < numRates; rate++) 

                    { 
                        stepChoice[binPick][rate] = stepChoice[binPick][rate-1] + 

rates[binPick][rate]; 

                    } 
 

                    //update the binChioce value only the last entry changes 

                    binChoice[binPick] = binChoice[binPick-1] + stepChoice[binPick-

1][numRates-1]; 

                } 
 

                //Move left 

                else if (ratePick ==2) 

                { 
                    n[binPick] = n[binPick] - group; 

                    n[binPick-1] = n[binPick-1] + group; 

                    numLeft++; 
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                    //update the necessary rates 

                    for(int bin=binPick-1; bin <= binPick; bin++) 

                    { 
                        rates[bin][1] = n[bin]/lifetime; //rate of decay 

                        rates[bin][2] = n[bin]*kFleft; //rate to move left 

                        rates[bin][3] = n[bin]*kFright; //rate to move right 

                        rates[bin][4] = n[bin]*kFnone; //rate to move none 

                        rates[bin][5] = n[bin]*kFETA[bin]; //rate to energy transfer 

 

                        //Recalculate the stepChoice values for the bin picked 

                        for(int rate=1; rate < numRates; rate++) 

                        { 
                            stepChoice[binPick][rate] = stepChoice[binPick][rate-1] + 

rates[binPick][rate]; 

                        } 
 

                    } 
 

                    //update the binChioce value 

                    for (int bin=binPick-1; bin < numbins; bin++) 

                    { 
                        binChoice[bin] = binChoice[bin-1] + stepChoice[binPick-1][numRates-1]; 

                    } 
 

                     

                } 
 

                //Move Right 

                else if (ratePick ==3) 

                { 
                    n[binPick] = n[binPick] - group; 

                    numRight++; 

                    counterDisoc = counterDisoc + group; 

 

                    //update the necessary rates 

                    rates[binPick][1] = n[binPick]/lifetime; //rate of decay 

                    rates[binPick][2] = n[binPick]*kFleft; //rate to move left 

                    rates[binPick][3] = n[binPick]*kFright; //rate to move right 

                    rates[binPick][4] = n[binPick]*kFnone; //rate to move none 

                    rates[binPick][5] = n[binPick]*kFETA[binPick];  //rate to energy transfer 

 

                    //Recalculate the stepChoice values for the bin picked 
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                    for(int rate=1; rate < numRates; rate++) 

                    { 
                        stepChoice[binPick][rate] = stepChoice[binPick][rate-1] + 

rates[binPick][rate]; 

                    } 
 

                    //update the binChioce value only the last entry changes 

                    binChoice[binPick] = binChoice[binPick-1] + stepChoice[binPick-

1][numRates-1]; 

                } 
 

                //Move None 

                else if (ratePick == 4) 

                { 
                    numNone++; 

                } 
 

                //Energy transfer to the acceptor 

                else if (ratePick == 5) 

                { 
                    counterDisoc = counterDisoc + group; 

                    numETA++; 

                    n[binPick] = n[binPick] - group; 

 

                    //update the necessary rates 

                    rates[binPick][1] = n[binPick]/lifetime; //rate of decay 

                    rates[binPick][2] = n[binPick]*kFleft; //rate to move left 

                    rates[binPick][3] = n[binPick]*kFright; //rate to move right 

                    rates[binPick][4] = n[binPick]*kFnone; //rate to move none 

                    rates[binPick][5] = n[binPick]*kFETA[binPick]; //rate to energy transfer 

 

                    //Recalculate the stepChoice values for the bin picked 

                    for(int rate=1; rate < numRates; rate++) 

                    { 
                        stepChoice[binPick][rate] = stepChoice[binPick][rate-1] + 

rates[binPick][rate]; 

                    } 
 

                    //update the binChioce value only the last entry changes 

                    binChoice[binPick] = binChoice[binPick-1] + stepChoice[binPick-

1][numRates-1]; 

                } 
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             } 
 

             else 

             { 
                //begin a bisection search to find the bin to affect 

                a=0; 

                b=numbins-1;  

                mid=(b+a)/2; 

 

                while( (b - a) > 1) 

                { 
                        if(random1 < binChoice[mid]) 

                        { 
                            b = mid; 

                        } 
                        else if( random1 > binChoice[mid]) 

                        { 
                            a = mid; 

                        } 

                        else 

                        { 
                            binPick = mid; 

                            break; 

                        } 
                        mid = (b+a)/2; 

                         

                } 
 

                binPick = a; 

 

                //Now generate a second random number to select which event will occur 

                random2 = mt.Random()*stepChoice[binPick][numRates-1]; 

 

                //Now do a linear search to find which rate in bin k will be executed 

                ratePick = 0; 

                while (random2 > stepChoice[binPick][ratePick]) 

                { 
                    ratePick++; 

                } 
 

                //A series of if statements to determine what action to take 
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                //first is generation 

                if (ratePick == 0 ) 

                { 
                    n[binPick] = n[binPick] + group; 

                    numGen++; 

 

                    //update the necessary rates 

                    rates[binPick][1] = n[binPick]/lifetime; //rate of decay 

                    rates[binPick][2] = n[binPick]*kFleft; //rate to move left           

                    rates[binPick][3] = n[binPick]*kFright; //rate to move right 

                    rates[binPick][4] = n[binPick]*kFnone; //rate to move none 

                    rates[binPick][5] = n[binPick]*kFETA[binPick]; //rate to energy transfer 

                    rates[0][2] = 0; 

 

                    //Recalculate the stepChoice values for the bin picked 

                    for(int rate=1; rate < numRates; rate++) 

                    { 
                        stepChoice[binPick][rate] = stepChoice[binPick][rate-1] + 

rates[binPick][rate]; 

                    } 
 

                    //update the binChioce entries being wary of binPick = 0 

                    if (binPick==0) 

                    { 
                        binChoice[binPick] = 0; 

                        binPick++; 

                    } 
 

                     

                    for (int bin=binPick; bin < numbins; bin++) 

                    { 
                        binChoice[binPick] = binChoice[binPick-1] + stepChoice[binPick-

1][numRates-1]; 

                    } 
                     

                } 
 

                //Dissociation 

                else if(ratePick ==1) 

                { 
                    n[binPick] = n[binPick] - group; 

                    numDie++; 
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                    //update the necessary rates 

                    rates[binPick][1] = n[binPick]/lifetime; //rate of decay 

                    rates[binPick][2] = n[binPick]*kFleft; //rate to move left 

                    rates[binPick][3] = n[binPick]*kFright; //rate to move right 

                    rates[binPick][4] = n[binPick]*kFnone; //rate to move none 

                    rates[binPick][5] = n[binPick]*kFETA[binPick]; //rate to energy transfer  

                    rates[0][2] = 0; 

 

                    //Recalculate the stepChoice values for the bin picked 

                    for(int rate=1; rate < numRates; rate++) 

                    { 
                        stepChoice[binPick][rate] = stepChoice[binPick][rate-1] + 

rates[binPick][rate]; 

                    } 
 

                    //update the binChioce entries being wary of binPick = 0 

                    if (binPick==0) 

                    { 
                        binChoice[binPick] = 0; 

                        binPick++; 

                    } 
 

                     

                    for (int bin=binPick; bin < numbins; bin++) 

                    { 
                        binChoice[binPick] = binChoice[binPick-1] + stepChoice[binPick-

1][numRates-1]; 

                    } 

                } 
 

                //Move left 

                else if (ratePick ==2) 

                { 
                    if (binPick == 0) 

                    { 
                        cout << "this shouldn't happen" << endl; 

                        return 1; 

                    } 
                    n[binPick] = n[binPick] - group; 

                    n[binPick-1] = n[binPick-1] + group; 

                    numLeft++; 
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                    //update the necessary rates 

                    for( int bin=binPick-1; bin <= binPick; bin++) 

                    { 
                        rates[bin][1] = n[bin]/lifetime; //rate of decay 

                        rates[bin][2] = n[bin]*kFleft; //rate to move left 

                        rates[bin][3] = n[bin]*kFright; //rate to move right 

                        rates[bin][4] = n[bin]*kFnone; //rate to move none 

                        rates[bin][5] = n[bin]*kFETA[bin]; //rate to energy transfer 

                     

                        //Recalculate the stepChoice values for the bin picked 

                        for(int rate=1; rate < numRates; rate++) 

                        { 
                            stepChoice[binPick][rate] = stepChoice[binPick][rate-1] + 

rates[binPick][rate]; 

                        } 

                    } 
 

                    //update the binChioce entries being wary of binPick = 1 

                    if(binPick==1) 

                    { 
                        binChoice[binPick-1] = 0; 

                        binPick++; 

                    } 
 

                    for (int bin=binPick-1; bin < numbins; bin++) 

                    { 
                        binChoice[binPick] = binChoice[binPick-1] + stepChoice[binPick-

1][numRates-1]; 

                    } 

                } 
 

                //Move Right 

                else if (ratePick ==3) 

                { 
                    n[binPick] = n[binPick] - group; 

                    n[binPick+1] = n[binPick+1] + group; 

                    numRight++; 

 

                    //update the necessary rates 

                    for( int bin=binPick; bin <= binPick+1; bin++) 

                    { 
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                        rates[bin][1] = n[bin]/lifetime; //rate of decay 

                        rates[bin][2] = n[bin]*kFleft; //rate to move left 

                        rates[bin][3] = n[bin]*kFright; //rate to move right 

                        rates[bin][4] = n[bin]*kFnone; //rate to move none 

                        rates[bin][5] = n[bin]*kFETA[bin]; //rate to energy transfer 

                        rates[0][2] = 0; 

                     

                        //Recalculate the stepChoice values for the bin picked 

                        for(int rate=1; rate < numRates; rate++) 

                        { 
                            stepChoice[binPick][rate] = stepChoice[binPick][rate-1] + 

rates[binPick][rate]; 

                        } 

                    } 
 

                    //update the binChioce entries being wary of binPick = 0 

                    if (binPick == 0)  

                    { 
                        binChoice[binPick] = 0; 

                        binPick++; 

                    } 
 

                    for (int bin=binPick; bin < numbins; bin++) 

                    { 
                        binChoice[binPick] = binChoice[binPick-1] + stepChoice[binPick-

1][numRates-1]; 

                    } 

                } 
 

                //Move None 

                else if (ratePick == 4) 

                { 
                    numNone++; 

                } 
 

                //Energy transfer to the acceptor 

                else if (ratePick == 5) 

                { 
                    n[binPick] = n[binPick] - group; 

                    counterDisoc = counterDisoc + group; 

                    numETA++; 
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                    //update the necessary rates 

                    rates[binPick][1] = n[binPick]/lifetime; //rate of decay 

                    rates[binPick][2] = n[binPick]*kFleft; //rate to move left 

                    rates[binPick][3] = n[binPick]*kFright; //rate to move right 

                    rates[binPick][4] = n[binPick]*kFnone; //rate to move none 

                    rates[binPick][5] = n[binPick]*kFETA[binPick]; //rate to move none 

                    rates[0][2] = 0; 

 

                    //Recalculate the stepChoice values for the bin picked 

                    for(int rate=1; rate < numRates; rate++) 

                    { 
                        stepChoice[binPick][rate] = stepChoice[binPick][rate-1] + 

rates[binPick][rate]; 

                    } 
 

                    //update the binChioce entries being wary of binPick = 0 

                    if (binPick==0) 

                    { 
                        binChoice[binPick] = 0; 

                        binPick++; 

                    } 
 

                     

                    for (int bin=binPick; bin < numbins; bin++) 

                    { 
                        binChoice[binPick] = binChoice[binPick-1] + stepChoice[binPick-

1][numRates-1]; 

                    } 

                } 
 

             } //ends the checking and updating for the event taken 

 

             timer = timer - log(mt.Random())/(binChoice[numbins-1]+stepChoice[numbins-

1][numRates-1]); 

             

        } //ends the iterations for loop 

 

         cout << "time is " << timer << endl; 

 

     } 
 

    ofstream f_out ("XtonDens.txt"); 
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    for (int i=0; i < numbins; i++){ 

        f_out << binx[numbins-1-i] << "\t" << n[i] << endl; 

    } 
    f_out.close(); 

 

    double current=counterDisoc*1.6e-19/timer/deviceArea/10; 

 

    cout << "The rates of kGen, kdie, kRight, ETA are " << endl; 

    for (int bin=0; bin < numbins; bin++) 

    { 
        cout << rates[bin][0] << "\t" << rates[bin][1] << "\t" << rates[bin][3] << "\t" << 

rates[bin][5] << endl; 

    } 
 

    ofstream file_out ("test.txt"); 

 

    file_out << endl << "The stepChoice guy says " << endl; 

    for (int bin=0; bin < numbins; bin++) 

    { 
        file_out << stepChoice[bin][0] << "\t" << stepChoice[bin][1] << "\t" << 

stepChoice[bin][2] << "\t" << stepChoice[bin][3] << "\t" << stepChoice[bin][4] << "\t" 

<< stepChoice[bin][5] << endl; 

    } 
 

    file_out << "The binChoice vector is " << endl; 

    for (int bin=0; bin < numbins; bin++) 

    { 
        file_out << binChoice[bin] << endl; 

    } 
 

    file_out.close(); 

    cout << endl << "the final rate is " <<  binChoice[numbins-1] << " " << 

stepChoice[numbins-1][numRates-1] << " " << binChoice[numbins-

1]+stepChoice[numbins-1][numRates-1] << endl; 

    cout << "counterdisoc=" << counterDisoc << endl; 

    cout << "numGen= " << numGen << endl; 

    cout << "numDie= " << numDie << endl; 

    cout << "numLeft= " << numLeft << endl; 

    cout << "numRight= " << numRight << endl; 

    cout << "numNone= " << numNone << endl; 

    cout << "numETA= " << numETA << endl; 
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    cout << "current=" << current << " mA/cm^2" << endl; 

    cout <<"The timer value is " << timer << endl; 

    printf("Time taken: %.2fs\n", (double)(clock() - tStart)/CLOCKS_PER_SEC); 

 

 

     

 

 

 

return 0; 

} 
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Appendix I:  Analytical Description of Quenching Centers 

 The appearance of quenching sites within a film, perhaps due to impurities, 

represents a significant problem when trying to assess the true LD of a material by any 

interfacial quenching mechanism. This further complicates the ability to extract exciton 

energy transfer rates of fundamental importance to understanding exciton dynamcis. A 

model is presented here to describe the effect of quenching sites on measurements of LD. 

A similar model could be developed to predict the effects of exciton-exciton annihilation 

events on the measured exciton lifetime. This model was abandoned before it could be fully 

completed in favor of the Monte Carlo solution demonstrated in Appendix F. 

 Assuming that excitons are migrating on a one-dimensional uniform lattice such 

that the motion is diffusive, then the exciton probability density can be described by a 

Gaussian function: 

 𝑃 = (
𝜏

4 𝑡𝐿𝐷
2 )

 /2

𝑒
−
𝜏𝑥2

4𝑡𝐿𝐷
2
  . (A1) 

In Eqn. (A1) τ is the exciton lifetime, t is time, x is the displacement from the point of 

photogeneration, and LD is the exciton diffusion length. As the time increases, the 

probability density function uniformliy spreads out consistent with an increasing mean 

squared displacement of the exciton. To account for natural decay of the exciton, Eqn. (A1) 

can be altered: 

 𝑃(𝑥, 𝑡) = (
𝜏

4 𝑡𝐿𝐷
2 )

 /2

𝑒
−
𝜏𝑥2

4𝑡𝐿𝐷
2
𝑒−𝑡/𝜏  . (A2) 
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 To introduce the effects of a quenching material, let a quenching site be located a 

distance L away from the point of photogeneration as shown in Fig. A1. Then the integrated 

probability density located beyond L represents the odds that the exciton has been quenched 

by the quenching site. Alternatively the exciton probability density then becomes 

 𝑃𝐿(𝐿, 𝑡) = 2∫ 𝑃(𝑥, 𝑡)𝑑𝑥 =
𝐿

 

 𝑟𝑓 [
𝐿√𝜏

2𝐿𝐷√𝑡
] 𝑒−𝑡/𝜏  . (A3) 

 The final step in creating an aggregate lifetime from this model is to average over 

many values of L to account for the varying distances that all excitons will start from any 
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Figure A1: Example exciton probability density function with a quencher located at position x = 5 nm. The 

integrated probability density at 5 nm and beyond (crosshatched region) represents quenched exciton 

probability. 
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quenching site. If a simple, but not rigorously accurate method of averaging is to just 

integrate Eqn. (A3) from zero to the cubed root of the quencher site density (Lp). This yields 

an expression for the exciton density, n(Lp,t), in terms of three variables: LD, Lp, and τ. 

 

𝑛(𝐿𝑝, 𝑡) = ∫ 𝑃𝐿(𝑥, 𝑡)𝑑𝐿
𝐿𝑝

 

= 𝑒−
𝑡
𝜏 {
2𝐿𝐷√𝜏

√ 𝜏
[𝑒
−
𝐿𝑃
2 𝜏

4𝐿𝐷
2 𝑡 − 1] + 𝐿𝑝 𝑟𝑓 [

𝐿𝑃√𝜏

2𝐿𝐷√𝑡
]} 

(A4) 

 Equation (A4) maps a curve very similar to a stretched exponential decay. This 

similarity suggests that experimental measurements of the exciton lifetime which are often 

modeled using an exponential decay may be more accurately fit with a model similar to 

the one in Eqn. (A4). As mentioned in the introduction, there are a few problems with Eqn. 

(A4). First, using cubed root of the quenching site density as the integral parameter does 

not represent a physically realizable three dimensional distribution of quenching sites. This 

model should really be expanded into a three dimensional model with a weighting function 

to properly model the true distribution of distances to quenching sites. Second, this model 

has two parameters that are only weakly distinct from each other. The same experimental 

data can be well described by wildly varying values of the parameters because reducing 

the exciton diffusivity is almost identical to changing the concentration of quenching sites. 
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Appendix J: Rubrene Device Data 

Some device parameters were given in Chapter 5 for OPVs consisting of rubrene, 

f-rubrene, mm-rubrene, and fm-rubrene as the donor layer paired with C60 as the electron-

accepting layer. The devices have a 20-nm-thick donor layer paired with a 40-nm-thick 

acceptor layer. Here a more complete set of device data is given. It should be noted, as 

mentioned in Chapter 5, that C60 plays the dominant role in these devices as rubrene only 

absorbs weakly. 
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Figure A2: External quantum efficiency for rubrene and rubrene derivative planar heterojunction devices. 

The spectrum is dominated by the response of C60 with only a small rubrene addition after about 500 nm. 
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Figure A3: Open-circuit voltage (VOC, closed symbols) and fill factor (open symbols) for rubrene and 

rubrene derivative planar heterojunction devices. Fucntionalization can both increase or decrease each 

parameter depending on the rubrene derivative. 
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Figure A4: Short-circuit current density (JSC, closed symbols) and power conversion efficiency (open 

symbols) for rubrene and rubrene derivative planar heterojunction devices. The mm-rubrene derivative 

shows the largest efficiency, mainly due to increased current. 
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Figure A6: Current density-voltage traces for 20-nm-thick f-rubrene devices paired with a 40-nm-thick 

acceptor layer of C60.  
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Figure A5: Current density-voltage traces for 20-nm-thick rubrene devices paired with a 40-nm-thick 

acceptor layer of C60. At high illumination intensities the devices appear to exhibit some degradation as 

demonstrated by the second dark scan. 
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Figure A8: Current density-voltage traces for 20-nm-thick fm-rubrene devices paired with a 40-nm-thick 

acceptor layer of C60. 
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Figure A7: Current density-voltage traces for 20-nm-thick mm-rubrene devices paired with a 40-nm-thick 

acceptor layer of C60. 


